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1. Introduction
1.1 Very Short Introduction to Shades of Red
”What is socialism” is a question asked by generation after generation, but the definitive answer has not and will never be found
for “only that which has no history is definable”.1 Shades of Red offers a long-term, source-based and bottom-up perspective on the
everlasting debate on the nature of socialism by studying the political language of Finnish socialism from its humble beginnings in
the nineteenth century until the Civil War of 1918. The aim is not
to present a correct definition of socialism but to understand the
ideological complexity of the most powerful political language in
its era. During this period, socialist movements arose throughout
the European political space, but measured by seats in parliament or by relative number of party members it was in the Grand
Duchy of Finland that the largest socialist party emerged.2 While
successful political languages have been condemned for appealing to emotions, substituting facts with opinions or suppressing
individual reasoning in favour of the collective, the internal logic
of modern political languages has largely escaped critical scrutiny and remains poorly understood.3 Describing the evolution of
Finnish socialism sheds light on the broader and more difficult
question of how and why certain political languages become the
dominant form of collective thinking and lead people to worldchanging action.
1

Nietzsche 1897, 98.

2

Eley 2002, 66, table 4.2; Sassoon 2010, 10, table 1.1; Hilson et al. 2017, 7;
Alapuro & Stenius 1989, 40.

3

For rare exceptions, see Michael Freeden’s works, esp. Freeden 1996; 2013b.
9

This study reconstructs the political language of Finnish socialism by reading manually and computationally handwritten
and printed newspapers. In terms of the sources selected, the
study seeks to extend the scope of the history of ideas qualitatively from the elite thinkers to the common people, who did
not think of politics for a living, and quantitatively to datasets so
vast that they elude mere human cognition. Although the leading scholars of ideology studies and conceptual history have long
ago given their theoretical endorsement for the study of political
thoughts among the populaces,4 concrete research based on vernacular sources is still not easy to find in the 2020s.5 Handwritten
newspapers produced by the working people will play a major
role in the argumentation of this study. Methodologically, the
study introduces computational tools to a field traditionally dominated by qualitative approaches.6 The computational analysis of
the massive Finnish newspaper corpus brings new insights on the
specific and general features of socialism. The point is to alternate
the level of description between small and large, between close
and distant in order to perceive patterns in the sources that would
remain invisible to scholarship dependent solely on the one-sided
use of qualitative or quantitative methods. In the theoretical domain, explanations that seek ideological comfort or culprits from
history will be challenged: both the socialist self-understanding of socialism as the proletariat coming to its senses through
class-consciousness and the anti-socialist argument of socialism

4

Koselleck 1972, xx; Freeden 1997, 7.

5

For some notable departures from the trend in the context of the turn of the
twentieth century labour movements, see Marzec 2020; van Ginderachter
2019; Suodenjoki 2010.

6

Michael Freeden, the leading scholar of political ideologies, has not used
statistical methods in his work and seems to hold a skeptical attitude towards “narrow attempts to ‘scientize’ politics or its study”. See Freeden
2013b, 11. Quantitative methods were not used in the magnum opus of
conceptual history, i.e. Geschichtliche Grundbegriffe, nor in the most notable Finnish work Käsitteet liikkeessä. See Brunner et al. (Eds.) 1972–1997;
Hyvärinen et al. (Eds.) 2003.
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as irrational hate mongering emphasize one single feature of the
political language at the expense of its internal complexity.7
Seeing socialism through strict binaries such as rational thinking versus emotional agitation is one manifestation of “the tyranny of the discontinuous mind” that has tried to impose blackand-white categories on the colourful world of political ideologies
in which the sliding scale of probabilities works better than any
absolute dichotomy.8 In the following pages, “socialism” works
as a broad label under which the ideological richness of socialist thinking is organized. According to the guiding metaphor of
my research, Finnish socialism came in many shades of red, none
of them pure. Unlike the classic accounts of socialism that constructed ideological taxonomy based mainly on the writings of
the leading men,9 this study delves into the socialist imagination
among housemaids, factory workers and landless rural people.
While the recent research has enriched our understanding of vernacular socialism, especially on the local level of Finnish civil society, these interpretations have been based on sources manifold
in quality but limited in quantity.10 This study expands from the
profound regional reflections towards the general thought patterns of Finnish socialism.
Unlike in the field of conceptual history, which has successfully examined trajectories of individual concepts, the object of
interest lies in the conceptual system itself. The choice has led to
one serious limitation in this study: the connections of Finnish
socialism to non-Finnish variants of the global political language
of socialism remain incomplete for they are based on reading
previous research instead of a first-hand analysis. While it is still
somehow feasible to study the trajectories of individual concepts
manually with primary sources in several languages, in the case
of political languages understood as complex systems, the com7

For famous examples of these positions, see Kautsky 1908; Le Bon 2001a.

8

On “the tyranny of the discontinous mind”, see Dawkins & Wong 2016,
343, 348–349.

9

Soikkanen 1961; Kirby 1971; Soikkanen 1975.

10 See e.g. Salmi-Niklander 2004; Suodenjoki 2010; Rajavuori 2017.
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binatorial explosion of concepts makes the target too extensive to
be tamed by the classical arsenal of historians. However, the hope
is that, in the long term, Shades of Red could be read as one small
step towards a systematic study of political languages in a truly
transnational space which would require not only methodological innovations but also a co-ordinated digitization of commensurate materials on a global scale.11
The main research questions focus on the evolutionary characteristics of the political language of Finnish socialism: (1) its
diachronic evolution, i.e. how the political language of Finnish
socialism changes over time, (2) vertical evolution between the
top and bottom of the labour movement, i.e. what similarities and
differences can be observed between printed and handwritten socialism and (3) ideological coevolution, i.e. how socialism relates
to other political languages of Finnish modernity. By answering
the first question with the help of machine-readable newspaper
data and computational tools, Shades of Red produces a new macroscopic view on the origins, turning points and continuities of
Finnish socialism from the conceptual perspective. In earlier research, the political language of socialism in the labour press has
been systematically covered only in individual years,12 or alternatively, individual themes inside socialism have been analysed
with slightly larger time scales.13 Thus, if one is interested in the
specific years or specific themes of socialism, there are studies
that go deeper into the particular aspects of the political language
in case, but if one is interested in the long-term variation of Finnish socialism as a whole or in the relation of individual socialist
themes to each other, this study should be helpful. In addition,
11 For a larger step towards this direction, see e.g. Beals & Bell 2020.
12 See e.g. Salmelin 1967 for the years 1895–1901; Matikainen 2018 for the
year 1917.
13 For example, on the relation between Finnish socialism and nationalism in
the labour press, see Heikkilä 1993; Kujala 1995; on the relation between
Finnish socialism and Christianity in the labour press, see Pikkusaari 1998;
Kemppainen 2020; on the relation between Finnish socialism and Russian
radicalism in the labour press, see Kujala 1989; on the relation between
Finnish socialism and literature in the labour press, see Roininen 1993.
12

students of political languages interested in building their diachronic arguments on a firmer empirical ground might benefit
from the methodical solutions applied to the Finnish case.
The second question addresses the imagined gap between educated socialism at the top and emotional socialism at the bottom of the Finnish labour movement,14 and tests if the hypothesis
withstands empirical scrutiny. More broadly, prescriptive definitions of political modernity, e.g. an individual being the “real”
modern subject, modernity as the rise of rationality over emotions or ordinary working people lacking the political intelligence
to be counted as truly modern thinkers will be questioned with
non-normative description of the proletarian imagination at the
grassroots of Finnish socialism. In the handwritten newspapers,
workers tell in their own words what it felt like to “become modern” in the sphere of political thinking. If modernity means claiming subjectivity in the public sphere, imaging a stark difference
between the old world left behind and the new coming world and
expanding spatial horizons beyond the local community,15 then
answering the second question contributes to the hitherto quite
limited knowledge on the “modernity in the vernacular”, i.e. how
the ordinary working people constructed modern notions of subjectivity, temporality and spatiality in a creative dialogue with the
printed word.16 This question also takes part in the long-standing
debates surrounding the nature of the Finnish labour movement:
what was the relation of archaic hatred and modern rationality
inside the movement, did the movement derive its strength from
the “fast” agitation campaigns or rather from the “slower” formation of civil society and how did the local dynamics of oppression

14 The idea is most emphatically presented in Ehrnrooth 1992.
15 See Rancière 2004, esp. 304; Koselleck 2004, esp. 255–275; Anderson 2006,
esp. 6.
16 Finnish modernity among the common people has been studied in the diverse field of “writing from below”, but the focus has not been in the political imagination. See e.g. Salmi-Niklander et al. 2010, esp. 7–10; Laitinen &
Mikkola (Eds.) 2013.
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and nationwide political struggle intersect in its self-understanding?17
Political languages tend to highlight their own lucidity, stability and superiority over alternative formulations of the social reality, but from the analytical perspective, these conceptualizations
are much more ambiguous, indeterminate and vague than what
the ideological self-understanding permits.18 The third question is
raised to challenge the myth of peculiarity surrounding the political
language of Finnish socialism, i.e. that it was something radically different from the competing ideologies of the era. This myth was originally
created by the opponents and supporters of socialism, both of whom
highlighted its uniqueness for their own political purposes, but similar
ideas in less dramatic forms can also be found in the academic literature. For example, according to the most influential take on the topic,
socialism was “in contradiction” to nationalism, liberalism and conservative Christianity.19 This interpretation has been developed further
in later research: it has been suggested that socialism did indeed differ
sharply from its competitors in its ideological substance, but what enabled the sudden breakthrough of socialism was its rhetorical model of
an “unattainable dialectic” taken directly from Christianity.20 Shades of
Red leans on the assumption that socialism was not incompatible with
other popular ideologies but rather evolved together with its many
competitors – and the essence of these connections was not merely
rhetorical. While the ideological connections have been touched

17 For an interpretation highlighting archaic hatred and agitation, see Ehrnrooth 1992; for an interpretation stressing the educational nature of the
labour movement and explaining its rise in the context of Finnish mass
mobilisation, see Alapuro & Stenius 1989; for an interpretation seeing the
labour movement as a means to practice political citizenship in rural contexts and to surpass the local ties of subordination, see Kettunen 1989.
18 See Freeden 2013b, esp. 69–79.
19 Soikkanen 1961, 392. Soikkanen repeats this interpretation in Soikkanen
1975, 173. On the other hand, there are individual comments in his work
showing clearly that socialism was in many ways compatible with its competing ideologies. See e.g. Soikkanen 1961, 12, 18, 181.
20 Ehrnrooth 1992, 579–580.
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upon in earlier research,21 an even more nuanced understanding
of the general and distinctive features of Finnish socialism can be
formed by pinpointing the most pivotal conceptual continuities
and ruptures. For the study of political languages, this means a
move from abstract theories to concrete manifestations of ideological coevolution in the primary sources.
The structure of the study proceeds from the introduction
which presents earlier research, theoretical concepts, methodological tools and main sources to five empirical chapters before the final conclusions. The first empirical chapter concerns
the concept of socialism and investigates when it arrived in the
Grand Duchy of Finland, who the main opponents and adherents
of socialism were and how they used the concept during the long
nineteenth century. The second chapter switches the focus from
the individual concept of socialism to the conceptual system and
locates the key elements used constantly in the macro-narrative
of Finnish socialism from its birth in the mid-1890s until the Civil War of 1918. The third chapter is a study of political language
in motion for it traces how the conceptual waves of socialism
evolved dynamically in relation to the changing historical events
in the Grand Duchy. Instead of the structural approaches taken
in the second and third chapters, the following chapters attach
more importance to the political actors and their linguistic agency at the grassroots of Finnish socialism. Based on the proletarian
expressions in handwritten newspapers, the fourth chapter constructs their ideal model of political subjectivity, especially from
the perspective of emotions and rationality. The fifth empirical
chapter zooms into the most important symbol of Finnish labour
movement, the rising sun, and analyses its relation to socialist
temporalities, i.e. how the ordinary working people conceptualized past, present and future in their writings, and what they
saw when they stared at the red sun of socialism. The concluding
21 See especially Alapuro & Stenius 1989, which does not see the socialist
labour movement of the twentieth century as the opposite of Fennoman
nationalism in the previous century but rather as one of many modern
movements that drew strength from its ideological tradition.
15

chapter connects the main results to the existing research on socialism and to the broader methodological and theoretical debates in the study of political languages.

1.2 Socialism in the Research so far
Socialism as the Fuzzy Language of Political Thinking in the Real
World
An event as massive and complex as the rise of socialism to the
most powerful political language in Finland has generated a large
body of research during the last one hundred years. First, however, socialism needs to be briefly placed into the broader context
of political modernity in the Grand Duchy of Finland and the
link between the socialist language and the socialist movement
specified with the help of earlier research. Finnish scholarship has
shown political languages rose in the Grand Duchy of Finland
from the mid-nineteenth century onwards for several reasons:
Fennoman activists began to develop political vocabulary in Finnish language in order to spread nationalism among the common
people in the 1840s, the Diet of Finland was summoned by Tsar
Alexander II in 1863 after five decades of dormancy, which meant
that the Four Estates could exchange views on public matters on
a regular basis, and the numbers of both Finnish and Swedish
newspapers multiplied before the end of the century, thereby creating a thriving forum for a political debate. The major ideological lines can be roughly divided into two although the borders
were much fuzzier in the concrete practice of politics: (1) Fennoman nationalism, based primarily on Hegelian idealism and supported especially by the estates of the clergy and peasant farmers
and (2) liberalism, influenced by Anglo-Saxon liberal thinkers
and supported especially by the Swedish-speaking nobility and
urban bourgeoisie.22
22 Pulkkinen 1989, 111–133; Pulkkinen 1999, 119–120, 131; Klinge 1978,
149–150; Jussila 1999, 15, 42–43, 50–52; Liikanen 1995, 119–123; Marja16

At the beginning of modern politics, the bone of contention
was language: the Fennomans, many of whom spoke Swedish as
their first language but had learned the language of the majority
of the common people, attacked liberalism as an ideology of the
Swedish-speaking elites, whereas from the opposing perspective,
Fennoman nationalism represented not the “true voice of the
people” but potentially dangerous bigotry.23 In the course of the
1870s and 1880s, the Fennoman dream of representing the united
will of the Finnish-speaking people dissolved for the movement
split into Old-Finnish conservative nationalism and Young-Finnish liberal nationalism that was less religious and more receptive
to cosmopolitan influences from abroad.24 However, by the end
of the nineteenth century, the original goal of Fennoman nationalism had been largely fulfilled for Finnish had been raised
as a language of politics, elementary school and bureaucracy.
On a more personal level, the Old Finns had won considerable
ground for themselves in civil administration and in Finnish society more broadly.25 Thus, when Finnish socialism was born as
a political language in the 1890s, the existing political environment had been shaped largely by the Fennoman movement, and
simplified ideas of Hegelian nationalism figured more strongly
in the political imagination of the ordinary people than did the
Anglo-Saxon liberal tradition. It has been suggested that Fennoman nationalism with its German influences provided a fertile
breeding ground for Finnish socialism.26 This ideological link will
nen et al. 2019, 62, Fig. 1. For a more nuanced image of the ideological
landscape in the Grand Duchy of Finland in the late nineteenth century,
see e.g. Pekonen 2014.
23 Pulkkinen 1989, 113, 115; Liikanen 1995, 16–19, 169–171. When the term
“Swedish-speaking elites” appears in the study, it is crucial to remember
that there was also a Swedish-speaking working class (e.g. fishermen,
tenant farmers and smallholders) in Finland, especially in the coastal areas
of the Grand Duchy. See e.g. Engman 2016, 321.
24 Siltala 1999, 293–298; Liikanen 1995, 326–327; Vares 2000, 38–57.
25 Alapuro 1988, 94–100.
26 Pulkkinen 1989, 132; Pulkkinen 1999, 133.
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be scrutinized from the conceptual perspective in the empirical
part of the study.
The proportion of domestic and international factors in the
making of the socialist movement has been a pervasive theme in
the previous research. The specific features of Finnish socialism
include (1) late beginning in the 1890s compared to European
socialist parties, (2) exceptionally large size of the party in the
early twentieth century, (3) broad agrarian base but insignificant
support from the intelligentsia, (4) highly political nature of the
labour movement, i.e. political organization under the socialist
party was more extensive than organization into trade unions,
and (5) ideological moderation compared to other socialist parties operating in the Russian Empire.27 However, the general features attach Finnish socialism to the mainstream of European
socialism at the turn of the twentieth century, i.e. “vulgar Marxism” or “simplified Marxism”.28 The doctrine consisted of three
key elements: (1) economic theory of exploitation, (2) materialist conception of history, and (3) the independent organization
of working classes into political parties as the main strategy.29
These ideas did not spread directly from Marx’s original writings
amongst European working people, but through their popularization by Karl Kautsky, who was the leading intellectual of both
the German SPD and the Second International which the Finnish
SDP joined in 1902.30
What Shades of Red adds to the existing knowledge is a detailed
and comprehensive description of the conceptual structure of socialism in its Finnish variant. The political language of socialism
looked different in each country for Marxism was mixed with local ideological currents such as “Lassaleanism in Germany, Mazzinianism in Italy, Proudhonism in France, the nameless amalgam
27 Kirby 1987, 482, 484; Alapuro 1988, 114–127; 178–179; Kettunen 1986,
61–69; Kujala 1989, 28, 326.
28 For the phrase ”vulgar Marxism”, see Sassoon 2010, 5; for ”simplified Marxism”, see Soikkanen 1961, 28.
29 Sassoon 2010, 6.
30 Geary 2003, 219–220; Soikkanen 1975, 50–51.
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of Carlyle and Ruskin, secularism and free thought, and residual
Chartism in Britain”, to quote Geoff Eley.31 This study shares Mark
Bevir’s understanding of socialism as not a given or as a function of socio-economic changes, but as “a fluid set of beliefs and
practices that people are constantly making and remaking and
in which no one idea or action has a fixed or necessary place”.32
Michael Freeden, one of the leading scholars of political theory,
has acknowledged the difficulty of forming “an agreed cluster of
core socialist concepts” precisely because socialism as an ideology has been attached to various socialist movements during the
past two centuries.33 In other words, the strong link between the
political language of socialism and different political movements
advocating socialism has caused instability for the grand conceptual structure of socialist ideology. Freeden’s interpretation places
“five concepts or conceptual themes”34 at the ideological core of
socialism, and this abstraction will later be compared to the Finnish case, derived a from large amount of newspaper data.
By taking language seriously in the making of political movements, Shades of Red joins the long research tradition extending
to E. P. Thompson, who brought working-class agency to the fore
of social history with his The Making of the English Working Class.
Thompson did not see class-consciousness as a determined, automatic result of industrial capitalism but rather as an historical
process: “And class happens when some men, as a result of common experiences (inherited or shared), feel and articulate the
identity of their interests as between themselves, and as against
other men whose interests are different from (and usually opposed to) theirs.”35 Thompson, with his focus on working-class
ideas, values and traditions instead of “objective” material struc31 Eley 2002, 45–46. On the socialist ideology in European labour movements
before the First World War, see Geary (Ed.) 1989; Steenson 1991.
32 Bevir 2011, 19.
33 Freeden 1996, 419.
34 Freeden 1996, 425.
35 Thompson 1963, 9–10.
19

tures, paved the way for later research that scrutinized the link
between political languages and collective movements.
In fact, studying the role of language, discourses and meanings in the formation of class-consciousness became an academic
trend during the 1980s and 1990s. Three famous examples from
this era are William Sewell, Gareth Stedman Jones and Joan Scott,
all influenced by Thompson’s magnum opus. Sewell studied ideological discourses of French workers from the Old Regime to
1848. One of his many results was that Enlightenment ideas that
culminated in the emergence of socialism did not proceed “by a
slow and linear progression but dialectically and in concentrated bursts”36 – a similar “hard-to-predict” trajectory can be found
in the case of Finnish socialism. Furthermore, both French and
Finnish workers framed their protest in universal terms, claiming to be fighting for enlightened humanity.37 In his Languages
of Class, Stedman Jones argued that it was primarily radical discourses that made the English working class, denying the possibility of pure interests existing outside the realm of language, an
assumption that seemed to operate in the background of Thompson’s explanation: “…it is the discursive structure of political language which conceives and defines interest in the first place.”38
Scott, on the other hand, went even further in her post-structuralism, deconstructing the masculine concept of the working class,
used uncritically not only by labour movements in the distant
past but also by later Marxist scholars such as Thompson.39 Scott’s
major contribution to the study of political languages was to turn
scholarly attention to those linguistic representations that appear
universal and objective on the surface but prove to be gendered
constructions on closer examination.40
36 Sewell 1980, 277.
37 Sewell 1980, 283–284.
38 Stedman Jones 1983, 22.
39 Scott 1987, 9–10; Scott 1999, 68–90.
40 In Finnish labour history, the influence of Scott’s ideas can be found e.g. in
Laine & Markkola (Eds.) 1989; Markkola 1994; Lähteenmäki 1995; Uusitalo 2014.
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In the Nordic context, the project Arbetarna och språket continued this trend by scrutinizing the language used by the early
Swedish labour movement: in addition to agitational rhetoric and
key concepts, other less obvious aspects related to political language such as writing culture, communicative competence and
style were included in the analysis.41 The project did not try to
present the language of the labour movement as a unique outlier
in the Swedish political culture but instead paid attention to the
linguistic similarities between many popular movements arising
in the course of the nineteenth century.42 Interestingly, the contents of the socialist language of the 1880s were manually quantified: although socialists developed some concepts of their own
(e.g. the bourgeoisie, strike, social democrat, underclass, upper
class), in general, their argumentation relied on the shared vocabulary of the modern era (e.g. the distinctions between the
awakened and those still sleeping, or the organized and the unorganized).43 In a way, Shades of Red takes a similar approach but
quantifications will be conducted automatically and with a larger
amount of primary sources, in order to shed light on the specific
and general features of Finnish socialism.
Partly due to the pioneers above, the modern-day historians
of socialism pay attention to the language of socialism and see
class-consciousness as one of many identities available to the
working people.44 An exemplary case of current scholarship
can be found in Sabine Hake’s The Proletarian Dream, which argues provokingly that the proletariat, as imagined by the nineteenth-century German socialists and some later scholars, never existed.45 Hake does not equate “workers” with the political
category of “the proletariat” and reduce working-class action to
workers’ movement, but nor does she dismantle the link between
41 Johannesson (Ed.) 1996; Josephson (Ed.) 1996.
42 Josephson 1996a, 34–35.
43 Josephson 1996b, 73; Josephson 1996c, 333–334.
44 Bevir 2011, 15–16.
45 Hake 2017, 14.
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class and politics for the connection between workers and socialism manifests strong in her primary sources. Rather, Hake’s point
is that the relation between the two was more complex for the
working-class imagination reached beyond the conceptual toolkit
offered by Marxist ideology: “As the most powerful expression
of the dream of community and collectivity, proletarian culture
functioned at once as an extension of Marxist theory and socialist
praxis, a vessel for older traditions and conventions, and a laboratory for new attitudes and mentalities.”46 This understanding of
socialism as an ideological bridge between old and new worlds is
one of the key insights guiding the later analysis of the Finnish
case.
While respecting the long tradition, Shades of Red tries to avoid
the most common mistakes made in earlier language-focused research. Although the study focuses on textual sources, language
will not only be reduced to relations between semantic units.47 Instead, the analysis is guided by a broad understanding of political
language that goes beyond texts and encompasses concepts, symbols and emotions as they were used in the daily proletarian life.
Furthermore, the political language of socialism is not a synonym
for the language of the working people but a subcategory among
various working-class languages. If a synonym for the political
language needs to be offered, the public language of the workers’
movement could be the best candidate. Finally, this study follows
those present-day scholars of socialism who are not afraid of the
inescapable entanglement of ideologies.48 Because socialism as a
political language is tied to a political movement operating in a
chaotic and changing world, it appears as a mixture of ideas instead of a perfect ideological constellation. Thus, in this study,
46 Hake 2017, 15.
47 This is Bevir’s main criticism against structuralist and post-structuralist
approaches in the study of socialisms: “Language thus appears to be a reified semiotic code that generates meaning quite apart from the activity of
human beings.” Bevir 2011, 17.
48 See e.g. Bevir 2011; Hake 2017; Ahlskog, Kaihovirta & Wikström 2018;
Kaihovirta 2020; Kemppainen 2020.
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the interplay between socialism and other ideologies is not something to be condemned as intellectual inconstancy but rather to
be read as an epitome of human creativity.
Contributions to the Political Language of Finnish Socialism
Early Finnish socialism has been studied intensively not only because of scholarly fascination with a peculiar social phenomenon:
the socialist labour movement has sought meaning for itself in
history, whereas the opponents of socialism have tried to identify the culprits behind the disastrous Civil War of 1918.49 All in
all, Finnish scholarship has followed the major Western trends
that have proceeded from academic condemnation of emotional and irrational socialism in the early twentieth century to the
boom of social history (and labour history as its stronghold) in
the 1960s when pioneering works were written both in Finland
and abroad.50 These interpretations sympathized with socialism
and acknowledged the educational factor contributing to the rise
of the independent labour movements by connecting socialism
with the modernization process.51 After the linguistic turn, several studies treated proletarian emotions with more analytical
rigour than had previous explanations stemming from the nineteenth century crowd-psychological theories and introduced
different modes of working-class thinking that might appear “irrational” on the surface but can be understood when an historian
reconstructs their internal logic of rationality.52 Next, the relation
49 On the brief history of the social-democratic self-understanding, see Kettunen 2018; on the right-wing interpretations of pre-Civil War socialism,
see e.g. Pietilä 1918.
50 Soikkanen 1961; Thompson 1963.
51 For Soikkanen, it looked obvious that the labour movement was associated with “an increase in the economic, social and educational level of the
working people”. Soikkanen 1961, 27. On Thompson’s unreflected link to
modernization theory, see Batzell et al. 2015, esp. 756.
52 Salmi-Niklander 2004; Suodenjoki 2010; Rajavuori 2017.
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of this study to previous research on Finnish socialism will be
outlined tentatively. The focus will be in those studies that have
contributed to knowledge of socialism as a conceptual, discursive
and linguistic phenomenon.
The tendency to interpret the rise of Finnish socialism on a
linear scale extending from emotions to rational thinking can be
pinpointed to the very first takes on the topic. Jaakko Forsman Jr.,
the Young Finnish Doctor of History, highlighted the role of socialist agitators in his analysis of 1912: their suggestive language
– “harsh words and glaring images”, instead of “relativities, nuances, and binding logical argumentation” – captivated the rural
proletariat in the aftermath of the General Strike of 1905.53 Interestingly, Forsman used the term “crowd soul” (kansansielu) when
referring to the contemporary proletarian imagination.54 This
indicates that his analysis was probably influenced by then fashionable theories of mass psychology which will be scrutinized
later in the study.55 The first major academic research on Finnish
socialism continued Forsman’s trajectory. Jarl von Schoultz’s thesis on the Social Democratic Party (1924) raised agitation as a
key explanatory factor in the rise of socialism, arguing that hate
speech played a greater role than positive utopias or theoretical doctrines of socialism in the speeches of socialist agitators.56
However, both Forsman and von Schoultz acknowledged that not
only inciting words but also the changing social conditions contributed to the rise of socialism and highlighted the advancement
of agrarian capitalism, which exacerbated the conflict between
the landowning farmers and the landless.57
While some individual studies on the labour movement appeared in the 1940s–1950s,58 the first golden age of Finnish so53 Forsman 1912, 41–42.
54 Forsman 1912, 38, 40–41.
55 See Chapter 5.1.
56 von Schoultz 1924, 150–151.
57 Forsman 1912, esp. 19–27; von Schoultz 1924, esp. 20–25.
58 See e.g. Laine 1945, 1946a and 1946b; Oittinen 1948; Paasivirta 1949.
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cialism, especially from the perspective of political language,
took place in the 1960s. Hannu Soikkanen’s influential basic research narrated the grand synthesis of socialism, and many of the
later studies are, in a sense, variations on themes originally composed by Soikkanen in 1961. According to the central argument
of his book, socialism did not follow a steadily growing curve in
Finland but arrived through several ruptures: working-class radicalism in the capital during the summer of 1896, the crisis of the
fatherland in 1899, when the labour movement was attacked by
the bourgeoisie for its “lack of patriotism”, and finally the General
Strike of 1905, that meant both the breakthrough of socialism and
the clear-cut separation of the labour movement from its political rivals.59 Soikkanen outlined the ideological transformation of
Finnish socialism from a random collection of radical thoughts
among a small number of labour activists during the 1890s into
the coherent international Marxism of the early twentieth century. In addition to the far-reaching periodization that mapped
the major changes of Finnish socialism on a clear timeline, he
commented on the vertical diffusion of ideas: when socialist concepts spread from the top of the movement to the grassroots, they
transformed into “a few simple slogans” or adapted to local needs.
For example, in the agrarian context, socialism was connected
“primarily” to land distribution.60 Soikkanen continued his analysis with a history of the Finnish SDP that extended the temporal
scale of Finnish socialism from the first parliamentary elections
of 1907 until 1937 and revised some of his former interpretations
such as overestimation of socialist influences in the proletarian
radicalism of the early-1890s.61
Another interesting study of socialism from the 1960s, Pentti
Salmelin’s Järjestölehdestä puoluelehdistöön (From Organisational
Publication to Party Press), has not gained as many citations and
scholarly attention, perhaps partly because it has suffered from
59 Soikkanen 1961, esp. 392–393.
60 Soikkanen 1961, 391.
61 See Soikkanen 1975, esp. 25.
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an unfavourable trajectory in subsequent academic trends, i.e.
content analysis of party press that was extremely popular in the
1960s–1980s fell out of fashion.62 Although Salmelin’s thesis follows Soikkanen’s central argument, it contains many individual
comments that shed a brighter light on the political language of
socialism as it appeared in the labour newspapers from 1895 to
1901, and some of his comments will be addressed later in this
study. According to Salmelin, the introduction of socialism in
the labour newspapers was based on emotions and focused on
describing the future society that would be better than the prevailing one. The interpretations of socialism as an ideology were
“fragmentary”, “peculiar” and sometimes even “contradictory”
compared to the theorical literature on socialism, but on the other hand, the newspaper language used to communicate political
ideas was more straightforward and themes more topical for an
ordinary working-class reader.63
Perhaps the largest contribution to Finnish socialism as a political language was made by the literature scholar Raoul Palmgren,
who specialized in the working-class fiction published between
the years 1895–1918. Palmgren used over one thousand pages
to dissect one hundred and fifty writers and their work in his
two-volume magnum opus Joukkosydän (The Collective Heart).64
As the main title suggests, Palmgren saw proletarian fiction as
a reflection of the labour movement’s ideology during its most
powerful and coherent phase, meaning the pre-Civil War labour
movement that had not yet split into social-democratic and communist branches. From his Marxist viewpoint, the working-class
fiction from this period was above all a “social-ideological collective phenomenon”.65 Using an empirical, pedantic bottom-up approach, he identified several patterns inside socialist fiction that
he divided into three main categories in the final conclusions:
62 Vuorio 2009, 23–26, 43. On the long history of Finnish press studies, see
Salokangas 2005, 485–487.
63 Salmelin 1967, 290–291, 295, 314–315, 366–367.
64 Palmgren 1966a; Palmgren 1966b.
65 Palmgren 1966b, 357.
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(1) descriptions of society, (2) interpretations of the past and the
present events, and (3) ideological-programmatic themes and attitudes.66 Palmgren’s work can easily be read from the perspective
of history of ideas in which case a preliminary structure of socialist ideology can be inferred from the individual patterns he
identified through his manual analysis. The structure built from
socialist fiction will be compared to the conceptual structure
based on the computational analysis of socialist newspapers.67
Palmgren did not specialize in the socialist use of concepts and
symbols in literature for he thought that such an approach would
require a “statistical team with computers”, but he nevertheless
posed a hypothesis that will be touched upon later: rather than
coining new expressions, socialist writers repeated and varied
certain key concepts such as misery, oppression, drudgery, awakening, struggle, revenge and victory.68
While these three studies of the 1960s could have opened many
inviting paths for scholars interested in the political language of
socialism, there were not many followers in the 1970s and 1980s.
Those who followed concentrated on the leading thinkers of the
Finnish labour movement. Marjatta Rahikainen directed her focus on Nils Robert af Ursin, the ideological leader of the Finnish
labour movement in the 1890s, and argued that this father figure
of early socialism cannot in fact be categorized as a socialist for
his political thinking was so incoherent at this point of history.69
Instead of measuring Finnish early socialism against the idealized version of orthodox Marxism, Shades of Red takes a more
open-ended approach towards ideological variation in the past.
David Kirby and Antti Kujala placed Finnish socialism in the
Northern-European and imperial contexts. Kirby argued that
while the pre-socialist labour movement with its strong liberal influences resembled the Nordic trajectory, the Finnish SDP
66 Palmgren 1966b, 359–448.
67 See Chapter 3.
68 Palmgren 1966b, 356.
69 Rahikainen 1986, 125, 158, 171.
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quickly adopted Kautsky’s position of class-conscious passive
radicalism at the beginning of the twentieth century.70 According
to Kirby, the role of Russian socialism was minor in the ideological make-up of Finnish socialism, and Bolshevism in particular
had been overemphasized in the Finnish historiography concerning the years 1917–1918.71 Kujala investigated the Finnish SDP as
one of the many imperial parties and concluded that it was the
most moderate socialist party in the entire Russian Empire due to
its unique position which enabled its legal operation.72
Eric Blanc’s Revolutionary Social Democracy: Working-Class
Politics Across the Russian Empire is an important contribution
to this tradition evaluating the ideological currents of Finnish
socialism from an international perspective. In Blanc’s interpretation, the Finnish SDP is not a typical reformist, moderate socialist party of Western Europe,73 but an ideological outlier in the
sense that it was “the only major socialist party in Europe to become more orthodox after 1905”.74 In this respect, the trajectory
of Finnish socialism from the moderate labour cause of the 1890s
to orthodox Marxism after 1905 differs starkly from the Swedish
case, in which the radicalism of the early labour movement was
replaced by practical reformism before the First World War.75
Although some research on the political thinking of the
pre-Civil War labour movement appeared in the 1980s,76 in gen70 Kirby 1987, 482–483; Kirby 1986, 139; Kirby 1976, 109–110. Besides individual articles, Kirby analysed the trajectory of Finnish socialism in his
unpublished thesis. See Kirby 1971.
71 Kirby 1976, 106.
72 Kujala 1989, 28, 326.
73 Blanc levels his argument partly against Risto Alapuro’s interpretation of
the Finnish SDP in Alapuro 2011, 142. See Blanc 2021, 167.
74 Blanc 2021, 195.
75 Hentilä 1979.
76 Besides the examples above, see Sulkunen 1986 and Sulkunen & Alapuro
1989 for the temperance movement as the pre-political labour movement;
Kettunen 1986, 50–69, and Kettunen 1989 for the distinctively political nature of the Finnish labour movement; Alapuro 1988 for the Finnish political mobilisation in European comparison.
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eral, the decade meant for labour history a growing interest in
“hard” and quantifiable numerical sources instead of “soft” and
qualitative texts. Pertti Haapala’s Tehtaan valossa (In the Light of
the Factory) is emblematic of its time in the sense that it concentrated on the living and working conditions in the industrial
city of Tampere and based the argumentation, not solely, but primarily, on descriptive statistics. Haapala challenged the “logic of
poverty” as an explanation for the rise of the self-aware working
class and demonstrated that, in the long term, the era of industrial capitalism improved real wages, housing, health and education
for the working people.77 Thus, instead of the decline in material
conditions, Haapala emphasized “subjective factors and the political system in the emergence of class”.78 Interestingly from the
perspective of political language, he saw the roots of the labour
movement in the last decades of the nineteenth century, when
the working people adopted bourgeois values such as their moral
standards, industriousness and urge for education and their political concepts such as freedom and equality.79
Finnish history research discovered the linguistic turn in the
1990s, and one of the first scholars to utilize discourse analysis
was Jari Ehrnrooth in his polemic thesis Sanan vallassa, vihan
voimalla (Power of the Word, Force of Hatred) that analysed
Finnish socialism in the years 1905–1914. The argumentation is
occasionally hard to follow because of the obscure language – he
combined Foucauldian discourse analysis with Augustine’s rhetorical theory – but the main idea is that Finnish socialism had
two different ideological levels: at the top of the movement, hegemonic Kautskyite Marxism dominated socialist thinking, but
at the grassroots, socialism was transformed from international,
theoretical and rational to local, concrete and emotional. Instead
of modern political thinking, Ehrnrooth found “old-fashioned”
and “archaic” hatred in the handwritten newspapers produced
77 Haapala 1986, esp. 341–342.
78 Haapala 1986, 402.
79 Haapala 1986, 207–208.
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by the rank-and-file workers.80 Ehnrooth wrote his work against
interpretations that had highlighted the educational function of
the labour movement in the Finnish nation-building and in the
broader rise of civil society at the turn of the twentieth century.81
While his discourse-analytical approach can reveal some interesting internal structures of socialist texts, such as the positive
self-image of the workers being constructed in relation to the
negative attributes of the bourgeoisie,82 it does not pay enough
attention to the wider linguistic and materialistic contexts of the
time. The strengths and weaknesses of his argument will be evaluated more carefully in the chapter on the political subject of socialism.83
While some reviewers appreciated that Ehrnrooth had fleshed
out the destructive emotional dynamics pushing the labour
movement forwards,84 some critics questioned whether emotionality was specific to socialism or rather part of the political culture
in the Finnish modernity more broadly.85 Kirsti Salmi-Niklander
extended the emotional scale of the proletariat beyond political hate speech in her folkloristic thesis which concentrated on
the industrial writing community of Högfors in 1914–1926. She
was able to find a wide range of discourses in the handwritten
newspapers of the local social-democratic youth organization:
not only socialist, but also vernacular, romantic, modernist and
educational discourses, all of which created different subject positions for the workers.86 Furthermore, in contrast to Ehrnrooth’s
study that had followed the classical trajectory of Finnish labour

80 Ehrnrooth 1992, 484, 491–492, 494, 563, 572–574.
81 Ehrnrooth 1992, esp. 22–23, 241.
82 Ehrnrooth 1992, 497.
83 See Chapter 5.1.
84 See e.g. Kujala 1995, 21.
85 Bergholm 2002.
86 Salmi-Niklander 2004, 179–181.
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history in its gender-blindness,87 Salmi-Niklander analysed the
differences between men’s and women’s handwritten contributions.88 Above all, instead of treating handwritten newspapers as
authentic expressions of the people’s voice, rising undisturbed
from their collective consciousness, she problematized and contextualized the handwritten newspaper as a source material, for
example, by pinpointing its many connections to oral traditions
and the modern printed word.89 This knowledge has been helpful
for the study at hand for understanding the similarities and differences between handwritten and printed newspapers forms the
basis for the later empirical analysis.
While Ehrnrooth, inspired by Foucault’s Archeology of
Knowledge, wanted to study discourses without subjects,90 Salmi-Niklander shifted the focus towards the writers and their
agency. This was partly possible because her research object was
carefully limited to one specific community: through labour-intensive detective work, she could trace the individuals hiding
beyond many pseudonyms and connect texts with individual biographies. In a way, two contributions to Finnish socialism published in the 2010s continued this trajectory by stressing the political action of human beings in concrete situations over abstract
structures and systems of meanings. First, concentrating on one
colourful character, Sami Suodenjoki analysed the breakthrough
of the socialist labour movement in a South Western rural community. He shows how the rise of the labour movement broadened the margins of political action for ordinary people such as
the protagonist, the shoemaker Vihtori Lindholm, who could
attack the local elites not only by using the traditional ways of
vernacular contestation (e.g. spreading oral rumours about land
distribution) but also by harnessing the new public sphere to formulate his protest (e.g. sending letters about the local conditions
87 On gender-blindness in the context of Finnish labour history, see Markkola
2018.
88 Salmi-Niklander 2004, esp. 59–65, 436–441.
89 Salmi-Niklander 2004, esp. 61, 80–81, 287, 296, 300, 302–305, 341–348.
90 Ehrnrooth 1992, 40.
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to labour newspapers). In the early days of the labour movement,
Lindholm was a useful activist since every willing actor was needed, but when the movement grew stronger and organized better both locally and nationally after the General Strike of 1905,
Lindholm’s confrontational style of politics differed too much
from the ideals of modern party politics and he, like many other
ideological exceptions from the norm in the socialist camp, was
marginalized.91 If Soikkanen’s story of socialism was ultimately a
story of modernization in which the agrarian rand-and-file supporters did not possess enough intellectual virtues to truly understand the modern ideology of socialism,92 Suodenjoki’s interpretation reveals that grassroots actors could drive their personal
goals through the labour movement.
Second, Anna Rajavuori scrutinized socialist agitation in rural central Finland in Esityksen politiikka (The Politics of Performance). In her account, agitation was not merely a top-down process where agitators poured ideas and emotions into the proletarian imaginations, but rather a performative event in which socialist agitators helped ordinary people to become modern political
actors. Ehrnrooth emphasized that agitators had incited hatred in
their agitation, but she paints a more nuanced image of emotional
dynamics at the grassroots of Finnish socialism: besides unequivocally negative hate speech, the positive emotions necessary for
consciously taking part in the collective mass movement – such
as enthusiasm, courage and comradeship – were being taught and
learned in these dialogical agitation events.93
By raising proletarian agency in the local contexts to the fore,
these three studies by Salmi-Niklander, Suodenjoki and Rajavuori have certainly enhanced our understanding of what the
possibilities and limits of individual political action within collective mass movements are. In these studies, working-class individuals are not passive recipients of ideology through which
91 Suodenjoki 2010, esp. 298–299, 302, 304–306.
92 See e.g. Soikkanen 1961, 181.
93 Rajavuori 2017, 225–226, 298.
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the language of socialism speaks itself, but active creators of their
own political identity. Of course, one possible problem rises from
generalizability: when focusing on one writing community, one
colourful individual or agitation stories published in one newspaper, do they represent typical or unique cases, what is the true
scale of the historical phenomenon analysed, and how far beyond
the chosen empirical materials can we extend these arguments?
In this sense, the scope of this study resembles more Ehrnrooth’s
post-structuralist interest in the system of revolutionary discourses constructed from nation-wide primary sources. However, our analytical approaches to tame the complex phenomenon
of Finnish socialism differ starkly from each other, as will be seen
in the theoretical and methodological parts.

1.3 Theoretical Framework
Special Features of Political Language
Several theoretical concepts are used throughout this study, either
explicitly in the argumentation or implicitly to guide the analytical thought process. The most important concept can be found
in the title: political language. This macro concept encompasses
(1) every individual concept inside a given political language, (2)
the relations between these individual concepts, in other words, a
system that has an internal structure, (3) the concrete speech acts
by the political subjects that reproduce and shape the structure of
the system, one ideological utterance after another, and (4) even
symbolic language that uses images instead of words to represent
political concepts.
This understanding of political language draws heavily on Michael Freeden’s political theory that defines ideologies as “particular patterned clusters and configurations of political concepts”
and macroscopic structural arrangements that attribute “mean-
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ing to a range of mutually defining political concepts”.94 Freeden
uses the term “ideology” more often than “political language” in
his theory,95 but I prefer the latter for it seems to describe the
linguistic focus on the morphology of political concepts more accurately.96 Furthermore, the term “political language” consciously
highlights the role of the political that refers not to a thing or to
a collection of things but to a special mode of thought within
political collectives.97 Political language implies making collective
decisions in the social world, thus, every political language is a
social product, not the private property of individual thinkers.
Following Freeden, the political language of Finnish socialism
is understood as a specific configuration of political concepts selected from an unlimited range of possible combinations. From
this notion arises the key feature of all political languages: if concepts can be arranged in an infinite number of ways, then political languages are ultimately struggles over dominant conceptual
arrangements. Each competing language claims it has found the
correct, perfect and final composition, but in reality, political concepts are in never-ending motion, or “essentially contestable” in
Freeden’s theory.98 Thus, the most important property of political
languages is what Freeden calls “decontestation”: prioritization of
one conceptual combination above others.99 Seeing political languages as a perpetual struggle over meanings seems to be a fruitful approach in the case of Finnish socialism, which constantly
competed against other powerful ideologies such as the national94 Freeden 1996, 54.
95 “Political language” in the singular is used around fifty times, whereas “ideology” receives around one thousand mentions in Ideologies and Political
Theory. Freeden 1996.
96 The concept of political language is often connected to John Pocock’s work,
see e.g. Pocock 1973. For a critical analysis of Pocock’s conceptualization of
political language, see Höpfl 1975.
97 Freeden 2013b, 28–29, 33–36.
98 Freeden has adopted the concept from Walter Bryce Gallie. See Freeden
1996, 55–60.
99 Freeden 1996, 76–77.
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ist conservatism of the Finnish Party, the liberalism of the Young
Finnish Party and the agrarian populism of the Agrarian League.
Freeden compares ideologies – or political languages in the
context of this study – to “rooms that contain various units of
furniture in proximity to each other”.100 Concepts are like units in
the sense that it is not the units themselves but the organization
of the units that defines ideological rooms. Thus, there are many
individual socialist rooms, none of which are exactly identical
in detail, but they all share a similar arrangement of furniture.101
The metaphor leads to an insight that is valuable for an historian
who enters the world of original sources like an unexpected guest
and faces political languages in all their untidiness and messiness: there are no absolute boundaries separating the features of
different ideological systems from each other, since often they
are made of overlapping concepts, such as freedom and justice
used by every political actor, but the arrangement of concepts can
nevertheless reveal ideologies hiding in plain sight in historical
sources.
This insight helps avoid one classic pitfall in the study of ideologies and certainly in the historiography of Finnish socialism,
which is trying to find pure examples of socialism in the sources.
An idealistic binary system of categorization—this historical text
either represents socialism or does not—leads to a misguided theoretical path. Political languages do not follow clear-cut divisions
but rather the law of probabilities—conceptual emphases and
marginalizations can reveal that a speech act or a political subject
likely belongs to a certain sub-group of political thinking such
as to the ideological family of socialism, but absolute certainty
is not to be found in the histories of concrete thought systems.
Finnish socialism came in many shades of red, and none of them
was pure.

100 Freeden 1996, 86.
101 Freeden 1996, 86–89.
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Concepts Moving in Structures
If political languages are ultimately combinations of concepts,
what are concepts? The focus on concepts is not unique to Freeden and his colleagues in political studies: for example, German
Begriffsgeschichte (“the history of concepts” or “conceptual history”) brought concepts to the centre of scholarly attention in the
late 1960s and continues to be a thriving research field in the
2000s.102 Both approaches acknowledge the centrality of concepts
in the political struggle and suppose that concepts acquire their
meaning from the interrelations between other concepts. In order to understand an historical concept, one must reconstruct
the semantic fields in which the concept was used.103 Reinhart
Koselleck, the main pioneer of conceptual history, used the terms
parallel concept and counter concept to describe two important
components forming the semantic field.104
Since the conceptual richness of historical sources is so vast,
scholars must narrow the scope of their analyses using certain
criteria. Koselleck channeled his conceptual interest into Grundbegriffe, “basic concepts”. According to Koselleck, a basic concept
is “an inescapable, irreplaceable part of the political and social vocabulary” and combines “manifold experiences and expectations
in such a way that it becomes indispensable to any formulation
of the most urgent issues of a given time”.105 Basic concepts are
crucial for history precisely because different political actors try
to contest them, making basic concepts semantically overloaded,
controversial and multidimensional.106 Koselleck’s notion that the
level of contestation varies between concepts and the most important concepts are most contested is useful but not enough to
102 On the history of the first two decades of Begriffsgeschichte, see Richter
1987. On the current state of conceptual history, see Steinmetz & Freeden
2017.
103 Steinmetz & Freeden 2017, 27.
104 Koselleck 2004, 87–88.
105 Koselleck 1996, 64.
106 See e.g. Ifversen 2017, 31.
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understand the internal logic of socialism as a political language.
Borrowing Koselleck’s term, the “basic concepts” of Finnish modernization such as democracy, fatherland and freedom do indeed
occur throughout this study, but the scope extends beyond the
concepts cherished in every political language at the turn of the
twentieth century. There are also concepts strongly associated
with a certain political language and avoided by its ideological
contenders. If one wants to understand conceptually radical
political movements, such as the socialist labour movement in
Finland, the unique concepts that shape their self-understanding
and dictate how they move in the social world, are at least as relevant as the Koselleckian basic concepts shared by most political
actors of the time.
A more thorough understanding of the concepts operating within a political language can be gained by drawing upon
Freeden’s division into core, adjacent and peripheral concepts.
Core concepts are “present in all known cases of the ideology”
and thus possess long-term durability. Adjacent concepts are not
always present in the ideology, but they help to shape the core
concepts. Peripheral concepts change faster, for they are tied
more closely to historical events. They serve as interfaces between
ideology and the social world, updating the political language
with current political issues.107 This division makes a scholar sensitive to the differing positions that concepts can occupy inside
an ideology, that is, not all socialist concepts are equal inside the
political language of Finnish socialism.
On the other hand, conceptual historians have developed a
more nuanced understanding of temporal layers embedded in
political concepts. According to Koselleck, concepts possess a
“multilayered internal temporal structure reaching beyond the
particular contemporary reality, both forwards and backwards”.108
For example, the concept of socialism in the nineteenth century
can be seen as a popular concept of movement (Bewegungsbegriff)
107 The division is most concisely explained in Freeden 2013a, 124–126.
108 The translated quote according to Jordheim 2012, 165.
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in which the expectations towards the future have overridden
the experiences of the past.109 Koselleck also proposed a broader
theory of changing temporalities: the difference between experience and expectation expanded increasingly during modernity (Neuzeit). In the peasant world, everyday life was bound to
the cycles of nature, and previous experiences could be used as
a guide when planning the future.110 However, the emergence of
modernity, especially the unexpected rupture of the French Revolution of 1789, diminished the value of experience in predicting
the future, or in the Koselleckian language: “From that time on,
the space of experience was no longer limited by the horizon of
expectations; rather the limits of the space of experience and of
the horizon of expectations diverged.”111 His observations concerned the German-speaking world, but they seem to be useful
in the context of Finnish modernity, too.
The similarities and differences between these two research
disciplines, the study of ideologies and Begriffsgeschichte, can be
illustrated with a simple visualization (Figure 1.1) which by no
means does justice to the richness of the fields but nevertheless
describes how the relation between ideology and concepts is understood in this study. First, the central unit of analysis is framed
differently: conceptual historians usually begin their intellectual
journey from an individual concept and then construct semantic
fields around their target concept, whereas students of ideology
are more interested in the overarching structure of the conceptual
system. In other words, the former scrutinizes the relations between concept “A” and its surrounding concepts “b”–“i”, while the
latter studies the conceptual relations within the ideology more
broadly, trying to connect all the dots and to position the concepts in relation to the centre of the ideology: the inner circle
refers to the core concepts (“a–c”), the second circle to the adja-

109 Koselleck 2004, 79, 260.
110 Koselleck 2004, 263–264.
111 Koselleck 2004, 267.
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Figure 1.1: History of concepts and study of ideology.

cent concepts (“d”–“f ”) and the third to the peripheral concepts
(“g”–“i”).
Second, in addition to the unit of analysis, the two fields diverge in their temporal emphases. Both disciplines have exploited diachronic and synchronic perspectives when analysing their
units of interest but diachrony has dominated conceptual history
more strongly as the chosen time spans have traditionally been
longer than in the study of ideologies. Diachrony refers here to
studying the evolution of concepts or ideologies over time, while
synchrony “freezes” political language at a particular moment of
time in order to gain a better understanding of conceptual and
ideological structures.112
Begriffsgeschichte can be translated both as “the history of concepts” and as “conceptual history”, the former highlighting the
112 See e.g. Freeden 1997, 5; Ifversen 2011, 82–83; Steinmetz & Freeden 2017,
2.
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unit of analysis and the latter focusing more on the method of
analysis. Concerning the unit of analysis, the focus shifts between
zooming in on individual concepts and stepping back to see the
ideological macrostructure. Koselleck himself understood the relation between individual concepts and wider conceptual structures (such as discourses) not as “incompatible and opposite” but
as mutually supportive: “Each depends inescapably on the other.”113 The first empirical chapter resembles the “classical study of
concepts”, as it stems from the concept of socialism and analyses
how the concept changes through several decades, whereas the
second part takes a step towards ideology studies as the conceptual system of Finnish socialism is constructed by comparing the
socialist press synchronically to its main political rivals in the early twentieth century. However, more importantly for the overall
argument constructed in the study, conceptual history and ideology studies serve as instrumental frameworks which are used
throughout the study to extract useful information from the primary sources.
Finally, the difference between a word and a concept should be
spelled out. In my understanding, a word is not localized into the
wider conceptual system – imagine concept “A” in the visualization without any concepts surrounding it – whereas a concept refers to a specific position in a specific conceptual system.114 Thus,
word “A” becomes concept “A” only when its position is defined in
relation to other concepts. The word “working man” can lead to
many different concepts such as manual labourer, leading newspaper of the labour movement or a best-selling tobacco brand,
but the meaning of the word can be inferred from its conceptual
context. When concepts are analysed in the study, words are used
as starting points, from which the conceptual architectures are
then constructed, using both qualitative and quantitative tools.115
113 Koselleck 1996, 65.
114 Hyvärinen 2003, 65.
115 Using an individual word as a starting point and then studying its different
meanings has been called a semasiological approach in conceptual history,
whereas the onomasiological method begins from one concept and then
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A word-based approach has some obvious limitations. Quentin Skinner has suggested that historical actors can possess concepts without having specific words for them.116 Following this
logic, one could argue that the idea of socialism existed in the
Grand Duchy of Finland long before the word socialism became
encoded into the Finnish language. A systematic analysis of “concepts without words” sounds difficult to implement in practice:
if words are not used as starting points, a more convincing alternative has to be offered. For example, in the case of socialism, a
conceptual historian could construct the semantic profile of socialism from the words in its immediate vicinity and then place
this mathematical representation of the concept into a vector
space.117 Operationalizing socialism in this manner would allow
to see which concepts are close to socialism in the semantic vector space and how these relations change over time. It is entirely
possible that future breakthroughs in vector semantics will silence those critical voices that dismiss conceptual history as the
“history of words”,118 but currently even these new computational approaches that focus on semantic fields instead of individual
terms are dependent on seed words that are used to construct
the initial semantic profiles for the concepts. This study likewise
builds on the link between words and concepts but acknowledges
that the concept of socialism covers much wider ground than its
most evident equivalent in the lexical level of language: the empirical analysis of socialism begins from the term “socialism” but
includes other words in its close proximity such as “social democracy” and “labour cause”.119

analyses all the words referring to the chosen concept. See e.g. Steinmetz &
Freeden 2017, 21; Ifversen 2011, 70.
116 Skinner 2002, 159–160. For counter arguments against Skinner’s position,
see Kärrylä 2019, 43–44.
117 For a concrete example of this approach in conceptual history, see Gavin et
al. 2019.
118 Fernández-Sébastian & Skinner 2007, 114.
119 See Chapter 2.
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Political Subjects and Speech Acts
According to the standard critique of structuralist approaches,
they do not leave room for the individual agency of political
subjects and struggle to explain historical changes.120 However, a
structuralist orientation does not have to lead to a deterministic
dead end. For example, Émile Benveniste enriched the field of
structural linguistics with his concept of enunciation as early as in
the 1950s and 1960s.121 Enunciation refers to the act of producing
an utterance: “This act is the fact of the speaker who mobilizes the
language on his or her own behalf.”122 Benveniste’s idea can enrich
the study of political languages, too: an individual becomes a subject through enunciation, i.e. the contextualized act of speaking
means taking a position in relation to the political language as a
whole. “Speaking” should be understood broadly here: while oral
messages play a major role in the study, not least because working
people read their handwritten newspapers aloud, speaking the
political language of socialism could also mean making oneself
heard in society through print media, for example, by sending
letters to newspapers.123
In fact, Benveniste’s enunciation approaches a widely used analytical category of intellectual history, “speech act”, popularized
by Quentin Skinner: when historical actors use words, they also
do things with words, i.e. “any act of communication will always
constitute the taking up of some determinate position in relation
to some pre-existing conversation or argument”.124 In the case of
political languages, it seems evident that political subjects do possess a degree of agency by selecting their own speech acts from an
unlimited amount of conceptual combinations—but, at the same
time, they are part of the structure that exceeds a single utterance,
120 See e.g. Thompson 1995; Bevir 2011, 16–18.
121 Joseph 2019, 143.
122 The translated quote according to Joseph 2019, 165–166.
123 On these letters, see e.g. Suodenjoki 2010, 128–131.
124 Skinner 2002, 115.
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a single actor and a single linguistic event. Take for example Skinner’s concept of “innovating ideologist”, a political player who
manipulates conceptual architectures for his own benefit. In order to change political concepts and behaviour in the present, the
player is forced to invent new ways of exploiting the pre-existing
vocabulary.125 Thus, even the most innovating ideologist cannot
escape the “tradition of all past generations”.126 Furthermore, the
success of this ideological innovation does not depend on innovativeness per se, for ultimately it is the language community that
decides which conceptual innovations are accepted and which rejected. An innovation survives in the grand evolution of political
languages only if it is actively reproduced in concrete speech acts,
and most conceptual innovations become extinct in the course of
history. When a successful innovation is repeatedly reproduced,
it leaves a trace in the long-term structure of a concept or an ideology, and from the perspective of political language, these traces
left by a past community are even more important than the first
recorded use in a speech act.
Occasionally the study of ideologies (Freeden) and conceptual history (Koselleck) have been contrasted with the Cambridge
school of contextualism (Skinner) that carefully interprets rhetorical speech acts in their immediate political landscape.127 At
least in Finnish scholarship, approaches focusing on the longerterm conceptual and ideological structures have been successfully combined with Skinnerian speech act theory that emphasizes
individual linguistic agency.128 Although this study focuses more
on political communities than on political individuals, these two
are by no means understood as the opposites of each other. In
fact, in my understanding it is precisely when an individual ima125 Skinner 1974, 294.
126 Marx 1907, 5.
127 This has partly been caused by the authors themselves, see e.g. Freeden’s
critique of Skinner in Freeden 1996, 100–111; Skinner’s critique of Koselleck in Fernández-Sebastián & Skinner 2007, 114–115; Koselleck’s critique
of Skinner in Koselleck, Fernández-Sebastián & Fuentes 2006, 108–110.
128 See e.g. Palonen 2002; Palonen 1999; See also Richter 1990.
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gines belonging to a trans-local community that s/he becomes
a modern political subject.129 Political subjectivity is perceived
from an individual angle when a single rhetorical move and its
original intentions are analysed, and from a structuralist perspective when this move is placed into the macrosystem of political
language that gives meaning to the individual speech act. The
genius of a speech act can only be understood against the background of the system.
There are two additional remarks on the nature of political
subject to be added: rationality and emotionality. The problems
stemming from the dualistic structure of Western thought has
been addressed in scholarly literature for decades,130 but still the
dichotomies easily end up dominating our analytical thinking.
If reading the historiography of Finnish socialism through the
key binaries identified by Val Plumwood in the early 1990s – reason versus emotion, civilized versus primitive, universal versus
particular, male versus female, and so on – it seems that many
researchers have exploited these categories in their explanations,
either consciously or unconsciously.131 For example, Jari Ehrnrooth has interpreted grassroot socialism as an emotional and
primitive movement, whereas interpretations more sympathetic
towards the labour movement have highlighted its rational and
civilized characteristics.132
This study does not seek to evaluate the level of rationality or
emotionality of Finnish socialism but rather attempts to uncover
its internal logic. Socialists had their own way of producing ideas
which operated perfectly “rationally” – if seen in the framework
of their overarching thought system. The rational ideal of their
own political subjectivity will be elaborated on in the chapter on
the socialist subject. On the other hand, recent advances in the
history of emotions and neurosciences have elucidated the link
129 This is a common idea in the recent study of Finnish modernity and can be
traced back to Max Weber. See e.g. Suodenjoki 2010, 24; Kokko 2016, 39.
130 See e.g. Derrida 1982.
131 Plumwood 1993, 43.
132 Ehrnrooth 1992; Alapuro et al. (Eds.) 1989.
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between concepts and emotions, and treating political emotions
as the opposite of conceptual reasoning, i.e. as primitive, natural
or automatic knee-jerk reactions to the environment no longer
seems credible in the 2020s. Emotions are historical, situational and conceptually constructed.133 In this study, a conceptual
approach to political emotions is utilized in order to scrutinize
socialist hatred by focusing on the proletarian emotional expressions in the handwritten newspapers. Socialist emotions will be
released from the traditional straitjacket of irrationalism and
moved under the non-normative macro concept of political language: emotion concepts are only one tool in the toolkit of socialist thinking.
The Chessboard of Political Language
Ferdinand de Saussure’s structural linguistics influenced both
Koselleck’s and Freeden’s conceptual frameworks134 – and next,
the theoretical starting point of this study is specified with the
help of Saussure’s classical chess metaphor. Saussure distinguished langue and parole from each other: the former referred to the
abstract rules of chess, whereas the latter referred to the concrete
moves made on the board. Saussure believed that langue could
be understood by studying parole.135 The chess metaphor may
be even more apt for context of political languages than national
languages for, like chess, political languages are openly vis-à-vis
struggles over units (concepts) and positions (arrangements of
concepts). Thus, it could be claimed that this study constructs
133 On concepts constructing emotions in the context of the history of emotions, see e.g. Boddice 2018, 46–49; on the theory of constructed emotions
in neurosciences, see Barrett 2017a. For a popularized, easy-to-read version of the theory, see Barrett 2017b.
134 On Koselleck’s avoidance of Saussure’s distinction of langue and parole, see
Olsen 2012, 180; on Freeden’s acknowledged debt to Saussure, see Freeden
1996, 49.
135 On Saussure’s chess metaphor, see Ducard 2017, 200–202.
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socialist system, langue, from socialist speech acts, parole. The
political subject refers here to the socialist individuals and their
political community making moves on the grand chessboard of
Finnish ideologies. The logic of the subject moving the pieces will
be understood better once the ideal model of their political thinking – for example, what is “rational”, what is “emotional” and
what is the relation between rationality and emotions according
to the socialist game plan – is reverse-engineered from single utterances carved out by past actors in the original sources.
Chess is computationally complex in the sense that the number of potential positions grows exponentially as the game proceeds.136 However, the complexity is nothing compared to the domain of political languages, where there are more players, more
legal moves and time frames that can stretch over decades or even
centuries. To my mind, traditional methods of conceptual history
and intellectual history can be understood as different ways to
tame the inherent complexity of political languages. For example,
conceptual historians following Koselleck have chosen one piece
and traced its changing positions in different pawn structures,
games and chessboards over time, whereas Skinnerian intellectual historians have produced detailed analyses of the greatest
matches, explaining in detail each innovative move taken by the
grand masters of political thinking. Since the target of my conceptual reflections is the political language of socialism as a whole,
as it is understood in Freeden’s study of ideologies, it exceeds the
history of a single socialist key concept and the most innovative
moves by the best socialist thinkers. Thus, novel ways of smartly
reducing the complexity of the socialist thought system need to
be invented in order to reach the target, and these ways will be
introduced in the methodological section. While this study does
not develop a new theory of political language that would transform conceptual history, intellectual history or ideology studies,
136 There are 20 positions in the first move, 400 in the second move, 8,902 in
the third move, 197,281 in the fourth move and so on. Claude Shannon
estimated in his pioneering article on computer chess that the number of
possible games would be around 10^120. See Shannon 1950.
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a contribution will be made in the fresh operationalization of the
classical theoretical concepts.
Political Language and Social Reality
Finally, the relation between political language and social reality
should be briefly addressed. Freeden has compared political languages to maps: they are competing models of the social world.137
Thus, it makes no sense to search for one correct ideological map
matching an objective or external reality for such a map has never
existed in the human world. Koselleck, on the other hand, pictured concepts as “joints linking language and the extralinguistic
world”, adding that they are “both indicators and factors in political and social life”.138 These formulations are refreshing in that
they do not treat political languages as mere bastions of human
thought or as instruments of ideological brainwashing. From the
alternative perspective, political languages can be seen as flexible
tools producing a variety of world-changing ideas for maps can
be drawn and concepts imagined in a myriad of ways.
The position of this study lies somewhere on the safe ground
between extreme linguistic idealism and hardcore materialism,
and this area could be characterized as “weak social constructionism”.139 While in some old school versions of Marxist research, ideologies were interpreted as mere inverted reflections
of the material base, the wildest of post-structuralist thinkers
denied any accessibility to objective reality and focused on studying the world as discourse.140 In this study, the ideological map
of Finnish socialism is not an independent system of ideas, following only its own inherent rules, or to phrase it differently, it is
not a language game happening outside the material realm. On
137 Freeden 1996, 86.
138 Koselleck 1996, 61.
139 Sayer 2000, 90.
140 Freeden 1996, 14–15; Sewell 2005, 33, 51.
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the contrary, this map is in a constant feedback loop with the extralinguistic world. Sometimes people’s collective action that is
motivated by their ideological map manages to change the social
reality, and sometimes the world simply does not care about people’s beliefs but transforms so rapidly that old maps no longer explain the contemporary reality credibly enough. For an historian
focusing on the evolution of thought systems, precisely these are
the interesting moments for this is when historical actors must
make a big decision: either to update the map, or throw it away
and find a new one.

1.4 Methodology
The Macroscopic Approach
This study integrates both qualitative and quantitative methods to
understand political thought in the past. Traditionally, qualitative
has triumphed over quantitative in Freeden’s study of ideologies,
Koselleck’s conceptual history and Skinner’s intellectual history.
However, it seems that the methodological tide is slowly turning
as the resources needed for a sensible quantitative analysis of political languages have drastically improved during the last decade.
The pioneering attempts of the 1970s and 1980s to tackle political languages quantitatively, either manually or computationally,
suffered from a poor return on intellectual investment: building
datasets from scratch, writing one’s own programs to run the
analyses and the general costliness and poor availability of computation (often leading to manual quantification) meant that the
expenses incurred were often greater than the academic insights
gained from such laborious experiments.141 Now the situation is
reversed: the amount of freely available digital texts increases dai141 For an early attempt at the quantitative analysis of concepts, see Reichardt
1985, and political language, see Guilhaumou 1986. On the history of these
early projects, see Ifversen 2017; Ifversen 2009. On the political language
of Finnish far-right newspapers in 1930–1944, see Teikari 1973. On quan48

ly as libraries and archives transform their physical sources into
machine-readable form,142 open-source tools for textual analysis
can easily be downloaded from online repositories143 and a cheap
present-day laptop possesses more computing power than an expensive supercomputer from the 1990s.144 Thus, not surprisingly,
many studies exploiting the new options for doing quantitative
history in the domain of political ideas, concepts and language
emerged during the 2010s.145 In the following, the methodological solutions taken in the study will be added to this growing
field.
First, the distinction between quantitative and qualitative
methods needs to be clarified. In this study, they are not understood as opposites of each other but as mutually supportive approaches to solve the concrete research problem.146 In practice,
quantitative and qualitative point to different moments in the
analysis: a quantitative method is used to indicate patterns in the
large body of historical texts, and the patterns found quantitatively are then studied qualitatively by reading the original sourctitative content analysis of Finnish newspapers, see Nygård 1987, 127, 136,
138.
142 The constant progress can be monitored online, see https://digi.kansalliskirjasto.fi/search (the National Library of Finland) and https://arkisto.fi/
fi/aineistot/digitoinnin-eteneminen (the National Archives of Finland).
143 The latest tools can be found, for example, in The Journal of Open Source
Software, established in 2016. See https://joss.theoj.org.
144 According to Murray Cambell, one of Deep Blue’s creators, “a present-day
Cell processor has as much processing power as that entire system did in
1997” – and this comment is from 2007. See Andrews 2007, November 5.
145 On word frequency analysis over time and collocation analysis in the context of British parliamentary discussions, see Blaxill 2013; Blaxill 2017;
Blaxill 2020; on counting word frequencies and grammatical structures to
analyse the ideological language used by the World Bank, see Moretti &
Pestre 2015; on the simple co-occurrence analysis of the concept of human
rights, see de Bolla 2013; on vector semantics in conceptual history, see
Gavin et al. 2019; on the increased use of digital methods in intellectual
history more broadly, see Hill 2017; on the relation of digital humanities
and the Cambridge School in particular, see London 2016.
146 Allwood 2012, 1418.
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es where the patterns occur. These careful readings, in turn, inform further computational analyses, forming an iterative loop of
qualitative and quantitative reasoning. Although qualitative and
quantitative often mean different moments on the practical level
of research, the methodological ideal of this study is to simultaneously see words as numbers and numbers as words.
From this perspective, combining qualitative with quantitative seems entirely possible, but what is the added value of the
methodological integration? The recent quantitative turn in the
humanities has been conceptualized with spatial metaphors such
as “distant reading”147 and “macroanalysis”148, both of which underline the fact that scholars see different patterns on different
scales.149 The political language of Finnish socialism is too massive a phenomenon to master with natural cognitive skills alone,
for there are simply too many words and relations between words
to be memorized and comprehended by an ordinary human
brain.150 In other words, socialism possesses properties that are
difficult or impossible to detect without any technical assistance.
Thus, historians studying very large social phenomena need tools
that extend our cognition, tools that can be united under the umbrella concept of the macroscope. Instead of a microscope or a
telescope allowing the researcher to see things that are small or
far away, the macroscope “makes it easier to grasp the incredibly large…by selectively reducing complexity until once-obscure
patterns and relationships become clear”.151 In short, the main
methodological point of this study is to use the macroscope to
identify patterns that are often invisible to the naked eye yet de147 Moretti 2005, 1–4.
148 Jockers 2013.
149 English & Underwood 2016.
150 Viljo Rasila, one of the first historians to use the computer in Finland, advised in 1967: “The use of the computer is advisable when one is dealing
with such a large and, in one way or another, quantifiable material that is
impossible for a human memory to master, or if comparisons are so complicated that a human being cannot perform them.” Rasila 1967, 146.
151 Graham et al. 2015, 1–2.
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mand a closer look by a human scholar. What these macroscopic
tools are in practice will be explained next.
Concrete Methods
There are probably many methodologically cautious historians
who perceive keyword searches as the main benefit that the fashionable field of digital humanities has to offer.152 This opinion is
not entirely misguided: finding relevant articles for a specific research question is faster than ever before. Keyword searches have
been used extensively in this study, too. For example, when the
proletarian concepts of hatred, knowledge or history are analysed, I have searched and read every single speech act where the
words referring to the concepts of interest appear in the dataset
of five handwritten newspapers. The level of thoroughness is possible in the case of small datasets but not in the case of the Finnish newspaper dataset that exceeds two billion words.153 Then
the question arises: if not everything can be read, how does one
choose texts for close reading, i.e. “careful, intensive reading during which historians are close to the details while at the same
time seeing larger contexts between the lines”?154
The main technical tools of this study that go beyond the
standard keyword searches were originally developed in corpus
linguistics that studies language as expressed in large collections
of digital texts (corpora).155 The methods chosen include counting word frequencies over time, collocation analysis and keyword

152 On the practice of keyword searching in the context of historical research,
see Fridlund 2020.
153 Pääkkönen et al. 2016.
154 Salmi 2021, 31.
155 See Baker 2006 for an easy introduction to corpus linguistic methods in
discourse analysis. For more up-to-date introductions, see Taylor & Marchi (Eds.) 2018; Rheindorf 2019. For two interesting applications of corpus
linguistics in the field of history, see Blaxill 2020; McEnery & Baker 2017.
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analysis.156 Word frequencies over time are used to pinpoint the
moments when political discussions around a certain concept intensify, collocation analysis directs attention to the interconnections between several concepts in the vast mass of socialist texts,
and keyword analysis illustrates what is specific in the political
language of Finnish socialism if compared with that of its ideological rivals. When choosing the tools, two principles informed
the selection: (1) mathematical complexity does not equal humanities relevance, and (2) in addition to a low-level understanding of mathematics involved, an historian should profoundly understand the assumptions, biases and implications embedded in
the tools used.
Counting relative word frequencies over time has become a
well-established practice in digital humanities, and it is an easily
accessible method for traditional historians, especially those with
experience in working with economic and demographic time series. Producing line charts of word frequencies is simple, while
explaining what exactly constitutes the peaks and valleys of charts
is a difficult task. The cognitive biases affecting our interpretation
of a simple line chart – or any visualization for that matter – are
many, including (1) patternicity, (2) automatic causal narration
and (3) confirmation bias. Patternicity refers to “the tendency to
find meaningful patterns in meaningless noise”,157 and in the context of digital history, this could mean that while historians are
good at detecting patterns in the visualizations, they may not be
so good at distinguishing true patterns from false patterns. Furthermore, when a pattern is found, we humans immediately construct a causal narrative to explain what we see: “The peak in the
chart must be due to historical event x.” The brain generates this
causal explanation automatically, and based on my own experience, the first narrative is often misleading. The problem is that
once we have a narrative connecting the peak in the visualization
and event x in the imagination, the brain actively seeks evidence
156 Collocation and keyness analyses in the study were performed using AntConc (3.5.7.), available from http://www.laurenceanthony.net/software.
157 Shermer 2008.
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in the sources to confirm the connection and ignores contradictory information: that is confirmation bias in action.158
While no cure for cognitive biases is proposed in this study,
there are some rules of thumb that may avoid the worst misinterpretations. Patternicity can be tackled, for example, by producing many independent charts. It makes sense to split the socialist
press into smaller parts in order to understand whether the presumed conceptual pattern is to be found in several socialist newspapers or if is it caused by some strange outlier: a single socialist
author, a widely circulated advertisement, or poor OCR quality
of data, to name some common distortions. In addition, the fundamentals of quantitative reasoning should be remembered when
interpreting any chart. For example, the low overall frequency of
the word studied may contribute to its dramatic peaks and valleys
since extreme variation is more likely in the smaller sample sizes.159 Finally, when imagining narratives that attach meanings to
figures, the importance of keeping an open mind to many competing explanations cannot be overstated. Each narrative must be
tested against original sources before elevating it from an exciting
hypothesis to a well-established theory.
The second method used in this study is so-called collocation analysis. Historians inspired by conceptual history, ideology studies, or the Cambridge School of intellectual history, have
long been interested in the linguistic contexts in which their historical objects of interest (concepts, ideologies, intellects) figure.
Nowadays it is possible to quantify such linguistic contexts, given that the textual sources are in a machine-readable form. One
approach to operationalize “the linguistic context” is to define
the context as all the words appearing in a window of x words to
the left or right of the word studied.160 When using only absolute
158 The cognitive biases mentioned in this paragraph are taken from Cairo
2016, 81–86.
159 See e.g. Kahneman 2012, 109–111.
160 There is no magic formula for defining the perfect window size or cut-off
point. The historian must decide – usually through trial and error – which
is the most appropriate selection for her own research questions.
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frequencies of words, the most frequent words that emerge from
quantification are common words such as “to be”, “and” or “it”,
and these reveal nothing relevant from the historian’s perspective.161 Fortunately, corpus linguists have developed a statistically
more sophisticated method in collocation analysis that produces
more meaningful raw information for historians to contemplate.
Collocates are words that appear more frequently than statistically
expected in close proximity to the search word. The collocation
measure used throughout this study is mutual information (MI),
which compares the frequency of the co-occurrence to the frequency of its individual parts.162 It is an effect size measure, showing the magnitude of the difference between the values observed
and the values expected. MI has been criticized for giving high
scores to infrequent words,163 but this can be avoided by using
cut-off points that filter out the most extraordinary words from
the list of collocates.
Instead of a table showing the precise numbers, the results of
collocation analyses will be communicated in a visual form that
is hopefully intuitively comprehensible to an historian: the closer
the words are to the centre of the image, the more strongly they
are connected to the socialist concept under investigation.164 Figure 1.2 shows what could be poetically defined as “the architecture of the concept”.165 Visualizations such as that below seem to
produce interesting conceptual architectures that invite further
human analysis, but it could be that the early twentieth-century
newspapers make an ideal source material for collocation analysis in that the highly political nature of the press leads to highly
political collocates.

161 Turunen 2020, 308.
162 More precise description of mutual information used in this study can be
found in Stubbs 1995.
163 See e.g. McEnery, Xiao & Tono 2006, 57.
164 The visualization was achieved with LibreOffice (5.1.6.2), available from
https://www.libreoffice.org/.
165 de Bolla 2013.
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Figure 1.2: Collocates of “socialism” in the manuscript Shades of Red:
Evolution of the Political Language of Finnish Socialism from the Nineteenth Century until the Civil War of 1918.166

While collocation analysis can reveal conceptual patterns hidden in the sources, it does not reveal the nature of the relationship
between the co-occurring concepts: are they parallel or counter
concepts in Koselleck’s language, are they perhaps connected to
some specific historical events, persons and places, do they both
happen to be part of the same popular idiom or perhaps a repeated advertisement?167 For example, the last factor is not trivial for
the reuse of texts was characteristic of the Finnish press from 1771
166 Window: 5 words to the left and 5 words to the right of the search term.
Minimum frequency of collocation: 10 instances.
167 Possible reasons why word frequencies change in historical newspapers are
still undertheorized. One of the few attempts can be found in Jani Marjanen’s blog text, see Marjanen 2019.
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to 1920: advertisements, announcements and news were widely
circulated between newspapers and journals during the entire period.168 This factor has been taken into account when interpreting
the results, for example, by manually filtering out those collocations from the visualizations that are only caused by individual
advertisements circulated in the labour press.169 Understanding
collocations always requires close reading. There are many possible ways for the words in Figure 1.2 to connect with each other,
and seeing the invisible lines between the words – how exactly
they are connected in everyday language use or, more specifically,
in political argumentation in the case of Finnish socialism – ultimately depends on the skills of the historian. Thus, collocation
analysis can produce a massive amount of low-level information
on the semantic content of a concept in historical texts, but it is
the historian who transforms elementary quantitative information into historical knowledge.
The collocation method shows the strength of the mutual relation between two words. Another useful method which historians interested in political languages could borrow from corpus
linguistics is the keyness method, which can be used to reveal differences between two text collections. Keyness detects the words
which appear more frequently than expected by pure chance in
text collection A (“target corpus”) compared to text collection
B (“reference corpus”).170 This method serves as a basis for two
chapters: first, the chapter on the socialist key concepts, where
four socialist newspapers are compared against their main rivals
in four different locations and, second, for the chapter on the conceptual waves of socialism, where the labour press of 1895–1917
is segmented into shorter periods and the words that are overrepresented during a single period (if compared against the whole)
168 Salmi et al. 2020, 26.
169 In addition, I have removed node words from the visualizations of collocations: e.g. in the visualization of history, the term “history” itself is not
included although it appears frequently in close proximity to the term “history”.
170 Baker 2006, 125–128.
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will be analysed. It is obviously reductive to treat the differences
between political languages (socialism versus others) or within a
given political language (socialism in the year 1917 versus socialism in the years 1895–1917) as a mere lexical question, but nonetheless the results of the keyness analysis can serve as a conceptual skeleton for more nuanced and context-specific close readings.
There have been heated debates among corpus linguists on the
best metric to calculate keyness.171 In this study, the log-likelihood (4-term) test is used in order to measure the statistical significance and ratio of relative frequencies to measure effect size.
In short, log-likelihood shows how much evidence we have to
reject the null hypothesis.172 In the case of keyness analysis, the
null hypothesis claims there is no difference in the word frequencies between text collections A and B. If we use the traditional
cut-off point of p-value in the social sciences (p < 0.05), the magic number which does not have specific empirical grounds, this
means that, assuming the null hypothesis is true, the probability
of getting the observed difference or more extreme difference in
the relative word frequency of a specific word between text collection A and B is less than five per cent. Thus, we have strong
evidence against the null hypothesis, and it can be rejected fairly
reliably. P-value has been called the “first line of defense against
being fooled by randomness, separating signal from noise”.173
However, it should be remembered that statistical significance
does not tell anything about the size of the difference found: even
a small difference in word frequency can be statistically significant.174 This is why I have used the ratio of relative frequencies
in addition to log-likelihood test. It is a simple count that can
be understood by historians without expertise in statistics: how
many times more often does a word occur in text collection A
versus text collection B if comparing the relative frequency?
171 See Gabrielatos 2018.
172 Brezina 2018, 83–84.
173 Benjamini 2016.
174 Gries 2009, 284.
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Statistical significance tests with p-values are often perceived as
signs as “objective” and “accurate” science, but they cannot replace the historian’s understanding of past political languages. If
year after year socialist newspapers used a certain concept five
times more often than their ideological rivals, one does not need
a significance test to prove that this finding is significant from the
humanities perspective.
The methods introduced above are used in the analysis of political concepts both in data-assisted and data-driven modes of
thinking.175 Their difference can be illustrated by using word frequency line charts as an easily understandable example. In the
first empirical chapter, I have chosen to study the word “socialism” because, based on my pre-existing knowledge of Finnish history, socialism lies at the centre of Finnish political imaginations.
My hypothesis is that the frequency of socialism should probably
rise in the course of the long nineteenth century, but the actual
shape of the line chart is difficult to predict before a computational analysis. Deductive, data-assisted approach means here having
a clear target (the word “socialism”) and an idea of how the target
should behave in the dataset (its frequency should rise in the long
term). On the other hand, the chapter on the conceptual waves
of socialism exploits the keyness method to identify words that
experience extreme peaks in the various phases of Finnish socialism. Thus, there are no pre-selected words to guide the analysis;
instead I am interested in whatever keywords emerge from the
bottom-up quantification. This more inductive approach to the
political language of Finnish socialism could be characterized
as data-driven research. While a data-assisted approach begins
from a certain concept and then studies its shape as a line chart,
a data-driven approach begins from a certain shape – a peak at
the selected point of time in any line chart – and then finds all
the concepts that fit into that shape. Both approaches are useful
during our intellectual journey: in some cases, it makes sense to
use historical domain expertise and intuition as a starting point,
175 This is a variation on the distinction between corpus-based and corpus-driven approaches in linguistics. See Tognini-Bonelli 2001.
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whereas in other scenarios, transferring the initiative from human to machine may lead us to a new vision of the past.
The approaches chosen could be described as transparent,
deterministic and relatively simple methods compared to some
of the more complex algorithms used for text mining in digital
humanities. Topic modelling, for example, is a popular method
which tries to identify “topics”, i.e. distributions of particular
words in vast text collections.176 One problem with topic models
is that few historians have enough mathematical knowledge to
interpret them correctly. The randomness involved in the most
common topic modelling algorithm (Latent Dirichlet allocation,
LDA) may be difficult not only to understand but also to accept
for an historian: the training process of this algorithm is non-deterministic, which means that exactly the same input may produce different output. In other words, the topics that the computer finds in the historical sources vary from day to day, which
may impair the replicability of findings.177 In addition, at least
in my eyes, empirical contributions of topic models to historical
scholarship seem rather limited so far. Word-embedding models, on the other hand, look perhaps more promising than topic
models, at least for the interests of conceptual historians, but are
equally complex in their structure. For example, the widely used
machine-learning application word2vec uses neural networks to
create a vector-space profile for each word in a large body of texts,
thereby enabling comparison of semantic similarities between
words.178 However, the inner workings of neural networks are
176 Graham et al. 2015, 114.
177 See Andrew Hardie’s presentation “Exploratory analysis of word frequencies across corpus texts” at the 2017 Corpus Linguistics conference in Birmingham, where he voices strong criticism against topic models. Available
online: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ka4yDJLtSSc. For a comparison between topic models and the classical methods of corpus linguistics
that highlights the benefits of the former approach, see Murakami et al.
2017.
178 For an analysis of isms in the Finnish newspapers in 1820–1917 using
word2vec, see Marjanen et al. 2020; on the relation between conceptual
history and vector semantics, see Gavin et al. 2019.
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challenging to interpret even for those with expertise in machine
learning and will likely remain an inexplicable “black box” for the
vast majority of historians in the near future.179
The concrete methods of the study presented above offer no
simple answers to humanities research questions, but they guide
our focus towards the dominant patterns in the sources. Of
course, not all the results emerging from the computational text
analysis can be included in the final argumentation. The list of the
words appearing in close proximity to each other more often than
statistically expected and the list of the words appearing more
often than statistically expected during individual years than
during the whole timeline may amount to hundreds of words,
whereas the list of socialist keywords includes tens of thousands
of words. Thus, historians are compelled to be selective when deciding which results to highlight in their argumentation. A critic
of subjective reasoning might claim that computational analysis
is merely a new form of cherry picking in the humanities, i.e.
finding those examples that support the overall argument and ignoring the rest. According to a more positive formulation, word
frequencies, collocations and keywords help to pick the right
cherries, i.e. to choose texts for close reading “from an informed
position”.180
Pyramid
In this final part of the methodology, a visual representation of
my research process is provided with the help of the so-called
DIKW pyramid, a concept that has been influential in the information sciences, knowledge management and systems theory for

179 For a similar comment, see de Bolla et al. 2019, 76: “Neural networks, word
embedding, and often topic models can produce nontransparent mathematical representations, although there has been some research aimed at
improving their interpretability.”
180 Baker & Levon 2015, 222.
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Figure 1.3: Revised version of the DIKW pyramid.

decades.181 The pyramid describes the hierarchical relations between Data, Information, Knowledge and Wisdom. Although the
pyramid has faced criticism from several directions,182 a slightly
revised version of the pyramid can be useful for explaining not
only the analytical process of the study but also, more broadly,
the idea and promise of macroscopic approaches in the context
of digital history.
The upward arrow in the model represents what is usually described as “connectedness”. Connectedness increases as we climb
up the ladders towards wisdom.183 The idea is not completely unfamiliar to historians, but we traditionally prefer the word “context” when describing the process of historical analysis. In fact,
the etymological root of context means weaving or joining to181 Rowley 2007.
182 See e.g. Jennex 2009; Frické 2009; Tuomi 1999.
183 See e.g. Bellinger, Castro & Mills 2004.
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gether.184 Thus, we can with a clear conscience replace “connectedness” with “context” in the model.
The downward arrow has been added to the model as a reminder that our pre-existing knowledge determines how we see
the world.185 In other words, the concepts through which historians perceive information, data and sources affect what can
be seen in the first place. For example, the concept of a reliable
source in historical research has changed considerably over time,
making pyramids based on certain kinds of historical sources
simply impossible in the past.
Thus, in contrast to the original pyramid, we should also add
one layer below data, i.e. historical sources.186 To digital historians
the principal difference between sources and data is that the latter
is machine-readable, and currently only a small part of historical sources is available for computational analysis as data. In the
context of the study, physical historical newspapers are sources, whereas their digital representations – self-made Excel files
of handwritten newspapers and the PDF images and text files of
printed newspapers downloaded from the National Library – belong to the category of data.
What, then, is information? Here I consciously differ from
general definitions of information as “data + context”, or “data
+ meaning”,187 for the words “context” and “meaning” carry too
much historical weight in the humanities. “Information as processed data” is a more suitable definition in the context of digital history.188 Examples of information would be simple word
frequency time series, word frequency tables, or visualizations of
words appearing close to each other. In each of these examples,

184 Hyrkkänen 2009, 260.
185 I thank Pertti Haapala for suggesting this addition to the model.
186 Perhaps we should even add one more layer to the very bottom of the pyramid, that is, life itself. People’s rich lives leave only fragmentary sources for
historians (and computers) to analyse.
187 See e.g. Floridi 2010, 20; Worboys & Duckham 2004, 5.
188 Ackoff 1989.
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raw data has been computationally re-organized into low-level
information.
In this model, information does not include the historian’s interpretation of information, which is located one step higher in
the pyramid. Knowledge is information that is interpreted and
contextualized by a human scholar. In this study, knowledge refers to assigning meanings to individual tables and figures, and
then connecting these meanings not only to each other but also
to existing research – a difficult exercise to be undertaken in the
following pages.
The top of the pyramid is called wisdom, and this is the most
controversial layer for it eludes a clear definition.189 Thus, it may
be best to demolish the top layer of the pyramid entirely. Russell
Ackoff, often acknowledged as the founder of the pyramid, defined wisdom as evaluated understanding.190 An historian could
perhaps imagine wisdom as the ability to see which parts of the
specific knowledge generated is relevant in answering the most
complex questions of history. For example, if knowledge means
deciphering the meaning of the socialist sun, wisdom requires
the historian to understand the meaning of this meaning under
the aspect of eternity. No so profound understanding has been
achieved in this study.
Now that they pyramid has been successfully reconstructed,
the point of macroscopic approaches in this study and in digital history can be explained. The macroscope aims at making the
foundations of our historical explanations more solid by piling up
more stuff at the bottom of the pyramid. In other words, we wish
to increase the scale of historical sources – and this is possible as
long as our sources are in a machine-readable form. An historian
can hardly read one hundred thousand words per day, whereas
a computer can “read” more than billions of words per minute.
Of course, such distant reading is not reading with a thorough
understanding but finding connections between words on a more
189 Hoppe et al. 2011.
190 Bellinger, Castro & Mills 2004.
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primitive level – and the tradeoff between scale and detail should
always be carefully considered.
However, we should not underestimate the fact that distant
reading techniques, already in their current premature phase, can
produce information that cannot be produced by human cognition alone. Then, it is up to a scholar to make sense of this elementary information. When a seasoned historian criticizes one’s
digital history research for “lacking context”, that person probably means that the level of historical knowledge has not been
achieved, in other words, insufficient attention has been paid to
connecting preliminary findings to each other and to those of earlier research. As every historian knows, context is not a thing but
a relation between the object of interest and what is constructed
around that object.191 Following from this definition, the fundamental difference between a professor and a processor is not that
the former contextualizes, while the latter de-contextualizes, but
rather how they weave their connections. A machine is fast, precise and tireless when connecting things inside the digital box
that humans have pre-defined for it, such as the gigantic newspaper corpus used in this study, whereas the human has flexibility
to move beyond the box, to make connections to the intellectual
resources outside the box. Digital humanities research has been
criticized for its unidimensionality, and compared to the classical
historical monographs in which a multitude of sources are integrated into one rich narrative, interpretations offered by digital
historian may seem flat and somehow limited.192 However, this is
not an inevitable consequence; distant reading does not automatically subtract anything from history. Rather, it can add to “the
excitement, the mystery and the awe”.193
Nowadays it is already a cliché that distant and close reading
methods are complementary. With the visual aid of the pyramid,
191 Hyrkkänen 2002, 200–201.
192 Arguing with Digital History -working group 2017, 27–28.
193 This is a legendary quote from Richard Feynman when he pondered on
how differently a scientist and an artist perceive a flower. See Feynman
1999, 2.
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we could re-phrase this idea: in digital history, the goal is to shift
our limited cognitive energy upwards.194 We delegate the most
monotonous part of our historian’s craft to the machines so that
they can identify patterns and trends that need human explanations. Machines are good at refining data into information, but
neither data nor information interprets itself. At least so far, only
humans are able to refine information into knowledge. Historians
have been writing notes for centuries in order to make sense of
their original sources and to expand their limited memories. Similarly, the point of data analysis is to avoid data paralysis. While
digital history does not revolutionize historical research, it is a
new way of making descriptions, explanations and predictions
with regard to the past. Adding cheaply available quantitative information into our historical reasoning does not mean the end of
classical scholarship, but rather new tools can help us to improve
our craft, in our everlasting quest for historical wisdom.

1.5 Sources
Channels of Socialism
The main sources of the study consist of handwritten and printed
newspapers. Although one of my arguments is that socialisms in
these two source groups are not as different as suggested in some
earlier research, there are some important differences in the nature of the sources, and these can be highlighted with the help of the
visualization below. The visual illustration describes the relation
of the chosen primary sources to each other and their position
in the wider field of Finnish socialism. An unfruitful approach
to writing the intellectual history of social movements begins
from the top ideological thinkers abroad and then studies how
accurately their ideas are reproduced in the “lower” i.e. national
and local contexts. This can only lead to results that frame con194 This idea is taken from a very different academic field: plasma physics. See
Carpenter & Cannady 2004, 4–6.
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Figure 1.4: Different channels of communication in the Finnish labour
movement.

crete manifestations of political language as misrepresentations
of something pure. In the case of Finnish socialism, it may be
more fruitful to focus on ideological negotiations between different actors of the labour movement, i.e. how national opinion
leaders (e.g. socialist politicians and journalists), local activists
(e.g. leading figures of workers’ associations and unions) and
the rank and file (e.g. those who voted for the socialist party but
rarely took part in organized action) jointly construct the political language of socialism using various media to exchange ideas.
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It is no coincidence that printed newspapers have been placed
in the central position: in my interpretation, they functioned as
the beating heart of Finnish socialism by bringing together ideas
from foreign theoreticians, national popularizers of the socialist ideology and various grassroots actors. In this visualization,
handwritten newspapers as a medium does not represent the
authentic political voice of the people but rather interaction between the local activists and the rank and file. The former group
contributed actively to handwritten newspapers and might even
occasionally contribute to the printed newspapers (with local letters to the editor), whereas the latter group might occasionally
write to their handwritten newspaper but in general preferred listening to handwritten newspapers and travelling agitators in the
live meetings.
Instead of a one-way model that sees the top and the bottom of
the Finnish labour movement as two distinct worlds, the visualization shows the main channels of ideological communication.
The point is not to argue that there were no genuine differences
between the different spheres of Finnish socialism but that these
differences have been overdramatized, especially because the role
of printed newspapers as the link between opinion leaders, local activists and the rank and file has been neglected. If printed
labour newspapers are compared with handwritten newspapers,
they seem ideologically more orthodox, more official and closer
to the top of the labour movement, whereas handwritten newspapers represent a less controlled and more heterogeneous manifestation of the socialist ideology at the grassroots of the labour
movement. Importantly, the concept of grassroots refers here
both to local activists and the rank and file. Next, the nature of
the selected sources and their transformation from physical objects into machine-readable data will be described in more detail.
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Handwritten Newspapers
Often claims of something being understudied in the field of
history are either exaggerated or signs of lazy background research, but in the case of handwritten newspapers, the claim has
some credibility justification.195 Kirsti Salmi-Niklander’s pioneering dissertation in 2004 first drew wider scholarly attention to
them in Finland, and just recently the first international volume
on handwritten newspapers was published.196 Due to these studies, a better understanding of handwritten newspapers as an alternative medium for the oppressed during the long nineteenth
century is emerging: handwritten newspapers did not disappear
but flourished in the age of the press.197 Given the popularity of
the medium, handwritten newspapers are still understudied, but
here the breakthroughs in handwritten text recognition may pave
their way to a more glorious future.198
In Finland, educated middle and upper class people had already published handwritten newspapers in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries centuries, but in the end, it was the rise of
civil society and popular movements that caused the heyday of
handwritten newspapers at the turn of the twentieth century. At
the beginning of this process, the agrarian youth associations and
temperance societies of the 1880s produced most Finnish handwritten newspapers. Later, this innovation was adopted by folk
high schools and workers’ associations in the 1890s, and even later by the Christian labour movement and the YMCA in the early
twentieth century.199
195 Parts of this section have been published in Turunen 2019.
196 Salmi-Niklander 2004; Droste & Salmi-Niklander (Eds.) 2019. Handwritten newspapers had been used as one source among others in Finnish
historiography before Salmi-Niklander’s thesis in 2004, see e.g. Numminen
1961; Kairamo 1986; Ehrnrooth 1992; Markkola 1994; Markkola 2002.
197 Droste & Salmi-Niklander 2019, 19–20; Berrenberg & Salmi-Niklander
2019, 134.
198 Kahle et al. 2017; Salmi 2021, 51–52.
199 Salmi-Niklander 2013b, 77–78; Turunen 2019, 170.
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The briefest glimpse at the quantitative evidence shows the
magnitude of handwritten newspapers as a mass cultural phenomenon in the Grand Duchy of Finland. According to annual
reports in printed newspapers, about half of all agrarian youth
associations published a handwritten newspaper at the turn of
the twentieth century. In 1895, 45 out of 81 youth associations
(55.6 %) had their own papers. Five years later, in 1900, the number had trebled to 136 out of 247 (55.1 %). By 1916, there were
already 392 different handwritten newspapers being produced
by 935 youth associations (41.9 %).200 From this numerical perspective, it seems that the proportion of associations publishing a
handwritten newspaper remained fairly constant, even when the
number of associations grew rapidly. Thus, the lowest level explanation for the rise of handwritten newspapers would be the rise of
associations needing an organ for their communication.
While agrarian youth associations cherished national brotherhood and self-education in the Christian spirit in their movement
and papers,201 working-class solidarity and education as a weapon
to challenge those in power dominated handwritten newspapers
produced inside the Finnish labour movement. Unfortunately,
there are no statistics on their precise numbers: my research in
the Workers’ Archives and the People’s Archives shows that at the
very minimum at least 60 different newspapers and more than
600 issues have survived to date in these two archives alone, and
handwritten newspapers can be found in several other archives,
too.202 While these papers varied in their form (“how they were
written”), content (“what was written in them”) and functions
200 Keski-Suomi 29.02.1896, 1; Kaiku 02.10.1901, 1; Kajaanin Lehti 26.07.1916,
1. These statistics include only those youth associations that sent their annual reports to the central organization, meaning that the real numbers
could be even higher.
201 Numminen 1961, 208–212, 459–472.
202 For example, I know for certain that handwritten labour newspapers can
be found in the Tampere City Archives and the National Archives of Finland (e.g. in Jyväskylä and Oulu). The problem is that the archives have not
categorized handwritten newspapers with systematic metadata so they are
difficult to locate.
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(“why they were written”), they do have some general features in
common.
First, if the form of handwritten newspaper is imagined as a
chronological process of communication from writers to readers,
it involves three main phases: text production, text presentation
and text reception. Each issue of a handwritten newspaper was
supposed to have several creators: editors, sub-editors, reporters
and contributors, whose roles would be changed after every issue. The workers defended this editorial model with the saying:
“Knowledge is not in one man’s head.”203 Collectivity sometimes
led to internal censorship, as in the case of the Finlayson cotton
factory union, where one member promised to be editor only if
he was allowed to censor all he considered vulgar and indelicate
in the texts.204 There are also mentions in the union minutes of
some members complaining when their texts had been edited too
much.205 In addition, at least one text was not published at all, for
it could have offended “the sexual majority of the union”, which
at the time meant women.206 Thus, one could not write just anything in the handwritten paper due to some degree of internal
censorship.
When the issue was ready to be published, it was usually read
aloud at workers’ meetings. If the editors failed to produce a single, complete copy of the paper, separate manuscripts were read
aloud at the meeting instead.207 It is difficult to form an overall
picture of the workers’ reception of the paper. If the issue was

203 “Tilausilmoitus”, Tehtaalainen 19.1.1913.
204 Minutes of the Finlayson cotton factory union meeting 31 March 1912.
Tampere City Archives.
205 Minutes of the Finlayson cotton factory union meeting 15 December 1909.
Tampere City Archives.
206 “Kirje vaihtoa”, pseudonym “Toimitus,” Tehtaalainen 19.01.1913. Unfortunately, the censored text has vanished.
207 Minutes of the Finlayson cotton factory union meeting 3 July 1914 and 15
May 1914. The People’s Archives.
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too long, people could complain or even leave the meeting.208 The
length could vary from four pages up to twenty pages. Assuming that two pages took about five minutes to read, the longest
presentations would have lasted almost an hour.209 If a paper was
exceptionally good, it might receive praise from its listeners.210
Quite often, the minutes of the meeting report that the paper “was
read and accepted”211 or that “there was nothing to be reminded
of ” in the paper”.212 In other words, each issue had to face a collective critique before it could be stored in the precious archives of
the union. Nonetheless, direct feedback was rare in my sources,
especially compared to one handwritten socialist newspaper of
the time that collectively graded every single text it published.213
In short, the forms of production (social authorship), presentation (reading aloud in a shared place) and reception (listening together) were all collective in nature.214 If an analogy to the
present-day is permitted, handwritten newspapers resemble online discussion forums in their collectivity.215 The aspect of group
208 Minutes of the Finlayson cotton factory union meeting 11 October 1909
and 14 January 1912. Tampere City Archives.
209 This rough estimate is based on my own reading aloud of a small sample of
the contributions to Tehtaalainen.
210 Minutes of the Finlayson cotton factory union meeting 26 May 1909 and 6
December 1910. Tampere City Archives.
211 Minutes of the Finlayson cotton factory union meeting 9 January 1910 and
20 December 1912. Tampere City Archives; minutes of the Finlayson cotton factory union meeting 17 April 1913. The People’s Archives.
212 Minutes of the Finlayson cotton factory union meeting 30 November 1909
and 23 March 1910. Tampere City Archives.
213 The newspaper was Walon Kipinä in Alavus. See Ehrnrooth 1992, 414.
214 Salmi-Niklander has described this form as “collective writing”. See Salmi-Niklander 2004, 46–47.
215 From an historical perspective, it is curious that the Finnish far-right
movement used a discussion forum (Hommaforum, established in 2008) as
a springboard to their great electoral success in 2011. See Ylä-Anttila 2017.
Berrenberg and Salmi-Niklander have also compared handwritten newspapers to modern online media. Berrenberg 2014, 316 and Salmi-Niklander
2013a, 409.
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solidarity separates the handwritten newspaper from individualistic forms of workers’ writings, such as personal diaries or letters.
The main difference between socialist handwritten and printed
newspapers lies in orality. A text in a handwritten newspaper was
created with an awareness of its final oral presentation. Orality
affected the content. Many of the texts became extremely context-dependent.216 They contain multiple references to local personalities, events and places.217 Irony and parody, which perhaps
opened up self-evidently to the listeners at the meeting, but are
difficult to understand for those who are outside the writing community, is a typical stylistic choice in the handwritten papers.218
Compared to print, the relationship between the creators and the
audience was livelier, closer and more intimate in the handwritten papers.
The special form partly explains why the content of handwritten newspapers differed from that of printed newspapers.
In general, the handwritten newspapers are a rich source material consisting of diverse writings. There are usually notifications announcements and an editorial at the beginning and jokes
and anecdotes at the end of the paper. In addition, there may be
questions, replies, advice, reports, news, news parodies, advertisements, histories, memoirs, descriptions of dreams, essays,
aphorisms, short stories, tales, poems, folk songs, citations and
fragments of novels or the printed press.219 Although a direct
comparison with print is imbalanced, imprecise and approximate
at best,220 a table showing the top words occurring in the hand216 Berrenberg 2014, 315, 322–323.
217 Salmi-Niklander 2006, 113.
218 Salmi-Niklander 2004, 154–157; Berrenberg 2014, 315.
219 This classification of texts draws heavily on Salmi-Niklander 2004, 544.
220 Comparing relative word frequencies is an imbalanced method in this case
for several reasons, the most crucial problem is that the quality of word
recognition is much worse in the dataset of printed newspapers for it based
on automatic OCR technology, whereas the entire handwritten dataset was
compiled by a human. Thus, most words appear more frequently in the
handwritten newspapers.
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written newspapers more frequently than in the leading socialist
organ Työmies shows some basic features from the grassroots of
the movement.221
The personal pronouns at the top of the list perhaps indicate
that neutral news coverage, using the passive form, was not a key
function of handwritten newspapers. Rather, when these proletarian writers conceptualized the social world around them, they
openly adopted a personal point of view: “I” was used more often
in the context of expressing personal emotions such as love, happiness and spiritual feelings, whereas “we” was exploited when
constructing collective political identities.222 As Salmi-Niklander
has noted, local publicity – the description of local events with
local people – is a characteristic element of handwritten papers,223 and this can be verified, for example, by looking at the
person names on the list above: local heroes are mentioned often,
whereas the names of famous socialist public figures in Finland
or abroad are almost completely missing from the handwritten
newspapers. In fact, Karl Marx received only two mentions in the
five different handwritten newspapers analysed more carefully,
equalling such non-socialist thinkers as Nietzsche, Voltaire and
William Gladstone in fame. However, these men did much better
than Karl Kautsky, the most influential theoretician both inside
the Second International and the Finnish labour movement, who
received precisely zero references from the working-class writers.
If the intellectual giants of socialism cannot be found in the
handwritten newspapers, does it mean that the political language
of socialism never spread to the grassroots of the labour movement? The answer proposed in this study is that the essence of
Finnish socialism was never about knowing the best thinkers of
Marxist theory but about thinking the social reality anew with
the help of socialist key concepts such as “comrade”, “bourgeois”
and “the proletariat” in the list above – in my interpretation, all
221 See Appendix A.
222 Turunen 2019, 182–184.
223 Salmi-Niklander 2006, 113; Salmi-Niklander 2004, 59–60, 137–138.
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signs of the successful adaptation of socialism among the ordinary working people. Handwritten newspapers clearly contain
fragments of many political languages and conceptual systems,
but socialism was the dominant species in this environment. One
could seek confirming evidence for the claim, for example by
quantifying the most repeated isms in the handwritten newspapers: socialism 63 mentions, capitalism 24 mentions and anarchism 6 mentions.
Finally, the question of why Finnish working people wanted
to express their ideas in the form of a handwritten newspaper
in the age of the printed word needs to be briefly addressed. The
important background factor of increasing literacy should be
mentioned first: according to a study from 1880, about 85 per
cent of Finns could read at least to some extent, but less than 13
per cent were able to write.224 Before the end of the nineteenth
century, the church had taught people to read the fundamentals
of Lutheran religion, but not to express their own opinions publicly. The rise of Finnish nationalism led to the organization of the
elementary school system in the 1860s, which slowly improved
literacy among the masses.225 This gradual change is one of the
major structural contexts of the workers’ writings. It was the profound cultural turn that made the idea of a workers’ handwritten
newspaper possible in the first place.226 However, in my interpretation, the new literacy skills of the non-privileged were more of
a precondition than the primary explanation for the rise of handwritten newspapers in the early twentieth century.
More credible explanations can be formulated at different levels of abstraction: there were general, local and individual reasons behind the rise of the handwritten newspapers. On a grand
scale, the main reason was that the rising subjects of Finnish civil
224 Leino-Kaukiainen 2011, 348.
225 On the history of Finnish literacy, see Leino-Kaukiainen 2007.
226 Literacy practices of the common people in Finland during the long nineteenth century have been analysed extensively in recent years. In English,
see e.g. the articles concerning Finland in Kuismin & Driscoll (Eds.) 2013
and Edlund, Ashplant & Kuismin (Eds.) 2016.
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society – not only socialist workers but other actors involved in
various popular movements of the time – wanted to take part in
modern politics, and the handwritten newspaper enabled them
to create their own public sphere with minimal resources: only
pen, paper and some kind of a meeting space was needed.227
Thus, on a local scale, the handwritten newspaper offered these
enlightened citizens a forum where they could practise the modern political ideals of debating for and against, compromising on
complex questions or imagining people outside their local community. In the case of socialism, workers who witnessed the disintegration of their local communities could re-attach themselves
to the national or even international brother- and sisterhood of
the proletariat.228 On an individual level, the reasons for contributing to a handwritten newspaper varied from preaching the gospel of socialism to learning the practical writing skills, or simply
getting a hearing for texts that had no chance of being published
anywhere else.229
In order to get a better understanding of handwritten socialism, I manually coded five papers into a machine-readable dataset.230 These papers were selected using subjective criteria instead of a statistical sample. First, I filtered out newspapers with
less than twenty issues because I wanted to have enough material
from the same spot to grasp the internal dynamics of proletarian
discussions. Second, I chose five papers from the remaining sixteen, emphasizing geographical coverage.
227 Berrenberg & Salmi-Niklander 2019, 134.
228 Turunen 2019, 189.
229 Berrenberg & Salmi-Niklander 2019, 142.
230 In total, 176 issues were coded. The issues that could not be dated were
ignored. All the nouns, verbs and adjectives appearing in the texts were
coded. These words were coded in their lemmatized form. I ignored the
two most common verbs in Finnish, i.e., “to be” and “no” (“no” is an auxiliary verb in Finnish). All the particles, pre- and postpositions, adverbs and
numerals were likewise excluded. The spelling mistakes were corrected to
the word form that I interpreted to be the writer’s meaning based on the
linguistic context. The name and sex of the writer and time and place of
writing were used as variables.
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Table 1.1: Information on the five handwritten newspapers used in the
study.

Nuija (Cudgel) from Savonlinna is the oldest of the papers
chosen. In fact, it began as a Young Finnish national-liberal project but converted towards mainstream socialism after the General Strike of 1905. The paper was produced by the local workers’
association, and because the exceptionally strict censorship obstructed the publication of politically radical printed newspapers
in this Eastern-Finnish area, the handwritten newspaper served
here the function of circumventing censorship, unlike in other
case studies on handwritten texts. For example, in 1902 there
was not a single printed newspaper being published in the town,
whereas the total number of handwritten newspapers actually
rose to six in Savonlinna during the most productive years of the
early twentieth century.231 The lack of a printed socialist newspaper increased the relative significance of the handwritten word,
and generally Nuija seems to be more matter-of-fact in content
231 Vehviläinen 1978, 331–345, 375–376. See also Virtanen 1987.
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than a handwritten paper in Finland on average: topics related
to municipal politics such as the local spa, guest house, brewery
and railway dominated the contributions. Interestingly, personal pronouns are used least frequently here of all the handwritten
newspapers studied, perhaps indicating that Nuija tried to act as
a substitute for a printed paper. Finally, Nuija represents a manly
formulation of political thinking: I have found only one sentence
written by a woman.232
Palveliatar (Housemaid), on the other hand, has the highest
proportion of women writers, most likely because of the simple
fact of most domestic servants being women. Its relation to print
is no less fascinating than that of Nuija above. A printed monthly with the same title of Palveliatar had been published by the
servants’ union in 1905–1906, but later this monthly was converted into a national weekly Työläisnainen (Working Woman) that
became the national organ of the women’s labour movement in
Finland.233 The reason for this conversion lay in censorship: the
social-democratic women’s paper had been denied permission
to publish so the servants’ monthly was used instead to spread
socialism among working women.234 However, the local union
in the capital continued to publish a handwritten version of the
original monthly which these servants now tried to produce on a
weekly basis. Playfulness and the joys of life seem to be missing
from this paper, which has a serious overall tone, and the items
consist of topics such as the miserable condition of housemaids,
the meaning of education for working women and the relation
between religion and the labour movement. While the total number of words written by domestic servants remained low, this paper offers a unique perspective on the political language of socialism as conceived of by the uneducated working women.
Another union paper among my handwritten primary sources
is Tehtaalainen (Factory Worker), the organ of the cotton workers
232 “Jos kenellä on vielä kauttani”, Aino Meriluoto, Nuija in 1909.
233 The first issue was published in November 1906, see Työläisnainen: Sosialidemokraattisen naisliiton äänenkannattaja, no 0/1906.
234 Minkkinen 2015, 1–5.
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at Finlayson & Compagnie. This factory in the industrial city of
Tampere was the largest in Finland at the time and had a very
pious reputation throughout the long nineteenth century. The
workers were the most church-going of all the town’s citizens,
and they owned more religious literature than any other workers’
group in the city.235 However, in 1905 these workers established a
socialist trade union.236 They also started to publish a handwritten union newspaper circulated in 1908–1914 and again in 1917.
The paper was not a special case but one of many: workers in the
“Manchester of Finland” had organized into trade unions from
the late 1890s onward, and many of the nascent unions started to
publish their own handwritten newspapers. There were at minimum over twenty of them circulating in a city of less than 50,000
inhabitants in the early 20th century. Since the city already had a
respected workers’ newspaper, Kansan Lehti (The People’s Paper),
it seems that the main function of Tehtaalainen and other union
papers could not have been information dissemination about the
labour movement.237 Although Tehtaalainen was a union paper,
its subject matter went beyond union communication and it contained heterogeneous items: discussions on the pros and cons of
different educational institutions, eulogies on the beauty of nature and international curiosities such as long essays on the dance
art of the American Isadora Duncan or the pacifism of the British
William Randal Cremer.
Kuritus (The Punisher) from the small village of Niinivedenpää
provides a contrast to the industrial landscape of factory workers
in the south for it was mainly written by the rural proletariat in
the Northern Savo province in Eastern Finland – crofters, ten235 Kortekangas 1965, 87–88, 98–99, 189–190, 295–296.
236 Turunen 2012, 56–58.
237 The number is based on information found with the fuzzy search “käsinkirjoitettu” (handwritten) in the digital collection of printed newspapers.
Available from http://digi.kansalliskirjasto.fi/sanomalehti?language=en.
In addition, the town’s central workers’ association had an orator’s society,
youth society and a women’s society, each of which had its own handwritten organ.
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ant farmers, agrarian workers, and their children living on the
rural periphery.238 Although the culture of handwritten newspapers had not become an established practice as it had in Tampere, there had been a handwritten newspaper even in this village
before the rise of the labour movement: a local youth association had published at least sporadically a handwritten newspaper
entitled Yhdistäjä (The Connector) in the late 1890s.239 After socialism had penetrated the countryside, first during the General
Strike of 1905 and then during the first election of 1907, Niinivedenpää established its own workers’ association, and the orators’
society of this association began to publish its own handwritten
newspaper in 1909. Although the concepts related to the misery
of agricultural drudgery are prominent in the paper, the contents
are not limited to the rural world: domestic politics are commented on with Marxist terminology, party-political opponents locally and nationally ridiculed, and the value of scientific knowledge
for the working people is almost worshipped.
Yritys (Effort) from the west coast of Finland is the only paper among the primary sources produced by a social-democratic
youth association. According to their own history, this association had been established in 1905 as the existing workers’ associations in Vaasa were too rigid and formal to attract young people. Yritys was published 218 times during the first decade of the
youth association,240 and was possibly the most prolific handwritten newspaper in the entire Grand Duchy of Finland in the early
twentieth century. The paper cherished the reputation of producing writers who later managed to publish in print.241 For example,
its first editor (Janne Hautala) became the editor-in-chief of the
local printed socialist newspaper.242 Besides representing youth,
238 Ehrnrooth 1992, 376–378
239 Suomalainen, 13.01.1897, 2.
240 ”Katsaus Yrityksen kymmenvuotis toimintaan”, Janne Hauta-aho, Yritys
20.10.1915.
241 ”Katsaus Yrityksen kymmenvuotis toimintaan”, Janne Hauta-aho, Yritys
20.10.1915.
242 See the first issue: Vapaa Sana, 19.01.1906.
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Yritys is also unique in that it did not lie dormant because of the
increased censorship and decreased labour activity during the
First World War, unlike its many handwritten siblings such as
Tehtaalainen, Palveliatar and Nuija. However, its publication cycle slowed down from the peak years, and the production model
had to be changed from permanent journalists appointed for a
year to the circulation of roles after each issue.243 Compared to the
other papers selected, Yritys seems less serious and more playful
in its contents, the first-person narration and words describing
emotions are used more frequently, and overall, gender dynamics
surface repeatedly as the interaction between girls and boys is described in different contexts such as their regular meetings in the
people’s hall and various excursions to surrounding areas.
Printed Newspapers
At the beginning of the most recent digital humanities wave, there were ambitious dreams of mass digitalization and computational tools forming a shiny bridge into the past in its totality,
in other words, an objective access to “everything”.244 While in
hindsight these claims may sound overambitious, in the Finnish
context, there exists at least one dataset that perhaps surpasses
other digital collections in its representativeness: the Finnish
newspaper corpus that contains, not all, but very likely more
than 99 per cent of all Swedish- and Finnish-language newspapers published in the Grand Duchy of Finland between 1771 and
1917.245 In order to avoid drowning in the endless ocean of big
data, I have consciously scaled down the number of printed sources. Although the whole newspaper corpus will be used in the
243 ”Katsaus Yrityksen kymmenvuotis toimintaan”, Janne Hauta-aho, Yritys
20.10.1915.
244 Bode 2017.
245 I was certainly one of the dreamers when I first encountered this dataset
at the Digital Humanities Hackathon in 2015: the experience has been described in Turunen 2018.
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simplest quantitative analyses, such as the word frequency chart
of socialism over time, the more meticulous methods are limited
to carefully selected sub-corpora. For example, the arguments on
the permanent conceptual structure of Finnish socialism and its
dynamic conceptual waves are both based not on all the socialist
newspapers published in Finland, but on the socialist newspapers
appearing in four different locations: the capital city of Helsinki, the industrial city of Tampere, the coastal city of Vaasa, and
the Eastern-Finnish town of Kuopio. These four newspapers will
be compared against their main political rivals in each area. This
subjective selection approximately matches the coverage of the
five selected handwritten newspapers introduced above.
Why, then, limit the scope to only four socialist newspapers
when everything is available in digital form? In fact, in the first
Digital Humanities Hackathon in 2015, we did compare all the
socialist newspapers against the entire newspaper corpus.246
However, not all the socialist newspapers have been studied
throughout the study for three main reasons. First and most
importantly, the argumentation is not based on distant reading
alone but is supported by laborious manual verifications. In the
case of four newspapers, checking the results of computational
analysis through close reading is still somehow manageable. For
example, if one used all the socialist newspapers when analysing
the conceptual waves of socialism, these waves emerging from
quantitative analysis would become too big, i.e. they would contain too many individual cases to be reliably checked.
The second point is related to the importance of meaningful
comparisons. According to the hackneyed phrase, one should not
compare apples with oranges, meaning that the selection of units
to be compared against each other must make sense. In the case
of comparing all the socialist newspapers against all the Finnish
newspapers, the problem is that one compares apples, not with
oranges, but unidentified fruits: the whole newspaper corpus
246 Our final presentation can still be found online in 2020: http://dayofdh2015.uned.es/fnewspapers/wp-content/uploads/sites/129/2015/05/
Key-concepts-of-Socialism-Friday.pdf.
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consists of such diverse texts, ranging from the official newspaper of the Grand Duchy (Suomalainen Wirallinen Lehti) to the
businessmen’s daily (Kauppalehti), so that it is difficult if not impossible to understand the true nature of this gigantic entity. To
put it simply: comparing political newspapers against political
newspapers in four locations is a more transparent method to
produce meaningful information for further analysis than counting everything.
The third point is admittedly more difficult to prove: it seems
to me that increasing the number of socialist newspapers does not
linearly increase the information extracted from the data analysis, i.e. the intellectual returns diminish when scaling up beyond
a certain threshold. I cannot know precisely where the threshold
lies in the case of Finnish socialism, but as I began my quantifications from the leading organ Työmies only, the jump from one
newspaper to two newspapers seemed crucial as most patterns
found in Työmies could be found in Kansan Lehti, too, indicating
that the initial results from the leading organ could be extrapolated beyond a single paper. Then, the jump from two (Työmies and
Kansan Lehti) to four (Työmies, Kansan Lehti, Vapaa Sana and
Savon Työmies) did not feel as radical but rather confirmatory:
the political language of Finnish socialism indeed shared some
properties that could be found in each of the chosen cases. My
educated guess is that scaling up from four to eight newspapers
would not improve this study as much as the jumps from one to
two and two to four.
Four newspapers might initially sound like a small number but
180 million words spanning over two decades is a large corpus
in the study of ideologies. Freeden’s ideology theory is most useful for understanding political languages in the past, but the link
between theory and practical research design is fuzzy as he gives
no instructions on how to choose sources in the typical academic
situation where resources are not endless. For example, Freeden’s
own analysis of socialism is based on a collection of some classical
socialist thinkers, but the criteria for his choices are not explicat-
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ed.247 My selection of printed sources is based on the premise that
the political language of Finnish socialism is present in labour
newspapers. Note that this does not mean equating labour newspapers with socialist ideology. Labour newspapers contained not
only socialist messages but also unambiguously non-socialist
texts such as advertisements (for products and penfriends), direct quotes from political opponents (that were criticized with
sharp fore- or afterwords) and even election propaganda from the
competing parties if the price was right.248
Unfortunately, these non-socialist texts could not be filtered
out as the Finnish newspaper corpus currently lacks inner structure, i.e. quantifications cannot yet be restricted to a specific text
genre.249 In addition, in the case of messages that were clearly ideological in nature, such as editorials, their commitment to the
ideals of socialism certainly varied: metaphorically, some were
redder than others. However, I claim that the quantity of newspaper data is so vast that non-socialist outliers do not destroy the
big picture and the quality of ideology is generally red enough
to make arguments about the political language of Finnish socialism, especially when macroscopic analyses are controlled by
human eyes. Compared to the standard materials used in the
study of ideologies such as texts from leading thinkers or party
programmes, digitized newspapers offer a rougher but, in a way,
more honest picture of political language in action because daily
newspapers had to react to the world around them impromptu,
lacking the time to refine and fine-tune their ideological messages. Furthermore, there are certain ideological patterns that can
247 Classical figures such as Proudhon, Saint-Simon, Owen, Marx, Engels,
Ferri, Fourier, S. Webb, Jaures, Bernstein, Lassalle and Vandervelde can be
found in his analysis. Freeden 1996, 417–483.
248 The most absurd example is a campaign advertisement from the opponents
of socialism published in the leading organ Työmies on the date of the first
parliamentary election, see Työmies, 15.03.1907, 1.
249 The National Library is currently working on adding internal structure to
the newspaper corpus, see e.g. Kettunen et al. 2019. In the Digital Humanities Hackathon 2017, we developed an algorithm that finds poetry inside
the newspaper corpus. See Dominowska et al. 2019.
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only be found in big datasets where the large amount of repetition
makes conceptual structures visible in statistical analysis.
Both the contemporary advocates and opponents of socialism saw newspapers as one of the most powerful weapons of the
labour movement.250 In earlier research, the relation of labour
newspapers to the Social Democratic Party and to socialist ideology has been analysed most extensively by Pentti Salmelin. Unlike
in other Scandinavian countries, the Finnish socialist party did
not own labour newspapers since their financial basis was based
on selling cheap shares to anyone who was willing to buy. Thus,
the party could not exercise direct ideological control by putting
financial pressure on individual labour papers: socialism, as it
emerged in the press, depended ultimately on the voluntary ideological support of independent newspaper companies.251 However, according to Salmelin, group consciousness and common objectives “cleared the way for the gradual emergence of uniformity
in the press group on the larger political issues”.252 The close link
between labour newspapers and socialism (both as a political ideology and as a social movement) was further strengthened by the
fact that labour press editors were overrepresented at the top of
the party: among the first 80 elected socialist MPs there were as
many as 25 party paper editors.253 The political nature of newspapers was not limited to socialism for at the turn of the twentieth
century the Finnish press in general was imbued with ideological
content. However, labour papers were the most radical political
promulgators, agitating for socialism, criticizing capitalism and
educating the working people with a language that was generally
more powerful and coarse than its rivals.254

250 See e.g. Savon Työmies, 25.01.1908, 2; Vapaa Sana, 09.03.1906, 1; Työmies,
23.06.1910, 2; Työmies, 10.06.1903, 3; Uusi Suometar, 25.09.1902, 3.
251 Salmelin 1968, 74; Nygård 1987, 34–37.
252 Salmelin 1968, 83.
253 Salmelin 1968, 78.
254 Salmelin 1967, 257–261, 277–278.
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Figure 1.5: Estimated circulation and weekly publication frequency of
four newspaper in 1896, 1899, 1907 and 1917.

Source: Newspaper metadata from the National Library of Finland, available from https://github.com/COMHIS/finnish-newspapers-data/tree/
master/originals/circulation090217.

The four chosen newspapers all represent the socialist press but
with different backgrounds, circulations and political leanings.
The pioneer and main organ Työmies was the most influential socialist paper from its foundation in 1895 by the radical opposition
of the Helsinki’s workers’ association until its closure at the end of
the Civil War in 1918. It has been said to have had the most educated labour journalists, and its theoretical line was personified
in Edvard Valpas (also known as Valpas-Hänninen), who served
as the long-standing editor-in-chief between the years 1901 and
1918.255 He was well connected to German socialism and supported the Kautskyite class-struggle line. Young intellectuals fre255 Nygård 1987, 114, 119.
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quently contributing to the paper such as O. W. Kuusinen, Sulo
Wuolijoki and Kullervo Manner initially adopted a position similar to that of the “Pope of Finnish socialism”, but especially in the
course of the revolutionary year 1917, Valpas distanced himself
from daily editorial work and from the more extreme comments
written by younger comrades.256 As can be seen in Figure 1.5, the
paper’s circulation far exceeded that of other labour newspapers,
and in 1917, Työmies reached its peak, becoming the most read
paper in the entire Grand Duchy of Finland.257
The second largest labour paper, Kansan Lehti, was established
in Tampere in 1898. The idea of a local paper had been conceived
in the orator society of the workers’ association. Kansan Lehti has
been characterized as being ideologically different from Työmies
because it was more open to co-operation with Finnish bourgeois
politicians and more patriotic in relation to the Russian Empire.
This may be true of Yrjö Mäkelin’s term as editor during the years
1900–1906, but in the long term, the nature of difference seems
more practical than ideological. Although this paper occasionally
took independent stances on day-to-day questions and even published in translation a few texts by Bernstein, Kansan Lehti did not
offer a competing ideological framework such as “revisionism”,
as the opposite of mainstream Kautskyite socialism cultivated in
Työmies.258 In fact, it seems that this paper could use even more
aggressive political language than the leading organ, for example,
during the editorial guard of K. M. Evä (1911–1914).259
Vapaa Sana from Vaasa was born in the context of the nationwide socialist landslide after the General Strike of 1905.260 How256 Soikkanen 1978, 357–360; Soikkanen 1975, 104–106; 154–155; Matikainen
2018, 70.
257 Nygård 1987, 80.
258 For two interpretations highlighting the ideological differences between
Työmies and Kansan Lehti, see Nygård 1987, 26; Soikkanen 1961, 103, 167,
325–326. For an interpretation highlighting the practical nature of these
differences, see Tommila (Ed.) 1988a, 265.
259 See Chapter 4.5.
260 Tommila (Ed.) 1988c, 233.
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ever, the paper had to operate in the South Bothnian surroundings that were especially challenging to the labour movement:
factors such as anti-socialist religiosity channelled in revivalist
movements, a strong branch of the Agrarian League that supported the rights of local smallholders and an unfavourable social
structure in general – not enough landless people in an insecure
position – caused socialists recurring election defeats in Vaasa
province.261 Regardless of the difficult conditions and relatively
low circulation (see Figure 1.5), Vapaa Sana continued to preach
Marxist socialism until it was suppressed in February 1918 – Vaasa functioned as the unofficial capital of the non-socialist White
Army during the Civil War.262
Savon Työmies resembles Vapaa Sana in many aspects: both
were regional papers established in 1906, published three times
a week, committed to the socialist concept of class struggle, and
they directly copied ideological writings from the leading organ.
However, Savon Työmies had the more radical reputation of the
two. It was charged several times under the libel law and was
closed down by the military censorship in 1914.263 The paper had
even been fleetingly influenced by Eastern Finnish working-class
activism that approved of direct revolutionary action such as violence and robbery in the struggle against reactionary tsarism.264
The geographical limitations of this selection include the omission of smaller local organs (e.g. Hämeen Voima) in the province
of south-western Häme, one of the strongholds of Finnish agrarian socialism because of large manors with many tenant farmers
and workers.265 Furthermore, the political language of socialism
in the most northern part of Finland remains outside the scope
of this study.266 Looking at this selection through the lens of the
261 Tommila (Ed.) 1988c, 233; Soikkanen 1961, 368, 386–387.
262 Nygård 1987, 29; Tommila (Ed.) 1988c, 233.
263 Tommila (Ed.) 1988c, 15–16; Nygård 1987, 95.
264 See Chapter 4.3.
265 Suodenjoki 2017a, 178.
266 Aatsinki 2009.
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socialist newspaper hierarchy, the Turku-based Länsisuomen
Työmies (later Sosialisti) is most conspicuous by its absence: it
competed with Kansan Lehti from Tampere for the place of second most important labour paper after Työmies.267 For example,
this paper seems to have been the most active circulator of texts
that mentioned socialism in Finnish newspapers.268 However, it
should be noted here that although certain newspapers have not
been not taken into the computational analysis, they may nevertheless be present in the sources selected for it was common for
the socialist press to circulate texts from one newspaper to another.269 In addition, the influence of the chosen sources went far beyond their place of publication: the leading organ Työmies had
at least one subscriber in about 90 per cent (434/492) of Finnish
parishes in 1914.270 From the linguistic perspective, this study focuses on the Finnish-language sources: compared to the Finnish-speaking areas, the socialist ideology did not receive as broad
support in the Swedish-speaking areas of the Grand Duchy, partly because these areas had a different class structure and partly
because the ethnic identity of being part of the Swedish minority
was in conflict with the class-based political identity of socialism.271
Every scholar of the printed newspapers corpus must define
her relation to the devil of OCR, and this requires that traditional source criticism of historians is supplemented by data criti-

267 Soikkanen 1961, 163–167. For Sosialisti in the years 1905–1918, see e.g.
Teräs 115–280.
268 I thank Hannu Salmi for pointing this out with the help of the database
Text Reuse in Finnish Newspapers and Journals. This database was created
by the research project “Computational History and the Transformation of
Public Discourse in Finland”. Available online: http://comhis.fi/clusters.
269 Nygård 1987, 30.
270 Nygård 1987, 33.
271 Soikkanen 1961, 215–217. For an in-depth study on the relation between
ethnic and class identities in one predominantly Swedish-speaking community, see Kaihovirta 2015.
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Table 1.2: Information on the four printed newspapers used in the study.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti, Savon
Työmies and Vapaa Sana, https://digi.kansalliskirjasto.fi/opendata.
Number of words was counted with AntConc and OCR quality with the
LAS command-line tool.
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cism.272 The quality of OCR in the chosen newspapers has been
evaluated with the LAS command-line tool.273 As can be seen in
Table 1.2, the quality of text recognition varies between 54 per
cent and 87 per cent in the chosen newspapers, meaning that, at
worst, half of the words have been misread by the machine.
In reality, the quality is even worse since the evaluation method used here does not measure the effect of false positives, i.e.
those words that do exist in the Finnish language but not on the
page analysed by the OCR software.274 I chose not to improve
OCR in the whole dataset independently but rather to devote my
research resources to inventing simple ways of extracting useful
signals from noisy data. There were certain rules of thumb I tried
to respect throughout the study. First, the estimation of the OCR
quality should be included in every interpretation of quantitative
results although this understanding may not be explicitly mentioned in the body text. For instance, each word frequency line
chart based on the digital representation of Kansan Lehti drops
sharply in 1910 due to the exceptionally noisy data in that year – a
crucial fact that needs to be kept in mind when attaching meanings to figures. Second, when analysing noisy textual data computationally, it makes more sense to concentrate on big trends
than on small details.275 For example, the first appearance of a
new word in the Finnish press is easily missed if relying only on
the machine-readable corpus (instead of physical newspapers),
but it seems that the breakthrough of any widespread word can
be dated reliably even in the noisy digital version of the print.276
272 Romein et al. 2020, 297. On the quality of OCR in digitized Finnish newspapers, see Kettunen et al. 2016. On the very bad quality of OCR in Swedish
digitized newspapers, see Jarlbrink & Snickars 2017.
273 Mäkelä 2016.
274 For example, the word “pillu” meaning vagina occurs on more than 30,000
pages in the newspaper corpus for the machine has systematically misread
the word “pikku”, meaning little or small. Turunen 2018.
275 Tolonen & Lahti 2015.
276 The word sivistys, meaning education or rather Bildung in German, is a
great example of this phenomenon. See Turunen 2016.
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Third, if one wants to analyse linguistic phenomena in minute
detail instead of on a macro-scale, fuzzy searches are advisable. If
analysing the relative frequency of a word that contains the Fraktur letter “w”, incorrect word forms where “w” is replaced with
“m” should be included: “w” misread as “m” is probably the most
common OCR error in the whole dataset. While these rules of
thumb are hopefully followed throughout the study, at least in the
background of mind, there is one overriding “rule of rules” defining my relation to noisy data: when the gods of history write their
signs with a shaky hand, one wants to read many independent
messages, both qualitative and quantitative, instead of one big lie.
It will be interesting to see if the results of the computational
analyses conducted in this study can be replicated with the new
updated corpus of Finnish newspapers and journals which should
be much better in its OCR quality.277 Since the focus has been on
the strongest patterns found in the computational analysis, it is
predicted here that the majority of findings cannot be challenged
even if the average OCR level per word were to improve from
73 per cent to 86.5 per cent:278 the peaks of conceptual waves
will appear in the same years as before, similar keywords will
still separate socialist newspapers from bourgeois press and the
most strongly associated concepts will re-emerge in the collocation analysis conducted on a better dataset.279 What the improved
OCR will enable in the near future is not only a more accurate
view of these easily identifiable patterns but also a revelation of
those weaker signals that are difficult to detect in a very noisy
environment and have potentially been missed in the making of
Shades of Red.

277 Kettunen & Koistinen 2019.
278 This estimate is based on one newspaper, i.e. Uusi Suometar from 1869 to
1879. See Kettunen & Koistinen 2019, 274.
279 For an analysis of the impact of the very poor OCR on collocations, see Hill
& Hengchen 2019.
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Towards the Breadth and Depth of Finnish Socialism
Before moving to the empirical part, the fundamental starting
points guiding the analysis can be briefly summarized. Regarding
the primary sources used, handwritten and printed newspapers
have their own weaknesses and limitations but taken together
they form a powerful shield in the historian’s eternal struggle
against different forms of uncertainty. These two source groups
could be categorized by exploiting the concepts of “small data”
and “big data”: the former refers to the handwritten sources of
this study that are small enough to be read and comprehended by
a human, whereas big data in this context means printed newspapers which exceed human cognition in their size.280 “The bigger
the better” principle does not directly apply to historical sources
for quality matters. The handwritten newspapers chosen amount
to 150,000 words, which is only a tiny fraction of the 180,000,000
words published in the four printed socialist newspapers. On the
other hand, text recognition is very close to 100 per cent in the
handwritten newspapers, whereas it varies between 54 per cent
and 87 per cent in the printed sources, meaning that there is less
noise in small data to hamper quantitative analysis. In addition,
the handwritten newspapers contain more useful metadata: an
attempt has been made to link the name and gender of the writer
with each word. Thus, it could be formulated that the primary
sources of this study combine small but rich and precise data with
big but flat and inexact data.
Small data is used to control the findings based on big data
– do the results on the labour press make sense if compared to
the understanding of socialism derived from the handwritten
sources? Furthermore, handwritten newspapers redress the gender gap of the printed sources – the precise number of women
as journalists is not known, but it has been estimated to be “very
low” at the turn of the twentieth century.281 Each source has its
280 The idea of dividing the sources into small and big data was taken from
boyd & Crawford 2012.
281 Nygård 1987, 109.
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weaknesses, and in the case of handwritten newspapers they reside in the small overall size that prevents one from seeing how
unique an ideological move is in the wider framework of competing political languages. Here, the insights from bigger data help
to contextualize the findings based on the handwritten newspapers. Not only the small size but also the fragmented nature of the
handwritten newspapers causes an historian inconvenience: all
the issues have rarely survived to the present, and the production
process itself was not as systematic and regular as in the printed
newspapers, making the arguments on the diachronic change of
socialism based solely on handwritten newspapers unconvincing.
From this perspective, the printed newspaper corpus, as a more
complete and more consistent dataset, reduces uncertainties in
the periodization of Finnish socialism.
If digital humanities projects focusing on one source group
have been criticized for their unidimensionality, perhaps the primary sources used in this study are too two-dimensional in order
to capture the complexities of political language? While this criticism cannot be entirely refuted, the logic of bipartite selection
can be further elaborated. It seems that in the study of political
languages and, more widely, in humanities research, the quality
of the sources has traditionally triumphed over their quantity, in
the sense that it has been more important to know if the chosen
sources are pure examples of the historical phenomenon under
investigation than to know the size of the selected sources in relation to the actual size of the phenomenon in the past. In other
words, historians are used to working with collections of primary
sources that are very reliable in their quality but rather limited in
their quantity. When the sources are in machine-readable form,
their quantity can be increased but the extreme high standard
of in-depth source criticism that characterizes our traditional
scholarship cannot be reached when the scale exceeds the human
capacity for manual verification. The selection of the sources in
this study aims at combining the best of both worlds: to find an
equilibrium between big and small that respects both the breadth
and depth of Finnish socialism.
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Table 1.3: Starting points of empirical chapters.

The balance between breadth and depth varies from chapter
to chapter, but in general, quantitative approaches bring more
breadth to the argument, whereas close reading is needed to increase its depth. This is because computational analysis cannot
capture the contextual nuances of political languages such as
irony or information that is so obvious to all the participants in
the conversation that it does not even need to be explicitly mentioned. From this methodological perspective, the third chapter,
based mainly on the quantitative comparison of four socialist
newspapers against their main opponents, has great breadth but
less depth as the analysis focuses on the explicit lexical markers
in the labour press, whereas the final two chapters, constructed
primarily around careful readings of handwritten newspapers,
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penetrate the deepest layers of proletarian imagination. The second and fourth chapters are more balanced in terms of breadth
and depth. As can be seen in Table 1.3, the main target of analysis
also changes as the argumentation proceeds towards final conclusions: once the concept of socialism, the socialist narrative,
the conceptual system of socialism, its active subject and most
important symbol have been deciphered, an overall picture of the
political language of Finnish socialism can be drawn, a picture
that is hopefully grand in scope and rich in detail.
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2. The Concept of Socialism in the
Grand Duchy of Finland
Introduction
In the beginning, there was the word. And before the word was
made flesh, before there was any real socialist movement, the
abstract concept of socialism haunted political imaginations in
the Grand Duchy of Finland. The image of socialism had many
faces: the rapacious thief offending the principle of private property, feared by the Swedish-speaking elites since the 1840s and
the Finnish-language press since the 1860s, the domesticated
spectre of state and Katheder socialisms, nurtured inside the
nationalist Fennoman movement in the 1870s–1880s, and radical socialism from abroad that was scandalously implanted into
a Finnish working man by a liberal Young Finnish authoress at
the turn of the 1890s. Thus, when socialism emerged as a mass
movement at the turn of the twentieth century, Finnish socialists
had a long pre-socialist conceptual history to be made sense of by
filtering, extending and redefining the rich, bilingual tradition.
In this chapter, the concept of socialism will be scrutinized by
reading both printed and handwritten newspapers published in
Finland during the long nineteenth century – or “the short turn
of the twentieth century”, to use a term that perhaps more adequately describes the rapid rise of Finnish political languages
in the last decades of the century.282 The origin, dissemination,
282 The term “long nineteenth century” refers to the period from the French
Revolution to the First World War and originates from Eric Hobsbawm’s
work. However, this periodization is not perhaps very informative in the
case of Finnish political languages, which arose late by European standards.
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breakthrough and variation of the concept will be examined in
four loosely chronological parts. First, the birth story of Finnish socialism as a concept will be reconstructed and placed in
the wider European and imperial contexts. Second, the drastic
changes in the architecture of the concept will be analysed as socialism mutated from a pejorative “ism” to a positive concept of
group identification in the late nineteenth century.283 Third, the
major influences brought about by the General Strike of 1905 will
be explained. The fourth and final part scrutinizes the reception
of the concept at the grassroots of Finnish socialism, especially
after the revolutionary events of 1905.284

2.1 Origins
Socialism, like other modern “ism” concepts, proliferated in Europe mostly during the first half of the nineteenth century.285 Socialism first appeared as a term (socialismo) in 1780s Italy, but
the first uses of the term did not refer to the modern concept of
socialism but to the social theories of intellectuals such as Hugo
Grotius (1583–1645), Samuel von Pufendorf (1632–1694) and
Richard Cumberland (e. 1631–1718).286 The semantic origins of
the modern concept can be traced back to the British politics in
the 1830s, for it was the Owenites who adopted the abstract concept of socialism to describe their preferred system.287 Their religious opponents, however, made the concept even more famous,
as they labelled socialism not yet as a dangerous political mass
Ann Ardis has proposed the alternative term “turn-of-the-twentieth-century studies” in her Modernism and Cultural Conflict, 1880–1922, which
refers to the “fin de siècle sense of living in new times”. See Harris 2016, 726.
283 This trajectory seems not to be unique to socialism but can be found in the
histories of other political “isms”. See Kurunmäki & Marjanen 2018b, 261.
284 Parts of this chapter have been published in Marzec & Turunen 2018.
285 Kurunmäki & Marjanen 2018b, 260–261, 276, footnote 32.
286 de Sauvigny 1970, 161; Schieder 1984, 934.
287 de Sauvigny 1970, 163–164; Schieder 1984, 935–936.
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movement, but rather as a dogmatic and moral problem.288 The
modern formulation of socialism, coined first in Britain, can also
be found in France and among Polish émigrés in the 1830s, in
Swedish in the late 1830s, and later, for example, in the German
debates of the early 1840s.289
Figure 2.1: Relative frequency of socialism in Swedish-language
and Finnish-language newspapers and journals published in the
Grand Duchy of Finland, 1840–1905.

Source: This figure is based on searching the lemma “socialism” in the
Swedish press and the lemma “sosialismi” and the most common word
forms of “socialismi” and “socialismo” in the Finnish press in the KORP
interface of the Language Bank of Finland, korp.csc.fi.290

288 Schieder 1984, 937–938.
289 For France, see Schieder 1984, 943; de Sauvigny 1970, 163–164; for Polish
émigrés, see Marzec & Turunen 2018, 26–29; Kuligowski 2015; for Sweden, see Dagligt Allehanda 03.08.1839, 2; for German debates, see Schieder
1984, 945.
290 Helsingfors Tidningar is missing from the Swedish press in the 1840s and
1850s in Figure 2.1.
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Compared to the rise of modern “isms” in Europe, the Grand
Duchy of Finland offers a twofold narrative. The Swedish-speaking intelligentsia was up to date with current conceptual innovations, whereas in the 1840s Finnish did not even exist as a language of politics. Finland had been part of the Kingdom of Sweden until the Treaty of Fredrikshamn in 1809, but the linguistic
connection to Swedish remained more important than to Russian
even after Finland was incorporated into the multinational Russian Empire, for Swedish elites and the Swedish language exclusively dominated the most important spheres of Finnish society
until the last quarter of the century. Finnish, the language of the
vast majority of the common people, was used in religious and
legal contexts, not as a language of serious political thinking.
However, Fennomans, the nationalist politicians who promoted
the use of Finnish, began to create a political vocabulary in the
mid-nineteenth century.291
The relative frequency of mentions of socialism in newspapers
and journals illustrates the temporal differences between the histories of the birth of the concept in Swedish and Finnish. As can
be seen in Figure 2.1, the Swedish-language press began to introduce socialism in the 1840s. The first Swedish articles on English
Owenism and French Saint-Simonism as variants of socialism
appeared already in 1840,292 whereas the first Finnish-language
use of socialism as an ism took place twenty-three years later, in
the year 1863. This coinage was published in the Finnish newspaper Helsingin Uutiset (News from Helsinki), the recently established organ of the radical wing of the Finnish Fennoman movement. The anonymous writer293 criticized the Poor Relief Law for
its socialist elements and then switched the term to communism:

291 Alapuro 2003, 523; Hyvärinen et al. 2003, 14–15; Häkkinen 1994, 37–56.
292 See Borgå Tidning, 06.05.1840, 1; Borgå Tidning, 09.05.1840, 2; Finlands
Allmänna Tidning, 16.03.1840, 3.
293 The writer could be Agathon Meurman (1826–1909), introduced later in
the text, for he was contributing to Helsingin Uutiset at the time. See Tommila (Ed.) 1988a, 134.
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We do not propose to criticize this idea from the scientific
perspective. From that perspective, this idea imposes collective
ownership, which is called communism, for this idea forces the
better-off people to feed the poor, with no exceptions, and it even
makes threats, if this idea is not fully implemented. Science does
not accept any kind of legal poor relief, science completely acknowledges the sanctity of ownership and does not allow property to
be taken away from individuals without their permission.294

The first use was symptomatic of the later conceptual structure
of socialism, for the negative evaluation of the concept and the
strong connection between the two dangerous isms of socialism
and communism continued to exist in the Finnish-language press
later on in the 1870s, 1880s and 1890s.295 A similar close link between socialism and communism had existed in Swedish-language newspapers in Finland and in many other European languages already in the 1840s.296 However, contrary to the radical
political languages spreading in Europe during the first half of the
century, these concepts had no unambiguously positive formulations in the Finnish newspapers until the 1890s, for there was no
political movement in the Grand Duchy that sought to affiliate itself with socialism or communism. In fact, socialism gained such
negative publicity that it could be used as a weapon in Finnish
domestic politics. In the early 1880s, the Swedish-speaking conservatives highlighted the similarities between “ultra-Fennoman”
nationalism and foreign socialism, citing immature demands for
294 Helsingin Uutiset, 19.03.1863, 4. The original quote in Finnish: ”Tieteen
kannalta emme tämmöistä ajatusta aio arvostella. Siitä katsoen se suoraasti
säätää omaisuuden yhteisyyttä, jota kommunismoksi nimitetään, sillä se
pakottaa warallisempaa ruokkimaan köyhää, ilman mitään eroituksetta, ja
lisää vielä uhkauksia, jos ei se tule oikein täytetyksi. Tiede taas ei hyväksy
minkäänlaista laillista waiwaishoitoa, se tunnustaa täydellisesti omistus-oikeuden pyhyyttä, eikä salli sitä keltäkään otettawaksi ilman hänen omatta
suostumuksetta.”
295 See e.g. Vaasan Sanomat, 16.09.1878, 1; Tampereen Sanomat, 30.01.1883, 2;
Hämäläinen, 11.07.1894, 3.
296 Schieder 1984, 958; Nygaard 2016; Kuligowski 2017.
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reforms, feverish utopias and hostility towards noblemen and
the clergy as examples.297 This comparison irritated Fennoman
nationalists, many of whom came from the middle and upper
classes and had positioned themselves firmly against socialism
in Finnish public life. Thus, the Fennoman newspapers quickly
answered the critique:
There is a word in the modern world that evokes disgust and
dread and horror in every human being who has not completely
suppressed the last spark of decency. This word is nihilism and
socialism. And, indeed, our fierce party of Swedishness has not
hesitated to use this word to revile the Finnish party.298

The offended reaction in 1882 was expected given the prior
history of the concept in the emerging Finnish press. It had been
Uusi Suometar, the leading voice of the Fennoman movement,
that had made the concept of socialism famous by criticizing it
during the 1870s. In total, Uusi Suometar produced about 40 per
cent of all mentions of socialism in the Finnish-language newspapers and periodicals 1863–1879.299 A good summary of this Fennoman conceptualization can be found in the report on the federal elections of 1878 in Dresden: according to the correspondent of
Uusi Suometar, socialism was intolerable as a religion, one-sided

297 The parallel was drawn in the Svekoman newspaper Östra Nyland,
25.01.1882. For another Swedish article connecting socialism and Fennoman nationalism among the craftsmen in Tampere, see Nya Pressen,
10.02.1883, 4. The text was circulated in Tammerfors Aftonblad, 13.02.1883,
4; Ekenäs Notisblad, 17.02.1883, 2.
298 Laatokka, 09.02.1882, 1; Aamulehti, 18.02.1882, 1. The original quote in
Finnish: “Löytyy nyky-maailmasta sana, joka herättää inhoa ja kammoa ja
kauhistusta jokaisessa ihmisessä, joka ei vielä kokonaan ole tukahduttanut
itsestään viimeistäkin siveellisyyden kipinätä. Tämä sana on nihilismi ja
sosialismi. Ja todellakaan ei meidän ruotsalaisuuden hurja puolue kammonnut käyttää tätä sanaa juuri suomalaista puoluetta parjatakseen.”
299 This result (71 out of 177) is based on searching the lemma “sosialismi” in
the KORP interface of the Language Bank of Finland, korp.csc.fi.
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as a science and violent or impossible as a practice.300 Socialism
not only combined the worst aspects of misunderstood science
and misunderstood religion, but was also an impure breed of several isms, all of which originated from rationalism, which treated
reason as a religion.301
Other Fennoman newspapers seemed to follow the intellectual
beacon in the conceptualizations of socialism. Satakunta argued
in its foreign coverage that the disease was one and the same
throughout Europe, but it had many names: socialism in Germany, communism in France and nihilism in Russia.302 Another
Fennoman newspaper, Hämäläinen, offered a more profound diagnosis of the disease in its article series on modern times, claiming that “socialism, communism, nihilism and many other isms”
were a result of incapable and revengeful minds. It was “the rotten
condition of the poor” that gave birth to isms. In addition, this
anonymous writer localized the source of evil isms to Paris, “the
kindergarten of the world”.303
It would be an oversimplification to interpret these Fennoman
statements that confused socialism with other isms as a sign of
limited knowledge of the nuances of ideological currents flowing in Europe. As scholars specializing in the political rhetoric
of isms have pointed out, since the seventeenth century one
common way to use ism concepts in Europe has been to reduce
complex ideas to fit under one heading, often as a form of critique.304 Thus, instead of simple expressions of ignorance, the
Fennoman attempts to cluster various isms together can be read
as a self-conscious move to make sense of European ideological
development and to posit Fennomans as the true guardians of the
realm against the external threat of social radicalism that could
assume terminologically various forms. Imagining themselves
300 Uusi Suometar, 23.08.1878, 5.
301 Uusi Suometar, 05.05.1879, 1.
302 Satakunta, 14.12.1878, 3.
303 Hämäläinen, 17.01.1880, 2.
304 Kurunmäki & Marjanen 2018b, 273. For an introduction to the present-day
study of isms, see Kurunmäki & Marjanen 2018a.
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as the future leaders of the nation, the Fennomans described the
progress of socialism in France, Germany, Britain, Russia, Denmark and Sweden305 – and simultaneously showed their readers
a way out of the modern dystopia approaching the Grand Duchy.
There was a local cure for the global disease: the Finns should
put their trust in the leaders who could speak the language of the
people, instead of the old Swedish elites.
Although there were many worrying signs abroad and one
symptom in Finland, i.e. the rise of the revival movement, it
seems that there was a public consensus that isms had not yet
overrun Finland in the late 1870s.306 One teacher formulated the
idea humorously: “To this date, the Finnish nation has stayed
away from devastating ideas: materialism, socialism and other
harmful ‘lisms’ which rot and trouble civilized bodies of people
in Europe, and threaten them with destruction; yes, thank God
none of these are known in Finland, but beware the elementary
school!”307 The best-known Fennoman intellectuals of the time,
from Theoder Rein to Georg Zacharias Forsman (later Yrjö Sakari Yrjö-Koskinen), had arrived at similar conclusions: socialism had not arrived in the geographically remote, economically
backward and politically tranquil Grand Duchy of Finland, but
the socialist movement would sooner or later emerge if the development of labour question were left to take its natural course.308
305 Uusi Suometar, 08.12.1871, 3; Uusi Suometar, 17.03.1879, 7; Uusi Suometar,
17.02.1879, 3; Uusi Suometar, 09.08.1871, 1; Uusi Suometar, 14.08.1871, 1;
Uusi Suometar, 07.08.1871, 1.
306 Keski-Suomi, 24.05.1879, 3. See e.g. Ilmarinen, 07.06.1876, 1; Kokkolan Lehti, 24.10.1887, 3; Keski-Suomi, 25.02.1888, 3.
307 Uusi Suometar, 14.05.1879, 2. The original quote in Finnish: ”Suomen kansa on tähän päivään säilynyt noista turmiollisista opeista: materialismista,
sosialismista y. m. vahingollisista ’lismistä’, jotka mädätyksenä vaivaavat
Euroopan sivistyneitä kansaruumiita ja uhkaavat niitä perikadolla; – niin,
näistä ei vielä Jumalan kiitos Suomessa mitään tiedetä, mutta olkaa kuitenkin varoillanne kansakoulujen suhteen!”
308 Kirjallinen Kuukauslehti, no 1/1874, 1; Kirjallinen Kuukauslehti, no 4/1878,
91; Kirjallinen Kuukauslehti, no 8/1878, 195. See also Heikkinen 1997b,
80–83; Heikkinen et al. 2000, 93–98.
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The spectre of socialism continued to haunt both Swedish and
Finnish political imaginations during the 1880s, as the absolute
frequency of mentions of socialism in the press indicates. What
is noteworthy in Figure 2.2 is that, in absolute terms, the Finnish
references to socialism surpass the Swedish ones in the year 1895.
This trajectory of a single concept is related to the wider shift of
public discourses in the Grand Duchy; by the end of the century
the linguistic hegemony of Swedish was being challenged. One
alternative quantitative indicator of the change is the total number of newspaper pages in Finnish which exceeded the number of
Swedish pages in the early 1890s.309
Figure 2.2: Absolute frequency of mentions of socialism in Swedish and Finnish newspapers and journals published in the Grand
Duchy of Finland, 1840–1905.

Source: This figure is based on searching the lemma “socialism” in the
Swedish press and the lemma “sosialismi” and the most common word
forms of “socialismi” and “socialismo” in the Finnish press in the KORP
interface of the Language Bank of Finland, korp.csc.fi.310
309 Pääkkönen et al. 2016.
310 Helsingfors Tidningar is missing from the Swedish press in the 1840s and
1850s in Figure 2.2.
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The differences between Swedish and Finnish trajectories of
socialism have been analysed further in a recent study on isms
in nineteenth-century newspapers. Compared to the Swedishlanguage press, socialism had a more dominant role in Finnishlanguage public discourse. Moreover, it seems that socialism was
discussed more often in the context of religious terminology
in Finnish, whereas Swedish discourses around socialism were
more clearly political in nature.311
Along with the quantitative strengthening of socialism in two
languages, important qualitative re-configurations took place in
the late 1880s and early 1890s. The concepts of Staatssozialismus
(“state socialism”) and Kathedersozialismus (“armchair socialism”) had become popular themes in the German-speaking academic world during the 1870s, when the rise of the social-democratic mass movement created a need for an ideological position
between revolutionary socialism and anti-interventionist liberalism.312 Both concepts gained publicity – state socialism more than
Katheder socialism – in the Finnish press during the 1880s.313 As
Sakari Heikkinen has noted, the intermediary stance embedded
in these concepts reached the Finnish public discussions before
there was any kind of socialist labour movement against which
state socialism and Katheder socialism had been originally formulated abroad.314
The success of these concepts in the Fennoman newspapers can
once again be explained by their political visions that saw interventionist social reforms initiated by the state as a means to avoid
a socialist future in the Grand Duchy of Finland. The Fennoman
publication Uusi Suometar reported on the advance of state socialism and Katheder socialism in Bismarck’s Prussia, France,
Britain, America and Australia (where “state socialism had ad311 Marjanen et al. 2020, 14–15.
312 Schieder 1984, 982–985.
313 The estimation is based on the fuzzy search “valtiososialismi” and “katederisosialismi” in the digital collection of Finnish newspapers. Available at
http://digi.kansalliskirjasto.fi/sanomalehti?language=en.
314 Heikkinen 1997b, 81.
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vanced the most”), often with a sympathetic tone,315 whereas their
political opponents, Swedish liberals, took more critical stances
in their organ Helsingfors Dagsblad: “The German state socialism
has already begun to look like more than just a socialist symptom.”316 Here different ideological backgrounds generated different reactions to state socialism: the first wave of liberalism in the
Grand Duchy of Finland had been led by the Swedish-speaking
elites who leaned towards “Manchester liberalism”, which highlighted individual responsibility in the economic domain,317 but
these “Dagsblad liberals” had a broader than purely economic
understanding of liberalism which included for example admiration for the idea of parliamentary freedom of speech and for the
progressive national movements across Europe.318 However, it is
possible that Helsinfors Dagsblad was continuing the anti-interventionist tradition of classical liberalism in its mistrust of state
socialism. The debate between the defenders of freedom of trade
and the promoters of public intervention repeated later in the
context of municipal socialism (kunnallissosialismi), the conceptual sibling of state socialism that became active only after the
first parliamentary elections of 1907.319
However, the appearance of new socialist concepts cannot be
comprehended only with the binary axis of Swedish liberalism
315 Uusi Suometar, 10.08.1881, 2; Uusi Suometar, 30.03.1883, 3; Uusi Suometar,
16.10.1886, 4; Uusi Suometar, 26.01.1888, 2; Uusi Suometar, 24.08.1890, 2.
316 Helsingfors Dagblad, 23.01.1883, 1. This paper also published translated articles by the French thinkers Paul Boiteau and Pierre Paul Leroy-Beaulieu
who both criticized state socialism. See Helsingfors Dagblad, 27.09.1882,
2; Helsingfors Dagblad, 16.12.1882, 2; Helsingfors Dagblad, 17.12.1882 (no
343a), 1.
317 Vares 2000, 24–28.
318 Kurunmäki 2013, 87; Pekonen 2014, 299–300.
319 Based on the fuzzy search “valtiososialismi” and “kunnallissosialismi” in
the digital collection of Finnish newspapers, municipal socialism appears
for the first time as late as in 1900, i.e. twenty years later than state socialism. Municipal socialism exceeds state socialism in 1903 and peaks in the
years 1908–1909, both in absolute and relative terms. Available at https://
digi.kansalliskirjasto.fi/search?formats=NEWSPAPER.
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and Fennoman nationalism, for the concept of socialism had
different weightings inside the Finnish Fennoman movement.
The movement had split into two main ideological camps during
the 1880s and the early 1890s: the Old Finns, who were generally more conservative, patriarchal and religious, and the Young
Finns, who were more liberal, democratic and cosmopolitan.
However, compared to the contemporary Western liberalism,
this Young Finnish liberalism contained more nationalism than
its ideological counterparts abroad, for the contemporary Finnish politics was so strongly dominated by the national question.320
In contrast to Swedish classical liberalism, the Young Finns were
inspired by social liberalism that approved state intervention. The
Old-Finnish support for state and Katheder socialism was easily justified from their patriarchal position towards the people,
but both of these new concepts found supporters among the internationally-oriented Young Finns as well, partly because they
were based on “modern” and “scientific” theories from Germany.321 In fact, many of the later labour leaders arose from among
these Young Finnish circles that became active at the turn of the
1890s: several influential editors of the main socialist newspaper
Työmies to begin with.322
Both the Old Finnish national conservatives and Young Finnish national liberals could in theory support the two new arrivals
of socialism, although with different reasoning, but the relation
to the older variant of social-democratic socialism divided the
Finnish political lines more sharply. Some radical Young Finnish
newspapers, especially in the Eastern part of the Grand Duchy,
began to portray European socialism in a new light in the late
1880s. For example, a long article series on the causes of socialism, published in Sawo in 1888, included the argument that the
320 Vares 2000, 32–49, 264.
321 On the Young Finnish support for Katheder socialism, see Vares 2000, 31;
Rahikainen 1986, 160.
322 For example, N. R. af Ursin, Matti Kurikka and A. B. Mäkelä had their
intellectual roots partly in the Young Finnish circles. See Rahikainen 1986,
35–36; Soikkanen 1961, 45–47, 189; Salomaa 1967a, 210–217.
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first Christians had shared their property and had, in fact, been
communists.323 The radical interpretation provoked criticism
from their local Old Finnish rival that referred to several biblical
quotes in order to prove that the Lord commanded the people to
respect the authorities.324 Furthermore, the dangerous ideas published in Sawo attracted attention from the censors, who eventually closed down the paper in 1891.325
Another example of the Young Finnish curiosity about socialism from this period can be found in Matti Kurikka’s series of
writings under the title “The Main Principles of Socialism”, published in Viipurin Sanomat during the period 1889–1890. Kurikka began by quoting articles published previously in Sawo before
making his original contribution on the topic. During a trip to
Denmark, Kurikka had heard an impressive lecture on socialism
by Dr. Robertson-Proschowsky and this lecture came to serve as a
backbone of Kurikka’s own written introduction to socialism. At
the end of the series, Kurikka apologized for the length of his introduction but reminded his readers that it was “useful for every
Finnish citizen to know the source of that powerful stream which
roars in the great countries of Europe and often already bursts its
banks”.326
Although some Young Finnish newspapers introduced socialism with less disapproval and in greater detail than what the read323 Savo, 18.10.1888, 1; Savo, 20.10.1888, 1; Savo, 25.10.1888, 1; Savo,
27.10.1888, 1; Savo, 30.10.1888, 2; Savo, 01.11.1888, 2.
324 Savo-Karjala, 28.12.1888, 2.
325 Tommila (Ed.) 1987, 467.
326 Wiipurin Sanomat, 08.08.1890, 1; Wiipurin Sanomat, 12.08.1890, 1; Wiipurin Sanomat, 17.08.1890, 2; Wiipurin Sanomat, 24.08.1890, 2; Wiipurin Sanomat, 26.08.1890, 2; Wiipurin Sanomat, 29.08.1890, 1; Wiipurin
Sanomat, 31.08.1890, 2; Wiipurin Sanomat, 26.09.1890, 2; Wiipurin Sanomat, 27.09.1890, 1; Wiipurin Sanomat 23.10.1890, 2; Wiipurin Sanomat, 24.10.1890, 2; Wiipurin Sanomat, 23.11.1890, 2; Wiipurin Sanomat,
30.11.1890, 2. The original quote in Finnish: ”Mutta vakuutettuja kun
olemme siitä, että jokaiselle Suomemmekin kansalaiselle on hyödyllistä
tietää, missä sen mahtavan virran lähde on, joka Euroopan suurissa maissa
pauhaa ja usein jo yli äyräittensä pärskyy…”
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ers had become used to by the turn of the 1890s, the hegemonic
conceptualization of socialism remained negative in the Finnish
press and, more widely, in the Grand Duchy of Finland. The case
of a Finnish working man from the year 1888 illustrates the point.
This embittered man took justice into his own hands after becoming unemployed and began robbing the better-off people and
even murdered one person during his societal vendetta. The man’s
name was Topra-Heikki, and he was a fictional character from a
naturalist play by the Young Finnish authoress Minna Canth.327
The play caused a scandal in the Finnish National Theatre and
was performed only once.328 From the conceptual perspective, the
most interesting part of the scandal was that the nationalist press
in their reviews defined this fictional working man as a socialist
and wanted to deny his existence in the real world:
We do not believe in the reality of Topra-Heikki. We do not believe that such naïve, merely pity-based “socialism” will lead Finnish
workers to gross crimes. On the other hand, we have not heard
anything about actual socialism here.329

According to Minna Canth, she had used real events from
Finnish life as her inspiration: there had been more than twenty cases of arson in the Ostrobothnian village of Laihia during
the years 1883–1886.330 When these events had been analysed in
the press by one of the villagers in 1887, he used the concept of
socialism to make sense of vandalism. In his eyes, there was no
individual hatred but “perfect socialism” (täydellistä sosialismia)
327 Canth 1888.
328 Maijala 2016, 187–189.
329 Valvoja, no 12/1888, 579, 1. The original quote in Finnish: “Me emme usko
Topra-Heikin todellisuutta, emmekä usko semmoisen naivisen, ainoastaan
sääliin perustuvan ’sosialismin’ johtavan suomalaisia työmiehiä törkeihin
rikoksiin. Varsinaisesta sosialismista ei meillä ole mitään kuultu.” A very
similar argument was made in Uusi Suometar which claimed that TopraHeikki is not taken “from the lives of our people, but is only a product of
the imagination”. Uusi Suometar, 28.11.1888, 3.
330 Valvoja, no 12/1888, 585.
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behind these cases of arson, naming specifically general hostility towards the property-owning farmers and popular discontent
with the prevailing conditions.331 Canth herself defined the play
as “socialist” in her private letters.332 Her socialism had various
international sources such as Social Problems (1883) by Henry
George, who had been categorized as a state socialist in the Finnish conservative newspapers.333 The reputation of Canth’s socialism reached far into the future: her “socialist” plays were still both
feared and admired in 1905.334
In my interpretation, the main reason for the scandal of 1888
was not the ideology of socialism that could be connected to the
protagonist, play or writer. Instead, the true problem was that
Canth had transformed the abstract and foreign concept of socialism into the concrete and native socialist, and this revelation
terrified the Finnish elites. According to the Old Finnish Uusi
Suometar, this play that showed a poor worker hating the law
– “even the law of property” – was simply unrealistic: “the poor
people in our country love the law”, because the law protects them
against violence.335 Another review by the Reverend Elis Bergroth
wondered “how strange the sermons of Louise Michel sounded
from the mouth of a local working man”, and predicted that such
weird characters – “mongrels of foreign socialism and domestic
seriousness” (ulkomaalaisen sosialismin ja kotimaisen vakavuuden sekasikiöt), in his words – would soon disappear from Finnish

331 Waasan Lehti, 26.01.1887, 2.
332 Soikkanen 1961, 13–14.
333 Uusi Suometar, 16.10.1886, 4. During the 1890s Henry George transformed
into an extreme representative of the “Manchester school fanatics” in the
conservative imagination. See Heikkinen et al. 2000, 104.
334 See e.g. Työmies 14.4.1905, 4; Turun Sanomat, 3.12.1905 (no 276b), 1.
335 Uusi Suometar, 09.11.1888, 3. The original quote in Finnish: ”Lieneekö väärinkäsitystä meidänkin huomiomme, että tekijä väittää köyhän työmiehen
vihaavan kaikkea lakia, yksin omaisuuslakiakin? Jollemme tästä erehdy,
niin on siinä suuri vika, sillä meidän maassa köyhät rakastavat lakia, ja juuri sentähden, että se on heidän ainoa turvansa väkivaltaa vastaan.”
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literature.336 The spectre of socialism had become alive, flesh and
blood in the fictional working man, and this is why the existence
of the solitary Finnish socialist was so vehemently denied in the
bourgeois press. These reviews that highlighted the absurdity of
Finnish socialism were perhaps based more on wishful thinking
than on a careful analysis of the contemporary situation: the German and Danish socialist parties had operated from the 1870s
onwards, and even more ominously, social-democratic labour
parties had just recently been established adjacent to the Grand
Duchy of Finland, in the neighbouring countries of Norway
(1887) and Sweden (1889).337
Despite many death sentences passed on socialism in the Finnish press, the concept proved vigorous and was no longer a total
stranger in the Grand Duchy of Finland by the end of the nineteenth century. In addition to its expansion through press and
fiction, one hint of the increasing familiarity with socialism can
be found in the word itself, on the linguistic level, for both the
root and the suffix changed in the course of the nineteenth century. The first mentions of socialism had been written in the foreign
form of the root and suffix. In fact, many Finnish isms of the 1860s
have the Greek- and Latin-based -ismo suffix: liberalismo, kommunismo and magnetismo. Ismi overtakes ismo during the 1870s,
and the modern term sosialismi replaces the original socialismo
that is still used in the Romance languages such as Italian, Spanish and Portuguese.338 Out of the many modern isms penetrating
the Finnish press, socialism became the most popular one from
the late 1870s onwards, dominating the 1880s and being superior

336 Vartija, no 2/1889, 64.
337 Eley 2002, 70.
338 The analysis was carried out by searching the string “*ism*” in the Finnish
N-grams (1820–2000) of the Newspaper and Periodical Corpus of the National Library of Finland distributed by the University of Helsinki on behalf
of the FIN-CLARIN Consortium and available at http://www.helsinki.fi/
finclarin/fnc1.
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in the 1890s.339 The ism of isms was followed by anarchism and
nihilism that could surpass socialism in fame during some individual years: nihilism in 1880–1883 and anarchism in 1894.340
When the renowned Fennoman conservative thinker Agathon
Meurman compiled the first Finnish-language encyclopaedia in
1883–1890, he already used the modern form and defined socialism, social democracy, communism and nihilism in relation to
each other. Social democracy was a party supporting socialism
and wanting to solve the social question by destroying all existing
state institutions and society. Socialism was described as an idea
that wanted to organize society on the basis of state-led collective work and to distribute the profits evenly. Communism was
an extreme form of socialism, for it wanted to abolish all private
property. It has predecessors in religious movements such as Hussitism and Anabaptism, and communism had momentarily been
in power during the French tyranny of 1792–1794. Nihilism was
a doctrine without any positive programme: it sought to destroy
the entire human social order. According to Meurman, nihilism
was supported by the social democrats in Russia. The critical
stances towards the new isms approaching the Grand Duchy can
be heard in Meurman’s formulations, and his encyclopaedia took
a similar line in the case of individuals who were too progressive
in his eyes: for example, Leo Tolstoy “inclined greatly towards socialist delirium in his books A Confession and My Religion”.341
339 The analysis was carried out by searching the string “*ism*” in the Finnish
N-grams (1820–2000) of the Newspaper and Periodical Corpus of the National Library of Finland distributed by the University of Helsinki on behalf
of the FIN-CLARIN Consortium and available at http://www.helsinki.fi/
finclarin/fnc1. For similar results, see Marjanen et al. 2020, 16.
340 This analysis is based on searching the lemma “sosialismi”, “anarkismi”
and “nihilismi” in the Finnish press in the KORP interface of the Language
Bank of Finland, korp.csc.fi.
341 See the entries on sosialismi, kommunismi, sosialidemokratia, nihilismi,
nihilisti, and Tolstoj in Agathon Meurman, Sanakirja yleiseen sivistykseen
kuuluvia tietoja varten [Encyclopaedia of general education] (Helsinki: G.
W. Edlund, 1883–1890), http://kaino.kotus.fi/korpus/1800/meta/meurman/sanakirja1883-1890_rdf.xml. The original quote in Finnish: ”Hän
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Despite such negative connotations in its initial phase, the idea
of socialism was able to gather a growing number of supporters
in the long term. By the time Meurman died in 1909, there was a
socialist mass movement in the Grand Duchy, and Finnish socialists commemorated “the pithy patriarch of conservatism” (vanhoillisuuden kirpeä patriarkka), their long-lived arch enemy:
The old man Meurman often pronounced heavily and viciously
on socialism and on the labour movement. No hard feelings. He
was in any case a sincere opponent, there are not many like him
among the living bourgeoisie.342

2.2 Proliferation
When the first Finnish socialists tried to garner mass support in
the 1890s, they had to invent novel rhetorical tricks to get rid of
the cumbersome baggage that the concept of socialism carried.
The political space required for these re-descriptions of socialism
was unique in the imperial context: the margins of political action were much wider in the Grand Duchy of Finland than in
other parts of the vast Russian Empire. For example, compared
to Russian Poland, Finnish associational life was less restricted
and censorship less severe.343 In fact, the different level of imperial control partly explains why the trajectories of Finnish and
Polish socialisms diverged so greatly in the course of the long nineteenth century. Both countries constituted the western fringe
of the tsarist empire and remained economically, culturally and
hylkää koko nykyisen yhteiskunnallisen järjestyksen ja taipuu suuresti sosialistisiin houreisin, kirjoissaan ’Tunnustus’ ja ’Minun uskontoni’.”
342 Kansan Lehti, 18.01.1909, 3. The original quote in Finnish: “Ukko Meurman on monasti sanonut tukevan häijysti sosialismista ja työväen liikkeestä. Ei muistella pahalla. Hän oli joka tapauksessa vilpitön vastustaja, jommoisia elävissä porvareissa ei ole monia.”
343 Kujala 1989, 28, 326. On imperial censorship against socialist newspapers
and journals, see Ruud 2009, 209–210.
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linguistically distinct borderlands. When they were annexed to
the multinational Russian Empire in the early nineteenth century, both retained their separate legal status in relation to other
Russian provinces. However, in the course of the century, Finland
was able to preserve and even strengthen its position and national
rights, whereas Poland eventually lost its original status.344 Thus,
when socialism truly emerged in both countries at the end of the
nineteenth century, the Finnish supporters of the ism could operate legally, through the Labour Party and newspapers, whereas
Polish socialists either emigrated or went underground, propagating the concept of socialism mainly through illegal leaflets and
brochures.345
Although the Finnish socialists enjoyed a greater amount of
political space than many of their imperial comrades, the situation in the Grand Duchy was still far from enjoying full freedom
of press, opinion and assembly.346 The sensitive position partly explains why the rising labour movement of the mid-1890s concentrated on underlining its domestic character, as the opposite of
many ominous ghosts of socialisms abroad figuring in the Finnish newspapers since the 1860s. When the first labour newspaper,
Työmies, meaning the “working man”, was launched in 1895, it
presented a modest programme, promising to describe the material conditions of Finnish working people and to support their
intellectual growth. The labour movement abroad would be covered only “if space permits”.347
The cautious start did not avoid criticism. By the end of its
first year, Työmies complained that Swedish newspapers had been
drawing parallels between the Finnish labour movement and foreign socialism. The only labour organ at this point in time argued
that its “mouth had been clamped so tight it no longer knew what

344 Alapuro 1988, 34, 38, 111–114.
345 Marzec & Turunen 2018, 33–41.
346 Kujala 1995, 30–117.
347 Työmies, 14.02.1895, 1.
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to talk about”.348 Suspicion towards the rising labour movement
connected the old rivals, the Swedish and Finnish newspapers.
The local workers’ association sent greetings to the leading Finnish bourgeois newspaper in Turku in 1898 in response to the
claim that the Finnish labour movement was socialist in nature:
“It was hoped that Aura would explain, if it knows, which is highly doubtful, what socialism is, when it pretends to have so much
knowledge of socialism.”349 Työmies concluded at the turn of the
century that “the papers of the moneyed classes” (rahavaltaisten
lehdet), both conservative and liberal, were united in their criticism of socialism.350
Highlighting the moderate nature of the local labour movement, or from the opposite perspective, denying the dangerous
international connection, was one of the opening moves by the
novice socialists in the game of Finnish political rhetoric. The
move made sense considering the linguistic tradition surrounding the concept of socialism. In addition to calibrating their location on the spatial axis of domestic-foreign, the socialists had to
define their relation to the old link between socialism and other
isms. The bourgeois press continued to group socialism with other isms, especially with anarchism that was called as “the close
relative” or even “the enfant terrible of socialism”.351
This construction was repeatedly dismantled by the socialists.
A working man used his own life sphere to explain the difference
between these isms and compared the relation between socialism
and anarchism to the relation between a real man and a scare348 Työmies, 17.08.1895, 1. The original quote in Finnish: ”Ja varsinkin tätä
pientä työväestön äänipilliä ’Työmiestä’, on koetettu saada ja nähtävästi yhä
koetetaan saada päiviltä pois. Se muka ’villitsee’ työväkeä, vaikka sen suu
on jo puristettu niin tiukalle, ettei enää tiedä mitä puhuisi.”
349 Työmies, 02.07.1898, 4. The original quote in Finnish: ”Toivottiin, että Aura
selittäisi, jos se osaa, jota kovin epäiltiin, mitä sosialismi on, kun se siitä on
niin paljon tietävinään.”
350 Työmies, 19.01.1900, 2.
351 Aamulehti, 18.09.1898, 2; Savo-Karjala, 19.09.1898, 2; Savo-Karjala, 21.09.
1898, 2.
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crow in the fields.352 On the other hand, Matti Kurikka, one of the
intellectual leaders of the early labour movement, redefined the
ism cluster innovatively by adding liberalism to his formulation.
Liberalism had initially meant progress for it defended the rights
of the individual against the privileges of the estate-based society, but now freedom of competition, “war of every man against
every man”, had led to suffering and exploitation of the weak. In
Kurikka’s explanation, apparently taking insights from the Austrian thinker Hermann Bahr (1863–1934), who was mentioned
in the text, anarchism was an outcome of liberalism, because anarchism brought individual freedom to its final conclusion. Socialism was “the extreme opposite of these siblings”, for socialism
aimed at harmony between individual freedoms and responsibilities towards society.353 Kurikka further clarified the relation with
a metaphor in his longer article on the topic: anarchism wanted
to churn up the whole garden of culture, whereas socialism wanted to weed carefully and preserve everything that was useful.354
The isms debate continued in the press for long, as socialists
tried to purify socialism of other isms and presented it as the
counter-concept not only of anarchism and liberalism but also
of capitalism, militarism, imperialism and nihilism355, whereas
bourgeois newspapers obviously questioned these conceptual reconfigurations.356
The war of isms was also fought on the economic front in the
1890s. Here, bourgeois newspapers had a tendency to present socialism as the even distribution of all property.357 According to the
Christian formulation of the same argument, socialists wanted to
352 Työmies, 19.03.1900, 3.
353 Työmies, 01.10.1898, 3.
354 Työmies, 13.02.1899, 1.
355 Työmies, 19.02.1900, 2; Kansan Lehti, 30.10.1900, 1; Länsisuomen Työmies,
30.10.1900, 2; Länsisuomen Työmies, 19.09.1901, 2.
356 See e.g. Savo-Karjala, 19.09.1898, 2; Savo-Karjala, 21.09.1898, 2. Turun
Lehti, 19.09.1901, 2.
357 See e.g. Kansakoulun lehti: kasvatusopillinen aikakauskirja kodille ja koululle, 15.01.1895, 21; Hämäläinen, 17.07.1895, 3; Uusimaa, 30.10.1899, 1.
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take property away from the rich for egoistic reasons, whereas
Christians gave of their own based on brotherly love.358 Finnish
socialists themselves regarded sudden, violent and total distribution of all property as a bourgeois straw man, and explained that
socialism wanted to “give to each his own”, i.e. everyone should
be able to enjoy the fruits of their labour.359 Religious conservatism that criticized socialism as egoistic greed was countered by
cherrypicking suitable quotes from the Bible, especially if criticism came from the wealthy priests: “It is easier for a camel to go
through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter into the
kingdom of God.”360 However, despite many explicit contestations
by the socialists, it seems that the negative conceptualization of
socialism as “levelling of all goods” prevailed among the ordinary
people during the early twentieth century.361
In the most extreme cases of bourgeois political imagination,
the concept of socialism was extended from the economic domain to sexual matters: in addition to the material wealth of the
nation, socialists would also like to share spouses in the name
of free love.362 This ungodly dystopia could be introduced in the
form of a narrative: a poor girl from the countryside moving into
a city where she is taken advantage of by a socialist, “who was
a proponent of such modern views that a woman exists only to
satisfy a man’s lust”.363 The question of free love was not something Finnish socialists wanted to concentrate on in their public
358 Isänmaan Ystävä, 05.05.1899, 1.
359 Kansan Lehti, 09.02.1904, 3.
360 Työmies, 10.08.1899, 3.
361 This idea emerges repeatedly in the labour press, especially when socialists report on their encounters with the Finnish populace. See e.g. Työmies,
13.11.1902, 2; Länsisuomen Työmies, 01.04.1905, 3. See also Länsisuomen
Työmies, 07.11.1901, 1–2.
362 See e.g. Meurman’s “Uskonnottomasta siveysopistosta”, Vartija, no 5/1895,
171.
363 Suomen Kansa, 12.9.1902, 3. The original quote in Finnish: ”Sitten hän tutustui nuoreen mieheen – sosialistiin, joka oli semmoisten uudenaikaisten
mielipiteiden suosija, että nainen on olemassa vain miehen nautinnonhimon tyydyttämistä varten.”
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debates, for there was more to lose than to win in this heated
topic, especially in a country which was still, for the most part,
dominated by conservative, religious thinking taught at home,
the Lutheran Church, and elementary school.364 However, interestingly, Finnish socialists circulated the same background story in their own propaganda but with a very different ending: an
innocent country girl sexually exploited by urban gentlemen.365
Both the contemporary supporters and opponents of socialism
connected the concept to a radical change of moral values in
times of great social upheaval, to a transformation of society that
included forced migration and urbanization, illustrated in the socialist and anti-socialist narratives of country girls moving to the
cities. However, whereas the critics took the view that it was the
ideology of socialism that had broken the moral compass of the
people, the socialists themselves posed the concept as an ethical
safeguard against the predatory instincts prevailing in modern
capitalism.
In the bigger picture of the conceptual structure of socialism, it
seems that, at the outset of the movement, domestic labour activists concentrated on defining socialism through many negations:
socialism was not alien radicalism, socialism was not synonymous with anarchism and socialism did not mean distributing
all wealth evenly and also not free love, as has been demonstrated
above. However, as their political self-confidence grew and their
knowledge of international socialism expanded, Finnish socialists began to define the specifics of their own socialism more precisely. The direction of the major international influences is easy
to pinpoint in hindsight: South-West, especially the Swedish and
German versions of socialism. These socialist connections abroad
were constructed through personal efforts. Late in 1896, after the
“great summer of strikes” in the capital, Finnish shoemakers collected funds for one of the most gifted orators of the movement,
364 Vesa Vares has characterized Finnish society at the turn of the twentieth
century as “socially radical” but “very conservative in its habits and values”.
See Vares 2000, 267.
365 See Chapter 6.3.
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Eetu Salin (1866–1919), and sent him to study Swedish socialism
and trade unions. Salin’s report from Stockholm was published in
the leading organ Työmies on Christmas Eve:
My assumptions of socialists acquired through the Finnish press,
have vanished. I thought socialists were stubborn, roaring, irregular and ragged working men whose greatest joy was to foment
unrest in society, ask questions in parliament, bomb the government and overthrow ministries (in France). Right? That is how
socialists have been described in the Finnish press.366

At the end of his letter, Salin declared he was a socialist as well.
This was one of the first public identifications with socialism, and
surely inspired many followers to proclaim their socialism in the
Finnish labour press of the 1890s.367
In addition to the shoemaker-journalist Eetu Salin, the Western connection was strengthened and personified in Hjalmar
Branting (1860–1925), the intellectual leader of the Swedish Social Democratic Party.368 When the Finnish Labour Party was established in 1899, Salin was one of the founding members, whereas Branting served as the sister party’s godfather and advisor.
Branting formulated the ingress of the party programme and advised Finnish comrades not to openly proclaim their socialism
just yet; the word socialism might still have alienated working
people from the movement.369 Nevertheless, Finnish conservati366 Työmies, 24.12.1896, 2. The original quote in Finnish: “Suomen sanomalehdistön avulla kuvatut olettamukseni sosialisteista hävisi. Ajatusteni mukaan
piti sosialistien olla uppiniskaista, räyhäävää, epäsäännölliseksi tunnettuja
repaleisia työmiehiä, joiden suurin huvitus on synnyttää rauhattomuutta
yhteiskunnassa, tehdä kysymyksiä eduskunnassa, pommittaa hallitusta ja
kukistaa ministeriöitä (Ranskassa). Eikö totta? – Sellaiseksihan ne ovat kuvattuja suomalaisessa sanomalehdistössä.”
367 See e.g. a letter to the editor in Työmies, 05.03.1898, 4.
368 Branting was the chairman of the party in 1908–1925. See Hentilä 1979,
327.
369 Suomen Työväenpuolueen perustavan kokouksen pöytäkirja. Kokous pidetty
Turussa 17–20. 7. 1899, 11; Ursin 1902, 52–56; Soikkanen 1961, 69–70.
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ve newspapers interpreted the programme as socialism.370 Their
judgement was supported by their Swedish colleagues, who were
better acquainted with the dangers of socialism. An evaluation
written originally across the sea and published in the Swedish
publication Aftonbladet was translated and circulated in the Finnish press. It claimed that Finnish socialism would sooner or later
“abandon the fatherland” and “align with the false universalism
which ever since Marx has been an integral part of every social
democratic doctrine”.371 At least the last part of the prediction
proved correct in the long term.
The increased international influence can be seen in the Finnish translations published at the turn of the century. Most important contributions came from the German-speaking world:
Werner Sombart’s Socialism and Social Movement in 1898, Karl
Kautsky’s Erfurt Program in 1899, Heinrich Herkner’s Labour
Question in 1902, and History of Socialism by several writers.372
In fiction, the pioneering work was Robert Blatchword’s Merry
England, translated into Finnish in 1898, including an afterword
by Branting.373 All in all, 42 per cent of the translated socialist literature during the years 1898–1918 was originally formulated in
German.374 The German connection was noted by the bourgeois
press, which explained the rise of socialism with the improved
means of transportation: Finnish working men were able to go to
“great civilized countries, especially to Germany” and learn “a free
course on the catechism of socialism in a metropolitan pub”.375
However, it seems that opponents of socialism regarded the German version of socialism as more moderate and reasonable than
370 Isänmaan Ystävä, 28.07.1899, 2; Isänmaan Ystävä, 18.08.1899, 1.
371 Aftonbladet’s text was widely circulated in bourgeois newspapers, see e.g.
Uusi Aura, 01.08.1899, 2; Mikkeli, 02.08.1899, 2; Uusi Aura, 03.08.1899, 1;
Isänmaan Ystävä, 04.08.1899, 3; Uudenkaupungin Sanomat, 05.08.1899, 3.
372 Sombart 1898; Kautsky 1899; Herkner 1902; Kautsky (Ed.) 1900; Kautsky
(Ed.) 1908.
373 Blatchford 1898.
374 Ehrnrooth 1992, 107.
375 Uusi Aura, 08.03.1900, 1–2.
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the domestic variant, for example, by placing the leading organ
of Finnish socialism in an international context: “Its [Työmies]
socialist outbursts do not resemble the relatively sensible socialist
newspapers in today’s Germany, but superficial, ignorant and frivolous street papers from the early days of socialism.”376 Työmies,
in turn, was irritated by their main rival’s (Uusi Suometar) habit
of quoting German theoreticians in order to attack the ideological core of socialism: “Funnily enough, socialism abroad, in the
home of those writers, is broadening and expanding.”377
Generally, German thinkers had enjoyed more popularity
than, for example, Russian and French ideologists in the Grand
Duchy during the long nineteenth century, party because the two
main frameworks of political thinking for the ordinary Finns had
been Lutheranism as a state religion and Fennoman nationalism
as a civic religion stemming from Hegelian idealism.378 The tradition of seeking guidance from the German-speaking world also
explains why the socialist connection between Finland and Russia remained weak at the turn of the century, although geographically they were close to each other, Petrograd standing only 300
kilometres from Helsinki. Finland provided an occasional safe
haven for revolutionaries escaping more aggressive imperial oppression in the early twentieth century, but in the ideological domain, Finnish socialists preferred “democratic” and “progressive”
Europe to “despotic” and “backward” Russia.379
Interestingly from the conceptual perspective, the Labour Party had intentionally avoided affiliation with international socialism in 1899, but only four years later the situation was reversed.
The party adopted an openly socialist programme and changed
its name to the Social Democratic Party of Finland. The programme was mainly based on the Erfurt Program, written by Karl
376 Savo-Karjala, 02.08.1899, 2.
377 Työmies, 12.09.1903, 2. The original quote in Finnish: “Kumma vaan että
sosialismi ulkomailla, noitten kirjailijain kotimaissa, yhä levenee ja laajenee.”
378 Haapala 1995, 36–37; Alapuro 1988, 85–93.
379 Kirby 1976; Ehrnrooth 1992, 181–184.
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Kautsky, Eduard Bernstein and August Bebel in 1891.380 Thus,
Karl Marx became the acclaimed authority of the Finnish left, as
in Germany one decade earlier. Työmies had described his Das
Kapital as “the Bible of Socialism” already in 1899, although none
of his works had so far been translated into Finnish.381 Before the
General Strike of 1905, only “the best of Marx”, i.e. some short
pieces and random quotes were available in Finnish in the labour
press.382 In earlier research, this Finnish variant of socialism has
been labelled “simplified Marxism”, for Marx was mainly interpreted through the writings of Karl Kautsky.383 This description
characterizes not only the Grand Duchy of Finland, but more
broadly, the contemporary Central and Eastern European socialism, where Kautsky acted as the prophet of Marx at the beginning
of the twentieth century.384
The adoption of Marxist socialism and the new social democratic name raised doubts that needed to be publicly addressed.
According to the second labour newspaper in Finland Kansan Lehti (People’s Paper), established in 1898, the party’s name should
reveal its destination. The old word “labour” was not very welcoming for the young academic people who wanted to fight for
social democracy. In addition, the new name would fit better with
the international nature of socialism:
Many members of the party might take note that the name comes
from a foreign language. But, on the other hand, we know that
even on the periphery of our country people know, at least more
or less, what the word socialism means. The word social democracy is in reality international, like the movement that the word
represents. For that reason alone, it is neither necessary nor jus-

380 Soikkanen 1961, 91–93, 112–116.
381 Työmies, 15.11.1899, 1; See Silvonen 2013 on the history of the Finnish
translation of Marx’s Das Capital.
382 See e.g. ”Karl Marx’in ajatuksia”, Työmies, 20.03.1903, 1–2.
383 Soikkanen 1961, 28.
384 See e.g. Donald 1993.
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tified that people speaking different languages try to translate the
name into their own language.385

Here, social democracy was used as a parallel concept or as
a euphemism for socialism, which possibly would have attracted more unwelcome attention from the censors. Caution made
sense, since Governor-General Bobrikov had tried to ban the
entire party in 1901 because of some individual writings in the
Finnish labour press that contained the word “agitation”. In early
1904 the Russian authorities banned the use of “the Finnish Social
Democratic Party” in the press.386 As the quote above indicates,
the difference in meaning between social democracy and socialism was subtle in the Finnish labour press, but social democracy
was more often connected with a particular party, whereas socialism had a broader semantic field. Thus, both supporters and opponents could use socialism in more linguistic contexts than social democracy, which was mostly restricted to a practical movement. According to Bebel, the concept of socialism was not fully
accepted in the German labour movement until it was merged
with democracy in the double concept of social democracy.387 In
the Finnish press, social democracy rose rapidly only after the
General Strike of 1905.388
It seems that the popular supporters still often preferred vernacular Finnish words such as työväenaate (labour’s ethos) and
työväenasia (labour’s cause) to their Greek- and Latin-based options sosialismi and sosialidemokratia when they were defining
385 Kansan Lehti, 31.01.1903, 2. The original quote in Finnish: “Uutta puoluenimitystä vastaan saattaa usealla puolueen jäsenellä olla se muistutus, että
nimitys on vieraskielinen. Mutta toiselta puolen me tiedämme, että maamme syrjäisimmissäkin seuduissa jo jossain määrin tiedetään mitä tarkoittaa
sana s o s i a l i s m i. Sana sosiaalidemokraatia onkin todellisuudessa kansainvälinen, kuten se liikekin, jota nimitys edustaa, ja siksi ei ole tarpeellista eipä edes oikeudellistakaan, että eri kieliä puhuvat ryhmät koettavat
nimitystä kääntää oman kielensä mukaiseksi.”
386 Kujala 1995, 48–49, 77–82.
387 See Schieder 1984, 974, 977.
388 See Chapter 4.3.
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their political identity at the turn of the twentieth century.389 This
indicates that the readers of the labour press were not mere passive victims of socialist propaganda, as was often claimed by the
bourgeoisie, but rather active adopters, making their own linguistic choices. Nevertheless, the choices made by the ordinary working people can also be read as a sign of a successful conceptual
manipulation by the socialist ideologists, for they had managed
to equate socialism with the idea of the labour movement and
cause in the proletarian imagination. After all, their political rivals had for long explicitly denied the connection between the
two: “The causes of socialism and labour need to be distinguished
from each other, for they are different things and, thus, their purpose is not the same.”390
The use of domestic terms instead of the foreign loanwords
can also be ascribed to the fact that working people had problems with the correct spelling and pronunciation of socialism
and social democracy, and contemporary intellectuals sometimes
ridiculed this linguistic incompetence.391 The educated classes
probably interpreted it as further evidence of the artificial nature
of Finnish socialism. The opponents admitted that the number
of socialists had indeed increased in the Grand Duchy, but the
understanding of the concept remained vague, especially among
the rural population: according to one non-socialist observer of
389 According to Otto Wille Kuusinen’s contemporary interpretation, the ordinary people referred to socialism as labour’s ethos (työväenaate). See “Sosialismin käsite ja maailmankatsomus” (Concept and ideology of socialism),
in Uuden ajan kynnyksellä: Suomen työväen alpumi (Helsinki: Työväen Kirjapaino, 1905), 29–41, here 32. See also the phrases in the letters to the editor: “työväenasia, eli sosialismi” (labour’s cause, that is, socialism), in Kansan Lehti, 08.05.1900, 3; “työväen aate eli sosialismi” (labour’s ethos, that is,
socialism), in Länsisuomen Työmies, 15.06.1901, 3; “työväenaatteen, sosialismin” (labour’s ethos, socialism), in Länsisuomen Työmies, 12.02.1903, 4.
390 Sanomia Turusta, 20.07.1899, 1. The original quote in Finnish: "Sosialismi
ja työväenasia ovat eroitettavat toisistansa, sillä ne ovat eri asioita ja niitten
tarkoitusperä ei sentähden ole sama."
391 Most famously in a best-selling novel; see Kianto 1909 in which the protagonist (a crofter) cannot say sosialidemokraatti but keeps repeating solisali-ratti instead.
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the SDP’s party meeting in 1903, some distant travellers from the
rural areas had come to the meeting in order to learn the basic
concepts of socialism.392
The socialist activists largely shared their opponent’s estimation: quantitatively, the number of supporters of socialism was
certainly on the rise, but qualitatively, the concept of socialism
was either only vaguely comprehended or totally misunderstood
among the Finnish populace. When socialists confronted ordinary workers, they noticed that the public discourses surrounding
socialism since the 1860s had left long-lasting traces of the public
image of socialism. Some people were scared or even horrified at
the very mention of the word for they associated it with dangers,
crimes and anti-Christianity.393 On the other hand, based on the
letters to the editor published in the labour newspapers, socialism
could also benefit from its dangerous reputation. Socialism had
a taste of the forbidden fruit for the working people. While the
upper classes were constantly demonizing socialism in the press,
workers wanted to find out what socialism was about and began
to subscribe to socialist newspapers.394 Some workers who had
found socialism ascribed to it a religious content, challenging its
unchristian stigma.395 A metalworker from Helsinki preached
that if the capitalists wanted to call workers socialists, then the
word should be taken as a compliment, for the Bible and socialism shared the same spirit.396
In addition to newspapers, socialist literature in translation
and travelling agitators converted workers to socialism.397 The
converted claimed that the concept of socialism did not sound
new when they heard about it for the very first time: rather, it
392 Sanomia Turusta, 28.08.1903, 2.
393 Työmies, 28.07.1902, 1; Länsisuomen Työmies, 29.12.1903, 3; Länsisuomen
Työmies, 13.09.1904, 2; Kansan Lehti, 07.02.1905, 3.
394 Työmies, 01.10.1901, 2; Työmies, 03.07.1903, 2.
395 See e.g. Länsisuomen Työmies, 01.10.1903, 4; Työmies, 14.08.1905, 2.
396 Työmies, 28.05.1898, 2.
397 Soikkanen 1961, 161–182; on oral agitation, see Rajavuori 2017; on literature in translation, see Ehrnrooth 1992, 105–115.
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explained explicitly what they had already known instinctively.398
Thus, Finnish socialists could draw a conclusion: there seemed to
be many receptive minds at the grassroots level, the seed of socialism only had to be sown in the fertile soil as widely as possible. By
the beginning of the twentieth century, the abstract concept from
abroad had transformed itself into a practical movement full of
faith in the future. Adherents of socialism had become socialists,
i.e. an ism had found its true representatives. One indicator of
this paradigmatic change in the history of the concept can be
found in the tobacco market: in addition to “The Working Man”
and “Freedom” cigarettes, you could also smoke “Socialists” in
the Grand Duchy of Finland starting from 1903.399

2.3 Breakthrough
In the German-speaking world, the main source of inspiration
for Finnish political imaginations, the concept of socialism had
become a watchword during the revolutions of 1848,400 but for
the tsarist borderlands, such as the Grand Duchy of Finland and
Russian Poland, it was the Revolution of 1905 that played a paramount role in the mass circulation of socialism.401 This revolution
ushered new populaces into the political sphere, and for many
Finnish workers the General Strike in November 1905 meant
their first involvement in socialism. It gave socialism unparalleled publicity. The General Strike ended preventive censorship,
and during the years 1906–1907 one could write about socialism
more freely than ever before in Finnish history, until the Russification measures were reinstated in 1908.402 Figure 2.3 clearly
398 See e.g. Työmies, 07.10.1902, 1.
399 Länsisuomen Työmies, 28.03.1903, 1. However, in the long-term evolution
of the Finnish tobacco market, the indisputable winner was “The Working
Man” (Työmies), introduced in 1902, which survived until 1984.
400 Schieder 1984, 968.
401 Marzec & Turunen 2018, 41–47.
402 Nygård 1987, 93.
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illustrates this evolution, as the discourses surrounding the concept of socialism increased rapidly after the revolution.
Figure 2.3: Absolute frequency of socialism in the socialist and
non-socialist newspapers and journals published in the Grand
Duchy of Finland, 1895–1910.

Source: This figure is based on searching the lemma “sosialismi” in the
Finnish press in the KORP interface of the Language Bank of Finland,
korp.csc.fi.403

Generally, the peak of 1907 is explained by the first parliamentary election in Finland: the propaganda for and against socialism
was intense. The relaxed censorship enabled the birth of many
403 The following newspapers and journals were categorized as socialist for
the figure above: Länsisuomen Työmies, Työläinen, Sorretun Voima, Sosialidemokraatti, Kansan Ääni, Työläisnainen, Kansan Lehti, Sosialistien Aikakauslehti, Kansan Tahto, Itä-Hämeen Raivaaja, Eteenpäin, Itä-Suomen
Työmies, Vapaa Sana, Työmies, Raivaaja, Hämeen Voima, Kurikka, Uuden
Ajan Kynnyksellä, Sosialisti, Rajavahti, Työmiehen illanvietto, Työ, Työväen
kalenteri, Savon Työmies, Vapaus, Punanen Häme, Juna and Palvelijatarlehti.
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new socialist newspapers, and this changed the overall structure
of the Finnish press. The structural change is one of the main
factors in the sudden rise of the term “socialism” in Figure 2.3,
for the standard frequency of socialism is decidedly higher in the
socialist than in the non-socialist newspapers and journals.404 On
the other hand, bourgeois newspapers increased their references to socialism after the General Strike, too.405 These elementary
notions have some important consequences for the conceptual
history of Finnish socialism. The number of those people who
either used the concept themselves in the press or made their first
acquaintance with socialism by reading newspapers, multiplied
after the General Strike, and this, in turn, led to several conceptual specifications, demarcations and contestations of socialism,
as shown below.
The aforementioned shoemaker-journalist Eetu Salin complained already at the end of 1905 that, while a few years earlier
nobody had the courage to shout “long live socialism”, in the aftermath of the General Strike even noblewomen wanted to support
socialism. His conclusion was that there might be too many people fighting for socialism in Finland at that time.406 His criticism
was most likely aimed at Christian, nationalist and theosophical
political actors, who tried to adopt socialism for their own uses
immediately after the revolution. According to Wolfgang Schieder’s article in Geschichtliche Grundbegriffe, the magnum opus of
conceptual history, it has been a characteristic of socialism as a
concept that the word alone, i.e. socialism without a qualifying
adjective in front of it, is not enough to define its meaning,407 and
the Finnish case seems to follow this international pattern.
404 See Appendix B.
405 Absolute frequency of socialism in the leading Old Finnish newspaper, i.e.
Uusi Suometar: 48 times in 1905, 159 times in 1906 and 270 times in 1907.
Absolute frequency of socialism in the leading Young Finnish newspaper,
i.e. Helsingin Sanomat: 92 times in 1905, 154 times in 1906 and 180 times
in 1907. Based on the same search as Figure 2.3.
406 Työmies, 24.11.1905, 3.
407 Schieder 1984, 923–924.
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The Finnish Party, which had long been opposed to universal
suffrage changed its rhetoric radically,408 and even began to talk
about national socialism (kansallinen sosialismi) in its meetings.
Instead of the socialism in the labour press, which was merely
imitating foreign socialism, the Finnish people needed a national
socialism that would acknowledge the national character of the
Finns.409 Etelä-Suomi, the organ of the Finnish Party in the town
of Kotka, criticized both the hegemonic version of socialism in
Finland and also their local socialist newspaper Eteenpäin (Forwards), established after the General Strike, for its “materialist
world view” and “unscrupulous action”. Interestingly, the Old
Finnish paper positioned itself as socialist in economic matters,
referring to its earlier writings on social policy.410 The socialist labour papers responded quickly: “You had better believe it, EteläSuomi, neither your past nor your present activities show much
socialism...”411. During the election campaign of 1907, some advocates of the Finnish Party came even closer to the concept of
socialism, claiming that the SDP as a ”class party” represented
“fake socialism” and was controlled by “career socialists” (ammattisosialistit), whereas true socialism was to be found elsewhere:
“The programme of the Finnish Party, which demands equal
rights and responsibilities for all, without oppressing anyone, is
more in harmony with socialist principles than any other party
programme in this country.”412
Not only the materialist socialists, but also the Young Finnish opponents paid attention to the conceptual games the con408 Salokorpi 1988, 70–71, 90–91.
409 Aamulehti, 25.11.1905, 2.
410 Etelä-Suomi, 23.12.1905, 3.
411 Työmies, 30.12.1905, 3. The original quote in Finnish: ”Usko pois EteläSuomi, ei sinun entinen eikä nykyinen toimintasi osota paljon sosialismia,
eikä ole Eteenpäin mikään herain lehti.”
412 Vaasa, 09.03.1907, 4. The original quote in Finnish: ”Suomalaisen puolueen ohjelma, joka vaatii yhtäläisiä oikeuksia ja velvollisuuksia kaikille, ketään sortamatta, on paremmin sopusoinnussa sosialististen periaatteiden
kanssa kuin minkään muun puolueen ohjelma tässä maassa.”
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servative Old Finns were playing in the aftermath of the General
Strike. Young Finnish newspapers claimed that the Old Finns
had embraced “the extreme slogans of socialism” (sosialismin
äärimmäiset tunnussanat) – and labelled this variant of socialism the “socialism of the bishops and priests who have slipped
away from their chairs”.413 This cutting remark referred to the
drastically changed political situation after the strike: the Finnish Party had been more pro-Russian than other parties and had
advocated a policy of appeasement towards the Russian Empire,
whereas the Young Finns had been in the vanguard of passive
resistance against Russification efforts in the years 1899–1905.
The Young Finns believed that the most important positions in
society would self-evidently belong to them, as they had been the
ones defending Finnish rights and opposing “tsarist despotism”,
while the Old Finns had sacrificed their integrity by collaborating
with the “Eastern oppressors”.414
However, in hindsight, it seems that the Young Finnish liberals
vastly overestimated their political support and underestimated the strength of contemporary socialism in the Grand Duchy
of Finland. For example, Juhani Aho, the intellectual star of the
movement, was surprised when the Finnish socialists were not
satisfied with the composition of the temporary Senate, elected
after the strike in December to oversee the parliamentary transformation in the last Assembly of Estates in 1906. One of the chosen senators was J. K. Kari (1868–1921), a socialist whose merits
included translating The Erfurt Program, while the other eleven
members came from the Young Finnish and Swedish parties. The
leading socialist organ did not approve of Kari’s decision for he
could not represent “the deep ranks of the organized”,415 and the
Social Democratic Party later dismissed him in August 1906. Instead of putting their faith in the temporary Senate, the social413 The text was widely circulated, see e.g. Mikkeli, 24.11.1905, 2; Turun Sanomat, 25.11.1905, 1; Raahen Lehti, 28.11.1905, 1.
414 On the Young Finnish optimism after the General Strike, see Vares 2000,
80–83.
415 Työmies, 02.12.1905, 2.
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ists, both at the top and grassroots of the movement, focused on
achieving the promised parliamentary elections based on universal suffrage, even with another general strike if it was necessary.416
Aho commented the socialist critique in a patronizing tone, using
a belittling and sexualized metaphor: “In a country where socialism is still walking in its skirt, it has already been given a place in
men’s negotiations.”417 Aho and other Young Finns could cherish
their dream of being in power until their resounding electoral
defeat in March 1907.
From the labour movement’s perspective, the nationalist variant of socialism, cultivated occasionally by the Finnish Party after the General Strike, was more of an unpleasant rhetorical trick
than a serious threat to their control over the concept of socialism, but the birth of the Finnish Christian socialist movement at
the end of 1905 posed a greater challenge. In the German-speaking world, Christian socialism had emerged during the 1870s
when the pastor Adolf Stoecker (1835–1909) established the
movement, combining hatred of social-democratic socialists and
capitalist Jews.418 Stoecker was introduced as the founder and
developer of the concept of Christian socialism in the Finnish
newspapers in the early 1880s.419 However, compared to German
politics, Christian socialism as a movement emerged as late as
the social-democratic labour movement in the Grand Duchy of
Finland, which makes sense if Christian socialism as an ideology
is understood as a response to materialist socialism: the former
cannot emerge without the latter.
The Finnish Christian labour movement consisted of diverse
actors, and its local variation was so considerable that the use
of the term “movement” in the singular could perhaps be challenged. Nevertheless, the main idea was to offer working-class
Christians a “non-political” alternative in the first elections. The
416 Soikkanen 1961, 261–266, 314.
417 Helsingin Sanomat, 02.12.1905, 3.
418 Green 2003, 108–111.
419 Uusi Suometar, 16.11.1883, 3; Uusi Suometar, 19.11.1883, 3.
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movement established its own party (Suomen Kristillisen Työväen
Liitto), newspapers (Tähti and Työkansa) and local workers’ associations in the years 1905–1906.420 In its first issue, their leading
organ proclaimed itself mainly a supporter of Christian socialism
in the questions of the labour movement.421 Later, the paper defined Christian socialists as those people who could not accept
the “anti-Christian world view of socialism”, but wanted to “promote social reforms on a Christian basis”.422 Furthermore, unlike
materialist socialism, which saw economic conditions behind all
social problems, Christian socialism put the main emphasis on
“personal improvement”.423 Bourgeois newspapers, sympathetic to the new opponent of materialist socialism, reported on the
rapid spread of Christian socialism in the Grand Duchy of Finland, perhaps slightly exaggerating its success.424
Not surprisingly, the supporters of social-democratic socialism attacked the newcomer. Their criticism of Christian socialism consisted of several arguments during 1906. In the rank-andfile judgements, it was a plot by the clergy, it was targeted towards
womenfolk, it confused socialism and religiosity and it hurt the
old labour movement among other things by preparing strike
traitors.425 Finnish Christian socialism was the “lukewarm” variant, lacking “the sharpness” and “coherence” of true socialism.426
The pseudonym “Torppari” (Crofter) analysed the differences between Christian socialism and socialism without any attributes
fairly dispassionately but clearly supporting the latter version.
According to this writer, both socialisms aimed at freeing the
oppressed classes from mental and material slavery, at least in
420 Mustakallio 1983, 126–144; Markkola 2002, 201.
421 Tähti, 20.12.1905, 1.
422 Tähti, 17.03.1906, 1.
423 Tähti, 24.03.1906, 1.
424 See e.g. Wiipuri, 14.01.1906, 2; Tampereen Sanomat, 19.01.1906, 2; Laatokka, 15.02.1906, 3; Hämetär, 17.02.1906, 3.
425 Sosialisti, 31.08.1906, 1; Sosialidemokraatti, 08.09.1906, 3; Sosialidemokraatti, 16.08.1906, 3, Etelä-Suomi, 17.02.1906, 2.
426 Kansan Lehti, 28.12.1905, 1.
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their own words, but their methods varied; Christian socialists
put their faith in the submissiveness and humility of the working
people. At the end of his letter, this crofter warned working men
about “wolves in sheep’s clothing”427 – possibly a reference to the
perils of unorthodox versions of socialism, such as the Christian
socialist movement.
Perhaps the best-known piece on the topic among the Finnish
working people was published in N. R. af Ursin’s translated article collection Towards the Future, which had originally been censored and confiscated but was released after the General Strike
and widely advertised in the labour press.428 One of the translated
texts came from the Christian socialist priest Stewart Headlam
(1847–1924), who argued that the goal of socialism and the true
message of Christ were identical: to create the Kingdom of God
on Earth.429 In the Finnish labour press, Headlam’s formulation
of Christian socialism was used as a reference point to evaluate
the ideological nature of the local Christian labour movement.
According to this comparison, the domestic movement did not
contain Christian socialism.430 In the most theoretically aware
socialist eyes, even Headlam’s own Christian socialism was not
socialist enough. The young Otto-Wille Kuusinen categorized it
as “emotional philanthropy rather than a socialist world view”.431
In addition to these external dangers of Christian and national
socialisms, there was an internal threat to the unity of the labour
movement in the person of Matti Kurikka, whose theosophical
socialism had for long been difficult for Finnish political thinkers
to categorize. As early as in 1899, some anonymous opponents of
Kurikka, most likely from the Young Finnish camp, had written
to Karl Liebknecht, the leader of the German SDP, to evaluate
Kurikka’s socialism, but Liebknecht did not know the man and
427 Työmies, 19.03.1906, 3.
428 See e.g. Työmies, 07.12.1905, 3; Kansan Lehti, 25.04.1906, 1; Työ, 13.01.1906,
3; Länsisuomen Työmies, 01.03.1906, 3.
429 Headlam 1905, esp. 96.
430 Sosialisti, 10.02.1907, 1.
431 Sosialistinen Aikakauslehti, no 4/1906, 72.
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testified in his public response that Kurikka had no connections
to German socialism.432 Kurikka had also posed problems for the
Labour Party in 1899, when he had opposed its first programme
and written a competing programme of his own.433 He had been
characterized as a “utopian socialist” in the inaugural meeting of
the party which was not a compliment, for it implied opposing
progress: according to his critic, the teacher Karvonen, Kurikka’s
brand of socialism had already been abandoned abroad 20–50
years earlier.434 Kurikka had been excluded from the leading organ Työmies in 1899, and he moved abroad to spread his ideas of
socialism – or “whatever Kurikkalism”435, as one Finnish observer
in America put it, but the revolutionary tide of 1905 brought him
back to his native country.436
His return was widely commented in the labour press.437 A
two-part article on the relation between Matti Kurikka and social
democracy was published in Kansan Lehti in the autumn of 1905.
This careful analysis was written by Yrjö Sirola (1876–1936), the
rising star of the movement. Sirola explained that, contrary to
Kurikka’s claims, the Finns did not worship Marx as a person,
but revered his understanding of the “economic laws in society”
that could be used to “plot the course of historical events”. According to Sirola, the Finnish labour movement in its early days
had suffered from a “leader fever” (johtajakuume) – perhaps a
reference to the days when the charismatic Kurikka was in charge
of Työmies – but when the movement had matured, correct prin432 Päivälehti, 07.04.1899, 3.
433 Hautamäki 1967, 292.
434 Suomen Työväenpuolueen perustavan kokouksen pöytäkirja. Kokous pidetty
Turussa 17–20. 7. 1899, 22.
435 Suupohjan Kaiku 02.02.1904, 3. The original quote in Finnish: ”Täällä, kuten muuallakin, on kansalaiset hajaantuneet moneen eri ryhmään. Yksi osa
kannattaa luteerilaista kirkkoa, toinen wapaakirkkoa, kolmas tunnustaa
sosialismia ja mitä Kurikkalismia sitä täällä oikeastaan onkaan.”
436 Seppälä et al. 2015; Pollari 2009, 81.
437 Työmies, 14.09.1905, 2; Kansan Lehti, 16.09.1905, 3; Länsisuomen Työmies,
16.09.1905, 2.
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ciples mattered more than great personalities. In Sirola’s conceptualization, “modern social democracy” was reduced to Marxist
socialism, whereas Kurikka represented outdated utopianism
with his ideal societies abroad that had failed in practice and his
strange fascination with the pursuit of eternal truths from ancient
Sanskrit writings.438
Kurikka was not discouraged by the character sketch drawn by
the young challenger. Following the strike, Kurikka established
his own newspaper Elämä (Life), in which he fiercely attacked
the imported “materialist” and “German” socialism which, in his
eyes, had taken possession of the labour movement in the late
1890s.439 He bemoaned that Karl Marx, “an economist who died
decades ago”, had been made into a “socialist demigod” (sosialistinen puolijumala) in the Grand Duchy of Finland. In addition,
“the most important penman and his brothers”, apparently meaning himself and his theosophical friends, had been excluded from
the movement. In his aggressive contestation of the concept, he
posed the mainstream socialism in Finland as unnatural socialism from overseas:
Catholicism as well as Lutheranism have already been brought to
us from across the sea. They are sufficient. We must not take any
kind of Marxism as our dogma.440

However, Kurikka’s attack was countered, especially in Sosialistinen Aikakauslehti (Socialist Periodical), the theoretical journal
established in the aftermath of the General Strike. Owing to its
widespread impact, the Revolution of 1905 had attracted academic young men to the movement and these educated adepts
of Marxist socialism were skillful at conceptual analysis. Their
knowledge of international socialist theories was useful, especial438 Kansan Lehti, 26.09.1905, 2; Kansan Lehti, 03.10.1905, 1–2.
439 Elämä, 16.12.1905, 1; Elämä, 05.01.1906, 2.
440 Elämä, 16.12.1905, 1. The original quote in Finnish: “Meille on jo tuotu
Suomeen meren takaa katolilaisuus sekä luterilaisuus. Ne riittävät. Mitään
marxilaisuutta me emme saa uskonkappaleina vastaan ottaa.”
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ly in arguments against non-Marxist forms of socialism, and they
quickly rose to high ranks in the party hierarchy and in the wider
socialist circles.441 Their main organ defined Kurikka’s ideological
position, with a self-conscious sense of intellectual superiority, as
“mixing up socialism and theosophical madness”. Kurikka’s agitation at the beginning of the labour movement was acknowledged
and credited but his contribution to the current socialism was rejected entirely: “...we cannot take his new paper very seriously.”442
It was difficult to estimate the popularity of the competing formulations of socialism before the first parliamentary elections of
1907. There were no opinion polls to form an educated guess on
whether national, Christian or utopian socialisms truly threatened the hegemonic Marxist socialism. However, as a result of
the General Strike, Nicholas II had promised the Grand Duchy of
Finland a radical parliamentary reform; one of the most conservative estate-based political systems in Europe was replaced with
a unicameral assembly based on universal suffrage. The results of
the first elections were unambiguous.
The SDP polled 37 percent in the first election of 1907, becoming relatively the largest socialist party with parliamentary
representation in Europe.443 The opponents of social-democratic
socialism had criticized the party for merely imitating foreign socialism and bringing an urban idea to the agrarian environment
where it did not belong. However, exceptionally in the European
context of the time, not only industrial workers but also the rural
proletariat voted for the SDP.444 The Finnish Party survived the
elections with surprising success, considering their pro-Russian
stances in recent history, especially if compared to the Young
Finns, their bourgeois rivals. Perhaps a rhetorical shift towards a
441 Soikkanen 1978, 359.
442 Sosialistinen Aikakauslehti, December/1905, 24. Mikko Pollari has conceptualized the antagonism between theosophy and Marxist socialism inside
the Finnish labour movement as an intellectual chasm between “moral utopianism” and “rational determinism”. See Pollari 2021, esp. 184–190.
443 Alapuro 1988, 115–117.
444 Suodenjoki 2017b, 214, 217.
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Table 2.1: Results of the parliamentary elections in the Grand
Duchy of Finland in 1907.

Source: Eduskuntavaalit vuosina 1907 & 1908. Suomen Virallinen Tilasto XXIX. Vaalitilasto 1. (Helsinki 1909), 16.

more democratic tone, including capitalizing on the fashionable
concept of socialism, contributed to the good result of the Finnish Party. In addition, the liberal Young Finnish Party suffered
from its image as an elitist, intellectual faction, instead of being
seen as an authentic movement rising organically from the roots
of the nation, like the classical Fennomania of the nineteenth
century or the labour movement of the twentieth century.445 The
Christian Workers’ Union, the Finnish manifestation of Christian
socialism, took two seats, whereas Matti Kurikka’s utopian and
theosophical socialism was the biggest loser in the battle of competing socialisms: his party (“Socialist Reform Party of Finland”)
gained zero seats and his paper Elämä died out soon after the first
elections.446
According to the famous formulation by C. E. M. Joad from
the 1920s, “socialism, in short, is like a hat that has lost its shape
445 On the image of the Young Finnish Party, see Vares 2000, 109–118.
446 Pollari 2009, 103–105.
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because everybody wears it”.447 In the aftermath of the General
Strike of 1905, many wanted to wear the hat of socialism in the
Grand Duchy of Finland, but the election result seems to confirm that the Finnish labour movement was able to retain its hold
over the concept of socialism. The post-strike concept of socialism inside the labour movement was based on the clear-cut division between “true” (Marxist) and “false” (national, theosophical,
Christian) socialisms, which may be explained by the fact that the
only Finnish socialist party wanted to act as the guardian of the
concept that was so crucial for its survival and success. In other
words, it was of the utmost importance for the party intelligentsia
that ordinary people would connect socialism to the SDP and not
to its opponents in the first election of 1907. The political situation and, accordingly, the conceptual history of socialism looks
very different in other tsarist borderlands such as in Russian Poland, where the socialist underground parties enjoyed no similar
recognized status in society that would have forced them to publicly protect the orthodoxy of socialism from enemies inside and
outside the labour movement.448
Although the General Strike of 1905 and the first elections of
1907 made use of the concept more specific among the socialist politicians and intellectuals, simultaneously the revolutionary
tide pulled in thousands of new socialists, for whom a precise
definition of the concept was not a priority in life. At the top level
of party politics, an exact definition of socialism was needed in
order to sort the ideological wheat from the chaff, while the common people were satisfied with a more open-ended and intuitive
understanding of the concept. Next, these variations of socialisms
at the grassroots of Finnish labour movement will be scrutinized,
in order to develop a better understanding of the adaption of the
concept in different local habitats.

447 Joad 1924, 40.
448 Marzec & Turunen 2018, 47–49.
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2.4 Local Variations449
In the Eastern Finnish town of Savonlinna, it was the gardener
Kaarlo Oksanen who prepared the ground for socialism. He
complained in 1901 that people condemned socialism without
even knowing what it meant450 and in the following year, he decided to give his own definition of the concept, utilizing the handwritten organ of the local workers’ association:
The cause and idea of labour is to raise the mental and material
condition of the poor and through brotherhood to bring the
peoples of the whole world to that humanity which its creator has
created in the beginning. That is why it has been called by the labour activists and practitioners by the international name of “socialism” or as is nowadays preferred “social democracy”.451

This was not the first public formulation of the concept in the
town: for example, Taavi Tainio (1874–1929), one of the most
famous agitators, had been preaching socialism in Savonlinna
during the summer of 1900 but was disappointed with the sleeping proletariat.452 However, unlike Tainio, Oksanen was not a supporter of the SDP, for his socialism represented Young Finnish
radicalism, aimed against the double-headed enemy of the Tsar
and the local reactionary elite: the first was trying to force the
Finns to join the imperial military service and the second was

449 Parts of this chapter have been published in Turunen 2021.
450 ”Voiko työväen liikettä ja sen huveja kristilliseltä kannalta suvaita?”, ”Kaarlo -nen” (Kaarlo Oksanen), Nuija 24.02.1901.
451 ”XV vuotta kulunut”, ”K. Oksanen” (Kaarlo Oksanen), Nuija 9.3.1902. The
original quote in Finnish: ”Työväen asia ja aate, on köyhälistön henkisen
ja aineellisen tilan kohottaminen, ja koko maailman kansojen saattaminen
veljeys-aatteen kautta siksi ihmiskunnaksi joksi sen luoja on alunpitäen
luonut. Siksipä on työväenaatteen ajajat sekä harrastajat kansainvälisellä
nimellä kutsuneet sitä ‘sosialismiksi’ eli kuten nykyään sanotaan mieluummin ‘sosialidemokratia’.
452 Vehviläinen 1978, 334–335.
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making money by selling spirits to the working people.453 Young
Finnish actors had long dominated the local labour movement
and when the independent Labour Party was established in the
meeting of 1899, Oksanen as Savonlinna’s representative supported the Young Finnish branch led by Julius Lyly, which prioritized
nationalist constitutionalism over “foreign factory socialism”.454
However, during Oksanen’s presidency in the years 1902–1903,
Young Finnish radicalism and social-democratic socialism co-existed in the local workers’ association and his written definition of
socialism above is a good example of the ideological hybrid.
Oksanen was still leading the General Strike of 1905 in Savonlinna, but when the socialists seized power in the association
soon afterwards, the Young Finns and socialists parted ways.455
In the first election of 1907, the long ideological tradition of the
Young Finns won, for the party polled 48 per cent in Savonlinna, whereas the SDP took 40 per cent and the Finnish Party only
11 per cent.456 Based on the handwritten newspaper published
by the association, the shift from Young Finnishness towards
Kautskyite socialism after 1905 does not seem to constitute a fundamental break in the conceptual history of socialism. In other
words, Oksanen’s original definition did not contradict later uses.
Rather, the concept itself was adopted more openly than before
to refer to political identity and its contents were further specified. One writer calibrated the relation between socialism and
Christ’s teachings, highlighting they had something in common:
both had been accused of internationalism.457 This utterance can
be read as a sign of a self-confident labour movement that is no

453 See e.g. ”Vastakkaiset”, ”K.O.” (Kaarlo Oksanen), Nuija no 8/1901.
454 Suomen Työväenpuolueen perustavan kokouksen pöytäkirja. Kokous pidetty
Turussa 17–20. 7. 1899, 15–16, 22, 43.
455 Vehviläinen 1978, 337–346.
456 Eduskuntavaalit vuosina 1907 & 1908. Suomen Virallinen Tilasto XXIX.
Vaalitilasto 1, 36.
457 ”Kristuksen suhde sosialidemokratiaan”, ”Hessu”, Nuija 27.12.1908.
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longer afraid to proclaim its international character, unlike the
earliest adherents of Finnish socialism in the mid-1890s.458
Another worker drew a sharp distinction between socialism
and anarchism in his four-page article that showed how the opponents of socialism had always used anarchism as a conceptual
weapon, citing examples from France, Germany and Russia. He
saw these two isms as direct opposites of each other: anarchism
was based on individual conscience and the rule of force, whereas
socialism aimed at democratizing the system of government, state
institutions and the courts.459 The speech act can be interpreted
as a continuation of earlier writing in the socialist newspapers
which had tried to break the link between socialism and other
isms since the late 1890s.460 The conceptual innovation that originated from the printed word was now successfully reproduced at
the grassroots of Finnish socialism.
The General Strike of 1905 meant the breakthrough of socialism not only in Savonlinna but all over the Grand Duchy, including her greatest factory, namely, the Finlayson cotton mill in the
industrial city of Tampere. The cotton mill workers established
a social-democratic trade union in 1905 and started to publish
their handwritten union newspaper from 1908 onwards. This paper manifests a fairly sophisticated understanding of the concept
of socialism among the unskilled workers. First, they recognized
the historical layers embedded in the concept and wanted to shape
this tradition with their own hands. A working woman wrote that
in her youth socialism and the labour movement were practically
unknown in Finland, apart from bourgeois newspapers that carried short pieces on “socialist riots” abroad. Back then, socialism
“was thought to be only a treat for the great countries”, but now
Finnish workers enjoyed “the luxury of a special labour party”.461
458 See Chapter 2.2.
459 ”Anarkismi ja sosialismi”, ”H. Meriluoto” (Heikki Meriluoto), Nuija 1909.
460 See Chapter 2.2.
461 ”Satuin tässä joku viikko”, ”E. H.” (Erika Helle), Tehtaalainen no 4/1914.
The original quote in Finnish: “Mutta sen luultiin olevan ainoastaan suurmaitten herkkua, vaan että tän syrjäisen ja köyhäksi koetun Suomen työläi141

Using a very similar periodization, a working man from the same
factory recalled his elementary schooldays at the turn of the century, when he was first introduced to socialism. According to his
teacher, socialism meant dividing everything evenly between
the rich and the poor, which would have to be done very often
for there would always be lazy and drunken people. The teacher
predicted that socialism would “disappear after haunting a while
in some dreamers’ heads”. Now, around fifteen years later, the
working man could update the situation of socialism in Finland:
“There were a lot us working-class children in that class who have
later come to realize that socialism is precisely the idea that wants
to promote the interest of the poor and to create happiness and
wellbeing for each class.”462 These examples show how the factory
workers who had woken up to socialism used the concept of socialism to travel back into their pre-socialist younghood.
In addition to re-interpreting their own past, the cotton mill
workers contested the traditional bourgeois concept of socialism by making jokes about it. In their handwritten newspaper,
one million Finnish marks was promised to a person who would
develop a serum that would cure “the deliriums of socialism”
(sosialismin houreet) and make patients “silent” and “as stupid
as possible”. The serum would “release the educated class of Finland from the malicious nightmare which is known by the name
of socialism”.463 These jokes can be deciphered in the context of
long antisocialist tradition: bourgeois newspapers had presented socialism as a disease or poison since the 1870s.464 It was also
common for labour journalists in print to ridicule this antisocialsille sopis sellainen ylöllisyy, kun oikeen erikoinen työväenpuolue siittä ei
ollut aavistustakaan.”
462 ”Muistelma kouluajalta”, ”K. A. H.”, Tehtaalainen 27.03.1914. The original
quote in Finnish: ”Paljon oli meitä silläkin luokalla työläisten lapsia, jotka
sitten myöhemmin ovat tulleet huomaamaan, että sosialismi on juuri se
aate, joka tahtoo ajaa köyhänkin etua ja luoda kaikille kansaluokille onnen
ja hyvinvoinnin.”
463 ”Ilmoituksia”, Tehtaalainen 19.03.1908.
464 See e.g. Uusi Suometar, 09.08.1871, 1; Uusi Suometar, 14.08.1871, 2.
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ist tradition by imitating bourgeois metaphors. For example, the
local labour newspaper Kansan Lehti joked in 1899 that the “poison of socialism” had been successfully spread to many brains
when socialists had managed to sell labour literature exceptionally well.465 The jokes about socialism and socialists published in
handwritten newspapers prove that these conceptual imitation
games had spread among the rank-and-file supporters of socialism by the early twentieth century.466 The capacity for irony is, by
itself, evidence of the enhanced standing of socialism among its
adherents. When a local priest compared socialism to brothels in
that both had a bad effect on young people, the cotton mill workers did not consider this as a threat to their socialist ideology,
but as a humourous statement that should be written down and
laughed at in the union meeting.467 Both humorous anecdotes
were targeted against the old world of hysteric bourgeois newspapers and deadly serious pastors who could not read the signs of
the times correctly.
Socialist joking was balanced with more serious elements at
Finlayson’s cotton mill. The non-Marxist socialisms were not accepted among the union activists. The Christian labour movement was a local rival, and their party won a surprising share of
the votes in Tampere in 1907: 11.1 per cent .468 Previous research
has estimated that many religious factory women in particular
contributed to their success.469 Nevertheless, according to the
Finlayson union minutes, the Christian labour movement was
not seen as such a great threat as “the unorganized”, who fiercely
opposed all united action.470 It seems that theosophical socialism – Matti Kurikka’s ideological challenge to the party – did not
465 Kansan Lehti, 13.06.1899, 2.
466 See e.g. “Sosialistin mietteitä”, anonymous, Nuija 15.09.1901.
467 ”Pispala…”, ”Erika Helle (villi)”, Tehtaalainen 01.03.1909.
468 Eduskuntavaalit vuosina 1907 & 1908. Suomen Virallinen Tilasto XXIX.
Vaalitilasto 1, 32.
469 Haapala 1986, 307–308.
470 Minutes of the Finlayson cotton factory union’s board meeting 12 December 1912. The People’s Archives.
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threaten proletarian orthodoxy, at least in these industrial conditions. The term “theosophy” (teosofia) received only one submissive mention in the whole history of the union paper: “The
theosophical direction dreams strange assumptions and arbitrary
contemplations of god and his revelation.”471 One of the leading
figures of the union, a female cotton mill worker, Ida Vihuri,
wanted to define the concept of socialism in relation to the state
church: “Socialism tries to release the working people from the
spiritual and economic oppression in which the church keeps
it.”472 Another key character, Alfred Vuolle, introduced the ideas
of “the main theoretical founders of contemporary socialism,
Karl Max [sic] and Friedrik [sic] Engels”.473
All in all, Vihuri’s definition of socialism and Vuolle’s quotations from The Communist Manifesto demonstrate that the understanding of socialism on the factory floor generally followed
that of mainstream Kautskyite Marxism. This is not surprising
since the main figures of the union were well connected to the
social democratic mother party.474 The socialism preached at the
greatest factory could be summarized with two adjectives: passionate but educational. In fact, when Finnish socialism split into
two camps after the Civil War, the leaders of the Finlayson union,
Ida Vihuri and Alfred Vuolle among them, continued their prewar ideological line by choosing moderate social democracy over
revolutionary communism.475
The Finlayson factory workers diligently processed their past
from a fresh socialist perspective, while their younger comrades
471”Aikamme aatevirtauksia, ”T…T…” (Tyyne Taulasalo), Tehtaalainen no
0/1910. The original quote: ”Teosofinen suunta haaveilee jumalasta ja hänen ilmestyksensä omituisia otaksumia ja mielivaltaisia mietelmiä.”
472 ”Kirkko ja sosialismi”, Ida Vihuri, Tehtaalainen 15.08.1908.
473 ”Luokkataistelusta”, ”A-e.” (Alfred Vuolle), Tehtaalainen 15.12.1914. The
original phrasing: ”…nykyisen sosialismin pää teoretilliset perustajat, Karl
Max ja Friedrik Engels…”
474 Kanerva 1986, 611–612.
475 On Vuolle, see Kansan Lehti, 04.03.1922, 4; on Vihuri, see Kansan Lehti,
09.09.1929, 4.
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in the coastal town of Vaasa concentrated more heavily on the
future. Socialism recorded in the handwritten paper of this social
democratic youth association combines day-to-day party activism with romantic visions. These self-conscious youngsters saw
themselves as the torch-bearers of the movement, constantly demanding more and more commitment from each other. The concept of socialism seems to have been so self-explanatory that it
did not need specific articles nor lengthy definitions in the paper,
which makes sense given that their writings were scribbled down
in the years 1916–1917, during the period of relatively mature
socialism. One of them equated the labour cause with finding the
truth: “Social democracy was born into this world to guide workers, old and young, to seek the true meaning of life.” Later in his
writing, he swiftly switched terms from social democracy to socialism, and claimed that the current socialist workers had once
been stupid workers: only through self-education and mental effort had they been able to reveal the “real problems and secrets
of life”.476 Typically for socialism cultivated in this youth organization, the definition simultaneously contained a call for action.
In addition to socialism as a truth worth striving for, other
youngsters used poetic expressions to imagine their socialism: a
“helping hand towards all the oppressed”, a “ray of light” and the
”victory of humanity”.477 The counter-concept of socialism was
created with the help of a biblical parallel: “Comrades, capitalism
is precisely such a snake that we have to overcome.”478 Above all,
socialism was a goal somewhere in the near future, a vision that
stimulated the mundane tasks of organizational work: “When
the red banner of socialism is flying, step forwards to welcome
476 ”Sos-dem nuorisoliiton Waasan osaston jäsenille”, Otto Niinipuro, Yritys
02.02.1916.
477 ”Waalit”, ”J. L.” (Jussi Luhta), Yritys 21.06.1916; ”Sananen nuorisolle”, ”J. K.”
(Jalmari Kuusela), Yritys 18.10.1916; ”Nuorille tovereille”, Maiju Janhunen,
Yritys 23.08.1916.
478 ”Nuorille tovereille”, Maiju Janhunen, Yritys 23.08.1916. The original quote
in Finnish: ”Toverit, kapitalismi on juuri sellainen käärme, joka meidän
tulee voittaa.”
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the new dawn! - - Do you see how beautifully it looms?”479 If the
past events were discussed, they were generally not connected to
personal experiences but rather to the wider history of socialism,
such as the birth of the international co-operative movement or
the rise of the social democratic youth movement in Finland.480
In their own genesis story, the Great Strike of 1905 meant a watershed moment when “the idea of socialism inspired hundreds of
thousands of people”. The influx of new members had forced the
mother party to establish “special organizations” (erikoisjärjestö)
and “this is how the social democratic youth movement was
born”. Now its mission was to be a “recruitment school raising
good soldiers for the ranks of the social reformers”.481 Thus, the
conceptualization of the past had direct effects for their socialist
self-understanding in the present.
If Vaasa’s handwritten socialism could be categorized as socialism as experienced by the enlightened youth, the handwritten newspaper of the housemaids in Helsinki offers a very different view of grassroots socialism. In their own imagination, the
housemaids were marching at the tail end of the Finnish labour
movement: they were the lowest of the working classes, with the
longest hours and least political awareness. However, the situation was not hopeless: “After all, there are some among the housemaids who are developed and lively, who value their lives and who
do not drag along without a goal, namely, they are aware of the
ideal, that great and common socialism of the poor.”482 Spelling
errors and missing punctuation in the Finnish original suggest
479 ”Nuorille tovereille”, Maiju Janhunen, Yritys 23.08.1916. The original quote in Finnish: ”Sosialismin punalipun hulmutessa astukaa uutta huomenta
vastaan ottamaan! - - Näettekö kuinka kauniina se kangastaa?”
480 ”Sosialismi ja osuustoimintaliikkeen alkuvaiheet”, ”N. H.” (Nestori Hauta-aho), Yritys 31.05.1916; ”Historian lehden kääntyessä”, ”Y. R.”, Yritys
09.12.1916.
481 ”Historian lehden kääntyessä”, ”Y. R.”, Nuija 09.12.1916.
482 ”Järjestöön liittyminen ihanteena”, Palveliatar 09.2.1911. The original quote: ”Waan onhan niitä palveliainki joukos joitakin kehittyneitä ja eloisia
jotka pitävät elämänsä arvossa eivätkä laahusta ilman päämäärää nimittäin
että heillä on selvillä ihanne tuo suuri köyhälistön yhteinen sosialismi.”
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that housemaids’ harsh self-criticism was not entirely misplaced.
Although this variant of socialism was perhaps not the most theoretically or technically sophisticated formulation found among
the handwritten newspapers, it contains at least two exceptional
features that demonstrate the adaptability of the concept of socialism.
First, the class division that is often embedded in the concept
of socialism, either explicitly or implicitly, is drawn differently
compared to other sources, i.e. from a gender perspective. It is
the ladies of the house who come in for the sharpest criticism and
most unfavourable portrayals. Ladies are described with negative
adjectives such as ”pungent” (pisteliäs) and ”mean” (häijy)483, and
sometimes sarcastically called as “Her Ladyship” (armollinen rouva and armollinen emäntä).484 They have an ”angry voice” (kiukkuinen ääni) and ”fierce look” (tuima katse) when commanding
their servants.485 In real life, it was often wiser for housemaids to
remain silent and submissive in the house, but the domestic tyrants could be ridiculed in the realm of a handwritten newspaper
that served as a medium of sweet revenge.
In the union meeting of 1913, a housemaid shared her story
that had happened a decade ago in Tampere. One day she was
walking outside with her mistress. The lady became extremely irritated when the newsboys were trying to sell the local labour paper “to one of the finest ladies in town”, meaning herself. The lady
called the paper “savage” (raaka) and “inferior” (ala-arvoinen):
only “the riffraff ” (roskaväki) read it. This event ultimately transformed the housemaid’s life: “I got interested I bought it secretly
I read it secretly at night and this is how I found out why it was
dangerous.” Some weeks later a confrontation develops between
maid and mistress over time off on Sunday. The mistress wants
the maid to attend church during her two-hour break, but the
maid wants to meet her friend instead. The maid gets her way,
483 ”Leenan elämän tarina”, ”R. R.” (Rosa Routtu), Palveliatar 12.05.1910.
484 ”Työn uuvuttama”, ”Ali”, Palveliatar 23.01.1908.
485 ”Palvelian kevät tunnelma”, ”(k)”, Palveliatar 26.05.1910.
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and the mistress is astonished by her stubbornness. The mistress
complains that, in the good old days, maids used to go to church
on Sundays, stay in service in the same house for long and did not
constantly demand more money and time off. The maid suggests
that perhaps the mistresses have become evil, too, earning her the
title of “the most impudent maid we have ever had” from the mistress.486 Fundamentally, this is a story of a maid finding her own
voice: running accidently into a socialist newspaper on the street
initiated a political transformation, changing a humble servant
into a quick-tongued fellow citizen who could hold her own in a
debate with her employer.
The amount of details in the story indicates that it was most
likely based on real events. However, more often these housemaids set their narratives in fictitious worlds. This is the second
characteristic of their socialism: processing the concept of socialism mainly through many short stories with housemaids as protagonists. In the story of Leena, a girl wants to have a proper education. She decides to work temporarily as a housemaid and save
money for the teacher training college. However, in the end, she
is rejected for having only her working-class brother as a financial
guarantor of her studies. Then she meets a treacherous man who
leaves her for another woman. At this low point of her life, the
maid decides to adopt a completely new idea: “It was socialism,
the idea of freedom, for which Leena was now working, and said,
I don’t walk out with anyone, I don’t love anyone, nobody is going
to cheat me.”487 In this story, socialism is conceptualized as a cure
for both failed personal love life and structural inequality in the
domains of education and working life. The concept is introduced
to the listeners as a steady beacon in the struggle against wicked
men and oppressive capitalism.

486 ”Muistiinpanoja Tampereella”, Palveliatar 30.01.1913.
487 ”Leenan elämän tarina”, ”R. R.” (Rosa Routtu), Palveliatar 12.05.1910. The
original quote: ”Se oli sosialismi, vapauden aate, jonka eteen Leena nyt
työskenteli, ja sanoi, en lemmi ketään, en rakasta ketään, sitte ei kukaan
minua petä!”
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In another story, a young girl – in principle, she could very well
be Leena from the previous story after her ideological awakening – is trying to organize housemaids but her more conservative
colleagues blame socialists for atheism, strikes, riots and wasting money. These maids are afraid of being dismissed from their
place of service, dream about getting a better life through marriage and make fun of the young agitator. The story ends with a
question posed to everyone present in the meeting where the story was read: “What could I do to awaken their understanding?”488
Surely many in this audience consisting of unionized housemaids
had been in a similar situation in their own lives as the girl from
the world of fiction. But, why did the housemaids prefer fiction
to factual prose when dealing with clearly political topics such as
questions of union organization? Only speculative answers can
be found: perhaps fiction made dull topics more captivating for
the live audience, perhaps the short story as a genre simply happened to develop into a local tradition among the housemaids
who then took themes and characters from their daily surroundings, or perhaps they wanted to challenge the mainstream image
of housemaids in fiction that portrayed them in passive roles, as
the minor characters of human life. In contrast, their own stories showed people who had perhaps never dreamt of becoming
housemaids but who, nevertheless, had found a greater meaning
of life through socialism.
The socialism of the housemaids was above all socialism of
the female underdogs with some unique conceptual weightings,
but perhaps the richest understanding of socialism can be found
among the rural proletariat in Niinivedenpää, a small village in
North Savo. Counting the combined frequency of the terms “socialism” and “socialist”, the members contributing to the organ of
this local workers’ association wrote more about socialism than
any other handwritten newspaper analysed in this study.489 One
488 ”Palvelijattaren huokauksia”, Saimi Koskelin, Palveliatar 07.03.1917.
489 “Socialism” (sosialismi) was mentioned 12 times and “socialist” (sosialisti)
43 times in Kuritus. The numbers for other handwritten newspapers, the
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rural worker articulated the different aspects of socialism with an
apt definition:
Socialism is that every human is guaranteed a fully sufficient material livelihood and that a worker gets the fruits of his / her labour. That nobody has to suffer from hunger and need, that all
human beings could feel happy.490

The quote sheds light on the basic structure of the proletarian
concept of socialism. First, socialism is firmly attached to the concept of work. As another writer elaborated, if everyone did useful
work and lived from their own labour, the “wonderful goal that
socialism is after” would soon be achieved. But, in “this societal
order”, there were useless extra mouths to feed, namely, those who
owned “the greatest riches in society and means of production”.491
The choice of words, especially means of production (tuotannon
välineet), can be read as a sign of Karl Marx’s influence, more specifically, at least a preliminary understanding of his labour theory
of value at the grassroots of Finnish socialism.492
The second pattern, visible in the quote and in other proletarian expressions, too, is presenting socialism as universal happiness. This conceptual structure was usually built with the help
of terms referring to human beings, humanity and humankind.
A female pseudonym exploited the structure in her writing entitled “How Did I Become a Socialist”. The answer was unambiguous: “Because I don’t have any of the qualifications needed in
contemporary society to be a true citizen, to be a human being in
first figure representing “socialism” and the second “socialist”: Nuija (17,
27), Tehtaalainen (16, 17), Yritys (16, 13), and Palveliatar (2, 5).
490 ”Mitä on sosialismi”, ”Sieppi”, Kuritus 26.12.1910. The original quote in
Finnish: ”Sosialismia on se, että kaikille ihmisille taataan täysin riittävä
aineellinen toimeentulo ja että työn tekijällä työnsä tulokset. Että ei kenenkään tarvitse kärsiä nälkää ja puutetta vaan, että kaikki ihmiset voisivat
tuntea itsensä onnelliseksi.”
491 ”Työn oikea arvo”, ”Samuli setä”, Kuritus 12.09.1909.
492 For a possible source for this idea among the Finnish rural proletariat, see
Kautsky 1907, 4.
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people’s eyes.” Although these statements may appear superficially as innocent appeals for universal humanity, there could be an
element of particularism inside the argument. For example, this
writer contrasted her missing humanity with “the ones with capital” (pääomalliset) who already had “won privileges”.493
In addition to marrying socialism with the concepts of work
and universal human happiness, the rural version of socialism
includes patterns that are familiar from other handwritten newspapers: socialism as a certain victory in the future,494 youth being
the vanguard of socialism,495 socialism as the elevator of working
women,496 and socialism conceptualized through political jokes
and short stories.497 More exceptionally, the term ”socialism” pervades a new genre, i.e. poetry, a unique phenomenon that cannot
be found elsewhere in the handwritten newspapers analysed. This
poem is an adaptation of an unidentified original and tells about
“the spirit of socialism” whose prime force cannot been understood by “the bourgeois intellect”.498 The general lack of the term
socialism in proletarian poems cannot be explained by the lack
of proletarian poetry itself: as Kirsti Salmi-Niklander has shown,
poetry was a common genre in the handwritten newspapers.499
It rather seems to be a terminological issue: nor does the Latinbased ism term appear in any famous labour songs, for there were
other more poetic alternatives such as ethos (aate) to refer to the
concept of socialism.500
One distinguishing feature of socialism among the rural proletariat is its extraordinary aggressiveness. Ehrnrooth has inter493 ”Miksi olet sosialisti?”, ”Ulpukka”, Kuritus 28.11.1909.
494 ”Taisteluun köyhälistö”, ”(Moukari)”, Kuritus 19.12.1909.
495 ”Taisteluun”, ”Rietu”, Kuritus 16.10.1910; ”Mitä meiltä vaaditaan”, ”Liena”,
Kuritus 13.11.1910.
496 ”Äidin mietteitä”, ”Korven äiti”, Kuritus 13.03.1910.
497 See ”Kulkuri lumipyryssä, ”Työmies”, Kuritus 03.04.1910.
498 ”Taistelusta voittoon”, ”S. H.”, Kuritus no 1/1910.
499 Salmi-Niklander 2004, 544.
500 On political songs in the Finnish labour movement, see e.g. Saunio & Tuovinen 1978.
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preted this quality as primitive, archaic hatred, rising from the
proletarian collective consciousness.501 This interpretation will be
examined more carefully later, in the context of socialist hatred.502
However, at this point I merely highlight the critical juncture
when the aggressive messages were composed: most of them are
from the years 1909–1910, i.e. the period of heated electioneering.503 Thus, it is not entirely surprising that the concept of socialism emerges repeatedly as a fierce rallying call for the socialist
party: “fulfill your duty in the socialist camp”,504 “obstructionism
cannot kill the idea of socialism, only slow down its progress”,505
and “show them that socialism has not reached its peak”506. This
variant of socialism often positions itself against the party-political opponents, especially the Finnish Party, whose ideology – “Bobrikov-Finnishness” (bobrikoffi-suomettarelaisuus) – is
constantly mocked in the handwritten newspaper.507 The Finnish
Party spread lies about socialists “under the banner of nationalism, the language question and hypocrisy”.508 While the aggressive statements inside the political language of the rural proletariat
are certainly characterized by their confrontational undertone,
they are better understood as “electioneering socialism” than, for
example, as primitive hatred flourishing among the masses.
Finally, considering the relatively low level of education in
the peripheral rural areas, this socialism of the rural workers,
servants and crofters seems to be well informed in its relation
to the mother party and to international socialism. For example, this paper contains a rare comment on the party tactics from
501 Ehrnrooth 1992, 389–391, 401–403.
502 See Chapter 5.1.
503 See Table 1.1.
504 ”Nyt alkaa”, ”P_”, Kuritus no 1/1910.
505 ”Taisteluun köyhälistö”, ”(Moukari)”, Kuritus 19.12.1909.
506 ”Pakinaa”, Kuritus 13.11.1910.
507 ”Pikku tietoja”, Kuritus 08.08.1909; ”Lotus-Jaakko”, ”von Miller”, Kuritus
28.11.1909; ”Juttuja”, ”Äksä”, Kuritus 27.11.1910.
508 ”Pikku tietoja”, Kuritus 08.08.1909.
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the year 1910, when the socialist party and labour newspapers
debated whether the Finnish parliament should send its opinion
on the new Russification measures to Nicholas II in the form of a
short notice or a longer petition. The debate was connected to the
broader question of cooperation with the domestic bourgeoisie:
should the socialists work together with the domestic bourgeoisie
in the defense of Finnish autonomy or rather preserve the purity
of Kautskyite class struggle? Here socialists divided approximately into two main camps, the nationalist reformists supporting
cooperation and orthodox Marxists promoting parliamentary
isolation.509 However, this proletarian writer in his local paper
claimed that “unanimity” should be valued over “squabbles”, both
inside the mother party and his local association.510 The tendency to avoid disputes on the correct nature of socialism is clear
in other handwritten newspapers too, and it is perhaps best explained by the limited resources available for political thinking: it
was more important to agree on a good enough definition of socialism than to spend finite time and energy on ideological hairsplitting about correct socialist tactics.
The political imagination of the rural proletariat even exceeded the framework of national and imperial politics, for there is
an abundance of references to great thinkers outside the Grand
Duchy and the Russian Empire. For example, the concept of socialism was enhanced with ideas taken from Enrico Ferri, Eugene
W. Debs and Aristotle.511 These workers living in a remote and
tiny village truly believed they were fighting on a global battlefield: “But when everybody joins the international socialist party,
they will form a great and strong army for class struggle.”512 All
in all, socialism, as it appears in the pages of their handwritten
509 Soikkanen 1975, 136–146.
510 ”Miten on meneteltävä”, ”Kuka”, Kuritus 27.11.1910.
511 ”Sosialistit”, Kuritus 21.5.1911; ”Ajatelmia”, Kuritus 10.10.1909; ”Aristoteles
sanoi…”, ”Kaisa”, Kuritus 08.08.1909.
512 ”Toimintaan”, ”Äksä”, Kuritus 16.10.1910. The original quote in Finnish:
”Mutta kun kaikki liittyvät kansainväliseen sosialisti puolueeseen, niin
heistä muotostuu suuri ja voimakas luokkataistelu armeija.”
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newspapers, stands in stark contrast to those early twentieth-century analyses of agrarian socialism that portrayed it as simpleminded greed for land and a naive dream of getting rich quick.513
The examples above show that the understanding of socialism
was far more profound, multidimensional and international than
what the contemporaries and even some later researchers have
suggested.514 Borrowing Anderson’s theoretical formulation,515 it
could be phrased that the Finnish workers in this rather peripheric village used the modern concept of socialism to imagine the
universal political community of the proletariat in their handwritten newspaper.
While these 168 instances of “socialism” and “socialist” in five
different handwritten newspapers cannot provide a comprehensive image of the concept, this mosaic of proletarian speech acts
constitutes ample evidence of the conceptual variations at the
grassroots of the Finnish labour movement. The working people
creatively shaped the concept of socialism, by evaluating its presocialist history, by contesting its contemporary bourgeois formulations and by connecting it to their own personal lives. Of
course, it should be remembered that the workers contributing
to the handwritten newspapers were a select group, most often
local activists, who had enough self-confidence and ideological motivation to spend their very limited free time on writing
about such difficult topics as socialism. Nevertheless, these conceptualizations were not enclosed inside the bravest minds of the
working-class intelligentsia, for there were always other working
people present in the meetings, people who perhaps did not dare
to define socialism publicly but who were willing to learn from
their comrades.

513 In fiction, see Kianto 1909; in history, see Forsman 1912, esp. 41–42.
514 See Soikkanen 1961, 391; Ehrnrooth 1992, 494.
515 Anderson 2006, 6.
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2.5 Socialism as the Maker of Modernity
The concept of socialism follows the general trajectory of modern
political languages in the Grand Duchy of Finland, in the sense
that its arrival in the Finnish-language press during the 1860s as
a part of the wider ism family was delayed by European standards, but its dissemination in the 1870–1890s was rapid and its
breakthrough around the General Strike of 1905 massive. In its
beginnings, the concept of socialism served different purposes
for different (non-socialist) political actors: the Swedish-speaking elites could use it against the Fennoman movement, highlighting emotional and irrational similarities between Finnish
nationalism and foreign socialism, whereas the Fennoman leaders summoned the ghost of socialism as a warning of the future
ahead, a dystopia that could be avoided by replacing the Swedish
elites with themselves. Instead of merely changing the leaders of
the nation, some Young Finnish intellectuals (e.g. Matti Kurikka,
Minna Canth) flirted with the radical understanding of the concept at the turn of the 1890s and introduced socialism as a force
that could revolutionize the prevailing societal order at large.
When socialism transformed from a foreign ism into a domestic party and concrete mass movement at the turn of the twentieth century, Finnish socialists had to encounter the long history
surrounding the concept for its opponents had long painted the
concept with intense disapprobation. This rhetorical tradition
was attacked and nullified with arguments based on conceptual
negations: socialists claimed that socialism did not mean blasphemy but true Christianity, not irrational emotions but true science
and not a lack of patriotism but true love of the fatherland. In addition, they dismantled the classical link between socialism and
other isms such as anarchism, nihilism and communism. While
in the early stages of the labour movement, the conceptual work
had focused on defining the concept by repeating what socialism
was not, at the beginning of the twentieth century, Finnish socialists approached European mainstream socialism and accepted
the Kautskyite formulation of the concept in the Forssa Program
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of 1903, i.e. socialism as a class struggle between the bourgeoisie
and the proletariat.
The General Strike of 1905 and its aftermath meant above all
the final “democratization” of the concept,516 i.e. it spread among
the ordinary Finnish working people for two main reasons. First,
the strike ushered an enormous number of populaces into the
public sphere and these new language learners of modern politics
needed concepts in order to make sense of the historical rupture
they were witnessing. Second, in addition to a growing demand
for political concepts, there was an increase in the supply of socialist concepts, the ism of socialism being only one of these, for the
strike ended censorship and enabled mass agitation through the
labour press. Simultaneously with quantitative strengthening at
the grassroots level, the qualitative structure of the concept at the
top of the labour movement became more formal and hostile towards alternative formulations. This post-1905 concept of socialism was based on the clear-cut division between “real” (Marxist)
and “false” (Christian, national, theosophical) socialisms. From
the temporal perspective, it could argued that while the Finnish
concept of socialism still lagged far behind the German, Nordic
and Russian trajectories in the early 1890s because there were no
political actors in the Grand Duchy willing to commit to socialism, by 1907 the concept had reached and even surpassed the
European average by becoming the ideological backbone of the
greatest socialist party with parliamentary representation.
Based on the proletarian formulations of the concept, published in their handwritten newspapers, both the industrial and
rural proletariat possessed more conscious intellectual agency
over socialism than what might be expected in light of existing
research.517 It is true that there were no major internal controversies over the correct use of the concept in the rank-and-file
utterances, but this does not mean that they lacked the political
intelligence needed for conceptual contestations of socialism:
516 Koselleck 1997, 22–23.
517 See esp. Ehrnrooth 1992, 494–497.
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rather, they spent their limited energy differently, not on analysing the differences between utopian socialism and scientific socialism or Bernsteinian reformism and Kautskyite Marxism, but
on constructing a definition suitable for their local environment.
While factory workers could adopt the orthodox formulation of
socialism straightforwardly as The Communist Manifesto seemed
to fit the industrial practice as it read, others adapted the concept
to their specific circumstances. The socialism of the housemaids
of Helsinki had a more existential function: it gave them a greater
meaning in life that stood in sharp contrast to the servility demanded by their mistresses. Surprisingly, the concept covered the
largest territory and gained most explanatory breadth among the
rural proletariat in north-eastern Finland, where it was used not
only to reveal how the fruits of labour were distributed unfairly
in the local context, but also as a weapon in national elections
and as a direct linkage to the international labour movement. All
in all, the high level of popular education can be seen in these
grassroots formulations of socialism written by various groups
of unskilled workers, a factor that was crucial both for the breakthrough of the concept and for the rise of the Finnish socialist
movement more widely.
Admittedly, the “stranger” of socialism was not welcomed with
open arms when it reached the tsarist borderland of Finland in
the mid-nineteenth century. However, with the passage of time
the concept made many friends. One hint of this familiarity is encoded in the word designating the concept: while the first appearances followed the Latin form, socialismo, eventually socialism
established its position in the Finnicized form of the word, sosialismi. As seen above, even the ordinary workers had mastered the
word in the early twentieth century. Still, the stranger could never
fully escape its dubious past. When socialism was repressed and
crushed in Finland in 1918, old rhetorical compositions were recalled. Socialism was reconstructed as an artificial invention and
delegitimized by reason of its foreign origin. The Finnish Whites,
after beating the Reds in the bloody civil war, conceptualized socialism as a Russian disease and punished workers accordingly in
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the purification of the newborn nation.518 Socialism has temporarily died numerous deaths since then in Finnish lands, but at least
so far, the concept has always been re-incarnated.

518 Karemaa 1998, 78–86.
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3. Constants of Socialist Narrative
Introduction
The people’s reading room in the capital city of Helsinki was a
mess: daily newspapers were lying on the tables in disorder – this
motivated someone to complain about the chaotic state of affairs
in the leading socialist newspaper Työmies in 1904.519 Suppose a
stranger with a curious mind were to enter this room: picking up
a random daily from this heap of papers, how could one know if
the paper was socialist or not? One sensible approach would be to
focus on the vocabulary used in the paper. Can the Finnish words
“proletariat”, “misery” and “system of exploitation” be found? If
the answer is positive, it is likely that the stranger is reading one
of the three Finnish-language socialist newspapers appearing in
the Grand Duchy of Finland.520
In this chapter, the focus shifts from the concept of socialism
to the conceptual system of socialism. Socialist newspapers will
be compared against their main rivals in four locations in order
to construct a conceptual skeleton of Finnish socialism. This skeleton may appear abstract for a scholar interested in the relation
between political language and political movement, but the point
here is precisely to build a general framework of socialist thinking
for use in later chapters to better understand individual speech
acts uttered in concrete historical situations. Thus, abstract and
concrete, structure and situation or language as system and as lin519 Työmies, 22.11.1904, 2.
520 In 1904, three Finnish-language and one Swedish-language socialist newspapers were published: Työmies, Länsisuomen Työmies, Kansan Lehti and
Arbetaren.
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guistic agency are not the opposites but rather provide each other
with fruitful contexts.
There have been attempts in earlier research to outline the general patterns of socialism. Michael Freeden admits that finding
the common denominators for the ideological family of socialism is difficult because of the confluence of socialism as a political theory and socialism as a political practice.521 Nevertheless,
he has identified five core concepts shared by “all socialisms”: (1)
the constitutive nature of human relationship, (2) human welfare
as a desirable objective, (3) human nature as active, (4) equality of human beings and (5) history as the arena of ultimately
beneficial change.522 The first of these refers to the emphasis on
human inter-relationships: the socialist unit of analysis is never
an atomistic individual but rather social groups or communities
consisting of many people.523 The second concept is related to
the socialist goal of achieving human welfare in the broad sense
of the concept: not only materially by removing economic obstacles but also spiritually by releasing human potential to their
full extent.524 The third core concept means that all socialisms
understand human nature as productive (and even creative) and
elevate human work to the important motor of social life.525 The
fourth core concept designates the socialist ideal of equality that
stemmed from the French revolutionaries but did not settle for
democratic participation in political processes, especially in the
Marxist understanding of it: “from each according to his ability,
to each according to his needs.”526 The fifth core concept points to
the peculiar temporal organization of socialism: socialists take a
“massive leap of faith and imagination” when they maintain their

521 Freeden 1996, 419.
522 Freeden 1996, 425–426.
523 Freeden 1996, 426.
524 Freeden 1996, 427–428.
525 Freeden 1996, 429–430.
526 Freeden 1996, 430–432.
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vision of the socialist future based on the analysis of oppressive
capitalism in the past and in the present.527
Another major interpretation of socialism relevant to the
questions raised in this study was made by the Marxist literature
scholar Raoul Palmgren. His description is specific to the Finnish
case for it is based on Finnish working-class fiction from 1895
until 1918. Instead of historical topics or future utopias, socialist writers concentrated heavily on criticizing the present society in their art: for example, the condition of the industrial and
rural proletariat, evictions, immigration and prostitution.528 In
the domain of ideological questions, the contradiction between
labour and capital dominated working-class fiction. In addition
to the economic critique of capitalism, the manual labourer was
idealized and even hero-worshipped. According to Palmgren,
working-class writers succeeded better in describing proletarian thought processes and surroundings than the lifeworld of the
propertied classes since they lacked expert knowledge on the latter.529 To summarize the key feature of proletarian fiction: Finnish
socialists presented the world to their readers through a strong
class filter: whether they described patriotism, religious institutions or legal system, the distinctive character of the proletarian
formulations of fatherland, religiosity and justice was highlighted.530
These two descriptions of socialism will be next contrasted
with the results stemming from a simple computational analysis of Finnish newspapers: which words actually do appear more
frequently than expected by chance in the socialist newspapers
compared to the non-socialist newspapers? Both predictable and
unexpected patterns emerge from the analysis, and they can be
categorized under three elements central to political narratives:

527 Freeden 1996, 417–418, 433–435.
528 Palmgren 1966b, 359–395, 440.
529 Palmgren 1966b, 382, 415–416.
530 Palmgren 1966b, 417–426.
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characters, setting and causality.531 While individual concepts
serve as small units of meaning making inside ideologies, political narratives combine several concepts together and create
meanings that are not identifiable at the individual level: they are
stories of how the world works, the engines of political change,
and of the role of the individual and the group in the narrated
struggle.532

3.1 Characters
Any good story requires characters: heroes who try to achieve
their goals and villains who try to prevent heroes from doing
so.533 In the context of political narratives, characters are powerful
tools of ideological manipulation in the sense that when people identify with certain characters, they simultaneously tend to
adopt the ideological views of these characters.534 The first pattern
arising from a computational analysis is related to the characters
that labour newspapers introduced to their readers.
First, the obvious in the table should be noted: there are many
characters directly connected to the concept of work. The word
“worker” is perhaps the most reliable linguistic sign of socialism
for it was used nearly 27 times more frequently in the labour press
than in the competing newspapers. Furthermore, words such
as “working people”, “working population”, “working man” and
“working woman” all appear at least four times more often in the
labour press, and “work” itself is statistically one of the most distinctive nouns between the socialist and the non-socialist news531 What the central elements of narrative are is a long and ongoing debate,
see e.g. Herman 2009. I have chosen a very simple and reductive narrative
model for instrumental reasons, i.e. to help the manual categorization of
the computational findings.
532 Andrews 2007, 8.
533 Propp has written an influential description of key characters and their
functions in Russian folktales. See Propp 1968, 79–83.
534 Polletta 2015, 38.
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Table 3.1: Hand-picked words related to the key characters that
appear more frequently than statistically expected in the socialist
newspapers compared to the non-socialist newspapers, 1895–
1917.

Source: See Appendix B.

paper discourses.535 The strong association between the many
work-related conceptual combinations and the socialist press
seems rather self-evident: after all, the party had been born as the
“working people’s party” (Suomen Työväenpuolue) in 1899, and
the movement has been called the “working people’s movement”
(työväenliike) in Finland until today. However, the argument fol535 The term työ (”work”) was used only 2.2 more frequently in the four socialist newspapers compared to their non-socialist rivals but its statistical
significance is one of the highest, i.e. 122,187.
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lowing below is that behind this seemingly simple and innocent
association, there are profound semantic transformations that require human explanations. The concept of työläinen (“worker”)
serves as a guide to a more profound understanding of the socialist obsession with work.
Curiously, one cannot find the term “worker” (työläinen) in the
Finnish Bible.536 However, the concept of work plays in important
role in the Bible, especially in the Book of Genesis. To cut a short
story even shorter, the first human beings Adam and Eve were
mainly enjoying life and eating fruits in the Garden of Eden, but
their happy days were over once they tasted the forbidden apple:
[…] cursed is the ground because of you; in pain you shall eat of it
all the days of your life; thorns and thistles it shall bring forth for
you; and you shall eat the plants of the field. By the sweat of your
face you shall eat bread, till you return to the ground.537

The Finnish working people, working men and working women of the long nineteenth century were thoroughly familiar with
this story for it was taught not only by the Church and the scriptures but also by the primary school and its main textbook Book
of Our Land. These Christian-nationalist stories framed work as
an eternal curse, something that simply had to be done, unquestioned, rain or shine.538 However, it seems that the Finnish socialists at the turn of the century, did not believe in the biblical
account of work, or as it was explicated in their leading organ in
1900:
536 Biblia 1776.
537 Genesis 3: 17–19, Biblia 1776. The original quote in Finnish: ”…kirottu olkoon maa sinun tähtes; surulla pitää sinun elättämän itses hänestä kaiken
elinaikas. Orjantappuroita ja ohdakkeita pitää hänen kasvaman, ja sinun
pitää maan ruohoja syömän. Sinun otsas hiessä pitää sinun syömän leipää,
siihen asti kuin sinä maaksi jällensä tulet...”
538 Book of Our Land summarized the attitude towards work in the following
way: ”If they (the Finns) do not want to work and suffer, they must starve
and die.” The original quote in Finnish: “Jos eivät he tahdo tehdä työtä ja
kärsiä, täytyy heidän nähdä nälkää ja kuolla.” See Topelius 2018, 66.
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“By the sweat of your brow you shall eat bread!” This is supposedly the first work assignment on this sinful earth. As a burden, as a
revenge, we have received work on our shoulders and as a punishment this burden will rest on our shoulders throughout our lives,
pushing us down to the dust, making our proud nature soft and
humble. Drops of sweat that roll down our cheeks when we are
working for ourselves and for our neighbours are signs of slavery.
These drops of sweat are signs of a curse, for we are forced to move
the Grotti mill of capitalism on a hunger wage, just to survive. We
have to support those parasites of society whose whole “work” is
limited to giving orders to their slave guards.539

A reference to “the Grotti mill of capitalism” indicates a knowledge of the Swedish poet Viktor Rydberg’s Den Nya Grottesången (1891). To be more precise, it evidences a socialist reading of
Rydberg’s text since the Finnish writer added his own term “capitalism” that is not included in the original poem, translated into
Finnish for the first time in 1896.540 In Norse mythology, grotte
had been depicted as a gigantic mill, grinding gold for the king.
Rydberg brought grotti to the modern era with his poem in order
to criticize the system that produced riches for the industrialists
at the expense of the workers, the ones who were de facto moving
the millstones. The Finnish socialist critique of work was even
harsher than Rydberg’s, who was ultimately seen as part of the es539 Työmies, 30.07.1900, 1. The original quote in Finnish: “’Otsasi hiessä pitää sinun leipäs syömän!’ Niin sanotaan ensimmäisen työosoituksen kuuluneen tämän syntisen maan päällä. Jonakin taakkana, kostona olemme
saaneet työn niskoillemme ja rangaistuksena tulee tämä taakka lepäämään
hartioillamme kaiken elämämme aikana, painaen meitä alas tomuun, pehmittäen ja nöyryyttäen ylpeätä luonnettamme. Hikipisarat, jotka vuotavat
pitkin poskiamme, kun teemme työtä itsemme ja lähimmäistemme sekä
siten koko yhteiskuntamme hyväksi, ovat orjuuden tunnusmerkkiä. Nämät
hikipisarat ovat kirouksen merkkiä, koska olemme pakotettuja pitämään
liikkeessä kapitalismina grotte-myllyä, nälkäpalkasta ylläpitääksemme
henkeämme. Meidän täytyy ylläpitää yhteiskunnan lois-eläviä, joiden koko
’työ’ supistuu käskyjen antamiseen orjavartioilleen.”
540 Kotkan Sanomat, 08.12.1896, 2.
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tablishment from the contemporary socialist perspective in Sweden.541 For example, based on the use of the quotation marks at
the end of the Finnish quote, this socialist writer seems not to value intellectual activities (such as planning, organizing, supervising, maybe even writing poetry?) as highly as manual labour: the
“drops of sweat” distinguished real work from “work”. The interpretation of work that connected bodily drudgery with honesty
and authenticity is of course not a pattern unique to this individual text nor to the Finnish labour press in general, but it is firmly
present in the proletarian formulations of the concept in other
contemporary European labour movements. Like Hobsbawm has
suggested, “for most workers, whatever their skill, the criterion of
belonging to their class was precisely the performance of manual,
physical labour”.542
In addition to trying to narrow down the concept of work to
its physical dimension, the writer refused the carry the “eternal
curse of work” on his shoulders until the last breath. Instead, he
encouraged workers to strive towards a form of society in which
“the fruits of labour” would belong to them.543 In this understanding, work is not an absolute burden, not a punishment from
the Almighty, but an unfair relationship between worker and
employer in which the former had to sell his labour to the latter in order to survive. Thus, the biblical definition of work was
replaced with a more secular, social analysis of work that had its
roots in international socialist theories, especially in the writings
of Karl Marx. None of Marx’s reflections on the concept of work
had been translated into Finnish at this point in time, but his
main ideas were well-known through Karl Kautsky’s works, especially The Erfurt Program, published in Finnish in 1899.544
541 Rydberg sat in a jury that convicted the most famous Swedish socialist
Hjalmar Branting of blasphemy. Hedberg 2012, 18. On the Grotti mill in
the Finnish handwritten newspapers, see Salmi-Niklander 2004, 290–293.
542 Hobsbawm 1984, 101. On the concept of worker in Finland, see Heikkinen
1997b; in Denmark, see Vilstrup 2017, esp. 95–158.
543 Työmies, 30.07.1900, 1.
544 Soikkanen 1961, 28.
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The new socialist interpretation of “work” simultaneously elevated the status of those people who were not working, the “unemployed” in Table 3.1 that shows the distinguishing words between socialist and non-socialist newspapers. When “work” itself
was no longer seen from the perspective of an eternal curse in the
socialist language, the unemployed were no longer perceived as
immoral or lazy as they had been conceptualized, for example, in
the Fennoman nationalism.545 Rather than representing a personal violation of God’s master plan, “thou shall work till thou die“,
unemployment was now defined as a structural problem, understandable and even predictable by human reason.546
In addition to the individual quote above, the new socialist understanding of work and worker can also be brought to life with
the help of a big data visualization showing the words appearing
in close proximity to the worker(s) in the labour press. Like the
work-related quote referring to the grotti of Nordic mythology,
this visualization contains clearly transnational elements, both
concrete and theoretical. First, there are “Lena”, “mine” and “pit”,
references to the Lena Goldfields Massacre of 1912, when Russian
soldiers murdered hundreds of protesting workers in Siberia.547
In the Finnish labour press, the massacre was extensively covered
and portrayed as evidence of the internationally shared “bourgeois spirit of enterprise” (sama porvarillinen yritteliäisyys): the
only difference was that exploitation took different forms in Russia (direct violence) compared to the Grand Duchy (long working
hours and hunger wages).548 Second, the concept of worker seems
to attract socialist terminology: in addition to “exploitation”,
there are references to the most powerful weapon of the workers,
“strike” and “industrial action”, and to the general strategy of the
545 For articles that equate being out of work with laziness, see e.g. Suometar,
20.10.1854, 4; Suometar, 09.03.1865, 2; Uusi Suometar, 25.08.1870, 1.
546 For articles that explain unemployment with the capitalist system, see e.g.
Työmies, 13.11.1900, 1; Kansan Lehti, 09.06.1904, 1; Vapaa Sana, 07.01.
1907, 3; Savon Työmies, 08.01.1907, 2.
547 Melancon 2006.
548 Kansan Lehti, 07.05.1912, 2.
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Figure 3.1: Collocates of worker (“työläinen”) in four socialist
newspapers, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti, Vapaa Sana
and Savon Työmies, 1895–1917.549

socialist class struggle, i.e. the organization of the workers (“to
organize” and “organizing”). The visualization also contains the
central category of socialist thinking, “class”, used since the very
first issue of the leading organ Työmies.550 The worker who was
“class-conscious”, “conscious” and “self-aware” knew how to connect the individual dots in society correctly: workers on one side
of the equation and “directors”, “managers” and “employers” on
the other. The concept of worker was also utilised in the context
of punishing those workers who could not connect the dots and

549 Window: 5 words to the left and 5 words to the right of the search term.
Minimum frequency of collocation: 100 instances.
550 Työmies, 02.03.1895, 1.
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see the world from the class perspective, namely “strikebreakers”,
“blacklegs” and “traitors” in the visualization.
Figure 3.2: Absolute frequency of worker (“työläinen”) in the socialist and non-socialist Finnish newspapers and journals, 1860–
1910.

Source: This figure is based on searching the lemma “työläinen” in the
Finnish press in the KORP interface of the Language Bank of Finland,
korp.csc.fi.551

The final breakthrough of the worker can be dated with precision using a simple word frequency line chart. According to Sakari Heikkinen, “työläinen was born in 1875 – or at least not much
551 The following newspapers and journals were categorized as socialist for
the figure above: Länsisuomen Työmies, Työläinen, Sorretun Voima, Sosialidemokraatti, Kansan Ääni, Työläisnainen, Kansan Lehti, Sosialistien Aikakauslehti, Kansan Tahto, Itä-Hämeen Raivaaja, Eteenpäin, Itä-Suomen
Työmies, Vapaa Sana, Työmies, Raivaaja, Hämeen Voima, Kurikka, Uuden
Ajan Kynnyksellä, Sosialisti, Rajavahti, Työmiehen Illanvietto, Työ, Työväen
kalenteri, Savon Työmies, Vapaus, Punanen Häme, Juna and Palvelijatarlehti.
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before”,552 and computational analysis can be used to situate the
conceptual history of työläinen on a firmer empirical ground.
Although the word had been invented in the 1850s, it was the
socialists of the early twentieth century who placed “worker” at
the core of Finnish politics. In the 1850s työläinen was used as an
abridged version of käsityöläinen, i.e. artisan,553 but in the 1860s
its meaning shifted towards factory workers and introduced the
modern sense of the word, i.e. worker understood as a relation
between worker and capital.554 In the socialist language of the
1890s, it was used above all as a social category that covered both
artisans, factory workers, housemaids and rural proletariat.555
According to Pauli Kettunen, from an international perspective,
one of the preconditions behind the success of the Finnish labour
movement was that it was able to give the concept of working
people (työväki) a meaning that surpassed the narrow definition
of wage labour.556 The same notion seems to apply to the concept
of worker.
Above the success story of “worker” in the political language of
socialism has mainly been analysed from the “revolutionary” perspective, i.e. with a focus on the fresh ingredients of the concept,
but “nothing comes out of nothing”, or in the words of Koselleck,
no concept “can never be so new that it was not virtually laid out
in the pre-given language at the time and even drawing its sense
from its conventional linguistic use context”.557 What does the in552 Heikkinen 1997b, 68.
553 See e.g. Suomen Julkisia Sanomia, 21.03.1859, 2; Hämäläinen, 02.09.1859,
4.
554 On the relation between workers and capital, see Uusi Suometar, 15.04.1869,
1; on the rights of workers to organize abroad, Suometar, 18.02.1865, 3;
for the term “worker” referring to factory workers, see Helsingin Uutiset,
12.11.1863, 3; Suometar, 30.04.1866, 1; Tampereen Sanomat, 18.06.1867, 4.
The term työläinen appeared 78 times in the 1860s and 177 times in the
1870s.
555 See e.g. Työmies, 24.12.1897, 3; Työmies, 08.06.1895, 2; Työmies, 06.06.1899,
2; Työmies, 24.08.1899, 4.
556 Kettunen 1994, 93.
557 Koselleck 1989, 318.
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terplay between old and new, or continuity and rupture, mean
in practical terms in the case of Finnish “worker”? In order to
flourish, the concept of worker had to be adjusted to the existing
mental maps used by the ordinary working people. The trick was
performed by conquering semantic space from the competing
popular concepts that had shaped Finnish political identities for
decades before the rise of socialism. Instead of opening up completely new intellectual terrains as in the case of the root word
“work”, that revealed the social relations behind the daily bread,
the second socialist innovation connected the concept of worker
to the pre-existing linguistic structures, i.e. to those parallel concepts of worker that possessed a positive meaning in the popular
mindset. In light of the preceding research, it seems safe to conclude that various Finnish political actors exploited the concept
of the people extensively in their political language during the
late nineteenth century, but they disagreed on who could speak in
the name of “the people”.558 Once again, a simple computational
analysis can be used to shed light on the socialist formulation of
the people.
A quantitative look at the conceptual architectures of worker (Figure 3.1) and the people / nation (Figure 3.3) suggests that
their semantic fields partly overlapped: the words “working”
and “labouring” in the centre of the visualization of the people
being the most explicit signal of conceptual kinship. While the
worker was “exploited”, “fooled” and “trampled down’” in Figure
3.1, the people were “kept in the dark”, “enslaved”, “oppressed”
and “skinned” in Figure 3.3. In addition to the similarities, the
concepts had their own distinctive weightings. If connecting the
Finnish concept of worker with international Marxist class theories of exploitation can be characterized as a revolutionary move
on the part of Finnish socialism in the sense that it gave birth to
a whole new understanding of the social world, then the concept
of the people could be described as a reformist combination of
tradition and innovation. The traditional part consisted of continuing the late nineteenth-century understanding of the people
558 Liikanen 2003, esp. 257.
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Figure 3.3: Collocates of the people / nation (“kansa”) in four socialist newspapers, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti, Vapaa Sana,
and Savon Työmies, 1895–1917.559

that emphasized national “self-determination”, “autonomy” and
“independence”, all patriotic concepts embedded in the proletarian concept of the people in Figure 3.3. The political language of
Finnish socialism never fully submitted to the Marxist motto of
workers not having fatherland for the defense of Finland’s internal autonomy was seen as part of the class struggle.560 Instead, the
labour newspapers expended a considerable amount of ink on

559 Window: 5 words to the left and 5 words to the right of the search term.
Minimum frequency of collocation: 100 instances.
560 Marx & Engels 2010, 25; Heikkilä 1993, 389.
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defending the national liberty of the Finnish people and nation
from the dangers of “ruin”, “doom”, and “destruction”.561
Yet this working-class patriotism differed from bourgeois nationalism(s). In a way, the socialist people / nation deconstructed
the hierarchical formulation of the concept that had been used in
nation building during the previous century: socialist language
drove wedges between the different groups brought together under the traditional concept of the people in Fennoman nationalism. Expressions such as the “people who work”, the “lowest
stratum of the people”, the “deep ranks of the people”, and the
“majority of the people” were an invitation for a proletarian reappraisal of existing nationalist tradition. Whereas the socialist
concept of worker glued workers together and united their hands,
the socialist use of the concept of the people aimed at challenging the story about the fundamental unity of the Finnish people.
Here the socialist language frequently exploited the bodily figure “on the shoulders of the people” (kansan hartioilla, kansan
hartioille): the working people imagined they were the ones who
bore not only national hardships but also other classes forwards
on their shoulders. Instead of the passive bystanders of the classical nationalist story, i.e. a supporting character of the Finnish
Fennoman leaders without much agency, the socialist story presented the working people as the protagonist and transformed
them from the object to the subject of history. In the nationalist
script, the ordinary people had been reduced to the muscle of the
nation, whereas the role of the thinking head was reserved for the
educated people. Topelius as the main popularizer of the Fennoman ideology compared the Finnish people to the Finnish horse:
both were tenacious but stubborn.562 In contrast, the socialist formulation of the people was not confined to the physical domain.
In the visualization above, the phrases such as the “people’s sense
561 On the possibility of the ruin and destruction of the Finnish people by the
Russian authorities in the labour press, see e.g. Vapaa Sana, 15.03.1912,
2; Kansan Lehti, 04.09.1911, 1; Savon Työmies, 11.06.1910, 2; Työmies,
30.11.1910, 1.
562 Topelius 2018, 100–101.
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of justice”, the “people’s will”, and the “people’s trust / confidence”
refer to the socialist attempt to place proletarian intellectual and
moral agency at the centre of Finnish politics.
According to Ilkka Liikanen, the Fennoman intelligentsia and
Finnish Party monopolized the right to represent the “will of the
people” in the 1870s, but in the 1880s the Young Finnish opposition challenged the rhetorical construction and in the 1890s
the labour movement seized the slogan for itself. This unsolved
question of the right of organizations to represent the “will of
the people” extended from the 1870s to the Civil War of 1918 in
which both sides fought in the name of the people.563 From this
long-term perspective, the labour movement radicalized the Fennoman conceptualization of the people by extending the range
of political activity available to express the will of the people.564A
Koselleckian reading of the Finnish labour press of 1895–1917
would highlight how the socialist formulation of the people increased the semantic space of worker by presenting the people
and workers as parallel concepts, but simultaneously reduced the
meaning of the people to the working people by placing the bourgeoisie as the counter concept of the people proper.565
To sum up the key concepts of worker and the people in the
political language of Finnish socialism: the first socialist innovation meant a rupture in the root, a new definition of work in the
concept of worker, while the second aimed at building continuity
between the fresh concept of worker and the traditional concept
of the people. The third central feature in the making of socialist
characters focused more on creating a sense of “meanwhile” in
the present, i.e. the modern idea that workers in different corners of the Grand Duchy were united by temporal coincidence.566
The feature was based on the vigorous use of collective singulars:

563 Liikanen 1995, 349–340, 358–359.
564 Liikanen 2003, 299.
565 Koselleck 2004, 87–88.
566 Anderson 2006, 24.
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terms used in the singular but denoting more than one person.567
In essence, this was a brute-force method of political thinking
and its leverage did not stem from cunning rhetorical moves but
from the sheer volume of conceptual repetition. The number
of collective singulars seems higher in the socialist newspapers
than in the competing political newspapers. “Working people”
(työväki), “working population” (työväestö) and “the proletariat
/ the poor” (köyhälistö) referred to the positive self-identity of
the working-class hero. The villain had its own collective singulars, too, most often in the form of “the bourgeoisie” (porvaristo)
in Table 3.1. Thus, socialists iterated both positive and negative
collective singulars in order to forge political identities in their
newspapers.
What does it mean from the conceptual perspective when a
local shopkeeper in the village, a factory owner in the city and a
civil servant in the capital are lumped together under the concept
of the bourgeoisie, or inversely, a country maid, a factory man
and a labour journalist were combined into one character of the
proletariat? Collective singulars destroy the subtle differences between individuals since sensitivity to details decreases as the level
of abstraction rises. In the case of Finnish socialism, they represent many human minds as one and attribute rather narrow classbased intentions to the key political characters. A simple theory
of mind, derived from Marxist economics, was supposed to unite
all the individuals inside the collective:
The bourgeois slogan “fraternity, freedom, equality” originates
from the times when the bourgeoisie was revolutionary, social democracy has invented a better slogan: bread for the hungry and
justice for the oppressed. The bourgeoisie has forgotten its ideals,
but the proletariat has its own ideals as a living consciousness.568

567 Koposov 2011, 41.
568 Työmies, 19.04.1907, 1. The original quote in Finnish: ”Muuten on ’veljeys,
vapaus, tasa-arvo’ porvarillinen tunnussana niiltä ajoilta, jolloin porvaristo
oli vallankumouksellinen, sosialidemokratia on keksinyt paremman: näl175

In addition to these collective singulars that formed powerful
asymmetrical pairs, the proletariat versus the bourgeoisie being
the most archetypical example, the socialists used other bipolar
categories shown in Table 3.1 such as socialist versus capitalist,
employee versus employer, crofter versus owner, striker versus
blackleg, and comrade versus traitor to create heroes and villains.569 In general, it seems that socialist creativity flourished
when they invented new names for their enemies. For example, a
wealthy landowner could be described with at least a dozen different words.570
Too onedimensional characters rarely invoke empathy in their
readers, and according to the story of socialism, the proletariat
was not only fighting against the bourgeoisie externally, but was
also facing an internal struggle. Table 3.2 shows terms that are,
in my interpretation, connected to the internal conflict of the
proletarian main character. The internal conflict meant that the
proletarian character had to grow from a “raw slave” or, in the
extreme case, from a “stupid hooligan” into a “conscious”, “selfaware” and “class-conscious” individual and human being.571 In
other words, s/he was expected to leave the everyday world of
“ignorance”, “reaction” and “injustice” behind and enter the new
world of “reason”, “freedom” and “justice”.572 However, here the
käisille leipää ja sorretuille oikeutta! Porvaristo on unohtanut ihanteensa,
mutta köyhälistöllä on omansa elävänä tietoisuutena.”
569 The term suomettarelainen on the list does not have a direct partner as it
was an abusive name reserved for the politicians and supporters of the conservative-nationalist Finnish Party.
570 Some examples from Appendix B: “manttaalimies” (1,096 times), “manttaalipappa” (324), “manttaaliporho” (343), ”maaporho” (161), “manttaaliomistaja” (141), “manttaalipomo” (134), “manttaalijehu” (71), ”viljakapitalisti” (58), ”manttaali-jussi” (50), “manttaalipohatta” (43), “manttaalipösö”
(43), ”manttaaliherra” (26), ”maalaisporho” (12), “manttaalipatruuna” (8)
and ”maanomistajaporho” (8).
571 For concrete manifestations of this idea in the labour press, see e.g. Työmies,
03.12.1901, 2; Työmies, 22.08.1911, 1; Työmies, 21.09.1911, 2.
572 For concrete manifestations of this idea in the labour press, see e.g. Savon Työmies, 27.10.1906, 4; Kansan Lehti, 04.09.1911, 4; Vapaa Sana,
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Table 3.2: Hand-picked words related to the internal conflict of
the proletariat that appear more frequently than statistically expected in the socialist newspapers compared to the non-socialist
newspapers, 1895–1917.

Source: See Appendix B.
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internal and external conflict were linked together, for whereas
socialist awakeners tried to rouse their comrades with “agitation”
and “educational work”,573 the villain sang siren songs for the poor
by “frightening” and “making workers believe” their upper-class
promises and lies.574 Thus, mistrust in the intelligent but treacherous villain who tried to mentally manipulate the hero can be
added to the general thought patterns of Finnish socialism.

3.2 Setting
A political narrative also needs a setting in which the heroes and
villains move and act. What the characters can or cannot do depends on the spatial and temporal boundaries of the imagined
setting.575 In the case of Finnish socialism, the most crucial feature of the proletarian world is misery in its many forms.
As can be seen in Table 3.3, the concrete social evils highlighted
most starkly in the labour press include unemployment, evictions,
miserable and bad working conditions, hours and wages, and lack
of bread and other necessities of life – all thematic patterns familiar from the working-class fiction analysed by Palmgren. But
how does this imagined misery relate to the statistical knowledge
about the condition of working people in the long nineteenth
century? Several studies in social history in Finland and abroad
have shown convincingly that in the long-term industrial capitalism increased working-class real wages, improved housing conditions, shortened working hours and extended life expectancy.576
30.04.1909, 3; Savon Työmies, 05.07.1906, 1; Työmies, 09.07.1913, 1.
573 For concrete manifestations of this idea in the labour press, see Vapaa
Sana, 31.10.1917, 3; Työmies, 22.05.1913, 6; Kansan Lehti, 27.09.1911, 2;
Savon Työmies, 06.03.1909, 2.
574 For concrete manifestations of this idea in the labour press, see Työmies,
02.12.1913, 4; Savon Työmies, 01.08.1908, 2; Vapaa Sana, 17.03.1909, 3;
Kansan Lehti, 28.03.1912, 2.
575 Herman & Vervaeck 2005, 56–57.
576 See e.g. Haapala 1986; Heikkinen 1997a; Clark 2005; Söderberg 2010.
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Table 3.3: Hand-picked words related misery that appear more
frequently than statistically expected in the socialist newspapers
compared to the non-socialist newspapers, 1895–1917.

Source: See Appendix B.
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Although misery surely cannot be measured objectively, Figures
3.4 and 3.5 can be read inversely as a weak indicator of misery on
the macro- and microscale for they show the long-term trajectory
of real wages in the Grand Duchy of Finland and at the Finlayson
cotton mill.
Figure 3.4 indicates that the great peaks of misery, if understood as sharp drops in real wages, e.g. the famine of 1867–1868
and the crisis of 1892–1893, are miseries of the past when the first
labour newspaper begins in 1895. In addition, according to Figure
3.5, the war years of 1914–1917 seems to represent a significant
drop in the living standard of the workers. However, the temporal
trajectory of the concept of misery in socialist newspapers seems
to be weakly connected to the statistical information on real wages. The peak of references to misery in Figure 3.6 is located at
the beginning of the labour movement, whereas the war years,
that should probably have been the worst moments in terms of
objective living conditions, do not appear particularly miserable
in the socialist newspapers, quite the contrary.577 Nevertheless, it
should be highlighted here that compared to their ideological rivals, “misery” was exploited five times and “miserable” four times
more frequently in the labour press in the years 1895–1917 (see
Table 3.3). If socialist misery was not directly proportional to the
objective conditions in the short term nor in the long term, then
what explains the logic of proletarian misery?
The first explanation offered here is related to the new reference
points of misery used in the political language of Finnish socialism. The socialists living at the turn of the twentieth century did
not compare their conditions to those of their proletarian ancestors but to those of the contemporary upper classes. The conclusion was that the current system produced perverse distortions
in resource distribution. In fact, this synchronic argument was
closer to the statistical truth than the diachronic argument about
the long-term impoverishment of working people: historically,
577 It could be that misery in the abstract sense transformed into more concrete lexical manifestations of misery (such as starvation) during the First
World War. See e.g. Figure 4.42.
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Figure 3.4: Average real daily wages of Finnish workers, 1853–
1913 (1913=100).

Source: Heikkinen 1997a, 229–230, 232–235.

Figure 3.5: Average real daily wages of Finlayson cotton mill
workers, 1887–1917 (1913=100).

Source: Peltola (forthcoming).
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Figure 3.6: Relative frequency of misery (“kurjuus”) and miserable (“kurja”) in four socialist newspapers, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti, Savon
Työmies and Vapaa Sana.

income disparity had never been higher in Finland than in the
early twentieth century.578 This shift in the main group of comparison was certainly a bold move in the proletarian imagination
but it did not rise out of a vacuum: educational movements of the
nineteenth century that had taught the common people self-respect in the form of citizenship and new values such as the modern ideal of equality.579
The second explanation for the rise in imagined misery can be
found in the difference between relative and absolute scales. Although on average, the condition of the Finnish working people
had improved from the nineteenth century to the early twentieth
century, the absolute numbers of accidents at work, unemployed
and other forms of proletarian misery increased as moderniza-

578 Haapala 1995, 105–106; Haapala 1986, 281.
579 Alapuro & Stenius 1989, esp. 27, 34.
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tion scaled up negative phenomena.580 The Finnish working people would not have had access to the aggregated misery without
the rise of the labour press that reported misery from all corners
of the Grand Duchy on a daily basis. In other words, socialist
journalists put proletarian miseries together and combined many
individual sad stories into one giant “ocean of tears”, as their poetic metaphor expressed it.581
A third possible explanation scrutinizes the baseline of misery,
e.g. what was expected in the near future: if and when the condition of the working people had indeed risen during the age of
industrial capitalism, then the negative short-term variation felt
all the more intolerable, following the principle of “the higher you
fall, the more it hurts”. Tiny statistical bumps that may appear
trivial in the big picture constituted bitter experiences for the proletarian wanderers in the past, who had to live through the peaks
and valleys.582 Add to this the new conceptual toolkit of socialism
that was used to critically interpret every earthly phenomenon,
and it is not surprising that a reader of the Finnish labour press
could experience whole new levels of misery in the early twentieth century.
According to the temporal logic of socialist misery, misery
was not diminishing but increasing under capitalism – unless
the working people collectively roused themselves. An understanding of capitalism as a generator of extreme misery in the
present and in the future inspired extreme prose in the labour
press: “Capitalism, living in delirium, lusts for the immeasurable
sufferings of the workers and enjoys bathing in the blood of the

580 For example, the absolute number of industrial accidents reported to the
Finnish Board of Manufacture (Suomen Teollisuuhallitus) increased from
1,672 in 1899 to 3,209 in 1915. See Suomen Tilastollinen Vuosikirja 1917,
644. During the same period the relative number industrial accidents grew
from 246 per 10,000 workers to 290 per 10,000 workers. Kettunen 1994, 51.
581 Savon Työmies, 20.11.1906, 4.
582 A similar idea can be found in Heikkinen 1997a, 185.
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poor.”583 On the lexical level of political language, the verb “to become impoverished” (kurjistua) explicitly foretold the dystopian
future from the economic perspective, and if socialists wanted to
imagine other dangers, they often resorted to the verb “to threaten” (uhata).584 However, although the socialist setting looked neither “bright” nor “lovely” (two adjectives underused in labour
newspapers) but “dark” and “terrible” (two adjectives overused
in labour newspapers),585 there was hope, for at the core of the
socialist concept of misery, there was the idea of misery not being
the normal state of the world, neither ordered from the Heavens above at the beginning of time nor legitimized by the natural
differences between human individuals in contemporary society. On the contrary: in the socialist understanding, misery was
both preventable and unjust, and the concepts used to describe
the many forms of misery reflected this idea, especially those of
“grievance” (epäkohta) and “injustice” (vääryys).586
Negative things happened for a reason in the socialist universe.
Verbs such as “to oppress” (sortaa), “to exploit” (riistää) and “to
profiteer” (keinotella) in Table 3.3 were used in the labour press
to highlight what the bourgeoisie was doing to the proletariat.587
When socialists wanted to shift the focus from the oppressors to
583 Savon Työmies, 23.03.1909, 2. The original quote in Finnish: ”Kuumehoureissaan elävä kapitalismi himoitsee työläisten mittaamattomia kärsimyksiä ja kylpee mielellään köyhälistön veressä.”
584 For concrete uses of “to become impoverished” in the labour press, see e.g.
Kansan Lehti, 23.08.1911, 1; Vapaa Sana, 07.05.1909, 1; Työmies, 22.04.1909,
1; for unemployment, poverty and starvation “threatening” Finnish workers, see e.g. Vapaa Sana, 21.09.1914, 1; Savon Työmies, 13.10.1908, 4; Kansan Lehti, 24.10.1917, 4.
585 ”Bright” (valoisa) was used 1.85 and “lovely” (ihana) 1.5 more frequently in
non-socialist than socialist newspapers. “Dark” (pimeä) was used 1.4 and
“terrible” (kauhea) 1.5 more frequently in socialist than in non-socialist
newspapers.
586 For concrete examples, see e.g. Työmies, 05.09.1899, 1; Kansan Lehti,
17.04.1907, 1; Savon Työmies, 16.01.1909, 1; Vapaa Sana, 11.12.1911, 1.
587 For concrete examples, see e.g. Vapaa Sana, 11.07.1913, 2; Työmies,
18.03.1913, 4; Kansan Lehti, 23.03.1917, 4.
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the oppressed, they talked about how the proletariat “suffered”
(kärsiä) and “toiled away” (raataa) under capitalism.588 In this
context, the concept of victim served as a bridge connecting the
political characters and the setting: it purified the fallen working-class heroes of personal guilt and pointed the finger at the
perverted environment that had produced their downfall. The
working people were victims of work-related accidents, lustful
bosses, bourgeois-minded businesses, or on a more metaphorical
level, “victims on the altar of capitalism”.589 The abstract concepts
of oppression and exploitation were often used to create victims,
and they are prime examples of the socialist pattern of linking
characters, settings and events together, in other words, proletarian causality, which will be studied next.

3.3 Causality
Causal stories function at the core of political languages as they
transform difficult conditions into social problems, i.e. “move situations intellectually from the realm of fate to the realm of human agency”.590 If the political characters and the setting are related to the questions of what happens to whom, where and when,
causality ties all the individual elements together and addresses
the big why question: why did the working people (“who”) suffer
(“what”) in the contemporary (“when”) capitalist world (“where”)? Ultimately, the socialist story was based on a specific logic
of thinking, and the new way of causal reasoning is impressed
on the popular conceptual triangle of the oppressed, the oppressors and oppression or, alternatively, the exploited, the exploiters
and exploitation: in both versions, the first concept united the
588 For concrete examples, see e.g. Vapaa Sana, 02.01.1911, 1; Työmies,
22.12.1902, 2; Kansan Lehti, 24.04.1911, 3; Savon Työmies, 30.07.1907, 3.
589 See e.g. Työmies, 15.10.1913, 6; Vapaa Sana, 02.07.1909, 3; Vapaa Sana,
08.08.1913, 2; For the metaphor, see Kansan Lehti, 30.07.1912, 1; Savon
Työmies, 16.01.1908, 2; Työmies, 15.01.1908, 2.
590 Stone 1989, 283.
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Figure 3.7: One of the most popular conceptual triangles used in
the political language of Finnish socialism, 1895–1917.

victims, the second concept revealed the culprits and the third
connected physical enemies to abstract structures.
The horizontal dimension of socialist thinking, i.e. their obsession with dividing political characters into two opposing camps,
has been extensively covered in earlier research, accompanied by
the notion of the emotional and aggressive language used for the
division,591 whereas the vertical dimension of Finnish socialism,
i.e. the intellectual leap from concrete persons and situations to
higher levels of political abstraction has not received as much attention. Both the horizontal and vertical relations will be scrutinized in the chapter on the socialist subject by close reading individual proletarian speech acts in the handwritten newspapers,
but at this point, the logic of socialist thinking as systems thinking is tentatively introduced as this is one of the strongest patterns
arising from the computational analysis of the printed newspapers. One of the easiest ways to identify a socialist in the early
twentieth-century Finnish crowd would be to listen to whether
the potential suspect uses the word “system” (järjestelmä) in some
of its many lexical forms.

591 Soikkanen 1961, 359–360; Palmgren 1966b, 359–361; Ehrnrooth 1992,
378–383, 496.
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Table 3.4: Top 10 words containing “system” (järjestelmä) that appear more frequently than statistically expected in the socialist
newspapers compared to the non-socialist newspapers.

Source: See Appendix B.

According to Clifford Siskin’s argument, invoking the system
“has become a primary – perhaps the primary – modern means
of totalizing and rationalizing our experience of the social and
the political”.592 Siskin traces the roots of systems thinking in the
political domain to the eighteenth-century liberals like Adam
Smith, who analysed society as a coherent system.593 The driving force of European liberalism has been to reform the system,
a mission impossible for “those reforms will always fall short”.594
In Finland, the term “system” emerged during the 1860s, and by
the end of the century, it had transformed from a neologism into
a catchword used by many to describe the modern condition as
a total system, full of relationships and interactions.595 However,
592 Siskin 2016, 154.
593 Siskin 2016, 163.
594 Siskin 2016, 166.
595 According to Häkkinen 2004, 302, Agathon Meurman coined the term
järjestelmä in Finnish in 1867, but it was already actively used in Suometar
in 1865. See e.g. Suometar, 07.01.1865, 1; Suometar, 13.01.1865, 2; Suometar, 24.01.1865, 1. Based on the fuzzy search “järjestelmä” in the digital
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compared to their political rivals, socialists were able to take a
firmer grip on the concept. They mastered the art of blaming the
system even to the extent that their political rivals imitated and
made fun of it.596
When socialists looked under the bonnet of the capitalist machinery, they concentrated on the economic relations and explained the inner workings of the system with new concepts such
as “class interest” (luokkaetu), “workforce” (työvoima), “surplus
value” (lisäarvo), “mode of production” (tuotantotapa) and “capital” (pääoma, kapitaali), which are all Finnish adaptations from
the international language of Marxism.597 While economic concepts are easy to identify as signs of socialist systems thinking, a
deeper network of socialist reasoning emerges from the seemingly innocent surface of the words that were used in the making of
the proletarian causal chains.
In my interpretation, the words in Table 3.5 were used more
often in the political language of Finnish socialism as the labour
press contained more explicit causal reasoning than its rivals. By
repeating these words and their various combinations, Finnish
socialists wove their intellectual spider’s webs and connected
causes to effects.
Our own newspaper is the best weapon of the poor, we can use it
to gain information, to uncover grievances.598

collection of Finnish newspapers, the relative frequency of system seems to
increase steadily from the 1870s onwards and it peaks in 1905. Available at
https://digi.kansalliskirjasto.fi/search?formats=NEWSPAPER.
596 Tuulispää, no 25–26/1908, 9.
597 Luokkaetu was used 8 times, työvoima 2.6 times, lisäarvo 66 times, tuotantotapa 34.7 times, pääoma 1.4 times and kapitaali 7.1 times more frequently in socialist newspapers than in non-socialist newspapers. See Appendix
B.
598 This was the slogan of Vapaa Sana from 1906 to 1908. See Vapaa Sana,
09.03.1906, 1; Vapaa Sana, 10.07.1908, 1. The original quote in Finnish:
“Oma sanomalehti on köyhälistön paras ase, sen avulla saavutamme tietoja, voimme paljastaa epäkohtia.”
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Table 3.5: Hand-picked words related to causal narration that appear more frequently than statistically expected in the socialist
newspapers compared to the non-socialist newspapers.

Source: See Appendix B.

After all, Marxism revealed where and how surplus value comes
from…599
Unemployment is a necessary consequence of the current economic and societal system.600
Our attempts to explain the causes of crime have been labelled an
incitement to crime…601
Migration, that is a word on the lips of the better-off. In their view,
this is the reason for the lack of workers. What then gives birth to
migration?602
599 Savon Työmies, 28.07.1910, 2. The original quote in Finnish: ”Marxilaisuushan paljasti, mistä ja miten lisäarvo syntyy…”
600 Työmies, 15.02.1896, 1. The original quote in Finnish: “Työttömyys on välttämätön seuraus nykyisestä taloudellisesta yhteiskuntajärjestelmästä.”
601 Kansan Lehti, 07.11.1916, 2. The original quote in Finnish: ”Yrityksemme
selittää rikoksellisuuden syitä on leimattu rikoksellisuuteen kiihottamiseksi…”
602 Kansan Lehti, 03.11.1903, 2. The original quote in Finnish: ”Siirtolaisuus,
siinä sana joka on jokaisen parempi osaisen huulilla. Siinä heidän mielestänsä syy työläisten vähyyteen. Mikä synnyttää sitten siirtolaisuuden?”
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If a question was posed in a socialist article, as in the last example – and there were plenty of question marks in labour press
in general, especially why-questions, as can be seen in Table 3.5
– the answer was not difficult to predict even for a worker who
was not completely aware of Marxist socialism. The simplified
cause-and-effect chains were usually introduced without offering
second thoughts or alternative explanations for the proletarian
readers. However, reducing uncertainty as an intellectual sin was
not confined to the Finnish labour newspapers but rather a general feature of political languages which try to describe how the
world really works by imposing fixed meanings and order on a
dynamic and chaotic system.603 As the experts of political narratives have noted, “establishing causal relation between events
is often the bone of contention in the political debate” and “political discourse is one of the mechanisms to achieve collective
agreement on causality”.604 Socialism merely spelled out the causal mechanisms behind social problems more frequently and more
straightforwardly than its competing ideologies. In fact, what is
perhaps shared by all the Finnish political languages at the turn
of the twentieth century is their frantic reasoning:
Reason is like calculus. Once it has found the cause, it seeks its
natural consequence. Reason is in itself a question mark. It always
asks; what for, why and for what reason?605

The quote is from the leading socialist paper, but it serves as
a good example of the linear causality characteristic of modern
political and scientific thinking: the illusion that ultimately any
603 See Freeden 2013b, 77: “The construction and enunciation of ideologies
as well as analytical philosophies endeavour to provide safe havens from
indeterminacy.”
604 Shenhav 2005, 81.
605 Työmies, 22.10.1902, 1. The original quote in Finnish: “Järki on kuin laskuoppi. Löydettyään syyn, hakee se sen luonnollisia seurauksia. Järki on jo
itsessään kysymysmerkki. Se kysyy aina; mitävarten, minkätähden ja mistä
syystä?”
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complex phenomenon can be explained through a single cause,
that difficult social questions could be solved with one correct
answer.606
Once the socialists had identified the root cause, they could
make their intervention. As Freeden has suggested, socialism is
based on an unshakeable faith in the human potential to change
the world.607 In the Grand Duchy of Finland, this faith manifested
in the active use of concepts such as “improve(ment)” (parannus, parantaminen, parantaa), “reform” (uudistus) and “remove /
eliminate” (poistaa, poistaminen):
Class struggle is a prerequisite for the workers to improve their
condition.608
Likewise, the working people know that unemployment can only
be eliminated for good when production is socially organized but
with sensible reforms we could remove unemployment within the
present system.609
The aim of the bourgeoisie is to consolidate capitalism, and all the
reforms that the bourgeoisie does for the benefit of the workers
are, in fact, only to prevent a revolution. The aim of the working
people is to destroy capitalism and all the reforms they demand
mean arming the proletariat for this struggle.610

606 On simple causal narratives in politics, see Stone 1989, esp. 289; on ”the
Enlightenment project” being based on the logic of each question having
one answer, see Harvey 1990, 27–28.
607 Freeden 1996, 418.
608 Savon Työmies, 12.11.1907, 1. The original quote in Finnish: “Luokkataistelu on välttämätön ehto työläisille parantaakseen asemaansa.”
609 Kansan Lehti, 20.10.1908, 1. The original quote in Finnish: ”Samoin työväki tietää, että työttömyys voidaan lopullisesti poistaa vasta silloin, kun
tuotanto järjestetään yhteiskunnalliseksi, mutta että järkevillä uudistuksilla
voitaisiin nykyisenkin järjestelmän vallitessa olisi poistaa työttömyyttä.”
610 Vapaa Sana, 20.12.1912, 1. The original quote in Finnish: “Porvariston päämääränä on kapitalismin lujittaminen ja kaikki porvarien toimeenpanemat
uudistukset työväen hyväksi tapahtuvat itse asiassa vain vallankumouksen
estämiseksi. Työväen päämääränä on kapitalismin hävittäminen ja kaikki
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Thus, to condense a socialist story into a theorem: the world
was full of misery caused by the system that could and should be
fixed by proletarian hands. This politically modern understanding of causality stood in stark contrast to the nineteenth-century Christian mindset that interpreted miseries in light of Divine
Providence (“bad things happen for God moves in a mysterious
way”) or as a punishment (“bad things happen for we are sinners”).611 In other words, whereas in Lutheran Christianity the
root of evil lay inside each human being, in their broken souls
that could be healed not by temporal acts but sola fide, “through
faith alone”, in socialism, the root cause was found outside the
individual and located in the historical society, the broken system
that could be repaired by humankind who had made it in the first
place.
The socialist conceptualization of causality partly explains the
aggressiveness of the labour newspapers: the misery of the proletariat was in their eyes preventable, but it had not been prevented. Present-day scholars of misery have argued that from a moral
perspective, the most important metric of progress is “the extent
of poverty compared to our capacity to end it”.612 It seems that a
similar idea was influential in the background of Finnish socialism one hundred years ago. Socialism had extended the realm of
the possible, and for those who had seen the forthcoming world,
the contemporary reality of capitalism with its purposeless suffering looked intolerable.

heidän vaatimansa uudistukset tarkottavat köyhälistön varustamista tähän
taisteluun.”
611 Forsman has described this pre-socialist mentality among the rural proletariat as “conservative”, “fatalistic” and “stabile” in his analysis of Finnish
socialism. See Forsman 1912, 16–17.
612 Hickel 2019.
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3.4 The Winning Formula
Overall, a great part of the red lexicon arising from the computational analysis of the press from 1895 to 1917 could have been
predicted on the basis of earlier research such as Raoul Palmgren’s
manual analysis of Finnish working-class fiction from the same
era. In fact, his educated guesses at the socialist keywords, including “misery”, “oppression”, “drudgery”, “awakening”, “struggle”,
“revenge” and “victory”, can all be found in the long list of words
distinguishing the socialist newspapers from their rivals.613 Of
course, there are some individual conceptual patterns that perhaps seem under-represented in his overall argument, such as
the frequent use of the concepts referring to humanity.614 More
importantly, what eluded Palmgren’s sharp eyes and cannot be
found in his interpretation of the socialist features is the heightened causality dominating the proletarian thinking. It is possible
that the difference between fiction and newspaper prose could
explain the gap between our interpretations, but an alternative
explanation is offered below.
As Palmgren argues, socialist fiction was not radical as a form
in the sense that it avoided literary experiments and generally relied on the time-tested artistic conventions. The same observation
could be extended to the language of socialist newspapers in that
several conceptual structures inside socialism were not originally
invented by the socialists but rather modifications of pre-existing
political vocabularies. The case of causality is a good example of
socialism not being a unique outlier among ideological families
but one branch in the great three of modern political languages.
In other words, what was radical in socialism was not its causality but its intensification of causality: the connection between
A and B was explained in plain Finnish, thoroughly and repeatedly, so that any reader could easily follow the rhetorical leaps
taken. This idea of socialism as obsessive causal narration could
613 Palmgren 1966b, 356. See Appendix B.
614 This was characteristic of the early phase of Finnish socialism, especially in
the years 1900–1902. See Chapter 4.2.
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perhaps be turned back into the domain of Palmgren’s expertise.
Without being an expert in socialist fiction, one could speculate
that perhaps precisely the excessive amount of simple causality
could be one reason why the working-class fiction of the early
twentieth century has not stood the test of time very well. For
example, modernist literary experiments of the 1910s–1930s, still
read as classics today, provide a stark contrast to socialist causality by delivering readers more intellectual agency when imagining
connections between the causes and effects inside the narrative.
Like Kern has written, modernists “resisted strong deterministic
explanations of behavior which governed the master narratives
that held together the nineteenth-century world”.615
Freeden’s map of socialism, on the other hand, is more abstract,
hence its exact relation to the Finnish case is more difficult to pinpoint. In general, Freeden’s key features of socialist ideology can
be found in the Finnish labour press, but the diachronic connections between the conceptual patterns of socialism and its precursors are not covered in his analysis since Freeden’s main focus
is on the synchronic level of political ideologies.616 For example,
the socialist conceptualization of work re-actualized the story of
Eden: eating the forbidden fruit had once forced humans to work
without joy, but the socialist preachers at the turn of the twentieth
century claimed that there was fruit enough for everyone living in
the current society if only the fruits of labour were divided more
equally. Unlike the biblical fruit created by God, Marxist fruit derived its value from human action, and by human action it was
possible to bring happiness, one of the key concepts of socialism,
here and now, in other words, to achieve Paradise on Earth.
Simultaneously, the relation between man and God and the
individual and other humans was calibrated anew in the political language of Finnish socialism. Socialist papers referred not
only to the collective concepts of group (joukko), social class
(yhteiskuntaluokka) and society (yhteiskunta) more frequently
615 Kern 2011, 57.
616 Freeden 1996, 417–455.
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than their rivals but also to the individual (yksilö) and individuality (yksilöllisyys).617 In Lutheran Christianity, each individual
was ultimately weak and broken in front of the Creator, but would
become strong and part of the whole in the afterlife,618 whereas
in liberalism, including its Finnish variant, the power of the individual arose from his personal capabilities,619 but the socialist
individual always drew strength from the human collective and
thus pushed both God and atomistic man aside from the core of
political thinking.
Freeden has often compared ideologies to maps,620 and using
his metaphor, socialists who orienteered in the Grand Duchy of
Finland certainly thought that their conceptual map was the best
description of the contemporary reality. Unlike their parents,
whose eyes had been blindfolded by ancient Christian myths and
modern bourgeois lies, socialists believed the scales had fallen
from their eyes and they finally saw “the world as it was”. From the
conceptual historian’s perspective, the question of which historical map was the most objective model corresponding to reality is
rather insignificant compared to the question of how these maps
shaped the boundaries of world knowledge in the past.621 In other
words, instead of evaluating the accuracy of competing political
maps, it is more fruitful to focus on what kinds of worlds could be
constructed using these maps. In this sense, the political language
of Finnish socialism was not about learning new concepts to categorize real-life events more precisely than ever before, or more
irrationally from the opposite, anti-socialist perspective. Rather
than a new classification scheme of reality, socialism meant a new
617 Joukko was used 1.2 times, yhteiskuntaluokka 1.5 times, yhteiskunta 2.4 times, yksilö 2.5 times and yksilöllinen 1.7 times more frequently in socialist
than non-socialist newspapers. See Appendix B.
618 See e.g. Luther 1961, 19–20.
619 Vares 2000, 20–21, 255, 257.
620 Freeden 2013b, 71, 81; Freeden 2013a, 126; Freeden 2003, 2; Freeden 1996,
85–86.
621 For an approach developing criteria for gauging how faithfully a political
narrative represents “political reality”, see Shenhav 2006.
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imagination, a fresh way of combining many old and some new
concepts to confer meaning on the chaos of life.
This is where the limitations of the map metaphor come to
the fore: ideologies are like maps in that they are simplified representations of the complex reality and they show the realms of
the possible, but unlike an ideology, a map does not tell explicitly where one should go. This is why I have preferred to conceptualize socialism as a political narrative in this chapter. The
socialist narrative seems to contain all the crucial elements of a
successful story that can be found in an introductory text on the
art of creative writing: the narrative begins from (1) the change,
i.e. the proletarian hero finds him-/herself in an intriguing starting position where the capitalist world is rapidly changing for the
worse, (2) as the narrative proceeds, the hero grows from a shy
and hesitant loser of history into a strong and emphatic character
who has agency to control the capitalist chaos and who decides to
place the interests of his/her community above individual greed,
but, (3) the main villain, the selfish bourgeoisie, has contradictory goals that create a conflict between the hero and the villain,
called class struggle in the socialist narrative, (4) the causal logic pushes events forwards and determines that the resolution of
the narrative will be reached once the proletariat overcomes the
bourgeoisie in the final struggle.622
Yet the success of Finnish socialism cannot be explained only by
its effective use of narrative elements; extra-textual factors, such
as technology and the political situation, played an important
role in the unfolding of history for these structural constraints of
Finnish society determined what kind of narratives were publicly
available for the populace and in what proportion. The spread
of Finnish socialism was linked both to the rapid rise of print
technology in the late nineteenth century and to the temporary
collapse of the imperial censorship in the aftermath of the General Strike of 1905. These extra-textual factors increased the number of narratives easily available to the working people, meaning
that they were no longer limited to oral knowledge heard from
622 See e.g. Storr 2019.
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their parents and to Christian-nationalist narratives taught at elementary school. On the individual level of human life, the macro-narrative of socialism offered an explanation for everything a
worker encountered in daily life, from the lack of bread at home
to the drunkards, prostitutes and portly gentlemen walking on
the streets. Whether a worker was hungry, unemployed, sick or
sexually harassed, the socialist narrative traced the root cause of
the problem to the system. It was a simple narrative that covered
a vast terrain. Next, the focus shifts from the socialist narrative
as an abstract macrostructure to the evolution of conceptual patterns in different historical situations, in other words, we move
from the constants of socialism to its variation through time.
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4. The Conceptual Waves of Finnish
Socialism
Introduction
In the previous chapter, a preliminary map of socialism was
drawn and its macrostory plotted by comparing the labour press
to its main political rivals in four different locations, from 1895
to 1917. Of course, the fundamental problem with maps and
macrostories as representations of historical phenomena is that
they are ultimately static models, unable to capture the dynamic
changes that have traditionally been part and parcel of history
writing. In the case of Finnish socialism, the established practice
divides the timeline of the Finnish labour movement before the
Civil War of 1918 into approximately six main periods:
1) the birth of the independent labour movement, 1895–1898,
the period when the employer-led, harmony-seeking “Wrightian” organizations transformed into the working-class based
movement, inspired by the earliest interpretations of socialism.
2) the arrival and strengthening of Marxist socialism, 1899–
1904, the period when the Finnish Labour Party (1899) was
established and the party officially embraced the Kautskyite
version of socialism (1903).
3) the rapid breakthrough of socialism, 1905–1906, the period
when socialism spread both horizontally (to the Finnish countryside) and vertically (to the grassroots of politics) as a result
of the General Strike.
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4) socialism in the new Parliament of Finland (Eduskunta),
1907–1913, the period when the Social Democratic Party took
part in several election campaigns (1907, 1908, 1909, 1910,
1911, 1913) and working-class enthusiasm for long-awaited
parliamentary democracy diminished as Tsar Nicholas II repeatedly dissolved the parliament.
5) dormant socialism during the First World War, 1914–1917,
the period when military censorship hit the Grand Duchy of
Finland and the labour movement fell into a state of stagnation, reviving slightly in the end of 1916.
6) revolutionary socialism of 1917–1918, the period when political struggle intensified and eventually became critical as
the collapse of the Russian Empire left a power vacuum, ended
censorship and exacerbated the food crisis in Finland.
Hannu Soikkanen constructed the most influential version of
the periodization above in his pioneering works of the 1960s and
1970s,623 and since then his basic schema has been consolidated
in several studies on Finnish labour history.624 While these later
works have specified and elaborated the picture, the grand schema has survived the test of time to the present day. The general
conclusion is that socialism arrived in Finland through many
ruptures.625
This temporal framework has helped generations of labour
historians to contextualize their research questions and findings
more cogently, but it also has introduced into the field a certain
hindsight bias: those forms of the Finnish labour movement that
have not fitted into the progressive narrative of working people
ultimately finding “real” socialism, i.e. the Marxist version of
socialism, have been treated as anomalies, as strange deviations
from the norm. On the conceptual level of academic prose, the
hindsight bias manifests in judgmental word choices, especially
623 Soikkanen 1961; Soikkanen 1975.
624 See e.g. Rajavuori 2017; Suodenjoki 2010; Salmelin 1967.
625 Suodenjoki 2013.
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when referring to the non-orthodox interpretations of socialisms: “vague”, “weird combinations of religiousness and class
struggle”, “conceptual disorder”, “incoherent” and so on.626
One of the purposes in the following data-driven, bottom-up
analysis is to demonstrate that pure socialism never existed in
Finland. Instead of being clean, stable or final, real-life political
languages are intrinsically dirty, diverse and fluid. Digital newspaper data and digital tools enable scholars to analyse the classical ruptures of Finnish socialism – or waves, to use a competing
metaphor – from a fresh perspective, without needing to pass
judgements on each period. How do the conceptual dynamics of
socialist waves evolve over time if seen through the macroscopic
lens?

4.1 First Wave, 1895–1898
The founding of the first labour newspaper Työmies is a logical
starting point to study the temporal evolution of Finnish socialism as a political language. As it has been suggested in earlier research and as is supported by Figure 4.1, the first wave of
the Finnish labour movement was dominated by the concept of
the labour question (työväenkysymys).627 The concept originated
from the German discussions around Kathedersozialismus in
the 1870s,628 and even twenty years later in the 1890s there were
wealthy critics who claimed that the concept had been introduced artificially to the Grand Duchy of Finland from abroad.629
In the Finnish newspaper discourse, the labour question referred
loosely to the condition of the working people that was perceived
as deteriorating in the age of industrialization. Various political actors proposed different methods to resolve this question,
626 Soikkanen 1961, 120; Salmelin 1967, 295; Rahikainen 1986, 261, 309.
627 Salmelin 1967, 260.
628 Eräsaari & Rahkonen 2001, 17.
629 Työmies, 07.08.1897, 2.
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Figure 4.1: Relative frequency of the labour question (“työväenkysymys”) in Työmies, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies.

varying from self-help (the Wrightian labour movement), total
abstinence (the temperance movement), state intervention from
above (the conservatism of the Old Finns) to suffrage reform (the
liberalism of the Young Finns).630 The first editor of Työmies, Nils
Robert af Ursin (1854–1936), presented the first socialist solutions to the labour question in his numerous texts on the topic.631
He advocated “the idea of organization”, and in the same text
cited Engels as “one of the most capable leaders of German socialism”.632 Like Engels, af Ursin had not himself risen from the
ranks of the labouring classes: he was a nobleman with an intellectual background in Young Finnish circles and in the Wrightian labour movement, and his political line in the early 1890s has

630 Eräsaari & Rahkonen 2001, Salmelin 1967, 57–63; Sulkunen 1986, 205–
219; Haapala 1986, 138, 177–187; Vares 2000, 49–55; Vares 1993, 31, 102.
631 These articles originally appeared in Työmies during the period 1895–1896,
but later they were published as a multi-volume anthology Työväenkysymyksiä (Labour Questions). See Ursin 1897.
632 Työmies, 06.04.1895, 1.
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been described as a confused combination of franchise liberalism and interventionist state socialism.633
Suffrage was one of the difficult issues that ultimately led to
the birth of the independent workers’ movement and the removal of the pioneers of the labour question, i.e. enlightened employers such as the furniture manufacturer Julius von Wright, who
established the first workers’ association in the capital Helsinki
in 1883 and whose name has been used to describe the harmony-seeking phase of the Finnish labour movement before the
mid-1890s. This Wrightian movement was educational in nature,
and failed to attract mass support among the working people.634
The ideological function of the Wrightian labour movement was
later reduced mainly to the preventer of “real” socialism in the
self-understanding of the socialist labour movement, but its original composition was richer than merely anti-socialist. According to Soikkanen, it was a generally progressive movement that
contained almost all ideological currents of its era that undermined the prevailing estate-based society, including Old Finnish
state socialism, Young Finnish liberalism and working-class radicalism.635 Von Wright himself had been studying the Norwegian
and Swedish labour movements and became convinced that the
radicalization of the Finnish working people could still be prevented by curing the social ills inherent in modern capitalism.636
It was perhaps not so much the means that differentiated the
Wrightian movement from the later socialist one as the pace of
progress demanded from the movement: in theory, both promoted social reforms, more equal suffrage rules and better organization of workers, but von Wright believed in the slow progress
of the labour cause, referring to himself a “man of cautious reforms”,637 whereas his successors demanded quicker results.
633 See Rahikainen 1986, 56, 84, 91.
634 Soikkanen 1961, 21–24; Soikkanen 1975, 19–28.
635 Soikkanen 1975, 25.
636 Soikkanen 1975, 19.
637 Uusi Suometar, 14.07.1896, 2.
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Figure 4.2: Relative frequency of suffrage (“äänioikeus”) in Työmies,
1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies.

For example, the idea of “one man and one vote” exceeded the
political framework of his enlightened labour cause. On the other hand, af Ursin, who later became the first chairman of the independent labour party, used his editorship to promote suffrage,
beginning from the first issues of Työmies. The Englishman John
Stuart Mill was used as an intellectual justification for the one
man and one vote principle: a sign not only of German socialism
but also of English social liberalism affecting af Ursin’s political
thinking.638 The focus on the concept of suffrage can be seen in
the quantitative analysis of the early labour press in Figure 4.2.
Suffrage did not yet refer to universal suffrage and equal suffrage
for both men and women – the Labour Party made it an official
goal in the founding year 1899 – but as a more equal right to
participate in the elections of the two lower Estates, i.e. bourgeois
and peasant representatives in the old Diet of Finland. The number of votes was tied to income, thus, the rich had most votes and
638 Työmies, 14.02.1895, 2; Työmies, 02.03.1895, 2. af Ursin published a longer
piece on Mill’s relation to labour questions in 1897, Työväen Kalenteri, no
4/1896, 37.
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the poorest people could not vote at all due to lack of enough income. In total, less than a tenth of the population in the country
were enfranchised.639 af Ursin and the labour movement wanted
to dismantle the corrupt link between money and power. Even
more provocatively, until the municipal reform of 1897, those
workers who were perceived to be under the legal protection of
their employers, such as factory workers in the patronage of a
factory owner, could not vote in municipal elections in spite of
earning enough to rise above the minimum threshold.640 For the
working people who were following the labour question from the
pages of Työmies, the state of democracy both locally and nationally demonstrated the gap between the ideal and the reality of
equality in the Grand Duchy of Finland: some Finnish citizens
were more equal than others.
In fact, it seems that the concepts of equality and citizen that
have traditionally been influential in the political language of
English social liberalism,641 also functioned at the core of the
first Finnish labour paper. The Fennoman politicians in the late
nineteenth century had used the concept of citizen to divide
Finns into more valuable “Finnish people proper” and less valuable “Swedish-speaking population”,642 and socialists repeated
the antagonist conceptual structure by referring to “the citizens
doing manual labour” (ruumiillista työtä tekevät kansalaiset) as
the opposite of other citizens. However, unlike the Fennoman
formulation, the socialist conceptualization connected citizen to
the demand for equality: thus, citizen denoted the working people who justifiably wanted to enjoy the same privileges and natural rights as other citizens,643 while equality referred specifically
to the goal of institutional equality.644 These early formulations
639 Soikkanen 1961, 120; Mylly 1980, 282–283; Sulkunen 2009, 87.
640 Haapala 1986, 90–91; Kanerva 1972, 334, 345.
641 Freeden 1996, 159–160, 187. On the history of the concept of citizen in
Finnish before the 1890s, see Stenius 2003, 309–349.
642 Stenius 2004, 186.
643 Työmies, 11.01.1896, 2; Työmies, 24.12.1896, 3.
644 Työmies, 19.12.1896, 2; Työmies, 16.01.1897, 2.
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Figure 4.3: Relative frequency of equality (“tasa-arvoisuus”) and citizen
(“kansalainen”) in Työmies, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies.

of equality were semantically distinct from the later socialist use
of the same concept for they referred primarily to equality of opportunity, i.e. the natural differences between individual citizens
were openly acknowledged but, in addition, there were differences caused by man-made institutions, and the self-proclaimed
mission of the early labour movement was to reduce these institutional inequalities. This understanding of equality and citizenship seems to have been shared by leading Young Finnish
radicals, many of whom were active in the labour movement
until the end of the 1890s. For example, when the editor of the
leading voice of Finnish liberalism, the publication Päivälehti,
gave a speech on the workers’ march in Helsinki in 1896, he described the main purpose of the Finnish labour movement with
one word: equality, referring especially to suffrage reform.645 The
flow of ideas between Young Finnish and labour newspapers was
not only one-way communication: af Ursin himself frequently

645 Työmies, 23.05.1896, 2.
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Figure 4.4: Relative frequency of elevation (“kohottaminen”) in Työmies,
1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies.

contributed to the liberal Päivälehti still in the early twentieth
century.646
Conceptual traces of both European social liberalism and
nineteenth-century Finnish nationalism are discernible in the
early labour press. The quantitative analysis shows that especially
the concepts of self-awareness (itsetietoisuus) and elevation (kohottaminen) were frequently reclaimed by the labour journalists,
and their origins can be traced back to the political language of
Fennomania. In the Fennoman parlance, elevation had referred
to the moral, spiritual and educational elevation of the common
people,647 and this idea could now be monopolized by the rising labour movement. This concept of elevation was not identical to Fennoman elevation, however, for the connection between
material and spiritual elevation was emphasized more strongly
and even reversed in the labour press: if among the nationalist
leaders material elevation had not been a goal in itself but only
646 Rahikainen 1986, 167–170.
647 See e.g. Suometar, 06.02.1857, 2; Uusi Suometar, 30.09.1869, 1; Hämäläinen,
26.05.1865, 2.
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Figure 4.5: Relative frequency of consciousness (“tietoisuus”), self-awareness (“itsetietoisuus”) and class-consciousness (“luokkatietoisuus”) in
Työmies, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies.

a means to raise the Finnish people from their degradation, the
early labour press tied the elevation of Finnish people to concrete
reforms in the material world such as reduced working hours.648
While the concept of elevation shows a declining trend, a high
wave that breaks soon after its peak, the story of self-awareness
offers a more complex story, especially when placed next to its
conceptual siblings, consciousness and class consciousness. Initially, self-awareness dominates the trio, but then, as of 1904,
consciousness beats self-awareness year after year. Meanwhile,
class-consciousness surpasses self-awareness from 1910 onwards.649 Consciousness could indicate both self-awareness and
class-consciousness and had a broader range of possible uses
648 Työmies, 31.10.1896, 2; Työmies, 13.02.1897, 2; Työmies, 30.10.1897, 2;
Työmies, 25.01.1896, 2.
649 A similar pattern can be seen in the evolution of adjectives “conscious”
(tietoinen), “self-aware” (itsetietoinen), and “class-conscious” (luokkatietoinen) in Työmies. ”Self-conscious” dominates until 1899, but then ”conscious” takes the lead. “Class-conscious” surpasses “self-conscious” each
year from 1910 to 1917.
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in general, making it eventually the most frequent term of the
three. What does this quantitative conceptual evolution mean in
qualitative terms? Two quotes, temporally fifteen years apart, illustrate the shifting concept of consciousness inside the political
language of Finnish socialism:
There is no doubt that working men in Finland have lately awakened increasingly to self-awareness and have begun practising
both general matters and their own interests. Without doubt,
many factors have contributed to this fact, but I am hardly wrong
in assuming that their own organ has been important in this regard.650
However, class-consciousness includes much more than solidarity
and comradeship between workers regardless of their vast moral
significance. When a clear social democratic worldview becomes
a common feature of the large masses, the knowledge of the root
causes for many vices will spread.651

af Ursin formulated the former comment in the mid-1890s
when arguing for the establishment of an independent labour
party, whereas the latter example is from 1911, when the class had
overtaken the self. The concept of self-awareness had a shorter
nationalist history than the idea of elevation. The first rare mentions in the Finnish press had occurred in the late 1850s, but the

650 Työmies, 05.09.1896, 1. The original quote in Finnish: ”Ei ole epäilemistäkään, että työmiehet Suomessa viime aikoina yhä enemmän ovat heränneet
itsetietoisuuteen ja ruvenneet harrastamaan sekä yleisiä asioita, että omia
etujansa. Epäilemättä on tähän ilahuttavaan tosiasiaan vaikuttanut monikin asianhaara, mutta tuskin erehtynen, jos arvelen oman äänenkannattajan tässä suhteessa varsin tärkeäksi.”
651 Työmies, 06.06.1911, 1. The original quote in Finnish: ”Mutta luokkatietoisuus käsittää vielä paljon enemmän kuin työläisten yhteenkuuluvaisuudenja toveruustunnon, niin suuri siveellinen merkitys kuin jo sillekin voidaan
laskea. Sikäli kuin selvä sosialidemokratinen maailmankatsomus tulee
suurten joukkojen omaisuudeksi, sikäli myöskin leviää tieto monenmoisten paheiden perimmäisistä syistä.”
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concept only became widespread during the 1880s.652 Self-awareness before socialism often referred to a national consciousness,
promising that an individual life would become meaningful in
the context of the Finnish nation.653 However, af Ursin implied
in his formulation of self-awareness that working people might
have some interests of their own, and he repeatedly had to refute the criticism that equated the self-aware labour movement
with the egoistic labour movement.654 What particularly irritated
the nationalist opponents still attached to the older variant of
self-awareness was that af Ursin declared the language question
secondary to the labour question,655 and conflated the interests
of the Finnish-speaking and Swedish-speaking wealthy people
against the interests of the working people.656
The quote above from 1911 on class consciousness, on the other hand, comes from an entirely different universe of socialism.
At this point in history, the political language of socialism was
no longer as multicoloured as in the beginning, when it could
combine such diverse ideological basic colours as German Marxist socialism, English social liberalism and Finnish Fennoman
nationalism. A fluid combination had transformed towards a
more rigid conceptual structure with sharper boundaries. In
other words, class-consciousness in the latter quote refers to the
adoption of a specific ideology, i.e. a “clear social democratic
worldview”, using the writer’s choice of words.
652 Based on a search in the digital newspaper archive (using the string “itsetieto*”), self-awareness was mentioned on 6 pages in the 1860s, on 34 pages in
the 1870s and on 743 pages in the 1880s in all the Finnish newspapers and
journals.
653 See e.g. Uusi Suometar 14.05.1881, 1; Aamulehti 20.01.1883, 1; Aamunairut
01.04.1887, 2.
654 Työmies, 16.01.1897, 2; Työmies, 02.01.1897, 2; Työmies, 28.05.1898, 2.
655 Työmies, 05.09.1896, 2.
656 See e.g. af Ursin’s text in Työmies, 04.01.1896, 2: “…when the working people awaken to self-awareness and demand more rights than what is allowed
by the pro-Swedish and pro-Finnish masters, the former opponents become best brothers-in-arms.”
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Does the lack of a “clear social democratic worldview” and,
more broadly, the lack of ideological commitment to international Marxism mean that the first phase of the Finnish labour press
should not be called socialist at all? Marjatta Rahikainen has suggested that the early Työmies (until 1898 the only Finnish labour
newspaper) and its main ideologist af Ursin (until 30.1.1897 the
editor) should not be regarded as socialist for both the paper and
the man focused on the labour question that meant socio-political reforms and suffrage rather than real socialism that, in her
interpretation, means “ownership of the means of production,
contradiction between capital and labour, exploitation of workers and class struggle”.657 If and when socialist concepts were
used in the mid-1890s, labour journalists, such as af Ursin, did
not openly commit themselves to socialism but attributed these
ideas to foreign intellectuals.658 In Rahikainen’s interpretation,
Ursin was not socialist even in the first years of the twentieth
century for it was not until 1904 that he began to “familiarize
himself directly with the writings of Marx”.659
Obviously, using such narrow criteria, neither Työmies nor af
Ursin were socialist during the first wave of the labour movement – perhaps no one in the Grand Duchy of Finland was – but
then again, a purist perspective might not be the most fruitful
approach to the political languages of the past. What is more
interesting is that Työmies and its journalists introduced many
key concepts of Finnish socialism whose long-term influence by
far exceeded the first wave of 1895–1898. In the short version of
the socialist macrostory, i.e. the working people rising from rags
to riches, narrated repeatedly during good and bad times, the
“slaves” living in “misery” were striving towards their “freedom”
– all the key concepts needed to construct this simple story are
direct descendants of the dawn of the Finnish labour press.

657 Rahikainen 1986, 91.
658 Rahikainen 1986, 94, 158.
659 Rahikainen 1986, 158, 165, 171.
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Figure 4.6: Relative frequency of misery (“kurjuus”), slave (“orja”) and
freedom / liberty (“vapaus”) in Työmies, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies.

As Figure 4.6 illustrates indicates, these key concepts do not
represent a mere temporary episode in the history of Finnish
socialism but were able to survive the whole timeline, from the
modest beginnings in the mid-1890s until the Civil War of 1918.
Furthermore, if an understanding of the contradiction between
labour and capital is considered a reliable sign of “real” socialism,
then a case could be made for claiming that this understanding is
influential in the very first years of the labour press.
In hindsight, the first attempt to introduce this contradiction
through fiction was not a great success. Maurice Block’s (1816–
1901) Strike and Its Consequences began as a serial in Työmies in
March 1895.660 In one of the published scenes, Martin, one of the
key characters in the novel, uses statistics to convince workers
that labour always gets a larger share of the profit than capital,
but here the Finnish translator decided to add his own comment,
which did not reflect Martin’s original intentions: “In Finland,
too, there are many companies in which 20 and 30 per cent is
660 Työmies, 02.03.1895, 3.
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Figure 4.7: Relative frequency of capital (“pääoma”) in Työmies, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies.

distributed in dividends almost regularly, and no matter how
large the profit is, a working man does not receive any higher salary for his work.”661 This was the last episode of the novel: thus,
only the first 32 pages were published. Perhaps Finnish labour
journalists had not done their homework carefully enough in the
case of Block, an expert in statistics and economist who was not
promoting the labour cause from the working-class perspective
but had attacked socialism in his many scientific publications on
the topic.662
The phrase the “struggle between labour and capital” emerged
already during 1895, but initially it appeared most often in international contexts.663 However, the summer of 1896 with its
unprecedented strike action consolidated the conceptualization
661 Työmies, 27.04.1895, 4. The original quote in Finnish: ”Suomessakin on
paljon yhtiöitä, joissa jaetaan osakkeille melkein säännöllisesti 20 ja 30
prosenttia ja vaikka voitto olisi kuinka suuri, ei työmies saa työstään sen
suurempaa palkkaa.”
662 Salmelin mentions the novel but does not give any reason for its termination. See Salmelin 1967, 276–277.
663 See e.g. Työmies, 02.11.1895, 2; Työmies, 16.11.1895, 4.
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in the Grand Duchy, and “struggle (taistelu), “war” (sota) and
“conflict” (riita) between labour and capital were now used to describe the Finnish situation.664 The strike events made plain the
differences between Finnish political languages: the leading conservative-nationalist newspaper Uusi Suometar and the major
Swedish newspapers condemned strikes, whereas the leading liberal paper Päivälehti expressed sympathy towards striking workers.665 Työmies portrayed Finnish conservatives as the reactionary heirs of the Fennoman movement and as the allies of capital,
and the paper was particularly offended that Uusi Suometar did
not condemn the importation of Russian strikebreakers.666 According to the conservative voices in Uusi Suometar, the working
people were lacking both “patience” and “practical intelligence”
in the labour question.667 Yet by the end of 1897, the only labour
paper had grown self-confident enough to correct the inaccurate
use of political concepts: when Uusi Suometar wrote on capital
and its meaning, it confused capital with property. According
to Työmies, the labour movement was not so much opposed to
property as to the abuse of property, i.e. capital sucking interest
from other people’s labour.668
The role of af Ursin in the introduction of capital, one of the
key concepts of Finnish socialism, was not insignificant. He
quite likely wrote Engel’s obituary in 1895 and eulogized him
as a sharp-eyed student of the “relation between capital, labour
and products”.669 The following year, the association of outdoor
workers in the capital asked his opinion on the current unemployment, and af Ursin explained, among other things, that it
was caused by the “current economic societal system and that the
“owners of capital” had to make workers’ wages as low as possible
664 Työmies, 02.05.1896, 1; Työmies, 01.08.1896, 4; Työmies, 15.08.1896, 3.
665 See e.g. Päivälehti, 14.05.1896, 2.
666 Työmies, 02.05.1896, 1; Työmies, 06.06.1896, 1.
667 Uusi Suometar, 03.06.1896, 2. Cited in Työmies, 06.06.1896, 1.
668 Työmies, 11.12.1897, 3.
669 Työmies, 17.08.1895, 3; Työmies, 24.08.1895, 2.
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because of competition.670 af Ursin also translated a piece by a
German priest who had converted to socialism, and this text included the argument that every lover of humanity should defend
working men in the “struggle between capital and labour”.671
Thus, af Ursin’s legacy to socialism as a political language does
not consist only of cherry-picking useful concepts from the existing political languages, such as equality from European liberalism or self-awareness from Finnish nationalism; he also
familiarized working-class readers with new socialist concepts
such as capital. From an even broader perspective, he steered the
Wrightian labour movement towards the socialist labour movement and extended the nature of the labour question from purely
educational to the material realm.

4.2 Ideological Reconciliation, 1899–1904
If the first wave of 1895–1898 was characterized by the labour
question, by the end of the second wave of 1899–1904, the correct answer to the question had been found. This period of the
labour press was the time of the labour cause (see Figure 4.8).
The pioneers of transformation were acutely aware of the change
they were advocating: one of the last issues in 1898 argued that
Työmies had begun as a paper “pondering the labour question in
its most narrow domain” but now the renewed organ promised
to “evaluate all the phenomena of the time from the underclass
perspective”.672 What made this ideological transformation possible in the first place was directly connected to the politico-material factor: Työmies, which had begun as a weekly finally received permission from the imperial censor to appear six times a

670 Työmies, 15.02.1896, 1.
671 Työmies, 16.05.1896, 1.
672 Työmies, 17.12.1898, 1.
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Figure 4.8: Relative frequency of the labour cause (“työväenaate”) in Työmies and Kansan Lehti, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies and Kansan Lehti.

week.673 Thus, additional physical space enabled the expansion of
the ideological range.
Soikkanen framed the years 1899–1904 as a period of ideological clarification: the leadership of the labour movement acquired
a basic understanding of the principles of Marxist socialism.
Here, the translation of the Erfurt Program in 1899, originally
formulated by the German intellectuals, was the key source to
gain credible information on the strongest variant of European
socialism. The Finnish Labour Party was established in the same
year, 1899. It changed its name to the Social Democratic Party in
1903 and adopted an openly socialist ideology in the spirit of the
Erfurt Program.674 The ideological core of Finnish and German
Kautskyite socialism consisted of three main principles: (1) there
is an economic conflict between the proletariat and the propertied classes caused by the capitalist system, which is based on
673 Salmelin 1967, 258.
674 The Forssa Program, accepted in 1903, was copied from both the Erfurt
Program of 1889 and the Vienna Program of 1901. See Borg 1965, 63–68.
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private ownership, (2) the class conflict intensifies as exploitation
increases and the number of the proletariat grows and (3) the
proletariat becomes class-conscious and organizes into a party,
which eventually fulfills the ultimate goal of socialism, i.e. it will
seize the means of production from the private ownership of
“exploiters” to the collective ownership of “the people” thereby
releasing the working people from their exploitation.675 During
this second wave of Finnish socialism, the socialist leaders vigorously disseminated their newfound knowledge to the grassroots
through the labour press that had trebled from one publication
(Työmies in Helsinki, est. 1895) to three (Kansan Lehti in Tampere, est. 1898, and Länsisuomen Työmies in Turku, est. 1899) by
the beginning of the new century.676 In sum, studying the labour
question changed into preaching the gospel of socialism during
these transformative years.
Earlier research often highlights competition and disagreements between the original Työmies and the newcomers, especially Kansan Lehti,677 but from the macroscopic perspective,
the rise and fall of conceptual waves in the Finnish labour papers seems to share surprisingly similar patterns, as the following pages show. One could speculate that the deeper structures
of socialist language follow a temporal logic different from the
conflicting stances taken in the day-to-day level of politics. For
example, the adoption of the proletariat (köyhälistö) as the key
concept of the Finnish labour movement, seems to happen simultaneously.
The first mentions of the proletariat in Työmies in the mid1890s had referred to working people abroad,678 but by the end of
the century, the Finnish labour movement had accepted the concept as part of their political identity: it accurately described the
position of the Finnish working people, united working men and
675 Soikkanen 1961, 83–84; Sassoon 2010, 6.
676 Soikkanen 1961, esp. 64–93, 161–167.
677 See e.g. Nygård 1987, 26; Soikkanen 1961, 103, 166–167, 325–326.
678 See e.g. Työmies, 23.03.1895, 2; Työmies, 21.09.1895, 2; Työmies, 24.08.
1895, 2.
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Figure 4.9: Relative frequency of the proletariat / the poor (“köyhälistö”)
in Työmies and Kansan Lehti, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies and Kansan Lehti.

women and connected them to the international struggle. In addition, the concept had been authorized by the leading German
theoreticians as demonstrated in translated passages from History of Socialism circulated in the labour press.679 The commitment
to the new concept did not go unnoticed in Finland. The Young
Finnish paper Kotkan Sanomat which had been sympathetic to
the labour cause vehemently attacked the conceptual invasion in
1900 and claimed that the Finnish working people would not accept the term in its socialist meaning:
The name ‘proletariat’ was probably invented by those who have
practised agitation…using that name to denote working people
has been done for nothing less than selfish reasons. In our opinion the name ‘proletariat’ is most apt to refer to such a group
which has fallen into destitution because of their own sloppiness,
laziness and indifference and which deserves only pity and con679 Työmies, 07.03.1899, 3; Kansan Lehti, 27.06.1899, 1; Työmies, 13.07.1899,
2; Työmies, 02.08.1899, 2; Kansan Lehti, 21.09.1899, 2; Kansan Lehti,
23.09.1899, 2.
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tempt. In our opinion, rabble and proletariat mean something
similar…680

Not surprisingly, the main organ responded to the criticism
less than a week later, arguing that the class must be called by its
“real name” and even using the mathematical equals sign in the
text to explain the precise meaning of the concept: “The word
‘poor’ = proletariat which so greatly offends the ears of Kotkan
Sanomat does not mean rabble but rather is a common name for
such a class which, in spite of all efforts or because of social evils
is compelled to remain poor for as long as conditions in society
do not improve.”681
The breakthrough of the proletariat is impossible to track
down to a single source since its usage was so extensive in the
socialist newspapers at the turn of the twentieth century, but the
main architect behind another key concept of socialist identity
politics from this period, exploiter (riistäjä), is easier to pinpoint
to Edvard Valpas. These two key concepts at the core of socialism
arose from very different historical backgrounds for köyhälistö,
which can be rendered as the non-political category of the poor
in pre-socialist use and to the political category of the proletariat
680 Kotkan Sanomat, 09.08.1900, 1. The original quote in Finnish: ”’Köyhälistö’
nimitys on varmaan niiden keksintöä, jotka kiihoituspolitiikkaa ovat harjoettaneet, ja varsinkin se, että tuo nimitys on pantu merkitsemään työväkeämme, on tehty suorastaan itsekkäistä syistä. Mielestämme ’köyhälistö’
nimitys sopii parhaiten sellaisen joukkion nimeksi, joka oman huolimattomuutensa, oman velttoutensa ja välinpitämättömyytensä takia on joutunut
kurjuuteen ja ansaitsee sen kautta ainoastaan sääliä ja halveksumista. Roistoväki, köyhälistö merkitsevät mielestämme jotenkin samaa, eikä Suomen
kunniallinen ja suureksi osaksi tietoinen työväestö suinkaan tässä merkityksessä nimitystä hyväksy.”
681 Työmies, 15.08.1900, 2. The original quote in Finnish: “Sana ‘köyhälistö’ =
proletariat, joka niin pahasti loukkaa K. San. korvia, ei kuitenkaan merkitse
mitään roskajoukkoa, vaan se on yhteinen nimitys sellaiselle kansanluokalle, joka kaikista ponnistuksistaan huolimatta tai yhteiskunta-olojen nurjuuden kautta ovat pakoitetut ja – niin kauan kun olot eivät parane – pysymään köyhinä.” A similar response can be found in Itä-Suomen Työmies,
17.08.1900, 1.
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Figure 4.10: Relative frequency of exploiter (“riistäjä”) in Työmies and
Kansan Lehti, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies and Kansan Lehti.

in the socialist understanding, had been common in the Finnish
press before the birth of the labour press, whereas exploiter(s)
had occurred only infrequently and was relatively unknown.682
Pentti Salmelin estimated in his dissertation on the early Finnish
press that it was precisely during the editorship of Valpas that
socialist discourse became more aggressive, mentioning the term
“exploiter” as an indicator of the shift in the tone of the leading
organ. After the moderate nobleman af Ursin (editor in 1896–
1897), the charismatic Matti Kurikka (editor in 1897–1899) had
made Työmies more strident in relation to political opponents
and ideologically more vivid, combining socialist utopianism,
idealism and theosophy among other things.683 Kurikka left his
legacy to the conceptual history of Finnish socialism as the edi682 Based on the keyword search in the digital newspaper archive, köyhälistö
(the poor / the proletariat) had been mentioned on 1,030 Finnish newspaper or journal pages before the first issue of Työmies (14.2.1895), whereas
riistäjä (exploiter) appeared on only 74 pages during the same time period.
683 Salmelin 1967, 105–107, 278–280.
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tor-in-chief, for example, with the concept of potbelly (möhömaha), his earmark phrase from the year 1899 that he tended to
use when ridiculing the wealthy conservative patriots.684 However, the concept of the exploiter(s) that had a longer and more
meaningful future inside the labour movement was launched
by Valpas: he already cultivated the concept in Työmies in the
years 1899–1900685 and, as Figure 4.10 shows, the discourses surrounding the exploiter(s) peaked at the beginning of his editorial
guardianship in the year 1901.
The personal histories of Kurikka and Valpas are closely intertwined with the wider evolution of Finnish socialism as a political language: the former was the brightest star of the leading
organ in 1897–1899, then became the main target of patriotic
disapprobation from the right in 1899, was sacked by his own
comrades for his eccentric socialism and eventually migrated to
America in 1900,686 whereas the latter became the longest-serving editor of the leading organ, guiding it from 1901 to 1918.
Both Kurikka and Valpas had attacked capitalism and capitalists
but from different intellectual positions. Their favourite insults
reflect these positions: potbelly referred to immorality, i.e. eating
too much because of personal greed, whereas exploiter embodied
the economy-based argument against the system.
Based on his close readings of the party conference minutes
and labour press, Soikkanen evaluated that the “rupture year of
1899” turned the emphasis of socialist critique from an ethical
and psychological condemnation towards a more socio-economic analysis of capitalism.687 One sign of this intellectual water684 See texts written under the pseudonym “Jurtikka”, e.g. Työmies, 08.10.1898,
2; Työmies, 30.03.1899, 3; Työmies, 18.05.1899, 3; Työmies, 20.05.1899, 3.
The term was infrequently used before Kurikka, for example, by the radical working man Topra-Heikki in Minna Canth’s Kovan onnen lapsia:
näytelmä kolmessa näytöksessä, see Canth 1888, 72. See also Salmelin 1967,
279–280.
685 See e.g. Työmies, 26.05.1899, 1; Työmies, 31.07.1899, 2; Työmies, 25.08.1899,
2; Työmies, 31.01.1900, 2; Työmies, 17.02.1900, 2.
686 Seppälä et al. 2015, 22–23.
687 Soikkanen 1961, 83.
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Figure 4.11: Relative frequency of capitalism (“kapitalismi”) and capitalist (“kapitalistinen”) in Työmies and Kansan Lehti, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies and Kansan Lehti.

shed can perhaps be found in the socialist phrase “oppression
of capitalism” coined during the years 1899–1900.688 Originally
the concept of oppression had referred to linguistic and national
oppression of the Finnish language and the Finnish people in
the Fennoman discourse of the 1860s,689 but at the turn of the
twentieth century the traditional concept was conflated with socialist theory to denote economic oppression.690 Both oppression
and capitalism peaked during the second wave of Finnish socialism.691
It seems that in both of the labour newspapers analysed, the
first golden age of capitalism begins from the year 1899. Yrjö
Mäkelin, editor of Kansan Lehti (1900–1906), later recalled this
688 Työmies, 18.04.1899, 4; Työmies, 29.08.1900, 3; Työmies, 25.04.1900, 2; Työmies, 06.07.1900, 2.
689 See e.g. Suometar, 21.11.1862, 1; Suometar, 04.08.1863, 1; Suometar,
19.01.1865, 1.
690 See e.g. Työmies, 12.03.1900, 3; Työmies, 31.03.1900, 2; Työmies, 28.04.1900,
2; Kansan Lehti, 12.06.1900, 3; Kansan Lehti, 26.07.1900, 2.
691 ”Oppression” (sorto) peaks in 1900 both in Työmies and Kansan Lehti.
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period as “the years of degradation” and “a hellish task” because
his local censor Ernst A. Sjöström actively interfered in the editing process, even guiding individual word choices. According to Mäkelin, the censor had advised him not to use the term
“capitalism” as the concept that the term intended to denote did
not apply to Finnish conditions. Mäkelin even speculated in his
recollections that political terms such as “class struggle” (luokkataistelu), “revolution” (kumous) and “socialism” (sosialismi)
might have been banned altogether in Kansan Lehti, but all of
these words appeared in the paper during the year 1904, indicating that the historical reality was perhaps not as oppressive as
Mäkelin’s memory of the period.692
The second wave of the labour press and its key concepts, i.e.
the proletariat forming the collective hero, the exploiter showing the face of the true enemy and capitalism revealing how the
system worked, prepared the ideological fortification of Finnish
socialism that was not completed until the aftermath of the General Strike of 1905. However, during this period at the turn of the
twentieth century, socialists also had to define their relation to
what Marx once famously called “the tradition of all past generations weighing like an alp upon the brains of the living”.693
Instead of simply exploiting useful concepts from pre-existing
political languages as was done during the very first years of
Työmies, socialism as a broad ideology had now to be reconciled
with the hegemonic master ideologies guiding proletarian thinking in the Grand Duchy. Thus, it was only the adoption of socialism that forced socialists to specify their position in the grand
system of political languages. To begin with, fatherland, the concept at the core of Finnish nationalisms, had to be brought into
the service of socialism.

692 Kansan Lehti 1899-1949, 1949, 24. ”Class struggle” (luokkataistelu) appears
more than ten times in Kansan Lehti each year from 1901 to 1904, “revolution” (kumous) at a minimum three times a year and socialism (sosialismi)
at least fifty times a year in the same time period.
693 Marx 1907, 5.
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Figure 4.12: Relative frequency of fatherland (“isänmaa”) in Työmies and
Kansan Lehti, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies and Kansan Lehti.

The peak in Figure 4.12 can be explained by the heated debate
that followed the declaration of the February Manifesto by Tsar
Nicholas II in 1899. In most Finnish eyes, the manifesto looked
like an attack on the Grand Duchy, limiting her internal autonomy. However, the bourgeois leaders, both in the conservative
Old Finnish and liberal Young Finnish camps, were shocked
when Kurikka advised working people in Työmies not to sign the
Great Address, a nationwide petition to the Tsar to withdraw the
manifesto. From the bourgeois-nationalist perspective, Kurikka
and other socialists lacked patriotism, whereas many socialists
felt that the labour movement had been ignored in the national
organization of opposition.694
This individual event had far-reaching consequences for the
conceptual history of fatherland for socialists began actively to
work on a concept of their own.695 Here, A. B. Mäkelä, the short694 Kujala 1995, 128–138.
695 Jussila 1979, 26. Kujala dates the socialist conceptualization of fatherland
before the February Manifesto, i.e. to the years 1897–1898. Kujala 1995,
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term editor-in-chief of Työmies after Kurikka was dismissed in
1899, made the most influential contributions with his three long
articles “What is Fatherland”, “What is Patriotism” and “Patriotism and Socialism” that were circulated in all existing Finnish
labour newspapers.696 Mäkelä’s formulation of the concept was
not unanimously accepted inside the labour movement, but his
writing nevertheless opened up a new way to think about the
fatherland.697 While Fennoman nationalism in the nineteenth
century had demanded unconditional love of the fatherland,
Mäkelä added some requirements in the name of the working
people: fatherland should be defended only if “in our opinion our
conditions are worth it”.698 He specified these conditions in the
second article: “Thus, patriotism nowadays means in our country: advocating and realizing the economic, spiritual, social and
political demands of the working people who are without rights,
lack of patriotism means opposing and rejecting them.”699 In his
third article, he finalized this conceptual recreation by claiming that patriotism and socialism were in perfect harmony with
each other, or even “the same thing”, for they both meant love for
one’s neighbour: international social democracy simply extended the reach of love beyond the narrow limits of provincialism.700
In this way, A. B. Mäkelä brought the traditional concept of fatherland to the negotiating table of Finnish politics, laid it open
to discussion, thus removing its unquestioned status. Contrary
129.
696 Kansan Lehti, 25.10.1900, 1; Kansan Lehti, 27.10.1900, 1; Kansan Lehti,
30.10.1900, 1; Länsisuomen Työmies, 23.10.1900, 1; Länsisuomen Työmies,
25.10.1900, 1; Länsisuomen Työmies, 30.10.1900, 1.
697 Salmelin 1967, 300–303.
698 Työmies, 18.10.1900, 1.
699 Työmies, 19.10.1900, 2. The original quote in Finnish: ”Isänmaallisuus
meillä on siis tätä nykyä: oikeutta vailla olevan sorretun työväen taloudellisten, henkisten, yhteiskunnallisten ja valtiollisten vaatimuksien ajaminen
ja toteuttaminen, epäisänmaallisuutta, niitten vastustaminen ja hylkiminen.”
700 Työmies, 20.10.1900, 2.
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to Fennoman nationalism, the socialist fatherland was no longer
a natural-born organism and a self-evident connection among
the Finns,701 but a conditional agreement between two political
groups, i.e. the working people and the rest. From this perspective, upper-class patriotism meant merely parochial self-interest.
Jouko Heikkilä, who studied the topic in detail in his dissertation, argues that the divergence of socialist and bourgeois concepts of fatherland was not specific to Finnish politics, but characterized European labour movements in general because of the
analogous situations of the European socialist parties at the turn
of the century.702
Besides nationalism, socialism collided with another popular
ideology instilled in the working people during the long nineteenth century: Lutheran Christianity. According to the standard critique, socialism sought to destroy religion. This idea existed not only in the political writing of the educated opponents,
but had also successfully spread among the ordinary working
people at the turn of the century.703 Figure 4.13 (page 226) shows
that especially Kansan Lehti in Tampere expended a considerable amount of ink on the topic of religion, especially if compared
to the leading organ, Työmies. The increased mentions during
the years 1903–1904 are related to the party’s new socialist programme, published for debate first in Kansan Lehti and then in
Työmies in early 1903 and later approved by the party assembly in
the autumn of the same year. The fifth section of the programme
demanded – following its ideological model, The Erfurt Program
– that religion was a private matter, that church must be separated from state and that religious education in schools should
be abolished.704 The leading conservative newspaper seized the
701 Kujala 1995, 128–129.
702 Heikkilä 1993, 28. Kujala has a similar position. See Kujala 1995, 129.
703 See e.g. Työmies, 28.7.1902, 1; Länsisuomen Työmies, 29.12.1903, 3; Länsisuomen Työmies, 13.9.1904, 2.
704 The proposition for the party programme was published in Kansan Lehti,
22.01.1903, 2; Työmies, 27.01.1903, 1. On the party assembly of 1903, see
Soikkanen 1961, 87–91.
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Figure 4.13: Relative frequency of religion (“uskonto”) and God / god
(“jumala”) in Työmies and Kansan Lehti, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies and Kansan Lehti.

new opportunity to use the old trick of portraying socialism as
raw atheism or even hatred of religion705 – and socialist efforts to
respond both to this external attack and also to criticism from
their own ranks contributed to the peak of 1903–1904 in Kansan
Lehti.
Socialists tried to solve the problem of religion at the conceptual level by claiming that socialism meant, in fact, the purification and reform of Christianity.706 On the other hand, the pseudonym “Monisti” (E. F. Rautell) in Kansan Lehti went even further by introducing international freethinkers who questioned
not only state religion but also the existence of a biblical God.707
This dualism, i.e. simultaneously summoning the proletarian
version of the Christian God in Finnish politics and pushing all
gods written with lower case letters aside from both the private
705 See e.g. Uusi Suometar, 23.09.1903, 2.
706 Kansan Lehti, 21.02.1903, 3; Kansan Lehti, 05.03.1903, 2; Kansan Lehti,
31.10.1903, 2.
707 Kansan Lehti, 26.02.1903, 2; Kansan Lehti, 24.01.1903, 2; Kansan Lehti,
08.12.1903, 2; Kansan Lehti, 28.11.1903, 2; Kansan Lehti, 10.12.1903, 3. See
Kortekangas 1965, 278.
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and public spheres, is a good example of the flexibility of Finnish socialism during the second wave: both believers and atheists
could find suitable quotes from the labour press to support their
own answers to religious dilemmas. It also shows that the relation between theoretical stances defined in the official party programme and concrete political rhetoric practised in the labour
press was not as simple as one-to-one.
Meanwhile, in the socialist newspaper of the capital, the discussion on religion and God was not as extensive or intense as in
the industrial city of Tampere, perhaps because the readership
of Kansan Lehti was generally more conservative in religious
matters, needing a greater amount of ideological persuasion.708
In addition, it has been estimated in earlier research that the
editor-in-chief Yrjö Mäkelin sympathized with religion until
around the year 1902.709 Nevertheless, in Helsinki, too, similar
arguments on the relation between socialism and religion were
being circulated: the state religion and the clergy were leading
people astray, whereas socialism stood for original Christianity.710
These quantitative findings mainly corroborate earlier research. According to Soikkanen, the question of religion lost its
topicality in the labour press after the new Marxist programme
was adopted in late 1903 and the use of Christian concepts in general diminished towards the General Strike of 1905, although the
confluence of Christianity and socialism still existed, especially
in letters from agrarian readers. In public appearances, socialists tried to avoid the religious stances taken in the Forssa Program, but when the opponents attacked socialism with religious
arguments, the labour press was forced to the defence, especially
during the first parliamentary elections of 1907.711 On the other
hand, Mikko Kemppainen has argued that religion continued to
708 On the religious background of industrial workers in Tampere, see
Kortekangas 1965, 317–318.
709 Salkola 1967, 131.
710 Työmies, 05.06.1899, 3; Työmies, 11.07.1899, 1; Työmies, 06.07.1900, 1–2.
711 Soikkanen 1961, 144–146.
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influence Finnish socialism after the General Strike of 1905 more
strongly than has been suggested in earlier research, especially
among the educated women writers of the labour movement.712
Perhaps these two arguments are separated mainly by a difference in degree: while it seems that the topic of religion did indeed
become less important in the long-term evolution of Finnish socialism, it never completely disappeared from the labour press.
This era of gigantic concepts – fatherland, religion, God – was
simultaneously the time when the concept of human was under
serious investigation. Moreover, the closely related concepts of
humankind (ihmiskunta) and humanity (ihmisyys) create similar
shapes as human in Figure 4.14, both peaking in the same years
of 1899–1903,713 but what qualitative messages can be heard in
these large conceptual waves of humanity? The concept of human in the two leading socialist newspapers seems to be based
on the distinction between animal and God. According to socialist reasoning, in the beginning, God had planted reason in
each human being and made all people free, and in His own image, each soul was equal before the creator, but by the turn of the
century, the harmony in nature had been destroyed: now there
were “better people” (parempia ihmisiä) and people who were
treated like animals.714 This conceptualization of human did not
stem from a Marxist analysis of economics but rather from an
appeal to a full and equal humanity as a natural right. In other
words, the working people demanded something that belonged
to them as a birthright but had been snatched away in the course
of history.
712 Kemppainen 2020, 369–374.
713 “Humankind” (ihmiskunta) is used most frequently in Työmies in 1898–
1902 and in Kansan Lehti in 1899–1902. “Humanity” (ihmisyys) has most
mentions in Työmies in 1897–1903 and in Kansan Lehti in 1899–1905.
714 This generalization is primarily based on the following articles: Työmies,
24.07.1899, 2; Työmies, 04.08.1899, 1; Työmies, 09.12.1899, 2; Kansan Lehti, 08.03.1900, 2; Työmies, 04.05.1900, 3; Kansan Lehti, 19.02.1901, 1; Työmies, 30.01.1901, 4; Kansan Lehti, 24.01.1901, 3; Kansan Lehti, 12.01.1901,
2; Kansan Lehti, 10.01.1901, 2; Kansan Lehti, 08.01.1901, 3; Kansan Lehti,
05.01.1901, 4; Työmies, 18.09.1902, 2.
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Figure 4.14: Relative frequency of human (“ihminen”) in Työmies and
Kansan Lehti, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies and Kansan Lehti.

In his classical explanation, Soikkanen emphasized the role
of relative categories of thinking in the arrival of Finnish socialism: following from the adoption of international Marxism
in the early twentieth century, the ideological vanguard of the
labour movement questioned the prevailing laws, morals and
societal order by shedding light on their historical trajectories
from a “scientific” perspective, often using various international authorities to back up their claims.715 Yet it seems that in the
case of fallen humanity, socialist journalists relied rather on
eternal values instead of modern, scientific socialism. According
to Soikkanen, there was variation inside the labour movement
in its relation to absolute and relative categories of thinking:
while the older labour activists and the majority of the agrarian
base preferred arguments based on immutable Christian ethics
(“socialism as true Christianity”) and God-given natural rights
(“socialism as universal justice”), the younger intellectuals who
joined the movement around the General Strike of 1905 based
715 Soikkanen 1961, 72–79, 93–97, 295–299.
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their worldview on a structural analysis of contemporary society
(“socialism as an historical class struggle”). The former version of
socialism had to stand aside in the long-term evolution of socialism as the latter view gained ground at the top of the movement,
especially after 1905.716 If one had to personalize these two different strands of Finnish socialism, ethical and materialist, Christ
and Karl Marx might perhaps be the best candidates.
Christ is very much present during the second wave of socialism but is surpassed for the first time by Marx in 1908. However,
they are evenly matched in their fame during the following years.
Valpas, himself a supporter of materialist socialism, evaluated
during the Forssa meeting of 1903 that Finnish socialism was
still volatile from the ideological perspective: about two thirds
of the ideas presented in the Finnish labour papers were not social-democratic ideas, and he could cite Christian socialism, national socialism, utopian socialism, idealistic socialism and individualistic socialism as examples of ideological diversity living
inside the labour movement.717
The breakthrough of Karl Marx and, more broadly, the ideological condensation of Finnish socialism did not take place during the second wave, but only after the General Strike of 1905.
This periodization is partly connected to the last feature worth
highlighting in the years 1899–1904: the effect of censorship
on the political language used in the Finnish labour press. The
Governor-General of the Grand Duchy was the most influential
censor: he controlled the limits of public debate in Finnish newspapers with admonitions and temporary and permanent suspensions. Of course, the highest representative of the Tsar did not
have time to read all the newspapers – for example, in 1900, there
were altogether 55 Finnish and 28 Swedish newspapers published
in the Grand Duchy. Thus, the main responsibility for censorship
was distributed to the Finnish Chief Administration of Press Affairs (painoylihallitus), appointed by the Governor-General him716 Soikkanen 1961, 82–85, 94–97, 143–158, 234, 252–253.
717 Toisen Suomen Työväen Puoluekokouksen (5:n työväenyhdistysten edustajainkokouksen) Pöytäkirja 1903, Section ”21. Ohjelmakysymys”.
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Figure 4.15: Relative frequency of Marx (“marx”) and Jesus / Christ (“jesus, jeesus, kristus”) in Työmies and Kansan Lehti, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies and Kansan Lehti.

self. This administration consisting of Finnish officials, in turn,
chose the local censors who performed the practical day-to-day
work.718
The labour press had been censored from the very beginning:
Työmies earned its first warning in 1895 for criticizing social
and political inequality in Finland.719 However, it was Nikolai
Bobrikov as the General-Governor from 1898 until his assassination in 1904 who exploited to the full the possibilities of the
Finnish press laws giving him “almost dictatorial powers”, as expressed in earlier research.720 Bobrikov extended the existing imperial censorship machinery by establishing his own Censorship
Committee alongside the Finnish Chief Administration of Press
Affairs.721 Bobrikov closed down 22 newspapers in the years
1899–1901, concentrating on the Swedish-language press and
718 Leino-Kaukiainen 1984, 48–64, 98–219, 253.
719 Leino-Kaukiainen 1984, 182.
720 Leino-Kaukiainen 1984, 54.
721 Leino-Kaukiainen 1984, 54–55, 91–97.
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Table 4.1: Censorship delays in Työmies and Kansan Lehti, 1895–1905.

Source: Leino-Kaukiainen, 1984, 184.

on those Finnish-language bourgeois newspapers that had expressed public resistance to Russification measures.722 No labour
newspapers were shut down, although both Työmies and Kansan
Lehti suffered from multiple censorship delays (painoeste), i.e.
prevention of the publication of a specific issue because of an individual contribution (see Table 4.1).
In the existing research, the censorship of the labour press in
the period 1895–1904 has been characterized as dichotomous.
On the one hand, radical articles on the flaws in the Finnish
social, economic and political system were censored – Finnish
censors in particular focused on finding and suppressing items
related to domestic matters. On the other hand, at the beginning
of his tenure, Bobrikov used his personal power to silence criticism of the Russian empire.723 In the grand scheme of imperial
politics, the Finnish labour press, especially when pondering its
722 Leino-Kaukiainen 1984, 158, 193.
723 Leino-Kaukiainen 1984, 190–191.
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relation to God, religion and Christ or criticizing the bourgeois
formulation of the fatherland, did not pose a serious challenge.
In fact, from a comparative perspective, the Russian authorities
had given the Finnish labour movement a special degree of political leeway: the Grand Duchy had the only legally operating
labour party in the whole Russian Empire.724 The real trouble for
Työmies, however, began in 1903, when both the Finnish censors and Bobrikov simultaneously targeted the leading organ of
the labour movement. According to Antti Kujala, the censorship
of labour newspapers became considerably stricter when the
Finnish Social Democratic Party officially adopted Marxism in
1903. Bans and warnings succeeded in silencing the most radical socialist discourse; during the next year political commentary disappeared, in Kujala’s words, “almost completely” from
Työmies.725
Looking at the earlier graphs in this chapter, the observation
seems correct in the case of the leading organ: the low point of
several key concepts of Finnish socialism such as slave, freedom, misery, capitalism, exploiter and the poor / proletariat (see
Figures 4.6, 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11) seems to cluster around the year
1904 in Työmies. However, in the second largest socialist newspaper, the effect of censorship does not seem as dramatic: the
dangerous concepts of political argumentation do not disappear
from Kansan Lehti as completely as from Työmies. This might
be best explained not only by the less stringent censorship of
Kansan Lehti but also by the characters of the editors-in-chief:
while Valpas (Työmies) was farther left on the ideological spectrum of international socialism, he was a cautious tactician in his
public rhetoric, whereas Mäkelin (Kansan Lehti) was the more
fearless wordsmith of the two, although labelled as “reformist”
by his opponents such as Valpas, an allegation that referred to

724 Kujala 1989, 28.
725 Kujala 1995, 42–53.
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Figure 4.16: Relative frequency of reaction / regression (“taantumus”) in
Työmies and Kansan Lehti, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies and Kansan Lehti.

co-operation with Finnish bourgeois politicians on the question
of Finnish autonomy.726
As Figure 4.16 demonstrates, when the political reaction was
at its fiercest in real life, i.e. in the heyday of the first Russification
era and during the wartime censorship of 1914–1917, the use of
concepts that pointed to reaction was at its lowest in the leading labour newspaper. Yet the figure also shows that 1904 was
“the darkest hour just before the dawn” for a tidal wave from the
East was approaching the Grand Duchy of Finland – this was
the metaphor the contemporary socialists afterwards used to describe the experience of the General Strike.727

726 Kujala 1995, 53–54, 276, 304, 332, 342; Soikkanen 1975, 61. Valpas attacked
Mäkelin especially in his pamphlet What Policy? Workers’ Movement Tactics, see Valpas 1904.
727 See e.g. Työmies, 11.01.1906, 2; Eteenpäin, 14.12.1905, 2; Työmies,
14.11.1905, 3; Kansan Lehti, 09.11.1905, 3; Työmies, 13.11.1905, 2; Kansan
Lehti, 04.01.1906, 2.
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4.3 Conceptual Heritage of the General Strike, 1905–1913
Previous research has raised the mass experience of the General
Strike in November 1905 to one of the key factors contributing to
the rapid breakthrough of Finnish socialism – and rightly so.728
Quite often older historical accounts, especially if written from
the labour perspective, focus on marvelling at the great forces
summoned by the strike, the rise of the people, like the colourful narrative crafted by the social-democratic historian Väinö
Voionmaa:
Throughout the vast Russian Empire, it [the Great Strike] was
primarily an act of the working class. It was a roaring speech on
the state affairs by the millions not entitled to vote, a long-awaited eruption from the volcano of the minds, a day of reckoning
with the old bureaucratic, oppressive, illegal system.729

Recent research has improved our understanding of the imagined main actor of the General Strike, “the people”, by shedding light on many different faces buried under the singular
concept.730 In the following, the effects of the massive and rare
historical event will be studied from the conceptual perspective:
how did the strike change the political language of Finnish socialism as a whole?
It is true that this week of imagined proletarian rule meant
something unprecedented in Finnish history: earlier there had
been many smaller-scale strikes to improve working conditions,
but this time hundreds of thousands of citizens were striking together in the name of political freedom. Most importantly for
the long-term evolution of Finnish socialism, the new weapon
of general strike made a difference: Tsar Nicholas II was forced
to promise the Grand Duchy of Finland a radical parliamentary
728 Haapala et al. (Eds.) 2008; Tikka 2009; Anttila et al. (Eds.) 2009.
729 Voionmaa 1932, 397.
730 For an analysis of latest research on the General Strike from this perspective, see Liikanen 2010.
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reform, and in 1906 one of the most conservative estate-based
political systems in Europe was replaced by a unicameral assembly based on universal suffrage. Socialists polled over 37 per cent
in the first election of 1907, becoming the largest socialist party
in Europe with parliamentary representation.731
The General Strike also momentarily ended preventive censorship and gave Finnish political actors a new freedom of public debate, until the Russification measures were re-imposed in
1908.732 As a result of the increased space for rhetorical moves,
some concepts began to thrive in the labour press. The concept
of social democracy might be the most illustrative example of a
successful adaptation to the entirely new political environment.
In early 1904, the Russian authorities had banned the use of the
phrase “The Finnish Social Democratic Party” in the press,733
but after the General Strike of 1905, social democracy became
the key concept of the labour press, even surpassing socialism
in popularity in 1907.734 As will be seen, this subtle shift from
socialism to social democracy during the first parliamentary
elections of 1907 indicates a more general shift from socialism as
a noble ideological contemplation to social democracy as a practical movement in the dirty world of day-to-day politics.
Figure 4.17 presents information mined from four different
Finnish labour newspapers, but here it is worth noting that during 1906 alone, ten new papers were founded, increasing the total
number to sixteen by the end of the year.735 From a social-historical perspective, this quantitative leap in the total production of
731 Tikka 2017; Alapuro 1988, 115–117; Eley 2002, 66, table 4.2; Sassoon 2010,
10, table 1.1.
732 Based on libel case statistics, the years 1906–1907 were the most unfettered period for the newspapers before the collapse of the Russian empire
in 1917. Nygård 1987, 93.
733 Kujala 1995, 48–49.
734 “Sosialidemokratia” or “sosiaalidemokratia” was used more frequently than
socialism in Työmies in 1907, 1910, 1911, 1913 and 1917 and in Kansan
Lehti in 1907, 1916 and 1917.
735 Nygård 1987, 31.
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Figure 4.17: Relative frequency of social democracy (“sosialidemokratia”, “sosiaalidemokratia”) in four socialist newspapers, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti, Savon
Työmies and Vapaa Sana.

words seems even more important for the political language of
Finnish socialism than the conceptual reconfigurations innovated in the aftermath of the General Strike. The tentative answers
to the biggest ideological questions – for example, the relation of
Finnish socialism to fatherland, to religion and to international
Marxism – had already been formulated at the top of the labour
movement during the second wave of 1899–1904, and now this
system of political thinking had to be disseminated to the grassroots so that the first-time voters would know which party truly
represented their interests. In a way, the Finnish socialist party
as a national mass party with a clear political programme was
better equipped to take advantage of the new situation than their
main bourgeois opponents, the Finnish Party and the Young
Finnish Party, which created their organizational machinery as
late as in 1906–1907. Moreover, it was not the socialist party that
had to update its political thinking after the tidal wave of the
General Strike, quite the reverse: bourgeois political actors ap237

proached socialist rhetoric and the socialist programme in the
interval between the parliamentary reform of 1906 and the first
election of 1907.736
Since the Forssa party conference of 1903, the official longterm strategy of Finnish socialism had been to improve the material and spiritual condition of the working people through
class struggle,737 but the short-term tactical perspectives had to
be re-thought in the new era of parliamentary elections. In general, the theory of Kautskyite socialism gave rather straightforward instructions on how to arrange the pawns on the political
battlefield: the proletariat against the bourgeoisie.738 Especially
in the case of industrial and agricultural workers, craftsmen,
domestic servants and the unemployed, Finnish socialists could
offer these potential voters clearly defined benefits such as an
eight-hour working day, health insurance, old-age pension and
unemployment insurance.739
However, crofters as a special social group between the proletariat and the propertied classes posed a more difficult problem: on the one hand, they shared the insecure position of other
agrarian workers, i.e. the owner of the land could end a tenancy
and evict them, but on the other hand, as producers, the crofters
resembled independent small farmers, cultivating a piece of land
to make a living for their families.740 The Kautskyite theory favoured collective farming in large units, but the age-old Finnish
crofter system was based on private ownership, and many signs
from the grassroots suggested that the crofters of the early twentieth century did not dream about collective farms but rather
about buying the land they rented. When the SDP realized the
ideological chasm between theory and practice, it organized the
736 Mylly 1980, 284, 288–289; Vares 1993, 98–103; Vares 2000, 134–135; Jussila
1979, 94–95.
737 Kansan Lehti, 27.08.1903, 2.
738 See e.g. the chapter on the class struggle in the Finnish translation of The
Erfurt Programme. Kautsky 1907, esp. 222–232.
739 Kansan Lehti, 27.08.1903, 2.
740 Rasila 1961, 58–68, 370–371; Rasila 1970, 225, 335.
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first nationwide meeting of crofters in Tampere 1906 in order to
convince the country people that tenancy under the State was
the optimal solution in Finnish conditions. According to the
socialist reasoning, if agricultural land were owned by the State
instead of being in private hands, the terms of tenancy would
be easier and more secure. Here, socialists made an ideological
compromise: instead of the complete abolition of private ownership, they demanded that all arable farm land not under cultivation be appropriated by the State and rented to the landless.741
Socialist opinion leaders succeeded in selling the idea of tenant farming under the State, and this stance was accepted at the
crofter meeting of 1906. The top-down agitation for the idea partly explains the first peak of the occurrence of the word “crofters”
in Figure 4.18 (next page). However, in 1911 the socialists once
again changed their stance from tenant farming to the complete
liberation of the crofters for they had re-evaluated the agrarian
question: increasing the number of tenant farmers through state
intervention might strengthen the resilience of capitalism.742
Thus, the outdated crofter system should be removed entirely.
The new stance was adopted at the fourth crofter meeting of 1911
and advertised in the labour press: crofters should finally get the
right to purchase the lands they deserved from the historical
perspective for they had originally pioneered those lands.743 The
socialists used the argument especially in the election campaign
of 1913, which partly explains the last peak in Figure 4.18 and
the increased support for the SDP in the polls.744 In their own
estimation, the shift from state collectivism to private ownership
741 Soikkanen 1961, 284–288; Rasila 1961, 243–244, 304–319, 370.
742 Soikkanen 1975, 160–161; Rasila 1970, 102–105.
743 Rasila 1970, 120–121. See Työmies, 17.05.1911, 2; Kansan Lehti, 02.06.1911,
2. In 1911, socialists could also refer to a dissertation on the history of Finnish crofter question, written by Edward Gylling in 1909. See Jussila 2015,
137–151.
744 Rasila 1970, 109, 168. See e.g. Työmies, 19.04.1913, 3; Työmies, 25.07.1913,
2; Työmies, 29.05.1913, 2; Työmies, 19.03.1913, 2; Työmies, 26.08.1913, 1;
Kansan Lehti, 22.03.1913, 1.
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Figure 4.18: Relative frequency of crofter / tenant farmer (“torppari”) in
four socialist newspapers, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti, Savon Työmies and Vapaa Sana.

in the crofter question was only a transitory phase on the road
to socialism: fulfilling the wishes of the crofters was perhaps
against the principles of Marxism, but it did not threaten the ideological core of Finnish socialism in the long term, for capitalism sooner or later would eradicate all forms of smallholding.745
As can be seen in Figure 4.18, the crofter problem had lost its
radical momentum by the year 1917, and despite many serious
efforts from socialists and non-socialist politicians, it remained
unsolved until the Civil War of 1918, when the socialist people’s
council declared all crofters independent.746 The crofter question
was solved in the Finnish parliament only after the Civil War,
and crofters could buy their rented farm and become independent from May 1919.747
745 Jussila 2015, 177–178; Rasila 1970, 108–109.
746 Rasila 1970, 321–327.
747 Haapala 1995, 246.
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The crofter question was both irritating and appealing to the
Finnish socialists: it could taint the purity of theory, but the condition of the crofters also gave socialists a powerful weapon in
the first election campaigns. The labour press covered the mass
evictions of crofters with great interest. The evictions were concrete proof of the evil nature of the “capitalist system” that the
socialists had been talking about since the late 1890s in their
newspapers.748 Not only politicising socialists, but also people in
general deemed evictions to be unjust acts: the evicted crofters
lost not only their source of livelihood but also their homes. The
most notorious series of mass evictions took place at the Laukko manor in 1907, the year with most mentions of evictions in
Figure 4.19 (next page). The details of this case did not need any
socialist exaggeration to appear extreme to the public: a Swedish-speaking landlord demanding absolute obedience from his
Finnish-speaking crofters, twenty families with children cast out
into the snow during the first compulsory evictions in January
1907 and mounted policemen violently breaking windows and
ovens to render people’s homes uninhabitable.749 In this situation, the leading socialist organ advocated political mobilisation,
i.e. going to the polls, instead of having a personal vendetta:
The greatest and most terrible of evictions was this last eviction
in Laukko. Who was to blame? The crofters? No. The baron? No.
The authorities? No. No individual should be blamed for the
eviction. It was the result of the societal system and, according to
class laws, it was carried out with the utmost honesty.750

748 The phrase “capitalist system” can be found e.g. in Työmies, 22.03.1899,
4; Työmies, 26.04.1899, 4; Kansan Lehti, 21.09.1899, 1; Kansan Lehti,
21.12.1899, 1.
749 Rasila 1961, 378–383; Kaarninen 1998, 140–154.
750 Työmies, 24.01.1907, 4. The original quote in Finnish: ”Häädöistä suurin ja
kauhein oli tämä viimeinen Laukon häätö. Kuka oli siihen syypää. Torpparitko? Ei. Parooniko? Ei. Viranomaisetko? Ei. Häädöstä ei saa syyttää ketään yksityistä henkilöä. Se oli yhteiskunta järjestelmän tulos ja toteutettiin
luokkalakien mukaan aivan rehellisesti.”
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Figure 4.19: Relative frequency of eviction (“häätö”) and evict (“häätää”)
in four socialist newspapers, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti, Savon
Työmies and Vapaa Sana.

Typically for the socialist argumentation of the time, a sharp
distinction was drawn between the formal “class laws” and what
was morally right. The law supported the landlord’s position: the
local crofters had violated their contract during 1906 by striking
for better working conditions, thus, evictions were legal on paper.751 The labour writer ended with a prophecy: these evictions
would bring the SDP tens of thousands of votes. Based on Viljo Rasila’s detailed study on the crofter question, this prophecy
seems like a fair guess in retrospect: generally, social democrats
achieved their best turnouts in the first elections of 1907 from
the areas with densest crofter populations.752 In Tottijärvi, where
the crofters under the Laukko manor had mostly lived, the Social
Democratic Party polled 77 per cent of the votes.753
751 Soikkanen 1961, 379.
752 Rasila 1961, 385.
753 Kaarninen 1998, 152–153.
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Firmly guiding the crofters from their ambiguous position
trapped between two worlds onto socialist ground was just one
of the many conceptual moves made by the labour journalists
in order to close the ranks in the new era of election struggles.
In the aftermath of the revolutionary wave of 1905, the concepts
of traitor (petturi) and scab or strikebreaker (rikkuri) were also
exploited to punish those workers who had strayed away from
the red flock. For example, the blacklist of traitors and scabs in
the Laukko case was published in the labour press.754 Using a
policy of name and shame towards proletarian wrongdoers was a
standard tactic for the socialist opinion leaders, but they also offered an opportunity to repent of one’s sins: if a wrongdoer humbled oneself to a public apology and settled with the union, that
sinner could be accepted back into the fold.755
What can be clearly seen in Figure 4.20 (next page) is the phenomenal growth of these aggressive concepts after the General
Strike of 1905. The concept of traitor had already gained popularity in the political language of Finnish socialism during the
strike summer of 1896: for example, shoemakers and painters
used the term to describe workers who had betrayed the trust
of their comrades.756 While scab was adopted in the Finnish
labour press from international socialist debates, traitor had a
longer pre-socialist history in the written word, beginning from
the Bible itself, and the most archetypical traitor in the proletarian mindset was probably Judas Iscariot.757 According to Matti
Kurikka, anyone working against strikes broke “the holy laws of

754 Kansan Lehti, 08.09.1906, 3.
755 Teräs 2001, 329–333. As an example of a public apology in the Laukko case,
see Kansan Lehti, 12.09.1907, 4.
756 Työmies, 18.04.1896, 3; Työmies, 23.05.1896, 2.
757 The term “traitor” (petturi) can be found in the Book of Zephaniah, see
Biblia 1776. For the term “Judas” (Juudas) in the context of strikes, see
e.g. Työmies, 07.12.1905, 3; Kansan Lehti, 24.05.1906, 2; Kansan Lehti,
24.04.1907, 3; Työmies, 04.05.1907, 5; Vapaa Sana, 06.05.1907, 2.
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Figure 4.20: Relative frequency of traitor (“petturi”) and scab / strikebreaker (“rikkuri”) in four socialist newspapers, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti, Savon Työmies and Vapaa Sana.

the working people”, written not on paper but “in the conscience
of the enlightened working man”.758
Interestingly from the conceptual perspective, Kari Teräs has
shown that the relation between traitor and scab was explicated
inside the labour movement at the beginning of the twentieth
century: a traitor was defined as a worker who continued to work
when others were striking or a striker who gave up and returned
to work, whereas a scab was a strikebreaker from outside the
working community. Being a traitor was considered morally far
more reprehensible than being a scab, thus, the former had to pay
more fines to rejoin the union.759 The leading organ published in
1907 a long analysis under the headline “How Should Traitors,
Strikebreakers, and Henchmen Be Treated?” drawing a precise
distinction between the first two categories of wrongdoers:
758 Työmies, 17.09.1898, 1.
759 Teräs 2001, 315. Similar conceptual demarcations between traitors and
scabs can be found in other European countries too, for example, in the
case of the UK miners’ strike of 1984–1985, see Amos 2011.
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Strikebreakers cause largely similar damage to their class [as
traitors]. Their crime is only less severe in that they do not eat
their own words, they do not betray their fighting comrades, but
they do betray their class comrades.760

This two-part text is an excellent example of socialist quote
mining in order to support their own argument, for the text
drew its inspiration from the bourgeois activist tradition, namely
Suomen kansalaiskatkismus (Finland’s Citizen Catechism), published in Stockholm five years earlier.761 The original book had
given detailed instructions on how to deal with Finnish “traitors”, i.e. those Old Finnish politicians who collaborated with the
Russian authorities in the Bobrikov era, but now the quotes were
transformed from the nationalist context to the service of class
politics, or as the writer himself stated: “There can be other kinds
of traitors and betrayers than just national ones.”762
In addition to the semantic differentiation between traitor and
scab, their quantitative paths also seem to diverge over time: the
former is more markedly present in the late 1890s and declines
after the high point in 1906–1907, whereas the latter experiences several post-1905 peaks. It is true that their high point in the
leading organ Työmies occurs simultaneously in 1907, but scrutiny of what lies behind the raw numbers shows that one and the
same message was printed about two hundred times from April
1907 to May 1908: “The worker who works as a scab or as a traitor hurts the interests of his own and his fellow comrades, and
loses the trust of his comrades.”763 This red meme that also warns
760 Työmies, 22.11.1907, 4; Työmies, 23.11.1907, 4. The original quote in Finnish: ”Lakonrikkurit aiheuttavat luokalleen jotensakin samoja vahinkoja.
Heidän rikoksensa on ainoastaan lievempi siinä suhteessa, että he eivät syö
sanaansa, eivät petä taistelutoverejaan, vaan kyllä luokkatoverejaan.”
761 Fraser et al. 1902.
762 Työmies, 22.11.1907, 4. The original quote in Finnish: ”Pettureja ja kavaltajia voi kumminkin olla muitakin, ei ainoastaan kansallisia.”
763 The first appearance of this message can be found in Työmies, 12.04.1907,
6. The original quote in Finnish: ”Työläinen joka menee rikkuriksi tai pet245

workers not to “search for work” in places under labour disputes
is a good example of ideological manipulation through vigorous
repetition in the socialist press in the aftermath of the General
Strike. In the longer term, however, traitor and scab form waves
of different shape in Figures 4.20. A possible explanation is that
the concept of scab was generally confined to the economic
sphere, thus following the cycles of Finnish labour disputes. As
can be seen in Figure 4.21, the increase in mentions of scab in the
labour press is related to the rise of the number of working days
lost due to strikes. Thus, one cannot find scabs in the labour press
of 1915–1916 for the simple reason that strikes were forbidden in
the Grand Duchy during the First World War.764 Traitor, on the
other hand, operated in a broader semantic universe. A worker
could betray the working class not only during strikes; treachery
took many forms such as not voting at all, voting incorrectly or
buying the wrong newspaper:
The one who stays away from the election or votes for the bourgeoisie is a coward and a traitor.765
Whoever neglects his duty, subscribes to a bourgeois newspaper
in spite of belonging to the working class – is a traitor, or better:
an accomplice of the bourgeoisie.766

These two short speech acts lead the analysis from ordering of
socialist election formations, i.e. moving proletarian pawns such
as traitors, scabs and crofters, to the reassessment of the political opponent, “the bourgeoisie”, mentioned in both of the quotes
turiksi, vahingoittaa omaa ja työläistoveriensa etua ja menettää toveriensa
luottamuksen.”
764 Soikkanen 1975, 189, 191; Haapala 1995, 155; Alapuro 1994, 164.
765 Vapaa Sana, 14.12.1908, 3. A similar warning can be found e.g. in Kansan
Lehti, 14.03.1907, 1. The original quote in Finnish: ”Raukka ja petturi se,
joka pois vaalista jää tai äänensä porvareille antaa!”
766 Savon Työmies, 05.12.1908, 2. The original quote in Finnish: ”Ken velvollisuutensa laiminlyö, ken tilaa porvarilehden, vaikka itse on työläisluokkaan
kuuluva – hän on petturi, eli oikeammin: porvarien kätyri.”
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Figure 4.21: Relative frequency of scab / strikebreaker (“rikkuri”) in four
socialist newspapers compared to number of days lost in labour disputes in the Grand Duchy of Finland, 1907–1917.

Source: Teräs 2001, 406; lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan
Lehti, Savon Työmies and Vapaa Sana.

above. As recent research on the General Strike has suggested,
this was the time when the socialists wanted “to draw a sharp
line between their own camp and the opponents”.767 The opponents had been approached with many names (“the bourgeoisie”,
“the exploiter(s)”, “the oppressor(s)”) before the General Strike,
but now the socialists sliced the opponent into party-political divisions in order to attack their election promises most effectively.
Based on the word frequencies, the main targets were, firstly, the Finnish Party and, secondly, the Young Finnish Party, in
this order in each of the studied newspapers. While in the beginning, “Vikings”, i.e. the Swedish-speaking upper classes who
opposed the Finnish labour movement, strikes and suffrage reform, had been a major villain in the proletarian imagination,768
767 Pollari 2009, 85.
768 See e.g. Työmies, 25.04.1896, 2; Työmies, 01.08.1896, 2; Työmies, 05.09.
1896, 2.
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after the General Strike socialist hostility shifted towards the
Finnish-speaking conservatives (Old Finns) and liberals (Young
Finns) and reached an unprecedented magnitude. The Agrarian
League, the anti-socialist alternative for the rural smallholders,
was not considered a dangerous opponent on a national level
for it polled less than ten per cent in each election before 1917.769
The grand peak in Figure 4.22 in the years 1907–1910, during
which references to all party-political opponents increase, can
be explained by the state of constant election campaigning in the
Grand Duchy of Finland for Tsar Nicholas II dissolved the Finnish parliament as many as four times, once each in 1908 and 1909
and twice in 1910. The socialist election fever was at its height at
the beginning of the long series of elections but declined slowly,
even though the elections of 1913 and 1916 cause a small spike
in Figure 4.22. This reading of the numbers is supported by the
statistics of the voter turnout which dropped from 71 per cent in
1907 to 51 per cent in 1913.770
According to Soikkanen, Savon Työmies from the Eastern
Finnish city of Kuopio was perhaps the most aggressive labour
newspaper in electioneering, openly admiring violent class
struggle and preaching revolution with suggestive words.771 The
amount of column space dedicated to the topics of class struggle
and revolution seems indeed higher in Savon Työmies than in
other labour newspapers. Yet the relation to revolution in this
paper seems to more complex than captured by the term “radicalism”.772 In fact, there were two alternative conceptions of
revolution in Savon Työmies, one combining political radicalism
and emotional language, identified by Soikkanen, and another
more theoretical, concentrating on Karl Kautsky’s formulation

769 Salokangas 1982, 46–49.
770 Suomen Virallinen Tilasto 1917. XXIX Vaalitilasto. Eduskuntavaalit vuonna
1917, 13.
771 Soikkanen 1961, 234–235, 327.
772 Soikkanen 1961, 240.
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Figure 4.22: Relative frequency of mentions referring to the supporters
of Swedish Party (“viikinki”), Agrarian League (“maalaisliittolainen”),
Finnish Party (“suomettarelainen, “suometarlainen”) and Young Finnish Party (“nuorsuomalainen”) in four socialist newspapers, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti, Savon
Työmies and Vapaa Sana.

of revolution.773 Two quotes from the newspaper shed light on
these conceptualizations, the first commenting on the Sveaborg
rebellion and the second introducing Karl Kautsky’s Social Revolution, translated into Finnish in 1906:
The Russian Revolution is developing with full force. New death
sentences are just fuel to the flames. Seeing the fate of the heroes
773 Soikkanen associates violent radicalism in Savon Työmies with the editor
J. A. Mustonen, who was involved in the underground activist group operating in Kuopio. See Soikkanen 1961, 327. After a series of robberies,
Mustonen escaped to America in November 1907. It seems that the contemporaries associated the more theoretical and less violent conceptualization of revolution with Antti Mäkelin. See e.g. a letter criticizing Mäkelin’s
moderate reformism in Savon Työmies, 01.12.1906, 4.
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in Sveaborg, many soldiers grit their teeth. You just wait, you
cruel bloodsucker, soon you will see your blood shed!774
In these troubled and agitated times, with gunships, bomb explosions, murders, arson, bank robberies and so on and so on
happening everywhere, when at least some of the people are hypnotized by that troubled air into some sort of a fever, thinking
they are already in the midst of a social revolution, it is necessary
to look more closely at the causes and possibilities of the social
revolution from a theoretical perspective. The best way to do this
is through this work, written by the most renowned social democratic theoretician after Marx and Engels.775

The rebellion began in the summer of 1906 among the Russian
soldiers garrisoned on the coastal fortress of Sveaborg, a couple
of kilometres from Helsinki. The mutiny was inspired both by
the local conditions in the fortress and the general revolutionary
spirit of 1905 affecting the entire Russian empire. For Finnish
socialism, this event meant a difficult choice between aligning
itself with the Russian revolutionaries or committing itself to
the non-violent parliamentary road that had opened up after
the General Strike. Although some Finnish radicals in the Red
Guards supported the mutiny, ultimately the Social Democratic
Party left the Russian soldiers to their own devices, and the rebel774 Savon Työmies, 11.09.1906, 2. The original quote in Finnish: ”Venäjän vallankumous kehittyy täydellä voimalla. Uudet kuolemantuomiot ovat vaan
öljyä tuleen. Viaporin sankarien kohtaloa nähdessään puree moni sotamies
hammasta. Odota, julma verenimijä, kohta näet oman veresi vuotavan.”
775 Savon Työmies, 25.10.1906, 2. A longer introduction to Kautky’s concept of
revolution can be found in Savon Työmies, 23.10.1906, 3. The original quote
in Finnish: ”Tällaisina levottomina ja kiihkoisena aikoina, jolloin kaikkialla aselaivat, pommiräjähdykset, murhat, murhapoltot, pankkivarkaudet y.
m., y. m. kuuluvat päiväjärjestykseen, ja jolloin ainakin joku osa ihmisistä
hypnotiseeraantuu tuosta levottomasta ilmasta jonkulaiseen huumaukseen, luullen olevansa jo keskellä varsinaista sosiaalista vallankumousta on
välttämätöntä teoreettisesti tarkemmin tutustua yhteiskunnallisen vallankumouksen syihin ja mahdollisuuksiin. Parhaiten käy tuo tutustuminen
laatuun tämän teoksen avulla, jonka on kirjoittanut Marx’in ja Engels’in
jälkeen tunnustetusti etevin sosialidemokraattinen teoreetikko.”
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lion was suppressed in three days. The Finnish SDP had more to
lose than their imperial comrades: a legal status combined with a
new parliamentary representation based on universal suffrage.776
Thus, in the race between two competing conceptualizations of
revolution, the latter quote highlighting the importance of Kautsky’s theory can be said to represent the mainstream of the labour
movement, whereas the former quote vowing to take revenge on
the imperial bloodsuckers was a momentary outburst: the Sveaborg rebellion remained the only violent attempt to seize power
in the Grand Duchy before the years 1917–1918.777 Accordingly, it
seems that Savon Työmies as a whole is not as a radical outlier as
some individual writings from the year 1906 would suggest but
rather fits the general trajectory of Finnish socialism.
In his qualitative, long-term analysis of the Finnish concept
of revolution, Risto Alapuro suggested that during the General Strike and the following decade, the labour movement took
revolution into its conceptual toolkit,778 an interpretation at least
partly confirmed by Figure 4.23. The core meanings attached
to the concept in the course of the nineteenth century – ”good
revolution” as liberation, following the example of the French
Revolution of 1789, and “bad revolution” as a destructive coup
from below, as in the case of the Paris Commune of 1871 – had
been adopted rather straightforwardly into the Finnish public
discourse from abroad.779 However, in the early twentieth century, the actual experience of the revolutionary days in the Grand
Duchy transformed the architecture of the concept, especially in
the rising political language of Finnish socialism: revolution now
became a practical possibility and a philosophical perspective
that explained the movement of history. In other words, socialists used the concept both in order to refer to a political revolu-

776 Kujala 1992, 184; Jussila 1979, 140–141; Soikkanen 1975, 96–97.
777 Kujala 1992, 184–186.
778 Alapuro 2003, 535–537.
779 Alapuro 2003, 529–533.
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Figure 4.23: Relative frequency of revolution (“vallankumous”) in four
socialist newspapers, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti, Savon Työmies and Vapaa Sana.
Figure 4.24: Relative frequency of class struggle (“luokkataistelu”) in
four socialist newspapers, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti, Savon
Työmies and Vapaa Sana.
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tion and to a force that pushed history forwards in the Kautskyite
deterministic sense.780
In the aftermath of the General Strike, the concepts of revolution and class struggle flourished and there were also attempts
to combine the two. Here, the young intellectuals who established the first Finnish journal of socialist theory, Sosialistinen
Aikakauslehti (1905–1908) showed the way, especially with the
individual contribution “Class Struggle and Revolution”, widely
advertised and circulated in the labour press.781 This item from
1907, inspired by several quotes from Marx, tried to raise morale
in a situation where the greatest revolutionary enthusiasm had
already began to wane among the rank and file. The anonymous
writer explained that this was not a time to despair: while increasing its wealth, the bourgeoisie had created its opposite, the
proletariat, and class struggle between the two was a necessary
precondition for the revolution, concluding: “…long live the revolution, that is, the proletarian class struggle!”782 In this conceptualization, the class struggle served as the means to begin the
revolution.
By 1911, even young intellectuals like O. W. Kuusinen had lost
their faith in the Russian revolutionaries and sought answers in
Kautsky’s writings on class struggle.783 These reflections of the
Marxist experts in the party extended the semantic reach of the
concept from the economics of global capitalism to domestic
politics, and especially during the year 1911 which constitutes
a peak in Figure 4.24, the phrases “sharp class struggle” (jyrkkä luokkataistelu) and “independent class struggle” (itsenäinen
luokkataistelu) were repeatedly used to signify refusal to co-op-

780 Alapuro 2003, 536–539.
781 Advertised e.g. in Vapaa Sana, 07.08.1907, 3; Savon Työmies, 08.08.1907, 2;
Hämeen Voima, 08.08.1907, 4. Circulated e.g. in Vapaa Sana, 02.09.1907, 1;
Kansan Lehti, 07.08.1907, 1; Sosialisti, 08.08.1907, 2.
782 Sosialistinen Aikakauslehti, no 31/1907, 204.
783 Soikkanen 1975, 158.
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erate with the bourgeoisie in the defence of Finnish autonomy.784
This understanding of class struggle was especially promoted by
and associated with the leading organ Työmies.785 According to
the competing line, labelled as reformism by the opponents in
the capital, co-operation with progressive bourgeois politicians
in the parliament was the best way to safeguard Finnish autonomy, whereas orthodox Marxists such as Kuusinen and Valpas
committed themselves to the concept of pure class struggle
which favoured ideological isolation and ruled out any compromise with the capitalist enemy. The latter stance gained ground
immediately after the General Strike of 1905.786 Jouko Heikkilä,
who has studied the topic in depth, dates the resolution to this
intellectual dilemma between international class struggle against
capitalism and national co-operation with the bourgeoisie to the
social-democratic party conference of 1911: “The success of the
independent class struggle faction among the party’s supporters and the simultaneously strengthened internal juxtaposition
of the Social Democrats and the bourgeois parties defeated in
practice the aims of cooperation within the party.”787
The rise of a Marxist class struggle points towards another important change in the socialist phraseology: class exceeding estate each
year from 1907 onwards. The last Diet of Finnish Estates convened in 1905–1906, and the labour press followed it carefully:
would the estates keep their promise to dissolve the old diet and
implement parliamentary reform, or would the working people
have to organize another general strike? Socialist journalists referred to the sessions with bitter titles such as “From the Gentlemen’s Days” and “Class Institution”.788 The general tone can also
be heard in the farewell messages to the estates, or the “privileged
784 See e.g. Kansan Lehti, 08.09.1911, 2; Kansan Lehti, 12.09.1911, 1; Kansan
Lehti, 14.09.1911, 1; Työmies, 02.09.1911, 3; Työmies, 09.09.1911, 4.
785 Työmies, 10.01.1911, 1; Työmies, 02.02.1911, 3; Työmies, 06.09.1911, 4.
786 Soikkanen 1975, 104, 136–148.
787 Heikkilä 1993, 390.
788 Vapaa Sana, 09.03.1906, 2; Kansan Lehti, 24.05.1906, 2; Työmies, 15.02.
1906, 2.
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Figure 4.25: Relative frequency of class (“luokka”) and estate (“sääty”) in
four socialist newspapers, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti, Savon
Työmies and Vapaa Sana.

classes”, a term used synonymously in the article published by
Kansan Lehti: “This is how ‘the estates’ go not only on summer
holiday but on eternal holiday after ‘their hard work’.”789 As Figure 4.25 shows, the concept of estate(s) vanished from the labour
press and the political language of socialism simultaneously with
the old system. It could be that at this point of history estate had
already given way to class as a category describing social structures in the Grand Duchy of Finland and was merely denoting
institutional representation.
This new era of Finnish politics led to an increase in references to the new political institutions: Eduskunta, the unicameral
parliament elected with universal male and female suffrage, and
the Imperial Duma, where the Finns did not have representation.
Since the ultimate power remained in the hands of the Grand
Duke of Finland, Tsar Nicholas II, the Finnish Diet became an
“agitation forum” of political debate on national matters rather
789 Kansan Lehti, 12.06.1906, 1.
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than a functional legislative body.790 The heated, aggressive debates of the parliament were published and commented on in
the labour press, especially since many socialist MPs were themselves journalists.791 This golden age of heated debates ended during the First World War for the Finnish Diet was not convened,
explaining the deep dip in the years 1915–1916 in Figure 4.26.792
The Duma debates were followed and published in the labour
press, often under the heading “Imperial Duma”, especially if
they were related to the Finnish question.793 The socialist attitude
towards the First Duma of 1906–1907 and the Second Duma that
lasted only from February 1907 to June 1907 had been sympathetic,794 but the composition and politics of the Third Duma
(1907–1912) totally changed the mood. The new election law enabled gerrymandering, and the Russian government achieved the
political composition they had hoped for: a Duma dominated by
the conservative, right-wing and pro-Russian representatives.795
One of its goals was to undermine the position of the national
minorities inside the multicultural Empire, including the Grand
Duchy of Finland.796 In the Finnish labour press, the Third Duma
came in for sharp criticism, as its many names demonstrate: “the
black Duma”, “the Duma of the Lackeys”, “not a real people’s
parliament”, “fake parliament”, and so on.797 Simultaneously,
790 Soikkanen 1975, 126–128.
791 Ihalainen 2017, 62–64.
792 Luntinen 1985, 246.
793 On the question of autonomy in the Duma in May 1908 alone, see e.g.
Työmies, 12.05.1908, 6; Kansan Lehti, 19.05.1908, 4; Työmies, 19.05.1908,
2; Työmies, 19.05.1908, 3; Kansan Lehti, 20.05.1908, 2; Savon Työmies,
21.05.1908, 2; Työmies, 21.05.1908, 2; Kansan Lehti, 27.05.1908, 3; Savon
Työmies, 30.05.1908, 2; Työmies, 30.05.1908, 3.
794 On the First Duma in the labour press, see e.g. Kansan Lehti, 04.12.1906,
2; Vapaa Sana, 12.07.1907, 1. On the Second Duma in the labour press, see
e.g. Kansan Lehti, 17.06.1907, 1; Savon Työmies, 16.07.1907, 2.
795 Hosking 1973, 44–46.
796 Luntinen 1985, 76.
797 Kansan Lehti, 12.02.1908, 1; Työmies, 15.09.1910, 7; Työmies, 01.04.1909, 6;
Työmies, 04.02.1909, 8.
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Figure 4.26: Relative frequency of parliament (“eduskunta”) and Duma
(“duuma”) in four socialist newspapers, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti, Savon
Työmies and Vapaa Sana.

Russification measures in Finland gave rise to “Russki” (ryssä), a
pejorative term for Russian.
The labour press used this concept over ten times more frequently than their political rivals,798 but it should be noted that
in the political language of Finnish socialism, “Russki” primarily
referred to political reaction rather than ethnic hatred towards
the Russian people, a meaning that became dominant in the
Finnish right-wing discourses after the Civil War of 1918.799 In
fact, the Finnish labour press was openly sympathetic towards
the Russian people, who had already once proved its potential

798 See Appendix B.
799 For full-length articles on Russki reaction (ryssän taantumus), see e.g.
Työmies, 01.04.1908, 2; Työmies, 29.04.1908, 1; Työmies, 15.04.1908, 2. On
the right-wing discourses after the Civil War, see Karemaa 1998, esp. 193–
195.
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Figure 4.27: Relative frequency of Russki (“ryssä”) in four socialist newspapers, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti, Savon
Työmies and Vapaa Sana.

during the Revolution of 1905 and was oppressed even more
harshly than the Finns.800
The rise of the external suppressor of democracy, Russki, was
linked to the rise of the domestic obstructionist, i.e. bourgeois
(porvari, porvarillinen). In the socialist mainstream interpretation, the Russki and bourgeois schemers had mutual interests:
the former wanted to narrow down the political space of the
newborn Finnish parliament, whereas the latter wanted to use
the parliament only as a means to promote narrow class interests.801 In other words, the goal of the Finnish bourgeois politicians was not to expand democracy through the parliament but
to secure their own privileges by fraternizing with the imperial
800 A distinction between imperial oppression and Russian people can be
found in the Finnish labour press in general, but it was perhaps highlighted
most clearly in Kansan Lehti. See e.g. Kansan Lehti, 09.10.1906, 2; Kansan
Lehti, 04.12.1906, 2; Kansan Lehti, 13.01.1907, 2; Kansan Lehti, 27.01.1907,
1; Kansan Lehti, 12.02.1908, 1.
801 See e.g. Työmies, 09.05.1908, 3; Työmies, 09.05.1908, 3; Vapaa Sana,
24.02.1909, 2; Savon Työmies, 20.01.1910, 6.
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Figure 4.28: Relative frequency of bourgeois (“porvari, porvarillinen”) in
four socialist newspapers, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti, Savon
Työmies and Vapaa Sana.

authorities. Socialists mocked the domestic enemy by attributing
them a motto: “Better to be the whip of the Russkis than to be
under the people’s power.”802
The General Strike in the Grand Duchy and the Russian Revolution of 1905 as an empire-wide phenomenon had given birth
to two new institutions that were superficially democratic but,
contrary to the ambitious expectations among the Finnish working people, suffrage did not bring Paradise on Earth. The rare
successes of parliamentary politics, the bakery and leaseholding acts ratified in 1908–1909 by Nicholas II, were at best minor
improvements. According to the labour press, the bosses openly
ridiculed the new law that limited the weekly working hours of
bakery workers to 48, and continued the illegal overwork paying
the small fines.803 The leaseholding act secured crofters against
802 Työmies, 25.02.1908, 5. The original quote in Finnish: ”Heidän vanha tunnuslauseensa: ’ennemmin ryssän ruoskana, kun kansanvallan alaisena’
näyttää taaskin kirkastuvan.”
803 Työmies, 24.02.1913, 3.
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immediate evictions by extending their tenancies but only for a
limited amount of time, until 1916.804 The main problem of the
Finnish parliament was that the highest power still remained in
Russia: while the first two governments, the Mechelin Senate of
1905–1908 and the Hjelt Senate of 1908–1909, were dominated by
the Young Finnish, Old Finnish and Swedish parties, from 1909
onwards, the government was composed of pro-Russian puppet
ministers chosen by the Governor-General.805 In 1911, the socialist analysis of parliamentary democracy was rather pessimistic:
The final impression of this parliamentary term is that the results
for the working people are meagre, even more meagre than in
previous times. And that is not much. The reason for this, too,
must be sought in the reactionary line that has nowadays spread
its influence over every sphere of societal life.806

However, compared to the Imperial Duma, the Finnish parliament, the Eduskunta still inspired more confidence. A good example is a quote from the leading organ in 1910: “Fortunately, the
parliament of our country is not a third Duma, but a much more
accurate representation of the true opinion of the people.”807 It
seems that the idea of the parliament itself enjoyed respect in
the political language of Finnish socialism, although the reality
of parliamentary work had so far been disappointing. When the
labour papers reported on the working people’s meetings that
sharply criticized bourgeois parliamentary politics, published
under the ominous title “the judgement of the people”, there was
804 Rasila 1961, 447–450.
805 Jussila 1979, 208–210; Luntinen 1985, 134–137.
806 Kansan Lehti, 27.05.1911, 1. The original quote in Finnish: ”Loppuvaikutelma eduskunnan tämänvuotisesta istuntokaudesta on, että sen tulokset
työväelle on laihat, vielä laihemmat kuin edellisillä kerroilla. Ja se ei ole paljon. Syy tähänkin on etsittävä siitä taantumussuunnasta, joka nyttemmin
on ulottanut vaikutuksensa kaiken yhteiskunnallisen elämän aloille.”
807 Työmies, 14.09.1910, 2. The original quote in Finnish: ”Onneksi ei toki meidän maamme eduskunta ole mikään kolmas duuma, vaan paljon oikeampi
kansan todellisen mielipiteen edustaja.”
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hope behind these angry outcries: if the unholy alliance of the
Finnish bourgeoisie and the Russki oppressors were to be dismantled in the future, the parliament would be released from its
imperial leash and true democracy would flourish.808 This dream
formed an important part of the political tradition brought by
the General Strike. The contemporary historian Väinö Voionmaa summarized the experience of 1905 with his widely quoted
phrase: “The people played the king to the fullest, enjoying the
thrill of the revolution and forgetting the danger of the revolution.”809 In the years following the strike and parliamentary reform, the socialists seemed to play the role of the patriotic guardian of the fledgling democracy. This long conceptual heritage of
1905 activated after the collapse of the Russian Empire, when
Finnish socialists verbally attacked the bourgeois democracy
as the opposite of true people’s power.810 The attack is perhaps
not best understood as socialists succumbing to mob rule and to
Russian radicalism, and thus rejecting Western parliamentarism
in 1917–1918, as it has occasionally been suggested in Finnish
historiography.811 From the longer term conceptual perspective,
the socialists attacked the ghost of the dysfunctional imperial parliament which had failed them for ten years in a row and
which during the events of the revolution became confused with
bourgeois democracy in the proletarian imagination.

4.4 Years of Profiteering, 1914–1917
The First World War spared the Grand Duchy of Finland from
devastating loss of life, for the Finns did not need to serve in the
Imperial Russian Army that suffered around two million mili808 Työmies, 08.03.1911, 3; Vapaa Sana, 13.03.1911, 2; Vapaa Sana, 15.03.1911,
2; Työmies, 16.03.1911, 4; Työmies, 20.03.1911, 2; Työmies, 23.03.1911, 3;
Vapaa Sana, 24.03.1911, 2; Työmies, 29.03.1911, 3.
809 Voionmaa 1932, 402.
810 Ihalainen 2017, 279, 517–518.
811 See e.g. Salminen 2007, esp. 217; Jutikkala 1995, 16.
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Figure 4.29: Relative frequency of war (“sota”), front (“rintama”) and attack (“hyökkäys”) in three socialist newspapers, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti and Vapaa
Sana.

tary deaths in the years 1914–1917.812 The war, however, brought
thousands of soldiers, martial law and wartime censorship to
Finland.813 The latter factor in particular had direct implications
for the labour press: risky political words such as “Russki”, “reaction” and “freedom” disappeared from the socialist discourse
(see Figures 4.6, 4.16 and 4.27). Instead, routine war coverage
from the Eastern and Western fronts filled the newspaper pages.
For socialism as a political language, this period seems a rather
uninspiring moment in time: conceptual innovations were replaced with a focus on everyday matters, which is understandable since real incomes dropped and the cost of living doubled

812 Gatrell 2014, 246. Around seven hundred Finns volunteered in the Russian
Army, see Hoppu 2006.
813 Luntinen 1985, 235–237; Rauanheimo 1950; Kuusanmäki 1980, 85–105.
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Figure 4.30: Relative frequency of necessity of life (“elintarve”) in three
socialist newspapers, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti and Vapaa
Sana.

from the summer of 1914 to the beginning of 1917.814 “Necessities
of life” (elintarve) became a common topic in the labour newspapers.
The fact that the discussion on necessities increased when the
amount of necessities available decreased is not surprising. What
is perhaps more interesting from the historian’s point of view is
the causal mechanism that was constructed to explain the lack
of necessities. Here, the socialist press seized upon the classical
concept of profiteering from their conceptual toolkit. The concept had been introduced to the working people at the very beginning of the Finnish labour movement, for the first time in a
translated speech by William Liebknecht, published in Työmies
of 1895: “Instead of private production and profiteering, we want
to put the economic forces of society in the charge of the whole

814 Haapala 1995, 190, 207–208, 284.
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Figure 4.31: Relative frequency of profiteering (“keinottelu”) in three socialist newspapers, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti and Vapaa
Sana.

nation, to work for the common good.”815 The quote contains the
central tenets of profiteering in the socialist understanding: first,
profiteering meant a moral misjudgement, i.e. valuing individual
greed over collective needs, and second, this kind of unethical
profiteering was not an extraordinary phenomenon but a customary flaw in capitalist society, permitted and even encouraged
by the prevailing economic system. Figure 4.31 shows that the
concept already had a steady presence in the labour press at the
turn of the twentieth century, but during the First World War
profiteering moved even closer to the core of socialist language.
From the outset of Finnish socialism, labour journalists had
claimed that capitalism was de facto based on profiteering, for the
employers stole the surplus value from their workers.816 The crisis
years of 1914–1917 explicated the idea, i.e. they transformed the
815 Työmies, 20.04.1895, 4. The original quote in Finnish: ”Yksityisen tuotannon ja keinottelun sijaan tahdomme asettaa yhteiskunnan taloudelliset voimat koko kansan hoitoon yhteiseksi hyväksi toimimaan.”
816 For a stereotypical use of this argument, see e.g. Työmies, 15.07.1901, 1.
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abstract concept of profiteering into a lived experience. While
the concept had previously been used mainly to refer to the institutional profiteering problems under capitalism such as the
banking system, pawnbrokers’ shops and sales of spirits,817 now
the devil of profiteering drew one step closer to daily proletarian
life, to the home. The wartime lack of bread, butter, milk, cheese,
meat, fish, potatoes, sugar, workhorses, matches and firewood
among other things – all of these were explained through the
conceptual peephole of profiteering, which gave a simplistic, narrow view of the complex, multifaceted problem.818 Archetypical
stories of profiteering, such as an Eastern Finnish farmer selling
a skinned dog as lamb and then going to Sunday church, where
he was captured, were circulated in the labour press, reinforcing the proletarian intuitions of somebody making money out of
their misery.819
The Finnish government and local municipalities tackled the
food crisis first by setting maximum prices for many commodities and, as the war continued and the crisis intensified, by the
issue of ration cards, beginning from the autumn of 1916.820 Neither price regulation nor food rationing could solve the wicked
problem that hit urban communities harder than rural communities since the latter was mainly self-sufficient in food production, unlike the former.821 Of course, the Finnish cities suffering
from food shortages was by no means exceptional in the con817 On banking system, see e.g. Työmies, 20.06.1901, 2; On pawnbrokers’ shops,
see e.g. Kansan Lehti, 18.05.1901, 1; On sales of spirits, see e.g. Työmies,
26.07.1900, 2.
818 Vapaa Sana, 01.02.1915, 1; Työmies, 01.02.1916, 2; Vapaa Sana, 22.11.1915,
2; Työmies, 28.08.1916, 2; Työmies, 07.09.1916, 4; Vapaa Sana, 19.05.1915,
2; Työmies, 31.08.1916, 2; Työmies, 21.10.1915, 3; Vapaa Sana, 15.12.1916,
2; Kansan Lehti, 01.09.1916, 2; Kansan Lehti, 22.03.1915, 3.
819 Originally published in Sanantuoja, 14.12.1915, 2. Circulated e.g. in Työmies, 16.12.1915, 2; Sosialisti, 17.12.1915, 4; Vapaus, 18.12.1915, 2.
820 Haapala 1995, 205–209; Rantatupa 1979, 29–35, 54–61.
821 There were agrarian areas that were not self-sufficient in the Grand Duchy
of Finland, especially in Northern and Eastern Finland. See Rantatupa
1979, 104, 141; Haapala 1995, 212.
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text of the First World War that also brought hunger to other
Eastern and Central European cities.822 The Finnish labour press,
however, did not pay much attention to elaborating on the many
international factors that contributed to the food crisis: the increased number of Russian armed forces in Finland consuming
the limited goods available, the reduced agricultural output in
the whole of the Russian Empire because of the territorial losses to Germany and many disturbances to grain imports from
Russia to Finland as the imperial railway system was harnessed
to serve the war machine.823 In fact, the wartime censorship actively prevented suggesting such causal links that could show the
Empire in a negative light. The letters “S.H.” meant that the text
in the labour press had been accepted by the censors,824 but an
occasional blank spot in the middle of an article implied that
something had been removed from the original text.825
Curiously, after the lost Civil War of 1918, there were voices among the socialist camp that blamed the wartime labour
journalists for their overcautious public reasoning, i.e. being too
afraid of the “blank spots”. Instead of analysing the Russian-related factors and the general war conditions in Europe, they focused on the easy target of the domestic profiteers, a minor player
in the grand scheme of food shortages.826 While this was an easy
way to avoid imperial censorship, it simultaneously aggravated
the political situation in the Grand Duchy. Of course, the critique of profiteering contained grains of truth: many Finns did
indeed sell their goods above the maximum rates on the black
822 Nyström 2013, 83–84.
823 Rantatupa 1979, 15–17, 35, 60, 86, 90–91; Haapala 1995, 204–205.
824 Kuusanmäki 1980, 96.
825 See e.g. Työmies, 15.01.1916, 6; Työmies, 06.08.1916, 6.
826 See Wiik 1919, 21–22. ”Kun sensuuri ei olisi sallinut kaikinpuolin selvittää
elintarvekurjuuden syitä, tulivat kaikki työväenlehtien hyökkäykset kohdistumaan yksinomaan oman maan yläluokkaan. Sivuseikka – keinottelu,
jobbaus – esiteltiin pääasiana. Työväki saatiin siihen käsitykseen, että löytyi
suunnattomia elintarvevarastoja, joita tunnottomat keinottelijat korkeampia hintoja odotellen salasivat kuluttajilta.”
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market and some illegally exported groceries to Petrograd for
bigger profits.827 In general, the agrarian landowners and farmers
benefitted from the war situation, whereas the condition of the
urban population, especially the industrial workers, worsened,
increasing the tension between the producers, middlemen and
consumers.828 At the conceptual level of politics, this antagonism led to the increased use of derogatory terms denoting the
imagined gainers in the crisis: not only the very obvious “profiteer(s)” but also more imaginative terms such as the “dairy gentry” (meijeriherrat).829
In this polarized situation, the labour newspapers claimed to
be the only ones who truly condemned profiteering, while “every
bourgeois paper almost every day” described the positive aspects of the problem such as profits flowing to the impoverished
countryside.830 Unlike their political opponents, who could not
explain what was happening, the socialists believed they had a
grand-scale theory perfectly fitting the current circumstances:
Finland, Russia and the world at war were not experiencing an
unpredictable phenomenon but an extreme phase of capitalism,
the zenith of long-preached misery. The old warhorse of socialism, Eetu Salin, contributed to the topic in the year 1916 with his
article “How can we get rid of food shortage?” that was circulated
in the labour press:
The capitalist greed for gain, the parasite class living on profiteering does not follow any rules, does not recognize any restrictions
as self-binding. […] If the people starve to death, if the nation is

827 Rantatupa 1979, 34, 56.
828 Kestinen 2015, 21, 26, 34; Nyström 2013, 83–84, 91–92, 106–109; Rantatupa 1979, 237; Haapala 1995, 192, 204.
829 For dairy gentry, see e.g. Kansan Lehti, 19.10.1916, 2; Vapaa Sana,
20.12.1915, 2; Työmies, 07.03.1916, 3.
830 Kansan Lehti, 02.02.1917, 3.
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endangered, this will not touch the profiteer’s soul that is blinded
by the greed for gain.831

He also explicitly referred to the ideas of Marx and Engels
containing a prediction of the future: the inner contradictions
of capitalism would ultimately destroy it, and according to Salin,
“everything indicated” that now was the time when the capitalist system was about “to collapse due to its own impossibility”.
The worsening social conditions provided fertile soil for dramatic visions: even the uneducated readers of a labour paper could
see with their own eyes that the wage did not buy as much food
as it used to. The socialist predictions based on Marx and Engels might have sounded remote and irrelevant during the good
times but made more sense on an empty stomach.
Salin, at the end of his article, feared that those in power did
not take the food question seriously enough: “How I wish I were
wrong in my suspicions so that I would be spared from seeing
a lot of evil.”832 Yet perhaps he himself made the food question
even worse by reducing its multiple dimensions for the public
eye. Anthony Upton has argued that “the socialist press sought
to persuade an unsophisticated and captive readership that the
capitalist enemy was deliberately trying to starve the workers so
as to weaken them and beat them into submission”.833 While the
interpretation is correct, the timing could be more precise in the
sense that Upton dates these discourses to 1917, whereas in reality they had a longer history in the Finnish labour press. During
the war years of 1914–1917, a dangerous combination of ideas was
taking shape in the labour press and, subsequently, in its reading
831 Originally published in Sosialidemokraatti, 21.10.1916, 1. Circulated in
Kansan Lehti, 23.10.1916, 1; Kansan Ääni, 28.10.1916, 2. The original quote
in Finnish: ”Kapitalistinen voitonhimo, keinottelulla elävä loiseläjäluokka
ei noudata mitään määräyksiä, ei tunnusta mitään rajoituksia itseänsä sitovaksi. […] Jos kansa nääntyy nälkään, jos valtakunta joutuu vaaraan, se ei
liikuta voitonhimon sokaisemaa keinottelijasielua.”
832 Sosialidemokraatti, 21.10.1916, 2. The original quote in Finnish: ”Oi jospa
olisin epäilyksineni väärässä niin säästyisin näkemästä niin paljon pahaa.”
833 Upton 1980, 64–65.
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audience: if hunger was caused by immoral profiteering, then a
quick and rightful solution was easy to imagine – using direct
force against the profiteers.

4.5 Revolutionary Waves in 1917
The fundamental debates of Finnish nineteenth-century politics
had revolved around three main questions: first the language
question in the mid-nineteenth century, then the Russian question and the labour question at the turn of the twentieth century.
The socialists had for long explicitly disputed the relevance of
the language question, claiming it did not make any difference
whether the oppressors spoke Finnish or Swedish,834 but the relation to the Russian Empire and the power struggle against the
domestic upper classes remained topical issues in the new century. In fact, both questions came to a head in 1917, as the February Revolution brought down the imperial regime and opened
a power vacuum in the imperial borderlands, thereby increasing
the internal tensions in the Grand Duchy of Finland.835
The Russian and the labour questions simultaneously coming
to the forefront of Finnish politics in 1917 can easily be distinguished in the quantitative analysis of the labour press. For example, the use of the concept of autonomy had previously peaked
during the Russification campaign of 1908–1910, when socialists
felt Finnish sovereignty to be under external threat. After the
February Revolution, the concept rose again but for the exact
opposite reason, i.e. because of the imagined chance to increase
national autonomy since the Russian empire had fallen.
The long-cherished dreams of “freedom” seemed finally to become reality as the new Provisional Government abolished Russification acts, censorship and other restrictions on civil rights
with its manifesto of 20 March 1917. The Parliament of Finland
834 N.R. af Ursin formulated this idea already in 1897: “But the working people
really have nothing to do with the language question.” See af Ursin 1897, 47.
835 Tepora & Roselius 2014, 4.
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Figure 4.32: Relative frequency of autonomy (“autonomia”), democracy (“demokratia”) and the bourgeoisie (“porvaristo”) in three socialist
newspapers, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti and Vapaa
Sana.

was re-assembled after the era of wartime military governments,
and socialists believed they could finally exploit parliamentary
power to change the world.836 Not surprisingly, this was precisely
the moment when the socialists raised democracy as one of their
key concepts, as can be seen in Figure 4.32.
However, the socialists were not the only Finns to realize that
power was within their grasp after Tsar Nicholas II had been dethroned. Bourgeois politicians were awakened by the drastically
changed political constellation and tried their best to counter the
avalanche of socialist initiatives launched in the aftermath of the
February Revolution. One of the most fundamental conceptual
changes that took place inside the political language of Finnish
socialism during the course of 1917 was the transformation of the
image of political opponents: nuances and shades disappeared
836 Haapala 2014, 42–43.
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from the villain’s face as many became one, and the concept of
the bourgeoisie that had been present from the beginning of the
labour movement now rose to a new climax.
In sum, this is how the broad outlines of the political game
field looked to socialist eyes in the eventful year of 1917: “the
bourgeoisie” actively preventing both national and parliamentary freedoms, i.e. “autonomy” and “democracy”, from taking their
natural courses. Yet the expression “1917” may be misleading, an
oversimplification in this context: although there were 365 days
in 1917, it could be argued that the Finns experienced many different “years” during these hectic days as the political arena was
in a state of constant change.837 In January, the Grand Duchy had
been under imperial control and martial law, but April was full of
hope as socialists won the eight-hour working day, their greatest
victory after universal suffrage. However, the joy of springtime
soon turned to the gloom of autumn, and although there were
many disappointments for socialists to swallow, one was greater
than the others: the Russian Provisional Government, advised by
the domestic bourgeois politicians, dissolved the Finnish parliament in July and the socialists lost their majority in the October
elections. In November, the socialists organized the second-ever general strike, during which society was on the verge of civil
war. Thus, when the new bourgeois coalition government issued
the declaration of independence on 6 December 1917, the Finns
were both hungry and angry, heading towards their first fully
independent year that would later be remembered as the worst in
Finnish history. According to the Finnish proverb, “years are not
brothers with each other”, and the case of “1917” demonstrates
this idea powerfully. In order to understand what was happening
under the artificial disguise of a “year”, the traditional unit of
periodization must be dissected into smaller and more meaningful parts, into many different positions evolving on the political
game field.
The key concept in the first turn of events during the long year
was freedom (vapaus). As can be seen in Figure 4.33, freedom
837 Suodenjoki & Turunen 2017, 7.
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Figure 4.33: Relative frequency of freedom / liberty (“vapaus”) in three
socialist newspapers, 1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti and Vapaa
Sana.

flourished in the spring of 1917. As in 1905, the rogue wave once
again came from the East, this time under the name of the February Revolution, hitting the Grand Duchy of Finland in midMarch, according to the Gregorian calendar.838 The revolution
inspired countless socialist penmen to sing the praises of freedom:
Now the mission begins that is holy and great,
The band of workers is thick and firm like a wall.
Freedom! you are dearest, our most precious thing,
As we enter the roads of victories.839

838 See the front pages of Finnish labour newspaper dedicated to the revolution, e.g. Työmies, 17.03.1917, 1; Kansan Lehti, 17.03.1917, 1.
839 Työmies, 26.03.1917, 3. The original quote in Finnish: ”Nyt tehtävä alkaa
pyhä ja suuri, / Työjoukko on sankka ja luja kuin muuri. / Vapaus! olet
kalleinta, armainta meille, / Kun astumme voittojen teille.”
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As can be heard in the typical freedom poem above, published
in the main organ Työmies on 26 March, the socialist expectations
were high.840 The plural form “the roads of victories” is indicative
of the socialist mindset during this phase: the unique situation
offered a chance to transform the abstract ideal of freedom into
many concrete freedoms, once and for all. Yearning for freedom
took several practical forms, such as demands for shorter working hours, better wages, land liberation, religious freedom and
democratic representation on the municipal councils.841
On the surface, this window of opportunity seemed favourable to the socialist politicians, but unexpected freedom brought
unexpected responsibility, and the classics of Marxism offered
no sound advice for the unexpected situation in which a world
war brings down an empire while socialists hold a very narrow
majority in a borderland parliament but have zero experience of
government work.842 Should the socialists now try to form the
government alone, or together with other parties, or leave all
power in the hands of the bourgeoisie? After weighing up the
pros and cons of each scenario, the party council decided to support a coalition government consisting of six socialist ministers
and six ministers from other parties. Oskari Tokoi became the
first socialist Prime Minister in world history. Later, Tokoi’s senate received the nickname of twelve “sacrificial lambs”, referring
to the fact that they were facing an almost impossible challenge:
to actualize many freedoms demanded from below, in an unstable international situation, under worsening material conditions,
together with their main political opponents. The credibility of
the government was further undermined by the socialist party
sending their second-string politicians to the Senate and by the
labour press, especially the leading organ Työmies, hammering

840 This dramatic change of mood after the February Revolution is visible in
other sources too such as popular song pamphlets from 1917. See Suodenjoki 2019.
841 Ketola 1987, 32–34; Suodenjoki & Turunen 2017, 10–23.
842 Soikkanen 1975, 198; Ketola 1987, 28; Matikainen 2018, 11.
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away at its compromised composition.843 Thus, in spring the socialists already had an ambiguous attitude towards power: one
foot in the government and the other in the opposition.
Before the socialists became absorbed in the politics of the
day without a grand strategy to guide their action, i.e. the autumn of 1917 when the tempo of events accelerated, there still
existed a real if small possibility of progressive reforms through
parliamentary channels. Theoretically, there were unifying
goals that could cross political divisions. For example, Finnish
self-determination ranked high both in the socialist and bourgeois imaginations.844 The Russian Provisional Government had
promised to increase “internal self-determination” (sisäinen itsemääräämisoikeus) in the Grand Duchy of Finland,845 and the
Finnish socialists eagerly seized the idea in spring. However, by
May the socialists already had doubts about the political will of
the new rulers. The minister of war, Alexander Kerensky, was
not willing to transfer all power that had belonged to the Tsar to
the Parliament of Finland, although the new constitution draft
drawn up by the Finnish coalition Senate would still have left
foreign and military affairs under Russian control. In this uncertain situation, the Finnish SDP approached the Russian socialists, and sent a delegation to Petrograd in order to promote
Finnish self-determination.846
These discussions with the Bolsheviks, Mensheviks, Socialist-Revolutionaries and Plehanov’s group that took place at the
end of April and in early May were widely reported in the labour
press, contributing to the rise of self-determination in Figure
4.34. To the Finnish delegation it seemed that the general attitude
towards self-determination was positive, although Russians were
not particularly well informed about the specifics of the Finnish
843 Soikkanen 1975, 205, 207; Haapala 1995, 232–234; Matikainen 2018, 63–
64.
844 Ketola 1987, 55–62.
845 Vapaa Sana, 21.03.1917, 2.
846 Ketola 1987, 48–53; 105–109; Haapala 2014, 44.
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Figure 4.34: Relative frequency of self-determination (“itsemääräämisoikeus”) in three socialist newspapers, 1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti and Vapaa
Sana.

case.847 The Bolsheviks, led by Vladimir Lenin (1870–1924), were
able to present the best offer: Finland should be granted “as much
self-determination as the Finns themselves wanted”.848 However,
from the short term perspective, the Finnish socialists seemed to
have backed the wrong horse for the first Bolshevist rebellions
failed in July. Furthermore, on 19 July, just after midnight, the
Finnish parliament accepted the “Law of Supreme Power”, literally the power law (valtalaki), an act that would have increased
Finnish autonomy and decreased Russian influence in Finnish
affairs. Kerensky, now as Prime Minister, dissolved the Parliament and ordered new elections.849 Eino Ketola has proposed
847 See e.g. Työmies, 10.05.1917, 5; Kansan Lehti, 12.05.1917, 5; Vapaa Sana,
14.05.1917, 2.
848 Työmies, 10.05.1917, 6.
849 Ketola 1987, 200, 209–215, 228–239; Haapala 2014, 43–44.
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that, in hindsight, if the Finnish socialists had acknowledged the
authority of the Russian Provisional Government in the spring
and summer of 1917 instead of promoting national self-determination with the help of Russian left-wing parties, the Civil War
could perhaps have been avoided for the socialist enthusiasm for
independence ultimately led to a full-scale political crisis which
blocked the possibility of much needed social reforms.850
The proletarian dream of “self-determination” formed a direct
conceptual link to freedom, and socialists could use the expression “internal freedom” (sisäinen vapaus) interchangeably with
self-determination in the labour press.851 In political philosophy,
there is a long tradition of dividing freedom into two: negative
liberty, meaning roughly freedom from external restraints, and
positive liberty, meaning the ability to actualize one’s conceptualization of freedom.852 Applying this classical categorization
to the case of Finnish socialism shows that self-determination in
the socialist understanding certainly belonged simultaneously to
both categories: (negative) freedom from age-old imperial chains
and (positive) freedom to realize true democracy.
Figure 4.35 shows that, not only self-determination but
both the Greek-based demokratia and its vernacular translation kansanvalta rose in the course of 1917, both peaking during the intense weeks of the September election campaign. As
Pasi Ihalainen has argued in The Springs of Democracy, which
is based on his analysis of European parliamentary debates and
press discourses in the years 1917–1919, the age of freedom meant
simultaneously an era when radically different conceptions of
democracy clashed openly in the Grand Duchy of Finland. For
the Finnish bourgeoisie, the socialist concept of democracy contained some ominous elements, especially democracy as “the rule
by the common people”, an understanding evoked by the social-

850 Ketola 2017, 243–244.
851 See e.g. Työmies, 14.09.1917, 2.
852 Berlin 1969, 118–172. For criticism of this distinction, see Gray 1990, 7–11.
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Figure 4.35: Relative frequency of democracy (“demokratia”) and the
people’s power (“kansanvalta”) in three socialist newspapers, 1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti and Vapaa
Sana.

ist usage of the term kansanvalta.853 On the other hand, the term
demokratia was problematic too, as it was used in the socialist
discourse when referring to Russian revolutionary democracy,
often in an admiring tone, which from the bourgeois perspective
could carry a connotation of dangerous Eastern Bolshevism.854
In Ihalainen’s interpretation, the Finnish socialists monopolized both the concept of democracy and the people during 1917,
equating the former with socialist majority rule and the latter
with the working people, thus excluding the bourgeois parties
and generally undermining Finnish parliamentarism.855 A quantitative analysis shows that, like the concept of democracy, the
phrase “the majority of the people” (kansan enemmistö) peaked
precisely in September 1917 in the socialist press, indicating a
whole new phase for the political language of Finnish socialism
853 Ihalainen 2017, 174, 198, 274, 278.
854 Ihalainen 2017, 202–203.
855 Ihalainen 2017, 198, 268, 281–282, 510–511.
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after the dissolution of the socialist majority parliament.856 In the
socialist understanding, the bourgeois parties had betrayed true
democracy, “the people’s parliament” (kansaneduskunta), that
had represented the genuine will of the people:
Parliament was illegally ordered to be dissolved. The senators
from the bourgeois parties, together with the governor-general,
issued the illegal order. And with violence, with the help of an
armed dragoon group, prevented our people’s parliament from
gathering. But all the stronger is the demand from the majority of
our people, echoing all over Finland: Free from the paternalism
of the Russian bourgeoisie!857 (Bold face in original.)

This piece of election propaganda was circulated in all major
labour newspapers in mid-September, and, in addition to “the
majority”, “the people” and “the people’s parliament”, it contained many other autumnal key concepts such as “violence”,
“illegal” and “the bourgeoisie”. The reference to violent “dragoon
group” above referred to Russian soldiers preventing Finnish
socialist MPs from trying to continue their parliamentary work
regardless of the dissolution. In fact, the socialists managed to
break into the parliament building in late September and hold
their own session that approved not only the Power Law once
again but also the eight-hour working day and new more demo-

856 Based on the keyword search in the digital newspaper archive, the phrase
“the majority of the people” (kansan enemmistö) appeared on 15 pages in
Työmies, Kansan Lehti and Vapaa Sana in September 1917, on eight pages
in May 1917 and on seven pages in August 1917. The phrase appeared on
five pages or less in other months.
857 The text was published e.g. in Työmies, 15.09.1917, 1; Vapaa Sana,
17.09.1917, 1; Kansan Lehti, 15.09.1917, 3. The original quote in Finnish:
”Eduskunta laittomasti käskettiin hajaantumaan. Porvaripuolueiden senaattorit, yhdessä kenraalikuvernöörin kanssa, julkaisivat sen laittoman
käskykirjeen. Ja väkivallalla, aseellisen rakuunajoukon avulla, estettiin
kansaneduskuntamme kokoontumasta. Mutta sitä voimakkaampana kaikuu yli Suomenmaan kansamme enemmistön vaatimus: Vapaaksi Venäjän
porvariston holhousvallasta!”
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cratic municipal laws.858 The socialists had conceptualized both
the dissolution of the socialist-majority parliament and the following elections as “illegal”, and now the bourgeois newspapers
used the same concept to condemn the actions of this red miniparliament which, in their eyes, was a mockery of true democracy.859
Previous election campaigns had been heated, but September
1917 raised the stakes in the political game. The credibility of
parliamentarism was at an all-time low in the socialists’ eyes,
and although the material situation had not been great since the
beginning of the First World War, it was worse now. According
to Pertti Haapala, although there had been shortages of almost
every necessity of life in the Finnish cities during the period
1914–1916, the food question did not become critical until the
latter half of 1917. In addition, unemployment rose rapidly in July
and August, when the orders from the Russian military ceased
almost completely.860 One sign of this culmination point can be
seen in the food riots organized spontaneously by the hungry
crowds.861 The autumn of 1917 is also the period when hunger
reached maximum levels in the labour press.
The increasing tension between the political contestants in this
unstable situation can also be seen in the use of antagonistic concepts for the standard tool of socialist thinking, “the bourgeoisie”, peaked during the electoral campaign. The list of bourgeois
sins was long: by worshipping the profit motive, the bourgeoisie had “done its best to make the proletariat hungry” and had
“prevented all the attempts to help those in need”.862 Due to its
lack of true patriotism, the bourgeoisie was “ready to sell Finnish
self-determination”.863 In the moral sphere, “the filth” cultivated
858 Ketola 1987, 284–285; Upton 1980, 125–126; Soikkanen 1975, 235–236.
859 See e.g. Uusi Suometar, 29.09.1917, 6.
860 Haapala 1995, 197–198, 207, 216.
861 Salkola 1985, 260–264.
862 Kansan Lehti, 24.09.1917, 2; Työmies, 07.09.1917, 2.
863 Kansan Lehti, 05.09.1917, 2.
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Figure 4.36: Relative frequency of hunger (“nälkä”) in three socialist
newspapers, 1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti and Vapaa
Sana.

by the bourgeoisie had “poisoned and driven people wild”.864 But
above all, the year 1917 had shown that all the proletarian beliefs
about the bourgeoisie had been correct from the beginning:
The unification of the bourgeois parties into one election coalition in the upcoming elections is the clearest proof that the
whole bourgeoisie has the same aspirations and similar interests
to safeguard. It is an irrefutable proof of the claim always stated
by social democracy: the bourgeoisie has formed and sustained
different party groups with the intention of confusing the working population’s perception of the starkly opposite class interests
between the bourgeoisie and the working population.865
864 Työmies, 26.09.1917, 4.
865 Kansan Lehti, 05.09.1917, 2. The original quote in Finnish: ”Porvaripuolueiden yhtyminen vaaliliitoksi nyt lähestyvissä vaaleissa on mitä selkein
todiste siitä, että koko porvaristolla on samat pyrkimykset ja samallaiset
edut valvottavina. Se on kumoomaton todiste sosialidemokratian taholta
aina esitetylle väitteelle, että porvaristo on muodostanut ja ylläpitänyt eri
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Figure 4.37: Relative frequency of the bourgeoisie (“porvaristo”) in three
socialist newspapers in 1895–1917 (on the left) and in 1917 (on the
right).

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti and Vapaa
Sana.

Interestingly, the writer uses the term “proof” (todiste) twice,
and borrowing a concept from social psychology, the text could
be labelled as a prime example of confirmation bias in the context
of political thinking.866 The socialists of the autumn 1917 remembered the events earlier in the year rather selectively, forgetting
they had been celebrating freedom from the imperial oppression
together with the Finnish upper classes in the spring and that
many patriotic bourgeois politicians had supported their Power
Act in the summer.867 Ambiguous memories were filtered from
the socialist imagination when the political game toughened.
This quote also illustrates one of the greatest conceptual differences between the revolutionary tides of 1905 and 1917.
puolueryhmiä tarkoituksella sekottaa työväestön käsitystä jyrkästi vastakkaisista luokkaeduista porvariston ja työväestön välillä.”
866 Kahneman 2012, 80–81.
867 Ketola 1987, 199–200.
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As can be seen in Figure 4.37, “the bourgeoisie” was not yet
a key concept of Finnish socialism during the General Strike of
1905, but by the end of 1917, the true enemy had revealed itself.
The party-political terms from suometarlainen (a supporter of
the Finnish Party) to nuorsuomalainen (a supporter of the Young
Finnish Party) had flourished in the labour press in the aftermath of the first general strike, but one decade later they had lost
their momentum and transformed into the giant monolith of the
“bourgeoisie”. Importantly, this conceptual transformation was
not a phenomenon of 1917 but had its roots further back in time,
especially in the strengthening of the class struggle line in the
years preceding the First World War. While mentions of the concept rose in each of the newspapers studied, the most noticeable
peak in Figure 4.37 can be pinpointed specifically to one journalist, namely K. M. Evä, who fiercely attacked the bourgeoisie
in Kansan Lehti, especially in 1911–1913.868 He later became one
of the Red Guard organizers and leaders during the Civil War.869
The mounting tension was felt and aggravated by the opposite camp during the September elections of 1917. The two major
bourgeois parties, the conservative Finnish Party and the more
liberal Young Finnish Party, buried their traditional disagreements and, for the first time ever, formed a nation-wide electoral
alliance.870 Their electoral propaganda was very openly targeted
against socialism:

868 See the individual articles signed by “K.M.” in which the term “bourgeoisie” is mentioned at least five times, in most cases more often: Kansan
Lehti, 10.07.1911, 2; Kansan Lehti, 20.07.1911, 3; Kansan Lehti, 21.09.1911,
1; Kansan Lehti, 27.09.1911, 1; Kansan Lehti, 25.09.1911, 2; Kansan Lehti, 29.11.1911, 1; Kansan Lehti, 07.03.1912, 1; Kansan Lehti, 10.09.1912,
1; Kansan Lehti, 14.02.1913, 2; Kansan Lehti, 19.03.1913, 3; Kansan Lehti,
29.03.1913, 2; Kansan Lehti, 07.06.1913, 2.
869 Salkola 1985, 196; Hoppu 2009, 115.
870 Vares 2000, 223–230.
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So we are on the verge of a serious civil war. Citizen, whoever you
may be! Do you want to save your people? If so, do not give your
support to such groups [socialists] in the elections.871
If you want disorder and the rule of the fist, illegality and vigilantism to continue and to expand, then vote for the socialists.872
It is not enough to have a “bourgeois” majority nominally. What
is needed is a majority that is truly capable of putting an end to
the socialist rule both inside and outside the parliament.873

The bourgeois coalition won the election, albeit narrowly. The
biggest winner, however, came from outside the coalition: the
agrarian-populist Agrarian League polled 12 % and gained seven extra seats. The SDP received almost 70,000 votes more than
in the previous election of 1916 but bitterly lost its parliamentary majority, for the voter turnout had increased from 55.5 % to
69.2 %.874 The socialists explained their loss with the new bourgeois weapon of electoral alliance, treacherous agitation and the
general misconception of socialists being in power in the spring
although “in reality the power had been in bourgeois hands”.875
These narratives offered by the labour press once again demonstrated the classical stereotype of the Finnish bourgeoisie using
cunning but immoral political maneuvers.
871 Aamulehti, 30.09.1917, 8. The original quote in Finnish: ”Kansalainen,
kuka lienetkin! Tahdotko pelastaa kansasi? Jos tahdot, niin älä anna kannatustasi vaaleissa moisille joukoille.”
872 Helsingin Sanomat, 07.09.1917, 5. The original quote in Finnish: ”Jos tahdot, että epäjärjestys ja nyrkkivalta, laittomuus ja omankädenoikeus yhä
edelleenkin jatkuvat ja paisuvat, niin äänestä sosialisteja.”
873 Uusi Suometar, 08.09.1917, 3. The original quote in Finnish: ”Ei riitä, että
eduskuntaan saadaan nimellisesti ’porvarillinen’ enemmistö. Tarvitaan sellainen enemmistö, joka todella kykenee tekemään lopun sosialistien vallasta sekä eduskunnassa että sen ulkopuolella.”
874 Suomen Virallinen Tilasto 1917. XXIX Vaalitilasto. Eduskuntavaalit vuonna
1917, 14.
875 Kansan Lehti, 09.10.1917, 2; Työmies, 18.10.1917, 4; Vapaa Sana, 19.10.1917,
2; Työmies, 14.10.1917, 1.
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Figure 4.38: Relative frequency of anarchy (“anarkia”) and hooligan
(“huligaani”) in three socialist newspapers, 1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti and Vapaa
Sana.

As the opposite of dirty bourgeois back-room politics, the socialists still believed they had the honest force of “the people” on
their side and continued to speak in its name.876 This rhetoric was
not entirely disproportionate compared to the election results:
the largest number of people in history, i.e. 444,670 Finns, had
voted for them.877 But, in retrospect, it could be argued that the
socialists made the classic error of political leaders by overestimating their influence: first, the socialist control over the people
who had voted for the SDP was not as significant as the party
liked to imagine, and second, even these voters represented only
a segment of “the parliament of the streets”. From the conceptual
perspective, the evolution of “hooligan” and “anarchy” illustrate
the slow realization of these two points among the socialist opinion leaders.
876 See e.g. Vapaa Sana, 12.10.1917, 2; Kansan Lehti, 16.10.1917, 8; Kansan
Lehti, 18.10.1917, 2.
877 Suomen Virallinen Tilasto 1917. XXIX Vaalitilasto. Eduskuntavaalit vuonna
1917, 35.
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The concept of hooligan can be seen as a transnational concept of modernity par excellence in the sense that it was adopted
in the Finnish press from the English-speaking world through
the Russian newspapers in the early twentieth century.878 Anarchy, on the other hand, had a longer history, as it had already
been used in the 1870s to refer pejoratively to the state of disorder
abroad.879 Both concepts condensed the modern experience of a
growing chaos in society where the traditional pillars of order
seemed to be giving way, in the Finnish case, most dangerously
in 1917. Figure 4.38 shows that both concepts gained in popularity as the experience of chaos unfolded.
In the spring, the labour newspapers had questioned the appropriateness of both concepts, especially anarchy, as the bourgeois newspapers had used it actively to describe the strikes for
the eight-hour working day and the spontaneous removals of
pro-Russian government officials, or kätyrit as they were labelled
in the socialist language.880 The rhetorical counter-move was
to return the blame embedded in the concept of anarchy. According to the labour press, not strikes but the lack of collective
agreements was anarchy, “anarchy ruled in the municipals” due
to the weak state of local democracy, the rule of the bourgeoisie was “legal anarchy” and, in the broadest understanding of
the concept, “capitalist system” meant anarchy.881 The bourgeois
version of the concept had a tendency to associate anarchy with
878 For the first mention of ”hooligan” (huligaani) in the Finnish press, see
Inkeri, 06.08.1904, 2. For the first proper definition of ”hooligan” in the
Finnish press, translated from a Russian newspaper, see Uusi Suometar,
26.05.1905, 5. For the uses of ”hooligan” when describing the current
events in Russia, see e.g. Kaleva, 31.07.1905, 3; Wiipuri, 11.05.1905, 3. On
the relation between the concept of hooligan and modernity in the Russian
context, see Jänis-Isokangas 2016, esp. 31.
879 See e.g. Tapio, 28.08.1878, 2; Tampereen Sanomat, 27.11.1877, 2; Uusi
Suometar, 19.11.1875, 1.
880 Työmies, 18.05.1917, 6; Vapaa Sana, 23.05.1917, 3; Työmies, 09.06.1917, 4;
Työmies, 20.04.1917, 4; Työmies, 25.04.1917, 5; Työmies, 18.04.1917, 2.
881 Työmies, 06.05.1917, 5; Työmies, 15.04.1917, 1; Kansan Lehti, 06.06.1917, 5;
Työmies, 20.06.1917, 4.
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revolution, for example, by claiming that the Russian Revolution
had led to anarchy in Finland,882 but the socialists made a sharp
distinction between the two: an organized revolution was never
anarchy but “violent societal reform in order to hasten legal progress”, using Eetu Salin’s words.883 However, in June, there were
already voices inside the socialist camp that acknowledged a revolution could potentially transform into an uncontrolled anarchy if the revolutionaries could not maintain order.884
The socialists openly rejoiced in July when the national print
workers’ strike prevented the bourgeois press from fomenting
anarchy: “Like the undersigned, a reader has surely noticed two
facts: the bourgeois newspapers have disappeared and the anarchy has disappeared.”885 However, when the bourgeois newspapers began to re-appear after five weeks of silence, they did
not withdraw from the concept but rather made anarchy their
election weapon against the socialists in August and September,
highlighting in their propaganda that the socialists had not been
able to maintain order.886 When the bourgeois parties won the
election and the SDP lost its parliamentary majority, the socialists could adopt a new position in its relation to anarchy: instead
of denying the allegations of anarchy from the right, they now
focused on attacking those in power using the same concept. In
fact, the peak of anarchy in October in Figure 4.38 is explained
by the worsening food crisis that the labour press conceptual882 See e.g. Uusi Suometar, 08.06.1917, 5; Suur-Savo, 08.06.1917, 2; Aamulehti,
26.09.1917, 2.
883 Kansan Lehti, 21.05.1917, 2. The original quote in Finnish: ”…vallankumous ei ole anarkiaa, se on ainoastaan väkivaltaista yhteiskunnallista uudistusta, laillisen kehityksen kiirehtimiseksi.”
884 For the most explicit demonstration of this idea, see the article “Revolution
and Anarchy” in Vapaa Sana, 08.06.1917, 2.
885 Kansan Lehti, 07.07.1917, 5. The original quote in Finnish: ”Lukija on pannut varmaankin allekirjoittaneen kanssa yhdessä merkille kaksi tosiasiaa:
porvarilehdet ovat lakanneet ja anarkia on lakannut.”
886 Uusi Suometar, 13.08.1917, 2; Uusi Suometar, 18.09.1917, 4; Helsingin Sanomat, 22.09.1917, 6.
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ized as total anarchy.887 This characterization was obviously
more convenient in this new situation, where the socialists were
no longer responsible in the government for “organizing hunger” (nälän järjestäminen), to use the contemporary phrase.888
The cause of anarchy lay in the Finnish bourgeoisie, who were
playing profit games with people’s hunger.889 Here, the socialists
did not want to direct the proletarian attention to the failures in
the spring and the summer but to see the crisis as a longer-term
consequence of intentional action practised by the bourgeoisie:
“For the fourth year, bourgeois war bandits have, more ruthlessly
than ever before, skinned this people.”890
In socialist parlance, the prevailing bourgeois anarchy gave
birth to a hooligan that was an individual manifestation of anarchy. As with the concept of anarchy, the socialists disputed the
accusations of hooliganism in the spring and then later charged
the bourgeoisie with the concept stolen from their opponents.
Thus, according to the labour press, the bourgeois civil guards,
formed mostly in the autumn, consisted of hooligans.891 However, in the end, the socialist newspapers had to admit that there
were hooligans among the working people, and they reported on
many stabbings, robberies and lootings in October, November
and December, the cases varying from individual alcohol-related crimes to riots initiated by gangs.892 Alongside the structural
explanation that framed capitalism as anarchy, the papers also
hinted that the Finnish bourgeoisie had hired hooligans to pro887 Työmies, 21.10.1917, 1; Kansan Lehti, 22.10.1917, 2; Vapaa Sana, 24.10.
1917, 2.
888 See e.g. Työmies, 26.08.1917, 1; Kansan Lehti, 17.09.1917, 2; Vapaa Sana,
18.05.1917, 2.
889 Kansan Lehti, 08.10.1917, 2.
890 Vapaa Sana, 12.10.1917, 2. The original quote in Finnish: ”Neljättä vuotta
ovat porvarien sotarosvot häikäilemättömimmin kuin koskaan ennen nylkeneet tätä kansaa.”
891 Työmies, 18.08.1917, 4; Työmies, 26.09.1917, 3; Työmies, 27.09.1917, 2.
892 For articles using the term hooligan pejoratively, see. e.g. Työmies,
30.10.1917, 4; Työmies, 01.11.1917, 5; Työmies, 19.12.1917, 4.
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voke working people in order to drive a wedge into the proletarian front.893
The theoretical possibility of “civil war” (kansalaissota) and
“working-class revolution” (työväenluokan vallankumous) figured in the socialist press discussions in October, although they
were presented as unwanted scenarios that could still be prevented.894 These concepts composed one link in the wider chain
of socialist thought: the bourgeoisie now had a final chance to
implement the people’s power they had been restraining since
the February Revolution or Finnish society would face a terrible
future. In other words, the socialists issued public threats based
on the premise that they had been able to hold back the working
people so far, but the breaking point was approaching. The clearest formulation of the idea was enshrined in the so-called “We
Demand” manifesto, accepted by the social-democratic party
council and promoted in the labour press in the first days of November: “Throughout this revolutionary period, it [the Finnish
bourgeoisie] has not made any honest concession to the working
people in its politics, as if it had completely lost its ability to understand that a tightly drawn bow snaps if one does not release
it in time.”895
The surprising success of the Bolshevik Revolution on 7 November, led by Vladimir Lenin and Leon Trotsky (1879–1940),
once again changed the dynamics and balance of power in Finland and exacerbated the political divide. The Finnish bourgeoisie sought alliance with Germany as it was suspicious of the Russian radicals who had usurped power using violence, whereas the
Finnish SDP found the Bolsheviks as their only natural ally in

893 Työmies, 11.11.1917, 1; Työmies, 02.12.1917, 5.
894 See e.g. Työmies, 20.10.1917, 3; Kansan Lehti, 18.10.1917, 1.
895 The manifesto was publised, for example, in Työmies, 01.11.1917, 2; Kansan Lehti, 01.11.1917, 2; Vapaa Sana, 02.11.1917, 2. The original quote in
Finnish: ”Se ei ole politiikassaan koko tänä kumousaikana tehnyt työväelle
ainoatakaan rehellistä myönnytystä, aivan kuin olisi se tyysin kadottanut
kyvyn käsittää, että ellei ajoissa anna myöten, niin kiristetty jousi katkee.”
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Figure 4.39: Relative frequency of Bolshevik (“bolshevikki”, “bolshevik”), Trotsky (“trotski”) and Lenin (“lenin”) in three socialist newspapers, 1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti and Vapaa
Sana.

the prevailing conditions.896 Although Finnish socialism had traditionally adopted influences mainly from the (imagined) West,
especially from German Marxism, the Eastern influence, almost
non-existent in the ideological domain before 1917,897 grew during the year, peaking during the Bolshevik Revolution in November, as can be seen in Figure 4.39.
In the labour press, the Bolsheviks were described as energetic
and brave revolutionaries who had attacked Russian tyranny in
order to bring peace on Earth. They were not introduced as a violent communist deviation from the international norm of socialism but as the most competent forces of the movement, backed by

896 Ketola 1987, 363; Haapala 2014, 46.
897 Ehrnrooth 1992, 183–184.
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other European socialist parties.898 Anton Huotari (1881–1931),
the enthusiastic editor-in-chief of Kansan Lehti, wrote soon after
the revolution, on 9 November:
The Bolsheviks – the social-democratic, class-conscious proletariat – are today the masters of the giant Russian empire! The
proletarian socialists who were just recently persecuted and exterminated – they are now in power.899

With new masters ruling in the East, the Finnish SDP decided
to push through its “We Demand” manifesto and threatened to
organize a general strike if its demands were not fulfilled. The
bourgeois-led parliament, however, was not intimidated, and the
manifesto was not even taken for discussion due to its formal
shortcomings.900 The manifesto that was prominently published
by the labour press can be interpreted to demand bread and justice, the former referring to the many radical social reforms to
tackle the food crisis and unemployment, while the latter included the purging of state institutions of bureaucracy, the dismissal of the current Senate, the gathering of a national assembly to
draft a new constitution and the disarming of the bourgeois civil
guards.901 Demands so aggressive were unlikely to succeed from
the outset, as was later admitted even by some of the socialists.902
The strike began on 14 November, and eventually the bourgeois
parties had to compromise by accepting the eight-hour working
day and new municipal laws. The strike ended on 20 November
898 See e.g. Kansan Lehti, 12.11.1917, 1; Työmies, 27.11.1917, 2; Työmies,
30.11.1917, 4.
899 Kansan Lehti, 09.11.1917, 2. The original quote in Finnish: ”Bolshevikit –
sosialidemokratinen, luokkatietoinen köyhälistö – ovat tänä päivänä Venäjän jättiläisvaltakunnan herroina! Äskeiset vainotut ja tuhoamisen alaiseksi
joutuneet proletaarisosialistit – ne nyt vallassa.”
900 Upton 1980, 149.
901 Työmies, 01.11.1917, 2; Kansan Lehti, 01.11.1917, 2; Vapaa Sana, 02.11.
1917, 2.
902 Huttunen 1918, 38; Ryömä 1918, 33.
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with the ambivalent slogan: “The strike is over, but the revolution
continues!”903 During the strike, the Bolsheviks had encouraged
the Finnish SDP to seize full power, but the socialists hesitated although they had managed to vote for the armed revolution
before the Workers’ Revolutionary Council cancelled the initiative.904
Political violence escalated to an unprecedented level during
the strike. There were more than thirty deaths, and in some cases
socialist and bourgeois civil guards clashed directly.905 The socialists had to face the reality of their political leadership: the
control of “the people” had slipped through their fingers. In
principle, the socialists condemned murders, robberies and other acts of vandalism but they did not forget to add some caveats:
it was justifiable to use violence against violence, there was as
yet no objective information on the recent events as they were
based on victim statements and, ultimately, the bourgeoisie had
already cast the first stone in the spring and summer by firing on
striking working people, in at least three different cases.906 Thus,
not surprisingly, the official stance of the SDP condemned the
bourgeoisie itself for provoking working-class violence, for it had
“with its obstructionism incited an anarchist spirit, without listening to the warnings of social democracy”.907 This explanation
shifted the responsibility from the socialist agitation, an interpretation often offered by their opponents,908 onto the bourgeois
back-room politics that for far too long had prevented the actualization of the true power of the people.
903 According to Wiik 1919, 61.
904 Haapala 2014, 48.
905 Upton 1980, 164–169, 178.
906 Työmies, 29.11.1917, 3; Työmies, 25.11.1917, 1.
907 Työmies, 28.11.1917, 3. The original quote in Finnish: ”Kantakoon porvaristo itse edesvastuun anarkiasta, sekä tähänastisesta että kaikesta tulevasta,
koska se on jarrutuksellaan anarkistista henkeä lietsonut, kuulematta sosialidemokratian varoituksia.”
908 See e.g. Uusi Suometar, 10.05.1917, 5; Aamulehti, 10.06.1917, 4; Aamulehti,
19.08.1917, 6; Etelä-Saimaa, 22.11.1917, 1; Savo, 22.11.1917, 1.
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Figure 4.40: Relative frequency of the butcher (“lahtari”) in three socialist newspapers in 1895–1917 (on the left) and in 1917 (on the right).

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti and Vapaa
Sana.

The concrete acts of violence resurrected the most extreme
concept in the political language of Finnish socialism: the butcher (lahtari). The bourgeoisie, as a concept, meant stealing economic surplus value from the working people, but the butchers
were trying to take something even more valuable: their very
lives. The concept had originally referred to slaughtering animals,909 but it could be exploited in the political context in which
it conveyed the idea of cruel and inhumane killings of other people. This meaning can be found in several European languages and was used in ancient Rome in the first century BC.910 The
first written use in Finnish in this negative sense, at least that I
have found, is from the 1840s, when the nationalist intellectual
Elias Lönnrot (1802–1884) mentioned that the Finns had called
Klaus Fleming (e. 1535–1597) a butcher because of his bloodlust.911 Fleming was the commander who crushed the Finnish
909 Häkkinen 2004, 557.
910 Taglialatela 2019, 35–36.
911 Maamiehen Ystävä, 12.07.1845, 1.
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peasant uprising in 1596–1597. The rise of the political butcher
in the labour press took place in the aftermath of the General
Strike of 1905, when the socialists used it to mock the bourgeois
civil guards in Helsinki, which consisted mostly of university
students.912 In the year following the strike, the concept further
enlarged in volume due to the clash in the capital during the Sveaborg rebellion of 1906. This clash led to nine deaths.913 However,
from the long-term perspective, the quantitative size of the conceptual waves in 1905–1906 and in 1917 look very different.
Thus, in the domain of political name-calling, 1917 can be
seen as an extreme version of the first revolutionary wave that
had hit the Grand Duchy of Finland a decade earlier. To gain an
even better understanding of this second revolutionary wave, it
can once again be broken into smaller parts. The figure on the
right shows convincingly how the aggressive socialist discourse
around the butcher(s) clustered in the autumn. Especially during
November, a sharp outline of the traditionally vague concept of
the butcher emerged. According to the labour press, there were
around 50,000–100,000 people in the Finnish butcher guards.
They had purchased pistols, rifles and machine guns from Germany and in their military education these future butchers were
encouraged not to show any mercy towards their opponents.914
In the most emotional rhetorical re-descriptions of the clashes in
1917, the “butchers” had already “sucked the blood of the workers”.915
A distrustful atmosphere prevailed in the labour press in the
following month. The bourgeois proposal for Finnish independence was accepted in the parliament on 6 December, although
the socialists voted against it and offered their own initiative,
912 See e.g. Työmies, 22.11.1905, 2; Työmies, 06.12.1905, 2; Työmies, 15.12.
1905, 2.
913 See e.g. Kansan Lehti, 03.08.1906, 2; Kansan Lehti, 03.08.1906, 3; Kansan
Lehti, 03.08.1906, 3.
914 Kansan Lehti, 05.11.1917, 3; Työmies, 25.11.1917, 1; Vapaa Sana, 28.11.1917,
3; Työmies, 28.11.1917, 3.
915 Työmies, 23.11.1917, 4.
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which continued to push through their once dead and buried
Power Act. In contrast to the bourgeois version, the socialist bill
would have transferred more power from the government to the
parliament and it also included negotiations with the Bolsheviks.916 Instead of celebrating bourgeois independence that the
socialists called “adventurism” (seikkailupolitiikka),917 the labour
papers wanted to recall to their readers’ minds the bitter memory
of the summer: the socialist initiative for national self-determination had been killed in July with the help of the Finnish bourgeois politicians.918 This is how the socialists took their conceptual revenge by imitating the bourgeois criticism towards socialist
plans of independence half a year earlier.
The Declaration of Independence stated boldly that “the people of Finland have to step forward as an independent nation
among the other nations in the world”,919 but the first independent steps looked highly suspicious from the proletarian perspective, especially the organization of the Finnish military forces. In
fact, the question of a national army seemed to be an even more
urgent topic in the labour press of December than the question
of national independence.920 The February Revolution had reopened the possibility of Finnish military forces: until 1916, the
Grand Duchy had paid taxes – “war millions” (sotamiljoona) or
“bayonet millions (pistinmiljoona) in the socialist language – to
the Empire in compensation for Finns not having to serve in the
916 Haapala 2014, 48; Ketola 1987, 398–400.
917 Kansan Lehti, 07.12.1917, 2.
918 See e.g. Kansan Lehti, 06.12.1917, 4; Työmies, 07.12.1917, 5; Vapaa Sana,
10.12.1917, 2.
919 The Finnish Declaration of Independence, published e.g. in Suomalainen
Wirallinen Lehti, 05.12.1917, 1. The original quote in Finnish: ”Suomen
kansan on astuttava muiden maailman kansojen rinnalle itsenäisenä kansakuntana.”
920 “The armed forces” (sotalaitos) were mentioned 98 times in Työmies, 17
times in Kansan Lehti and 38 times in Vapaa Sana in December 1917, whereas “independence” (itsenäisyys) was mentioned 65 times in Työmies, 19
times in Kansan Lehti and 19 times Vapaa Sana during the same period.
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Figure 4.41: Relative frequency of the military / military forces (“sotalaitos”) in three socialist newspapers, 1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti and Vapaa
Sana.

Russian army.921 In the new situation of late 1917, the broad outlines of the military discussion followed the traditional political
divisions. In general, the bourgeois parties wanted a strong army
of their own, based on conscription, that would ensure both internal and external safety, whereas the socialists were opposed to
this. Their anti-conscription stance had already been defined in
the ideological white paper of the party, i.e. the Forssa Program
of 1903.922
The debate truly gained momentum in the labour press in December, as the Young Finnish politician Antti Mikkola (1869–
1918) took the parliamentary initiative of establishing armed

921 For the expression ”war millions”, see e.g. Työmies, 09.12.1908, 2; Vapaa
Sana, 21.01.1910, 1; Kansan Lehti, 07.09.1917, 4. For the expression “bayonet millions”, see e.g. Työmies, 03.08.1910, 1; Kansan Lehti, 14.09.1911, 1;
Vapaa Sana, 01.08.1913, 1.
922 Kansan Lehti, 27.08.1903, 2.
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forces in Finland.923 Not surprisingly, the socialist MPs vehemently attacked the notion of military forces. Their rhetorical
outbursts were published in the labour press, contributing to the
peak of December in Figure 4.41.924 What is more striking, however, is the response from the grassroots of the labour movement,
both quantitatively and qualitatively. The labour papers were
filled with angry messages from the rank-and-file socialists who
condemned the bourgeois plot to subdue the working people.
Working women organized protest meetings and demonstrations against military forces,925 whereas the social-democratic
youth movement began to raise funds against conscription because young people would be the first “victims of barracks savagery” (kasarmiraakuuden uhri).926 Local organizations, ranging
from dairy workers’ and crofters’ unions to working people’s
sports clubs, sent their public objections to a bourgeois military.927 An agrarian workers’ meeting saw military forces as an
“attempt of the stealing class to suppress the liberation of the
Finnish working people with blood”928, a good example of the
quality of emotional response from below. In this last case, the
critical juncture partly explains the fierce words, for the socialist
initiative for the crofters’ liberation had once again failed in the
parliament in December.929
923 Työmies, 29.11.1917, 3.
924 See e.g. Työmies, 09.12.1917, 4; Työmies, 14.12.1917, 2; Työmies, 27.12.
1917, 4.
925 Työmies, 22.12.1917, 1; Työmies, 21.12.1917, 2; Vapaa Sana, 28.12.1917, 3;
Työmies, 28.12.1917, 4.
926 Työmies, 13.12.1917, 6; Kansan Lehti, 18.12.1917, 5. Työmies, 15.12.1917, 6.
927 Työmies, 29.12.1917, 5; Kansan Lehti, 14.12.1917, 4; Työmies, 14.12.1917, 6;
Työmies, 27.12.1917, 3; Työmies, 22.12.1917, 6; Kansan Lehti, 15.12.1917, 5;
Työmies, 18.12.1917, 6; Työmies, 29.12.1917, 4.
928 Työmies, 12.12.1917, 4. The original quote in Finnish: ”Samassa kokouksessa oli esillä myös sotalaitoksen voimaansaattamista tarkoittava asia ja
sen johdosta päätti kokous, että se näkee siinä anastajaluokan tarkotuksen
tukahuttaa vereen Suomen työväen vapautuspyrkimyksen.”
929 Rasila 1970, 305–307.
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The general logic of socialist thinking on the military question
was such that the Finnish bourgeoisie wanted an army of their
own because their power had always been based on Russian bayonets that no longer obeyed bourgeois will after the Bolshevik
Revolution.930 Since the bourgeoisie civil guards were too expensive to support in the long term, bourgeois politicians wanted to
use people’s tax money to fund their own “butcher guards”.931 Interestingly from the conceptual perspective, bourgeois enthusiasm for the military in December was repeatedly explained with
the help of an ism that had become marginal, almost non-existent, in socialist use during the First World War, i.e. militarism.932
This concept attached the Finnish case of bourgeois military
forces to the broader framework of global capitalism that systematically produced wars in order to benefit from the misery of the
working people. However, according to the Finnish labour press,
the recent war had already generated a strong response abroad,
and the rise of internationalist, anti-militarist peace movements
was frequently reported.933 The key ideas of the movement had
arrived in Finland by the early days of December:
The sufferings caused by the war has also created disgust and
hostility, greater than ever before, towards militarism among our
working population. The owning class, on the other hand, has
hereby raked in gold by courtesy of the monstrous god of war,
gathering so much that it has killed all other emotions, except
the greed for gold.934
930 Työmies, 09.12.1917, 6.
931 Kansan Lehti, 17.12.1917, 2.
932 “Militarism” was used only 59 times in three socialist newspapers (Työmies,
Kansan Lehti and Vapaa Sana) in 1915–1916, but in the year 1917, the term
appeared 245 times.
933 Työmies, 10.12.1917, 2; Työmies, 09.12.1917, 6; Vapaa Sana, 22.12.1917, 3;
Vapaa Sana, 07.12.1917, 3; Työmies, 09.12.1917, 6; Työmies, 14.12.1917, 7;
Työmies, 06.12.1917, 7.
934 Vapaa Sana, 05.12.1917, 1. The original quote in Finnish: ”Sodan aiheuttamat kärsimykset ovat meillä myöskin luoneet työväestössä entistä suuremman inhon ja vihamielisyyden militarismia kohtaan. Omistava luokka sen
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Looking at the flood of negative reactions published in the
labour press, like the one above, it seems that the Finnish socialists nurtured a widespread belief about the evil intentions
of the national military forces whose secret goal was to crush
the working people. The ideas underlying this conceptualization
can be discerned in the individual quote above and in the wider socialist discourse of the time: the suffering working people,
the cold-hearted and emotionally immature bourgeoisie and the
sense of immediate threat looming all over society and the whole
capitalist system – all of these belong to the permanent features
of Finnish socialism as a political language, present ever since
the very beginning in the 1890s. However, the situation in December 1917 and in January 1918 was once again new in history,
in the sense that the Finnish socialists had to decide whether or
not to hand over the monopoly of violence to the domestic bourgeoisie. Historical events force people to make choices between
competing conceptualizations, i.e. to transform their ideas into
concrete actions, and the most common socialist response to the
possibility of a military institution led by the bourgeoisie was
negative due to their political track record during the last two
decades, which from the proletarian perspective was devoid of
credibility.
The organization of the Finnish military forces could not be
resolved in the parliament before the Civil War began at the end
of January 1918, but the bourgeois Senate had declared their own
civil guards a state army on 12 January, in order to restore “firm
order” (lujan järjestysvalta) in the country. In the socialist camp,
this was read as an extremely aggressive move and described not
only with the popular concept of the butchers but also with more
innovative combinations such as “police anarchy of the bourgeoisie” (porvariston poliisianarkia) and “violent dictatorship”
(väkivaltainen diktatuuri).935 The general distrust of the strong
sijaan meilläkin on nyt kerännyt kultaa sodan hirmujumalan suosiollisella myötävaikutuksella, kerännyt siinä määrin, että siltä on kuollut kaikki
muut tunteet, paitsi kullanhimo.”
935 Työmies, 15.01.1918, 2; Työmies, 16.01.1918, 3.
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bourgeois order in January 1918 seems to be a direct continuation of the military debates in the labour press from December 1917. Antti Mikkola, the Young-Finnish politician labelled a
“militaristic madman” (sotahullu) in the socialist newspapers in
December and criticized for moving for a Finnish military in the
parliament,936 became one of the first victims in the Civil War.
He was shot dead by the Reds on 1 February.937 The conceptual
architectures spread through the labour press among the ordinary working people help to understand the rationale behind the
seemingly irrational outbursts of violence such as the political
murder of Mikkola and, more broadly, the failed revolution of
1918, events that were surely exacerbated by the discursive element but whose logic ultimately cannot be captured by focusing
on a single factor.

4.6 Logic of Conceptual Waves
If there is anything to be learned from the conceptual waves of
Finnish socialism, the main lesson would be that the waves follow neither a predetermined order nor a preset direction; they
evolve in accordance with their complex societal environment.
Freeden’s distinction between core, peripheral and adjacent concepts is useful to better understand the shapes of waves.938 In the
case of Finnish socialism, the core concepts refer to the relatively
stable part of the political language, for example, the concepts of
liberty / freedom, the proletariat and misery that occur constantly in the socialist thinking from the 1890s until the Civil War of
1918,939 whereas adjacent concepts such as equality, human and
self-awareness experience individual peaks but, in general, they
occupy a modest but important position next to the socialist core
936 Sosialisti, 01.12.1917, 9.
937 Sosialisti, 09.02.1918, 1. See also Tikka 2004, 93.
938 Freeden 2013a, 124–126.
939 See Chapter 4.1.
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concepts.940 Peripheral concepts, such as profiteering, self-determination and butcher, do not refer to the long-term structural properties of socialism but rather to the temporary political
stances adopted by the Finnish socialists in changing historical
conjectures.941
What makes the political language of socialism interesting in
the labour press is that it can be thought of as an interdependent
conceptual system in the sense that the physical limits of a newspaper issue led to a competition between political concepts for
the limited amount of space. Thus, in the evolution of Finnish
socialism, some concepts formed a mutualist symbiosis beneficial to both members (such as socialism and capitalism), whereas
some conceptual themes prospered at the expense of their contenders (such as socialism as class struggle taking space from socialism as love of one’s neighbour in the Christian spirit). Figure
4.42 offers a distant vantage point on the conceptual fluctuation
of Finnish socialism over time, showing the proportion of an individual conceptual theme in relation to all themes.942
These themes have been constructed manually by combining
single words into six broad and loose categories that in my interpretation characterize important aspects in the political language
of Finnish socialism. Although the proportions of the themes are
at best approximate, they show roughly how the emphasis shifts
from one topic to another with the passage of time. The theme
of liberalism consists of suffrage, equality and citizen, and as
can be seen above, these concepts dominated the beginning of
the labour movement, i.e. this conceptual theme was by far the
strongest in the years 1895–1898. Nationalism is here the aggre940 See Chapters 4.1. and 4.2.
941 See Chapters 4.4. and 4.5.
942 Search terms used for the chosen themes: (1) liberalism = “äänioikeus”, “tasa-arvo”, “tasa-arvoisuus” and “kansalainen”, (2) nationalism = “isänmaa”,
“isänmaallinen” and ”epäisänmaallinen”, (3) religion = “jumala”, “jesus”,
“jeesus”, “kristus” and “uskonto”, (4) socialism = “sosialismi”, “sosialistinen”, “kapitalismi” and “kapitalistinen”, (5) bourgeois enemy = “porvaristo”,
“porvari” and “porvarillinen”, and (6) food crisis = “elintarve”, “nälänhätä”
ja “keinottelu”.
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Figure 4.42: Six conceptual themes in four socialist newspapers, 1895–
1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti, Vapaa Sana
and Savon Työmies.

gate of fatherland, patriotic and unpatriotic, and became topical
in the years 1899–1901, as the labour movement had to explicate
its position on the question of the fatherland. The theme of religion, made of God, Jesus, Christ and religion itself, arose simultaneously with nationalism but had a longer lifespan: the theme
was most vibrant in the years 1899–1904. The theme of socialism
refers here to socialism as a clearly articulated and openly declared political position taken with the help of international ism
concepts, i.e. socialism and socialist and their counter-concepts
of capitalism and capitalist. The theme stretches throughout the
timeline but was most powerful in the years 1898–1914. Its sister
theme, bourgeois enemy, is based on the bourgeoisie and bourgeois, and maintains a steady presence from the first parliamentary elections onwards, flourishing especially in the years 1908–
1914 and then again in 1917. The last theme, labelled here as food
crisis, consists of necessities of life, starvation and profiteering, a
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sinister conceptual trinity that became powerful during the First
World War. The term “crisis” in the title of the theme has been
selected here to denote that in the labour press the food shortage
was framed as a function of the capitalist system that benefitted
the bourgeoisie, not as a random event harming equally all the
citizens living the Grand Duchy.
Using the knowledge accumulated in this chapter and the
visual aid of Figure 4.42, the evolution of Finnish socialism can
be narrated anew from the conceptual perspective. Finnish socialism began as a suffrage movement, its roots being in the intellectual ground of political liberalism. Not only did the first
editors of the leading socialist organ spring from liberal Young
Finnish circles, but also the concepts of equality and citizen that
they frequently introduced for their working-class readers were
directly taken from the liberal canon. In this sense, the socialists embarked on their journey to the future guided by the torch
of the Enlightenment that was stolen from European liberalism.
Of course, there were several connective factors between the two
macro-ideologies: both socialism and liberalism believed in the
possibility of human progress, wanted to abolish privileges based
on birth and revered freedom of speech.943 However, on the practical level of Finnish politics, the marriage of socialism and liberalism already began to fail in the late 1890s, when the liberal-minded intellectuals did not support the establishment of an
independent workers’ party, and the final breakdown took place
in the years 1905–1907, when the noble ideal of suffrage reform
transformed into an aggressive political struggle over voters between the Social Democratic Party and the Young Finnish Party.
Socialism also needed to clarify its difficult relation to nationalism and Christianity, especially at the turn of the twentieth
century, for the most dangerous rhetorical arguments against socialism were constructed by the Finnish conservatives from the
nationalist and Christian vocabularies. In contrast to the case
of liberal language that offered ideals, values and concepts that
943 On socialism as the radicalization of liberalism in European political
thought, see e.g. Rooksby 2012.
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could be transferred to the service of socialism fairly straightforwardly, without laborious re-definition processes, more conceptual work was required to reconcile socialism with nationalist
and Christian key concepts. Instead of declaring socialism an
opponent of fatherland or religion, labour press tried to present
socialism as true love for fatherland and true Christianity applied to practical life.
While the socialists and liberals both attacked the institutionalized privileges and opportunistic foreign politics of the conservative Finnish Party, in the moral sphere, socialism could also
play the traditional role of moral conservatism, in the sense that
socialism claimed to be the preserver of order against the chaos
of modern capitalism. According to the socialist narrative, the
perverse trajectory of the economic system had led to a rotten
society in the present, but what was pure, right and true could
still be found inside the people, especially the working people. In
other words, the socialist argumentation was based on the idea
that the specific societal order was not in harmony with the universal moral order. This phase of Finnish socialism, from around
1899 to 1904, that criticized capitalism on moral grounds, appealed to traditional values such as harmony and caution and
reclaimed conservative concepts such as fatherland and religion
could be labelled as the Finnish variant of ethical socialism with
the caveat that simultaneously Marxist socialism began to arise,
especially from the Forssa meeting of 1903 onwards.944
Of course, from the opponent’s perspective, the socialist tendency to appropriate features from the competing political languages appeared to be unsophisticated impudence and conceptual trickery: socialism claimed to be more liberal than the liberals for it demanded that equality be extended to all spheres of
human life, more conservative than the conservatives for socialism was the defender of moral virtues at a time of great upheaval,
more Christian than the Christian church for socialism took the
teachings of Christ literally and, finally, at least as patriotic as the
founding fathers of Finnish Fennoman nationalism, for the so944 See Chapter 4.2.
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cialists would finish what they had once started. Socialism would
continue from the national awakening of the few in the nineteenth century to waking up all the working people in the entire
Grand Duchy into a full political consciousness to fight against
domestic and imperial oppressors, no matter what language they
spoke. The credibility of these conceptual appropriations was
impossible to evaluate before the era of elections, but the results
of the first parliamentary elections of 1907 suggest that the socialist efforts to contest political key concepts were not in vain.
The General Strike of 1905 changed the conceptual profile of
Finnish socialism: the organic view on the nature of progress, i.e.
the popular idea of capitalism as moral decay, shifted towards
a materialist understanding of history, the focus on the human
and ethics was replaced by a focus on the causes and effects produced by the capitalist system and conciliatory approaches to the
pre-existing political concepts gave way to a more confrontational relation towards tradition. Marxism and its key concepts, such
as class struggle, became fixed markers of orthodox socialism,
and the labour newspapers could finally harness a full-scale theory to explain the world to their working-class readers and to
attack their political opponents. Both the content and the style
of socialism as a political language changed after the General
Strike. First, the end of censorship enabled an avalanche of theoretical literature on socialism in translation, and second, the
parliamentary reform led to a period of constant electioneering,
which sharpened the socialist language. The caution that had
characterized the public expressions of the early labour movement in the 1890s transformed into a more aggressive tone that
challenged the imagined masters of the present, most often pictured as “the bourgeoisie”.945
The First World War momentarily silenced the socialist language. The Finnish labour press, especially from 1914 to the collapse of the Russian Empire in 1917, serves as a testimony to “the

945 See Chapter 4.3.
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entanglement of matter and meaning”946, an idea cherished, for
example, in new materialist scholarship, in the sense that physical
censorship affected the possible combinations of the conceptual
structures. During the war, socialists could not or, alternatively,
dared not connect the lack of necessities in the Grand Duchy
with the choices made by their Russian rulers. Thus, the labour
press pointed the causal arrow towards the Finnish profiteers
instead. From the historian’s point of view, this demonstrates
how manipulating the conceptual architectures inside political
languages is never a purely intellectual activity for at minimum
manipulation requires a material channel through which the
conceptual messages travel through time and space. Not surprisingly but perfectly logically, both socialist and bourgeois sides
closed their opponent’s main channel, i.e. the party press, when
the Civil War began, a practice that seems to be shared by most
modern revolutions.947
The collapse of the Russian Empire and the following revolutionary era of 1917–1918 mark another major turning point for
Finnish socialism. The political language in the labour press of
1917 has received a greater amount of scholarly and public attention than any of the preceding years for the intensifying public
discourse has been interpreted as a contributory, even decisive
factor leading to the Finnish Civil War of 1918.948 Facile interpretations of the failed revolution were especially easy to find in
the media during the centenary of Finnish Independence and the
Civil War in the years 2017–2018. Journalists explained the deepening political divide of 1917 using an analogy: as in the current
era of social media bubbles and hate speech, one hundred years

946 Orlikowski & Scott 2015, 698. For a brief history of many new materialisms, see Breu 2016.
947 See e.g. Popkin (Ed.) 1995.
948 See e.g. Hämäläinen 1979, Chapter Six; Salminen 2007, 32, 34–35. On the
history of “agitation thesis”, i.e. the socialist labour press manipulating proletarian minds and causing the Civil War with its aggressive agitation, see
Matikainen 2018, 173–177.
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ago the Finns isolated from each other into like-minded camps,
reading only what served to confirm their existing prejudices.949
The trendy concept of media bubble does not shed much light
on the roots of the revolution for three reasons. First, the division of readers into “bubbles” certainly did not take place in 1917
for the party-political press had existed in the Grand Duchy of
Finland for decades. Second, the concept of the bubble itself is
problematic since it implies an idea of ideological isolation between political actors. More specifically, in today’s world the
“filter bubble” refers to the reduced possibility of meaningful
communication for social media algorithms minimize exposure
to information that could challenge the recipient’s ideology.950
However, in the historical case of Finnish political languages,
both the socialist and bourgeoisie factions were actively reading
and commenting on each other’s political messages in 1917, as
indeed they had done since the 1890s. This was not a question
of a new technology ruining the chances of an effective political
communication but rather a problem of motivation: both sides
were guilty of deliberate misunderstandings when deciphering
the messages sent by their opponents. Third, when the idea of
media bubble contains the idea of political polarization, this is
at least partly true for the political discourses did indeed become
more aggressive, emotional and extreme during 1917. However,
this should be a mere starting point for an analysis, not the end
result, for the important historical question is when, how and
why political discourses culminate.
This chapter has answered the when and how questions by
analysing the conceptual moves made inside the political language of Finnish socialism from 1895 to 1917. In the long term,
the General Strike of 1905 and the transition to parliamentary
democracy in 1907 made the baseline of Finnish political debating more aggressive, belligerent and hostile. From a very shortterm perspective, the summer of 1917 seems to be a watershed
949 See e.g. Varho 2018.
950 Geschke, Lorenz & Holtz 2019.
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for socialism as a political language, the crucial moment when
the high hopes of the spring changed into the anticlimax of the
autumn. Simultaneously, especially during the election campaign in September, the political rivals of socialism transformed
from an opponent with many heads into the one-dimensional
beast of the bourgeoisie that blindly followed its egoistic impulses regardless of the worsening societal situation, or as the contemporary phrase summarized the socialist mood at the end of
the year: “No beast is as cruel as the bourgeois whose purse is
touched.”951 In the final stage of this evolution, during November
and December, the beast began to pursue not only money for its
bottomless purse but also proletarian blood, as the economically-motivated bourgeoisie became the militaristic butcher in the
socialist imagination. Thus, it seems that one rogue conceptual
wave after another caused the Finnish society of 1917 to disintegrate, but this is once again a lazy, unidimensional explanation if
the issue of why is neglected with no attempt to discover the logic
behind the formation of extreme conceptual waves. At the very
minimum, the interplay between three different factors should
be considered here: in addition to the discursive factor, the worsening material conditions and the power vacuum left by the collapse of the Russian Empire are essential parts of any credible
explanation.
After the Civil War of 1918, left-wing explanations searched
for the root causes in the specific circumstances of 1917, although with different emphases. The moderate social democrats
who did not participate in the revolution took the view that the
party leadership had slid towards the radicals under the critical
conditions when parliamentarism, reformism and co-operation
with the progressive bourgeoisie was needed most. The radical
“anarcho-socialists” had been enchanted by the instincts of dubious street hooligans and ultimately led the working people into a

951 Kansan Lehti, 05.12.1917, 2. The original quote in Finnish: ”Me sosialistit
olemme usein käyttäneet sananpartta ’ei mikään peto ole niin julma kuin
porvari, jonka kukkaroon kosketaan’.”
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hopeless war.952 The material conditions played an important role
for hunger had afforded these dark forces inside the movement an
opportunity to rise. The far-left communists, on the other hand,
saw 1918 as an inevitable “class war” (luokkasota), for capitalism seemed to collapse into its own impossibility when the First
World War created a revolutionary situation in several European
countries. Unlike in the social-democratic version, the revolution itself was not a mistake, but its timing had been wrong: the
class-conscious working class should already have seized power
during the General Strike of November 1917, when the Finnish
bourgeoisie was yet not ready for a full-scale civil war.953
While the explanations offered by the losing side and its intellectual heirs highlighted the “objective” conditions in which the
revolutionaries were born, those who identified with the victors
of the Civil War, or the “War of Liberation” (vapaussota) as they
conceptualized it, paid much more attention to the “subjective”
discursive factor, disputing the socialist claim of insurmountable
problems in Finnish society. In this understanding, the Finnish
socialist leaders together with the Russian Bolsheviks deceived
the simple-minded working people into the revolution, by cultivating hate speech and blatant lies in the parliament, press and
by oral agitation.954 More sophisticated versions of these two major lines of explanation have partly continued in the most recent
research on Finnish socialism in 1917: as a top-down model that
highlights the role of the socialist opinion leaders disseminating hate speech and imitating Bolshevik rhetoric, which led the
workers down the path to a violent revolution,955 and a more bottom-up model, emphasizing the growing pressure from below
952 For an example of this narrative, see Ryömä 1918 and Huttunen 1918. On
social-democratic interpretations after the Civil War, see Saarela 2014, esp.
333, 345–346, 363; Tikka 2004, 29–37.
953 For an example of this narrative, see Lehén 1928. On the communist interpretations after the Civil War, see Saarela 2014, esp. 345, 357–358; Tikka
2004, 37–38.
954 Tepora & Roselius 2014, 5–8; Tikka 2004, 24–29.
955 For a recent example, see Ihalainen 2017, esp. 510–511.
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that naturally increased in the worsening conditions, without
any need for socialist press agitators.956
If a certain degree of unidimensionality united the first postwar explanations from left and right, most convincing scholarly
interpretations have not chained their historical imagination to
one factor (such as insurmountable domestic problems or aggressive agitation) but have rather attempted to scrutinize the dynamics leading to the Finnish Civil War. For example, the structural approaches taken by Risto Alapuro’s State and Revolution
in Finland and Pertti Haapala’s When Society Collapsed: Finland
1914–1920 recognize internal social problems and growing political divisions, but in addition, analyse the revolution as a crisis
of state power directly linked to the external factor, i.e. the unpredictable collapse of the Russian Empire.957 What is valuable in
these explanations is that they reject theories constructed around
strange outsiders (such as “dark forces” in the social-democratic
or “Bolsheviks” in the right-wing understanding) entering and
taking over the Finnish political arena in 1917–1918. Quite the
contrary, it was the well-established actors of Finnish civil society, both socialist and bourgeois, which deployed their pawns
along the conventional lines in the exceptional situation of a
power vacuum and began to fight for power.958
Continuing this structural analysis with a modest conceptual
extension, one could argue that the two camps existed not only
as concrete political practices with their own associations, banks,
co-operatives, parties and ultimately armies, but also as competing conceptual systems that coloured the world in contrasting
ways. Nothing fundamentally new was invented in the political
language of Finnish socialism during the revolutionary period.
In other words, it could be argued that the socialism of 1917–
1918 was an extreme version of the existing conceptual system.
Political actors resorted to their tried and tested mental models
956 For a recent example, see Matikainen 2018, esp. 138–139.
957 Alapuro 1988; Haapala 1995.
958 See Alapuro 1988, 189–196; Haapala 1995, esp. 151–152, 221–225.
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in this era of great uncertainty, shortening time windows and
higher stakes.959 Thus, the unique historical situation primarily
revealed, clarified and accentuated the existing differences between socialism and its rivals.
The uniqueness of 1917 can be further elucidated by comparing it to the temporal sibling, i.e. the revolution of 1905 and its
aftermath. In both years, the difference between what was right
and what was legal was dramatized in the labour press, identical metaphors of revolution as a tidal wave, storm and sunrise
emerged, aggressive concepts such as butchers peaked and vocabulary referring to day-to-day institutional politics grew exponentially as the Finnish parliament was loaded with overambitious expectations. However, looking at the key concepts of
socialism that indicate the depth of the political division such as
the bourgeoisie, one can see that the second wave of revolution
was much greater in size than the first one. Thus, it seems that
by the end of 1917, the political experience gained after 1905 had
reinforced the most militant characteristics of the socialist language. A decade of dysfunctional imperial parliamentarism culminated in the socialist-majority parliament reaching a dead end
with its Power Act in the summer of 1917. The two greatest victories of socialism, universal suffrage and the eight-hour working
day, had not been achieved through parliamentary politics but
through direct action that involved a threat of violence for mass
demonstrations, however peaceful they may superficially appear,
are ultimately public expressions of mass power with an implicit
potential for collective aggression. When a large segment of the
working people, especially in the industrial towns of the south,
used the most extreme concepts of socialism to make sense of
their situation in late 1917, they could construct a very plausible
narrative given the circumstances: the people were threatened
by starvation due to the profiteering bourgeoisie, the militaristic
butchers were ready to hold on to their privileged position by
force of arms and since the illegally elected parliament did not
959 Siltala has described this process from a psychological perspective, see Siltala 2009, esp, 143–172. In English, see Siltala 2014.
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represent true democracy, revolution was the only available road
to freedom.
In short, the recipe for the Finnish societal disaster consists
of several ingredients. Historical records prove that hunger itself
does not cause revolutions. For example, there was no political
mobilisation in the Grand Duchy of Finland in the 1860s, when
eight per cent of the Finns died of hunger and disease.960 Neither
is an aggressive discourse a sufficient condition for the collapse
of society, even if combined with a temporary power vacuum,
as in the case of the General Strike of 1905. However, in 1917,
there was simultaneously hate speech, power vacuum and hunger. When discursive, power-political and material forces unite,
their combined effect can become critical for a society. The interaction of these forces is better described as a complex multiplication of historical factors than as a simple summation of
individual parts. Consequently, historical arguments following
the logic of “factor x caused the war” should be treated with suspicion, whatever the chosen x may be, for they fail to do justice to
the intrinsic complexity of history. As regards the discursive factor behind the Finnish revolution, i.e. the only factor on which
a strong position is taken in this chapter due to the nature of
the empirical sources, modest arguments make the most sense.
The political language of socialism did not initiate the revolution
but increased the probability of a rare historical event, or to invert the argument: the conditions of 1917 were optimal for the
emergence of extreme conceptual waves. As real-life ocean waves
cannot be understood without an understanding of the delicate
interplay between winds, currents and the position of sun and
moon, neither can the shapes created by the conceptual waves of
Finnish socialism be comprehended without a comprehension of
the synergy between several factors.

960 Häkkinen 1990, 424–427.
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5. The Proletarian Subject
Introduction
While the printed newspapers analysed in the preceding chapter
figure in many interpretations of Finnish socialism, albeit more
often as illustrative quotes and juicy anecdotes than as objects
of systematic analysis, socialism beyond the print remains only
partially understood. Even today, it is difficult to find studies
on the intellectual history or conceptual history of socialism, in
Finnish or indeed in any other language, scrutinising texts written by those people who did not write for a living, which means
the vast majority of humanity at the turn of the twentieth century. Probably there are both ideological and practical reasons for
the elitist trajectory. The ideas of the “best” thinkers, usually the
men leading the movement in the case of Finnish socialism, have
been perceived as more coherent and refined than fuzzy and raw
thoughts imagined by uninformed populaces. Although since the
1980s there has been a welcome shift to include women as part
of the history of socialist ideas, even the most recent attempts
have focused on the educated minorities rather than on ordinary
working-class women.961 In addition, elitism is embedded in the
histories of our archival systems that have preserved precisely that
which has been deemed important from the perspective of the
past present.962 The ideas of socialism among the ordinary working people are scattered around the archives, and for a scholar
interested in the logic of their political thinking, tracing these fugitives of history requires extra work compared to the more easily
961 See e.g. Kemppainen 2020.
962 Carter 2006.
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available sources. In sum, not much is known about socialism as
a vernacular political language, and what is known is based on
fragmentary evidence. Furthermore, on those rare occasions in
which socialism from below has been taken seriously, the results
have been open to debate, as will be shown in the following pages.
The point of this chapter is to construct on the basis of handwritten papers a better understanding of the political subjectivity
at the grassroots of Finnish socialism. Most common misconceptions about proletarian socialism will be exposed and alternative explanations offered: socialism cannot be understood using
nineteenth century frameworks that contrast irrational emotions
with rational thinking, the gap between the reflective top and the
authentic bottom of the Finnish labour movement has been exaggerated in earlier research, and conceptualizations that prioritize
individuals as true representatives of modern politics instead of
collectives suffer from normative background assumptions that
lead to simplistic explanations. The first part of the chapter scrutinizes the proletarian hatred that has been seen as decisive in the
breakthrough of socialism, the second analyses the proletarian
notions of rationality, knowledge and power, whereas the third
and concluding part constructs a model describing the ideal of
proletarian subjectivity.

5.1 Proletarian Hatred
Poetry of Hate
Wild hatred lives in my soul,
great and restless hatred,
which wants to beat and crush,
which wants to tear down
what is old and wrong.
It wants to divide
the decayed temples of faith to the ground
the temples where mocking lie lives
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from which life gets many
full glasses of black poison.
It wants to overthrow
the high pillars of injustice
and to remove the shackles of men
and the thousand sufferings
of those who slave away.
Do not die, you great hatred
burn with a blazing fire
and warm, warm my soul
lead me towards my victories,
toward the new era of triumphs!963

According to Jari Ehrnrooth’s interpretation, the poem above,
published in the handwritten newspaper Kuritus on Boxing Day
1910, is an “ideal case” of the proletarian hatred that had its roots
in archaic stubbornness instead of socialist agitation or the Enlightenment.964 He offers a psychological – even psychoanalytical? – explanation for the hatred flourishing in this paper written
by the rural proletariat: they saw the bourgeoisie as a greedy, selfish baby, sucking the breast of the proletariat, and in response,
they assumed the role of the punishing parent in their writings.
Ehrnrooth speculates that this conceptualization could originate
from their own childhood experiences in deprived conditions:
“Inside the revengeful proletariat, there seemed to live a child in

963 ”Viha”, anonymous, Kuritus 26.12.1910. The original quote in Finnish:
“Viha villi mun asuu sielussain, / viha suuri ja levoton, / joka tahtoo lyödä
ja murskata vain, / joka tahtoo repiä, raadella ain, / mitä vanhaa ja väärää
on. / Se tahtoo maahan jaottaa / lahot uskon temppelit, / joiss’ ilkkuen
valhe asustaa, / joist’ elämä mustaa myrkkyä saa / monet täydet pikarit. /
Se tahtoo kaataa vääryyden / tukipylväät korkeimmat / ja poistaa kahleet
ihmisten / ja tuskat kurjain tuhanten / jotk’ orjina raatavat. / Viha suuri, sä
ällös sammu vain, - / pala liekein leimuvin / ja lämmitä, lämmitä sieluain,
/ mua johdata kohti voittojain, - / ajan uuden voittoihin!”
964 Ehrnrooth 1992, 389–390.
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need of care.”965 On the following pages, an alternative argument
will be constructed: the poem quoted above is a prime example
of proletarian hatred which is rationalized (instead of irrational), politically modern (instead of archaic) and mediated through
print (instead of authentic).
The conceptual structure of hatred in five handwritten newspapers serves as a starting point for a more profound understanding
of this poem and, more broadly, the nature of proletarian hatred.
Figure 5.1966 shows the words that occur more frequently than
expected in close proximity to the noun “hate” (viha), the verb “to
hate” (vihata) and the adjective “angry / hateful” (vihainen) in five
different handwritten newspapers.967 There is an unexpected concept at the core of the visualization, namely “the police state”. This
finding is based on one single text that vehemently attacked the
police state. The pseudonym “Saposniekka”, an Ingrian expression for a shoemaker, describes what prevents not only his “free
human development” but also the “perfection of humankind”:
Capitalism and everything that this word contains. It includes not
only slave labour and everything it supports, but also the political
infancy of the proletariat, chained civil freedoms, science that depends on money, art that is tied to gold, the church that admires
the prevailing conditions. Which is the police state. The police
state, – what a loathed, hated word! And that hatred, individual
hatred, class hatred will create proletarian class struggle.968

965 Ehrnrooth 1992, 477. The original quote in Finnish: “Kostonhaluisen köyhälistön sisällä taisi asua hoivaa kaipaava lapsi.”
966 Window: 5 words to the left and 5 words to the right of the search term.
Minimum frequency of collocation: 4 instances.
967 Tissari et. al 2019 used precisely the same emotion words as a starting
point for their linguistic article on Finnish viha.
968 ”Ihmisiä ja ihmisparkoja”, ”Saposniekka”, Kuritus 16.10.1910. The original quote in Finnish: ”Kapitalismi ja kaikki mitä tämä sana sisältää.
Siihen kuuluu paitsi orjatyötä ja sen ylläpitämää, myöskin köyhälistön
valtiollisen alaikäisyys, kaiteisiin laitetut kansalaisvapaudet, rahasta
riippuva tiete, kultaan kytketty taite, olevaisia oloja ihannoiva kirkko. Joka
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Figure 5.1: Collocates of hate, angry and to hate (“viha”, “vihainen”, “vihata”) in five handwritten newspapers, 1899–1917.

Source: Nuija, Palveliatar, Kuritus, Tehtaalainen and Yritys.

Three points can be drawn from the quote. First, this seems
to be hatred targeted against the structures of the police state,
not bloodthirsty personal rage. Second, a new lexical marker of
hatred, i.e. “class hatred” (luokkaviha), can be found in the text
which, in my interpretation, indicates a new concept in the proletarian consciousness, i.e. political hatred that extends beyond
local conditions to capitalism understood as a system organizing
all spheres of human life. Ehrnrooth did not reflect on the differences between the different terms of hatred he used (“hatred”,
“old-fashioned hatred”, “archaic hatred” and “class hatred”),969
on koko poliisivaltio. Poliisivaltio, - mikä, inhottu, vihattu sana. Ja se viha,
yksilön viha, luokkaviha luo proletaarisen luokkataistelun.”
969 He seems to use the concepts interchangeably throughout the dissertation.
See e.g. the phrase “archaic class hatred” (arkaainen luokkaviha) in Ehrnrooth 1992, 491.
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but I claim that conceptual precision is required to make sense
of negative proletarian emotions. Third, considering the identity
hiding behind the pseudonym, a direct link to the print media
can be found: this text appeared in a socialist booklet by several
authors and in an independent collection of Yrjö Sirola’s writings,
both published two years before the handwritten reproduction.970
Thus, the concept of class hatred did not rise authentically from
the depths of the proletarian sub-conscious but was introduced to
this writing community of peripheral agrarian people from outside, i.e. by one of the leading intellectuals and the first secretary
of the Finnish SDP.971
The concept of class hatred did not gain great popularity in
Kuritus or any other handwritten newspaper (unlike class struggle),972 but it nevertheless seems to characterize the emotional language of socialism at the grassroots of the Finnish labour
movement. For example, female pseudonyms are much more active than men in writing about revenge in Kuritus.973 “Liinu” is the
most aggressive avenger, and this is a demonstration of her anger
from the year 1910 with the sinister title “The Day of Vengeance
Has Arrived”:
It [the day of vengeance] will happen in the first days of February.
Then we have an opportunity that is of utmost importance. We
should not let this slip through our fingers. It would be an unexpiated crime not only against ourselves, but against the ambitions
of the whole proletariat!974
970 Sirola 1908; Köyhälistön kevät: ”Työn” albumi, no 2/1908, 12–14.
971 On Sirola’s biography, see Salomaa 1967b, 165–178.
972 ”Luokkataistelu” appears 26 times and “luokkaviha” 3 times in the corpus
of handwritten newspapers.
973 See ”Lapsuuden muisto”, “Liinu”, Kuritus 04.09.1910; “Koston päivä on
tullut”, “Liinu”, Kuritus 28.11.1909; ”Kevään koittaessa”, ”Liinu”, Kuritus
21.05.1911; ”Elon myrskyssä”, ”Kaisu”, Kuritus 08.08.1909; ”Mielivalta
miekkoineen”, ”E.” (most likely Edla Jäntti), Kuritus 04.09.1910.
974 ”Koston päivä on tullut”, ”Liinu”, Kuritus 28.11.1909. The original quote
in Finnish: ”Se on Helmikuun ensi päivinä. Silloin on tilaisuus, joka on
tärkeääkin tärkeämpi. Älkäämme päästäkö sitä käsistämme käyttämättä.
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What is the context of her revenge? Instead of a personal vendetta, she is referring to the upcoming parliamentary elections.
The idea of revenge by voting is not rare in the handwritten newspapers, and Ehrnrooth has interpreted it as “class hatred” transforming into “election mysticism”.975 Of course, besides psychologizing explanations, the quote could be read in the context of
political history, i.e. dysfunctional democracy: this was the third
time Nicholas II had dissolved the Finnish parliament since the
election reform of 1906.976 According to the writer, the Finnish
bourgeoisie had betrayed the people by groveling to the “Russki
danger” and by enacting wretched laws: “We see only cruel oppressors in them.”977 In addition to the timing, it should be noted
that her hatred is not confined to local surroundings but reaches
national and even imperial proportions.
Some reviewers of Ehrnrooth’s interpretation have pointed out
that there was probably vernacular hatred among the working
people before the rise of the socialist movement.978 Antti Kujala
speculated that perhaps the labour movement was able to transform traditional hatred of the better-off into class hatred through
socialist agitation.979 This is a valuable insight and could be extended further: the political language of socialism transformed
the conceptualization of hatred from personal to abstract, i.e. it
succeeded in channeling negative experiences in the proletarian
life sphere into modern political action. This metamorphosis was
far from easy, and there are numerous texts in the printed labour
press which acknowledged the existence of proletarian hatred
(for “it was caused by the capitalist system”) but highlighted the

Se olisi sovittamaton rikos, ei ainoastaan itseämme, vaan koko köyhälistön
pyrkimyksiä vastaan!”
975 Ehrnrooth 1992, 401–403.
976 Luntinen 1985, 176–177, 183.
977 ”Koston päivä on tullut”, ”Liinu”, Kuritus 28.11.1909. The original quote in
Finnish: ”Näemme heissä vain julmia sortajiamme.”
978 Kujala 1995, 21–22; Parikka 1997, 36; Bergholm 2002, 191.
979 Kujala 1995, 21–22.
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difference between violent rage and socialist hatred.980 The leading socialist newspaper condemned the former form of hatred
with the adjectives “old, “deep”, “timid” and “concealed” and advocated for the latter with the adjectives “great”, “healthy”, “brave”
and “public”:
For those who are afraid of class struggle more than plague, let
it be noted that hatred and envy already exist – thus, the labour
movement cannot be blamed for their birth for they are older –
and they are much more primitive and dangerous than honest
class struggle that aims at freedom and equality, class struggle that
demands of its adherents purer and nobler emotions than those
that give birth to it.981

Thus, in this socialist understanding, formulated above by one
of the top agitators Taavi Tainio, primitive emotions could serve
as a stimulus for class-consciousness, but hatred and envy without any long-term political goals were harmful for both the individual and the movement. This reading of the hatred among the
working people was one-sided in that it eliminated the possibility
of rational hatred before socialism. In other words, the socialist
educators were so locked into their modern rationality that they
had very little understanding for those “pre-modern” modes of
thought and action that differed from the ideal, but what was rational in the emerging public sphere could be very different from
what was rational in rural communities.982 For a crofter it could
980 See e.g. Vapaa Sana, 19.02.1912, 1; Kansan Lehti, 27.02.1912, 1; Työmies,
08.02.1913, 2.
981 Työmies 02.10.1900, 1. The original quote in Finnish: “Niille, jotka pelkäävät luokkataistelua pahemmin kuin ruttoa, huomautettakoon kuitenkin,
että viha ja kateus ovat jo olemassa, - vaikkei suinkaan työväenliikettä voi
niitten synnystä syyttää, sillä ne ovat vanhempia – ja ne ovat paljoa alhaisempia ja vaarallisempia kuin rehellinen, vapautta ja tasa-arvoisuutta
tavoitteleva luokkataistelu, joka jo vaatii osanottajiltaan puhtaampia ja jalompia tunteita, kuin ne ovat, jotka sen synnyttävät.”
982 James C. Scott has analysed various forms of peasant resistance that can
range from quiet everyday struggle (e.g. feigned ignorance and submis319

often have been more beneficial to hide his hatred than to engage
in overt protest and suffer the consequences.983 Latour’s characterization of “the moderns” seems fitting in the case of Finnish
socialists: “They consider everything that does not march in step
with progress archaic, irrational and conservative.”984
In addition to the non-political, aimless hatred, agitating socialists in print and in the handwritten papers faced another, even
more difficult emotional problem: the total lack of political emotions, a shortcoming that was usually conceptualized as “indifference” (välinpitämättömyys).985 A great number of workers did
not understand to hate their living conditions. In other words,
they lacked the emotional precondition of socialism for they did
not feel that they were exploited in the first place. The standard
socialist approach to this problem was to blame the ideological
manipulators of capitalism – the state church, the clergy, teachers and bourgeois newspapers – for keeping the proletariat in a
dreamless slumber. Socialists tried to shake off apathy towards
politics, for example, by challenging the classical Christian virtues of humility, fear of God and obedience to earthly authorities.
Ida Vihuri, a woman factory worker from Tampere, criticized the
wrathful “god” (she systematically uses the small letter), imagined
by the state church:
sion) to direct violence: “What is missing from the picture of the periodic
explosions is the underlying vision of justice that informs them and their
specific goals and targets, which are often quite rational indeed.” See Scott
1985, 37. On agrarian culture of contestation in Finland at the turn of the
twentieth century, see Suodenjoki 2010.
983 For a long-term analysis of hatred among the Finnish crofters, see Peltonen
1994.
984 Latour 1993, 73.
985 For indifference in printed labour newspapers, see e.g. Kansan Lehti,
18.04.1899, 3; Työmies, 21.10.1901, 2; Vapaa Sana, 28.09.1906, 3. For indifference in handwritten newspapers, see e.g. “Miten saataisiin työläiset lukuisammin liittymään järjestöihin jäseniksi”, ”K.H.”, Tehtaalainen
06.02.1914; ”Sos-dem nuorisoliiton Vaasan osaston jäsenille”, Otto Niinipuro, Yritys 02.02.1916; ”Onko nyt aika levätä laakereilla?”, ”-i-”, Kuritus
09.04.1911.
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As soon as a workers’ child can read, the humble servants of the
pastors, teachers, rush to explain to them that god has created the
current conditions as they are. Some are created poor, others rich,
some to command, others to humbly obey, and whoever tries to
change this order faces punishment. Hell is portrayed as the place
of punishment, although nobody has been able to prove that it exists. God is portrayed as a terrible avenger and judge whose wrath
cannot be avoided, no matter how right and well a human being
tries to behave.986

Like many other girls, Ida Vihuri had moved to the industrial
city of Tampere from the surrounding countryside.987 From an
intellectual perspective, she had diverged far from the knowledge
she had acquired in her birthplace. She described her religious
upbringing in detail in one of the many texts she wrote to her
union newspaper. When Vihuri’s father, who worked as a farm
labourer (muonamies) became unemployed in the 1890s, the
big family was in big trouble, and they survived only by selling
everything they could, including the engagement rings. According to Vihuri, her Christian mother had interpreted these miseries in light of Divine Providence, but five of the six grown-up
daughters chose “the opposite world view” and joined “the ranks
of the fighting proletariat”.988 The mother had tried to teach her
children to accept their fate, whatever it may be, but in hindsight,

986 “Kirkko ja sosialismi”, Ida Vihuri, Tehtaalainen no 6/1908. The original
quote in Finnish: ”Heti kun työntekijän lapsi on päässyt lukemaan, rientävät papiston nöyrät apulaiset, opettajat, selittämään hänelle, että jumala on
luonut olevat olot sellaisiksi kun ne nyt ovat. Toiset ovat luodut köyhiksi,
toiset rikkaiksi, toiset käskemään, toiset nöyrästi tottelemaan ja sitä, joka
tätä järjestystä pyrkii muuttamaan kohtaa rangaistus. Rangaistuspaikkana
esitetään helvetti, jonka olemassa oloa ei kukaan ole voinut todistaa. Jumala esitetään hirmuisena kostajana ja tuomarina, jonka vihaa ei voi kukaan
välttää, koittaapa ihminen tehdä miten oikein ja hyvin tahansa.”
987 Haapala 1986, 37–49.
988 ”Muistelma”, ”–ri” (Ida Vihuri), Tehtaalainen 22.09.1911.
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she failed, for Ida Vihuri died a socialist MP in 1929 – and one of
Ida’s siblings became an MP, too.989
Vihuri wrote extensively both on the passivity of ordinary
Christians like her mother and on the hatred engendered by the
religious authorities against socialism, but was there a flame of
hatred smouldering inside her, too? The answer is likely positive.
There was a saying (based on a Finnish wordplay) at the Finlayson factory: “to hate the bourgeoisie like Vihuri”.990 Of course, it is
possible that the saying tells more about its inventor than its object. In fact, the saying was formulated by the factory worker Jussi
Mantere, who made fun of both non-political, religious “brides
of Christ” (Kristuksen morsiammet) and excessively formal
“bloodyminded politician women” (ikävät ilkeämieliset politiikka
naiset).991 Comrade Ida Vihuri, as an independent woman who
had chosen to stay single in order to dedicate herself to socialist
politics,992 must have been a problematic case in Mantere’s worldview. However, she was perceived to be angry not only because
she broke the conventional gender roles by entering the public
sphere with such a strong and confident presence. The saying
seems to contain a grain of truth in the sense that her writings do
indeed contain hatred,993 but once again, the important follow-up
questions need to be addressed: what was the nature of her hatred, was it archaic or modern, personal or political, irrational or
rational, destructive or constructive – or perhaps something that
transcended these dichotomies?
If I have understood Jari Ehrnrooth’s main argument correctly, he argues that at the top of the Finnish labour movement,
the socialist discourse was rational, educational and theoretical,
989 Soikkanen 1975, 469, 522.
990 The saying in Finnish: ”Vihaa porvareita kuin Vihuri.” See ”Pikakuvia
osastomme pääpukareista”, ”sun fralialilei” (Jussi Mantere), Tehtaalainen
no 7/1908.
991 See e.g. ”Elämän sinfonia nuorille ja vanhoille naisille”, ”Teidän Jaska”
(Jussi Mantere), undated Tehtaalainen.
992 Pekkalainen 2011, 166.
993 See e.g. ”Kirkko ja sosialismi”, Ida Vihuri, Tehtaalainen no 6/1908.
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but at the grassroots of the movement, this discourse was transformed into vengeful hate speech.994 In addition, he suggests that
the destructive emotional dynamic he found in the handwritten
newspapers might even explain the beginning of the Finnish
Civil War. According to this interpretation, the proletarian hatred which had accumulated at the grassroots of the movement
and which was not suppressed by the socialist leaders was finally
unleashed in 1918.995 This interpretation has at least three major
problems, and the first can be introduced using Ida Vihuri as a
concrete example.
Three Problems: Sources, Contextualization and Background
Assumptions
First, there is an obvious problem in the relation between the argument proposed and the sources selected. In my historian’s eyes,
it is not possible to make a convincing argument on the Civil War
of 1918 without reading sources from 1918, 1917, 1916 or 1915.996
For some reason, Ehrnrooth read his handwritten newspapers
only until the year 1914. The lack of continuous empirical evidence forces him to make a risky leap from the aggressive socialist discourse of 1905–1914 to the aggressive socialist violence of
1918. This is a mistake, for it is well-known that only less than ten
per cent of the Reds who committed murders during the war had
joined the party before 1914 and that the majority of the political
violence was caused by the latecomers, a fact that Ehrnrooth himself cites.997 In other words, the proletarian writers he analyses
should not be confused with the red killers of the Civil War; these
two are very different populations. In addition, as Risto Alapuro
has commented in his critique of Ehrnrooth’s interpretation, it is
994 Ehrnrooth 1992, esp. 484, 491–492, 494, 563, 572–574.
995 Ehrnrooth 1992, 375, 496–497, 576; Ehrnrooth 1993.
996 Ehrnrooth 1992, 552–554.
997 Ehrnrooth 1992, 349. On political violence of the Reds in the Civil War,
see Paavolainen 1966.
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easier to find hatred in history than actual revolutionary situations.998 It seems that in the handwritten newspapers, for example, it was often women who indulged in hate speech, but women’s contribution to the physical violence of 1918 was minimal.
Ida Vihuri’s life story illustrates this point: she was certainly
guilty of discourses of hatred before the Civil War but perhaps
not of inciting political violence as proven by the historical
choices she made at critical junctures. In late 1917, the situation
became volatile both at the Finlayson cotton mill and throughout the whole Grand Duchy, and socialist leaders faced difficult
decisions at the micro- and macro-level of politics. Ida Vihuri,
the president of the union, did not arouse political emotions but
instead tried to control her branch, which had grown from one
hundred to one thousand during the long year 1917.999 In the
cotton mill, numerous demands for higher pay had failed in the
autumn. Instead, the management was paying a special “supplement for the expensive times” (kalliin ajan avustus).1000 The frustrated workers demanded this supplement from the four days of
the general strike in November, but unlike in the previous general
strike of 1905, management refused to pay. At the union meeting,
one member suggested that workers should send a delegation “to
collect” the financial assistance from management and that this
delegation should be backed by a group of workers. However, the
union did not accept the latter, openly threatening part of the idea
and it was rejected.1001 By December, the field had become even
more impatient. The socialist Red Guards had been formed primarily based on trade unions, and the cotton mill union debated
if the unorganized workers should be converted with the help of

998 Alapuro 1993, 68.
999 Kanerva 1986, 214.
1000 Minutes of the Finlayson cotton factory union meeting 14 October 1917
and 7 November 1917. The People’s Archives.
1001 Minutes of the Finlayson cotton factory union meeting 27 November 1917
and 7 December 1917. The People’s Archives.
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the Red Guards. Ida Vihuri opposed this, but the union decided
to set up a committee to take the idea further.1002
When the Civil War finally broke out in January, Vihuri was
appointed to the Revolutionary Central Committee (Vallankumouksellinen Keskusneuvosto) which organized civilian matters
in Tampere. She was sentenced to life after the lost revolution,
but she showed no regret in her petition to the court of justice.
Instead, according to her interpretation, her punishment was so
severe because her actions had offended the manly interpretation
of politics: “Any woman who dares to enter the public platform,
let her be labelled as an agitator! Those men who think so are
pitiful.”1003 Her case indicates that drawing a straight line from
the pre-revolutionary discourses of 1905–1914 to the revolutionary violence in 1918 gives a distorted view of Finnish socialism.
In Ehrnrooth’s defence, it should be noted that this speculative
argument plays a smaller role in the dissertation than in his later
statements.1004
While the first problem with Ehrnrooth’s interpretation of proletarian hatred arises from extending his argument far beyond
the primary sources, the second problem is related to contextualization. When Ehrnrooth was constructing his argument, historical newspapers were not as easily available for research as they are
today. Thus, it is understandable that he did not compare handwritten newspapers directly with printed newspapers: the magnitude of the labour press was, and still is, too vast to be grasped
with close reading methods only.1005 Based on the handwritten
newspapers, Ehrnrooth claimed that it was precisely at the grass1002 Minutes of the Finlayson cotton factory union board meeting 13 October 1917. The People’s Archives; Minutes of the Finlayson cotton factory
union meeting 18 December 1917 and 5 January 1918. The People’s Archives.
1003 Pekkalainen 2011, 167–170.
1004 See Ehrnrooth 1993; Ehrnrooth 2018.
1005 Antti Kujala criticized Ehrnrooth for not including labour press in his
research design, especially reports from local correspondents and letters
from readers. See Kujala 1995, 21.
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Figure 5.2: Collocates of hate, angry and to hate (“viha”, “vihainen”, “vihata”) in four socialist newspapers, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti, Vapaa Sana
and Savon Työmies, 1895–1917.

roots of the labour movement that socialist hatred flourished. But
is this handwritten hatred really so different from the hatred of
the socialist print?
The conceptual structure of hatred seems to be similar in both
environments. Figure 5.21006 is based on four socialist newspapers
from the years 1895–1917. The overlapping conceptual patterns
between hatred in print and handwritten hatred are given in bold
face: “heart”, “I”, “you” in the singular and “the people, nation”.
Personal pronouns are used when describing the reasons for hate,
whereas heart is the place where socialists store their hatred. More
1006 Window: 5 words to the left and 5 words to the right of the search term.
Minimum frequency of collocation: 50 instances.
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interestingly, the concept of the people figures frequently close to
expressions of hatred in both the handwritten and printed newspapers for it was used in two complementary ways in the political
language of socialism. Sometimes it refers to the socialists as the
haters, as in the text written by an anonymous housemaid in the
capital city of Helsinki:
I remember one part of the bible very well. It goes the days of
people’s hatred shall come. And then the long-hoped day of hatred finally came. And the day of hatred dawned for every kind of
ignored cheap worker whom tyrant authority saw no better than
a pile of trash.1007

Her days of people’s hatred is a reference to the first General
Strike of 1905, or more precisely, to her memory of the event two
years afterwards. This quote hints at one key feature of socialist hatred: it was rationalized by highlighting both the societal
and emotional conditions in which proletarian hatred was born,
contempt from above in the case of the quote above and “persecution” and “oppression” in Figure 5.2. Thus, people and hatred
are related concepts in socialist language not only because “the
people” hate something but also because “the people” are the object of non-socialist hatred.
Overall, socialists pay surprisingly much attention to describing emotions directed at them from outside their own emotional
community.1008 The list of those who explicitly hate socialists and
socialism is long. In addition to the previously mentioned “god of
the state church”, “pastors” and “tyrant authorities”, “gentlemen”,
“the so-called bourgeoisie”, “bosses” and “unconscious poor
1007 “Vallankumous”, anonymous, Palveliatar 01.04.1907. The original quote in
Finnish: “Eräs kohta raamatusta on mennyt muistiin, se kuuluu: Kansan
vihan päivät tulevat. Niin koitti vihdoinkin se kauan toivottu vihan päivä.
Ja se vihan päivä koitti kaikenlaiselle hyljätylle halvalle työläiselle joka ei
ollut tyräänivallan mielestä roska läjää parempi.”
1008 Manninen has made a similar remark, based on reading Kuritus. See Manninen 2001, 44.
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slaves”.1009 Some of the proletarian writers were capable of more
vivid analyses of their emotional surroundings. A factory worker
at the May Day March of 1913 felt he was not only hated, but also
feared and admired:
It was funny to see what kind of an effect that great march had
on the gentlemen. There is a porky bourgeois resting on his
stick a real type of capitalism although he would not like to with
bloodshot eyes he is glaring over his specs for a moment. Then he
quickly looks around him as if looking for help but when he cannot find it he continues on his way looking angry. […] But there
are also those who stay standing with questioning eyes for a long
time. They do not know what to do to admire or to hate to join the
ranks or to flee.1010

Similar comments that wallow in the anti-socialist hatred can
easily be found in the printed newspapers as well.1011 This phenomenon inside the language of socialism could be conceptualized as the negative interpretation of the Golden Rule: “Treat
others as you want to be treated.”1012 In other words: socialists
often rationalized their internal hatred by referring to the external hatred directed at them. The reciprocal logic of proletarian
1009 See ”Kirje Savonlinnasta”, ”Hakoniska”, Nuija 20.04.1902; ”Kokouksesta
heinäk. 13. p.”, ”(K)”, Tehtaalainen 30.07.1908; ”Työläisille”, “Tallukka”,
Kuritus 06.02.1910; ”Sorrummeko? Vaikka meitä sorretaan”, anonymous,
Kuritus 15.05.1910.
1010 ”Vappumuistelma v. 1913”, ”Väinö” (Väinö Pyörtänö), Tehtaalainen May
1913. The original quote in Finnish: ”Hauska oli nähdä minkä vaikutuksen
tuo mahtava kulkue teki vastaan tuleviin herraskaisiin. Tuolla on pysähtynyt keppinsa nojaan pyylevä porvari oikea kapitalismin tyyppi vaikka ei
mielikään tekisi, verestävin silmin mulkoilee hän silmälasiensa ylitse hetken aikaa. Sitten vilkaisee hän kiireesti ympärilleen ikäänkuin apua etsien,
mutta kun ei sitä näy jatkaa hän matkaa vihaisen näköisenä. […] Mutta
vastaan tulee niitä myös, jotka jäävät silmät kysyvinä seisomaan pitkäksi
aikaa. He eivät tiedä mitä tehdä ihailla vaiko vihata tulla riviin tai paeta.”
1011 See e.g. Vapaa Sana, 07.08.1907, 2; Vapaa Sana, 28.06.1909, 1; Työmies,
13.12.1907, 5; Kansan Lehti, 08.06.1909, 4.
1012 Gensler 2013, 1.
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hatred has been highlighted by Tapio Bergholm in his analysis
of the coachmen’s union activity in the early twentieth century.
According to him, the Finnish popular movements of the time
were not characterized by a deep antagonism between passionate
hatred and rational education, but powerful collective emotions
and enlightenment ideals coexisted simultaneously.1013
Thus, Ehrnrooth’s contextualization of socialism is problematic both internally and externally: the hatred in the handwritten newspapers does not look so unique if compared with the
socialist print, and political hatred was not exclusive to socialism if compared with other contemporary political languages.
Ehrnrooth pays careful attention to the internal structures of
the socialist discourse but fails to see that early twentieth-century Finnish society was seething with political emotions, varying
from the hatred of opponents to love for humanity, fatherland
and the people. Furthermore, by extending the temporal focus to
the mid-nineteenth century, one notices that the socialist labour
movement was not the first political movement in Finnish history
to be accused of practising destructive emotional dynamics.
The etymology of fennomania, the nationalist movement that
promoted the use of Finnish language in the Grand Duchy of
Finland, is a good example of political emotions embedded in
historical mass movements: while fenno refers to Finland as a
nation and Finnishness as a national identity, mania denotes extreme enthusiasm or even madness.1014 Most of the early Fennoman activists spoke Swedish as their mother tongue but went so
far in their political enthusiasm as to learn Finnish and teach it
to their children,1015 a linguistic achievement which, in its radical
nature, possibly surpasses the later rise of the political language
of socialism. This mania provoked an ideological backlash from
the Swedish-speaking elites who, since the mid-nineteenth century onwards, blamed the Fennoman movement for sowing the
1013 Bergholm 2002, 182–183, 190.
1014 Häkkinen 2004, 679.
1015 Eiranen 2019, 100–113.
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seeds of hatred among the Finnish-speaking masses.1016 From
this long-term perspective, there is a touch of historical irony
in the fact that the Finnish Party criticized the socialist labour
movement for the hatred displayed in its agitation in the twentieth century.1017After the Civil War of 1918, the Swedish-speaking
sector of the upper classes could paraphrase the biblical wisdom
“you reap as you sow”, and their interpretation connected the nationalist agitation of the masses in the nineteenth century to later
revolutionary socialism.1018 Thus, reading socialist rhetoric in the
diachronic context of the nationalist awakening during the nineteenth century and in the synchronic context of the competing
political languages during the early twentieth century shows that
the idea of proletarian hatred was not unique in Finnish history
but had emotional predecessors and contemporaries.
The third and final problem in Ehrnrooth’s interpretation of
proletarian hatred lies in the background assumptions of his theory. In his own words, “in all popular discourses the judgement
passed on the bourgeoisie had a basis which was pre-christian,
pre-modern and pre-marxian”.1019 This seems like a reference to
some kind of primeval group identity that operates within the
realm of the local in contrast to modern political identities that
are based on the ability to transcend the limits of local communities. Ehrnrooth continues this idea when describing the ideal
figure of socialist upbringing as “not the individualized modern
citizen but the worker closely bound to his collective”1020, and
1016 Liikanen 1995, 94–96.
1017 See e.g. Uusi Suometar, 04.12.1906, 2; Uusi Suometar, 27.10.1906, 2; Uusi
Suometar, 30.09.1904, 2.
1018 Hämäläinen 1979, Chapter 7. This position that highlighted the destructive role of the Fennoman tradition among the Finnish-speaking working
people enjoyed some popularity even inside the Swedish-speaking labour
movement which considered itself less emotional and more sensible than
the ideologically underdeveloped compatriots in the Grand Duchy. See
Kaihovirta 2020, 75–78, 84.
1019 Ehrnrooth 1992, 576.
1020 Ehrnrooth 1992, 576.
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takes it to extremes by conceptualizing the proletarian ideal as
“not so much modern as anti-modern” because “its content and
basis of influence rested on local solidarity”.1021 It seems to me that
embedded in these conceptualizations there are some questionable ideas familiar from nineteenth-century crowd psychology.
The later nineteenth century in Europe saw a flood of mass
psychological studies, written by the alarmed intellectual elites
as a reaction against the rising forces of modernization.1022 The
single most influential contribution was Gustave Le Bon’s The
Crowd: A Study of the Popular Mind, published in French in 1895.
According to Le Bon, the new “Era of Crowds” was at hand, and
from his conservative standpoint, it looked like a new era of dangers.1023 His concept of the crowd could be summarized with
the Finnish proverb: “In a crowd, stupidity concentrates.”1024 Le
Bon’s crowd was the opposite of a rational, bourgeois individual,
or in his own words: “Isolated, he may be a cultivated individual; in a crowd, he is a barbarian – that is, a creature acting by
instinct.”1025 Compared to the isolated individual, the crowd was
more primitive, impulsive, sentimental, enthusiastic, violent, and
highly suggestible. In addition, the essence of crowds was always
more or less feminine. The main line of his argument underlines
the destructive and irrational aspects of the crowd, although the
crowd is also capable of occasional heroic deeds.1026 Here, it is
worth pointing out that heroism does not refer to the possibility
of increased intellectual activity in a group. In fact, Le Bon’s formulations seem to leave no room for rational collective thinking,
for “the wisdom of crowds”.1027
1021 Ehrnrooth 1992, 576.
1022 See e.g. Hake 2017, 40–48.
1023 Le Bon 2001a, 8–12.
1024 In Finnish: ”Joukossa tyhmyys tiivistyy.”
1025 Le Bon 2001a, 19.
1026 Le Bon 2001a, 13–35.
1027 The term comes from James Surowiecki who has evinced an “anti-lebonian” argument in his bestseller The Wisdom of Crowds (2004): the crowd
makes more intelligent decisions than the individual given that (1) the
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Le Bon’s book was an instant success throughout Europe, but
the Finnish translation Joukkosielu (Crowd Soul) appeared late,
in 1912. Le Bon wrote openly and explicitly against socialism,1028
and Finnish socialists noticed this in their own reviews of the
book. The labour writer “I.W.K.” explored the book “in light of
historical materialism” and found Le Bon’s thinking “mystical”
(mystillinen ajatuksenjuoksu).1029 The main problem was that Le
Bon reduced the multifaceted historical phenomenon of crowds
to monolithic irrationalism. Instead, “society must be studied as a
moving organism in which the most complex forces interact”.1030
Le Bon’s methodology approached crowds from the narrow angle of race: all social and political institutions were reflections of
racial qualities, thus, they were essentially unchangeable. But, according to the socialist reviewer, the idea was erroneous for history was constantly on the move and institutions were changing “in
phase with the process of material production”.1031 In a way, this
reviewer replaced Le Bon’s mass psychological concept of race
with the concept of historical materialism stemming from Marxist economic theory as the prime explanatory factor of human
societies – making him guilty of the same reductionism of which
he accused Le Bon.
The reviewer used the Finnish General Strike of 1905 as a concrete example of crowds changing history, curiously, admitting
that the nature of the collective action had indeed been negative
or destructive in the sense that it “wiped out the old system and
its representatives”.1032 But, in contrast to what Le Bon suggested
in his theory of the crowd, this historical crowd had not acted
irrationally for the targets of its hatred had not been randommembers of the crowd are diverse enough, (2) they make their decisions
independently of each other, and (3) are allowed to specialize in their
knowledge.
1028 See e.g. Le Bon 2001a, 41, 54, 64. See also Hake 2017, 34–35.
1029 Kansan Tahto, 30.01.1913, 1.
1030 Kansan Tahto, 20.02.1913, 2.
1031 Kansan Tahto, 13.02.1913, 1.
1032 Kansan Tahto, 13.02.1913, 1.
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ly selected. In addition, contrary to the Frenchman’s belief in an
eternal status quo, the Finnish crowd had achieved impressive
results: liberation from the Russian bureaucracy and universal
suffrage. However, the writer acknowledged that not all crowds
were acting rationally nor revolutionary, using the Russian pogroms against the Jews and the American lynchings of black people as examples of reactionary mass movements.1033 He wanted
to draw a sharp distinction between “the organized proletariat”
and “unorganized street mobs”.1034 However, the future of crowds
seemed bright in 1913: the rise of the organized workers would
make crowd action more aware of “the goal” and of the means to
achieve it, “in a word, more rational”.1035 While Le Bon’s crowd
resembles a caricature with its mad appetite for destruction, the
collective prophecies written by the Finnish socialists crown the
proletarian crowd with a halo, and the crowd transforms into a
host of angels fighting the good fight in the name of the crystal
clear and shared goal.
Although one century separates Le Bon’s and Ehrnrooth’s
arguments, their contents have much in common.1036 Both pay
little attention to extra-linguistic contexts and exploit “armchair
psychology” to explain the rise of socialism as a mass movement
based on envy and hatred.1037 Both seem to treat political emotions as irrationalities and believe that agitators can incite the hatred of the crowds on demand.1038 At the core of these arguments,
there seems to be at work an unquestioned and normative idea of
political subjectivities: an individual making reflective decisions
on a rational basis versus intuitive crowds guided by emotions
or even more primitive instincts. According to the knowledge
gained from psychological studies on decision-making, the dis1033 Kansan Tahto, 13.02.1913, 2.
1034 Kansan Tahto, 20.02.1913, 1.
1035 Kansan Tahto, 20.02.1913, 2.
1036 There are no references to Gustave Le Bon in Ehrnrooth’s dissertation.
1037 Ehnrooth 1992, 574, 576; Le Bon 2001b, 8.
1038 Ehrnrooth 1992, 241, 375, 478–479, 496–497, 576; Le Bon 2001a, 68, 102.
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tinction between rational individuals and irrational crowds does
not withstand empirical scrutiny: in general, humans are much
less rational than they think they are.1039 More importantly, from
the historical perspective, this dualism is not a an apt description
of socialist subjectivity at the grassroots of the Finnish labour
movement, as will be seen in the following chapter on socialist
thinking. However, before moving from political emotions to
political knowledge construction, the poem filled with hate and
introduced at the very beginning should be re-interpreted. When
discussing proletarian hatred as manifest in the poem, Sabine
Hake’s advice to historians of emotions will be implemented:
Mass revolts, populist uprisings, and socialist revolutions remain
inaccessible to conventional forms of inquiry that assume the autonomous bourgeois individual as the normative model for political convictions and behaviors. The politics of class cannot be
explained through the traditional tools of mass psychology either,
given its origins in decidedly bourgeois fears about the modern
masses. New ways of reading must move beyond the false alternatives of either denouncing the volatility of the masses or celebrating the authenticity of the people and focus instead on historically
and culturally specific ways in which social movements give rise
to collective imaginaries.1040

While Finnish socialists often “celebrated the authenticity of
the masses” and Le Bon bluntly “denounced the volatility of the
masses”, it seems that Ehrnrooth simultaneously both celebrates
the “authentic folk consciousness” (autenttinen kansantajunta)
and denounces the “volatile” (räjähdysaltis) proletarian discourses he believed he encountered in the handwritten newspapers.1041
The merit of Ehrnrooth’s interpretation lies in the originality of
the topic: he took proletarian emotions seriously before the rise of
the history of emotions as a discipline. In addition, Ehrnrooth is
1039 For an interesting introduction to the topic, see Kahneman 2012.
1040 Hake 2017, 6.
1041 Ehrnrooth 1992, 29, 425, 478, 496.
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right when he argues that the breakthrough of Finnish socialism
was connected to proletarian hatred. The problem is that the interpretation of hatred itself is insufficient: as a pioneer, he lacked
a proper conceptual toolkit to analyse the nuances of proletarian
emotions and ended up incorporating some dubious stereotypes
about “the masses” into his argumentation.
A New Reading of Proletarian Hatred
Instead of irrational, archaic and authentic, proletarian hatred
can be described as rationalized, politically modern and mediated, and these three key features can be illustrated by close reading
the poem “Hatred”. Contemplating whether the hatred inside the
Finnish labour movement is better characterized by the adjective
“rational” or “irrational” easily leads to value-laden statements
instead of insightful interpretations. What is most important is
that most people believe that their interpretation of reality is rational. These interpretations, in turn, are constructed through
language, and some concepts need more intellectual rationalization than others, for example, the abstract concept of “God” more
than the physical concept of “bread”. In the case of hatred, when
a subject possesses an emotional concept of hatred towards x, the
subject can usually evince some reasons for hating x. The Finnish
socialists hated the present capitalist society for, in their reasoning, it was the source of their misery. The first stanza of the poem
Wild hatred lives in my soul,
great and restless hatred,
which wants to beat and crush,
which wants to tear down
what is old and wrong.

is not about mad rage seeking to destroy everything but in its
last verse points simultaneously to both the object of and reason
for hatred: “what is old and wrong”. This is hatred that has been
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elevated to the form of a poem. The second and third stanzas justify hatred further
It wants to divide
the rotting temples of faith to the ground
the temples where mocking lie lives
from which life gets many
full glasses of black poison.
It wants to overthrow
the high pillars of injustice
and to remove the shackles of men
and the thousand sufferings
of those who slave away.

by painting a more vivid picture of the target (“the rotting
temples”, “the high pillars of injustice”) and reasons (capitalism
is based on a “lie”, it spreads “poison” and causes “a thousand
sufferings”). Could this be labelled as “archaic hatred”? If “archaic” refers to “old-fashioned”1042, the adjective does not seem to
capture the spirit of the poem. The hatred of the protagonist is
not eternal hatred of one’s neighbour – think of Cain’s uncontrollable rage at Abel – , but rather tamed, rationalized and justified hatred aimed at targets greater than ordinary fellow men, in
other words: politically modern hatred. The plurals “the shackles
of men” and “thousand sufferings” imply that this is not personal, and the last stanza confirms that it is the voice of modernity
speaking through our poet:
Do not die, you great hatred
burn with a blazing fire
and warm, warm my soul
lead me toward my victories,
toward the new era of triumphs!1043
1042 Ehrnrooth 1992, 563.
1043 ”Viha”, anonymous, Kuritus 26.12.1910.
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Besides the target and its intellectual justification, the hatred
has now a future-orientated goal: “victory”. The poem is not a
prisoner of the archaic logic of thinking, following the eternal circle of “there is nothing new under the sun”. Rather, it ends with
a grand vision of “the new era of triumphs”, thus, manifesting
the modern mindset with its faith in progress. Notice how this
goal-oriented hatred is not something to be ashamed of or something to be hidden in the subconscious level of political thinking.
Instead, righteous hatred should “burn with a blazing fire”.
Where does this proletarian formulation of hatred originate
from? Is it an expression of the authentic proletarian consciousness, a true voice of the people, as suggested by Ehrnrooth? In
the case of this particular poem, the answer is negative. The third
feature of proletarian hatred – rationalized, politically modern
and mediated – is easy to validate, simply by pointing to the text
beneath the poem: “Hatred, Toivo Järvinen in a paper: New Era”.
Thus, the poem was first published in a journal,1044 and written by
a young man called Toivo Järvinen (1890–1960), later known as
the poet T. S. Vehkakorpi. This son of a poor forest warden had
published his first poems at the age of fifteen and contributed to
various labour publications in the 1910s. The poem “Hatred” was
written at the latest in 1910, in other words, it was composed in
the early period of his literary career: the optimism of this poem
would later be accompanied by more gloomy elements of existential anguish, ideological doubt and lack of recognition as an
artist.1045 In his magnum opus of the early Finnish working-class
literature, Raoul Palmgren called Toivo Järvinen “one of the most
subjective, perhaps the most subjective proletarian poet related
to our topic”.1046
In addition to its origins in the printed word, it is known for
sure that the poem’s influence was not limited to the handwritten
1044 ”Viha”, Toivo Järvinen, Uusi Aika: Kansan Lehden kuukausijulkaisu, no
0/1910, 11. This issue has not been digitized, but it can be found in the
National Library of Finland.
1045 Palmgren 1966b, 76–81.
1046 Palmgren 1966b, 78.
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newspaper of the rural proletariat, for exactly the same poem can
be found in the handwritten organ of the Savonlinna’s workers’
association in 1914.1047 The fact that this poem was reproduced
in two of the five different handwritten papers analysed in this
study is perhaps no mere coincidence but rather shows that the
poem captured something important in the proletarian imagination of the early twentieth century – and that “something” could
be explained with theoretical help from the twenty-first century
psychology of emotions.
If one accepts the psychologist Lisa Feldman Barrett’s account
of how human emotions are constructed, concepts are the key
to all of our experiences, including emotional experiences. Without concepts, our experimental world would appear chaotic.
The brain interprets sensory input through concepts: “In every
waking moment, your brain uses past experience, organized as
concepts, to guide your actions and give your sensations meaning.”1048 Emotion concepts are bound together by emotion words,
for example, “the most visible commonality that all instances of
‘Anger’ share is that they’re all called ‘anger’.”1049 In short, emotional experiences are constructed in the brain with emotional
concepts that are most visibly represented by emotional words.
Thus, by tracking down emotional words that historical subjects
have left behind in the sources, historians can revive some parts
of their emotional lives, even without the benefit of controlled
experiments. William Reddy, the pioneer in the history of emotions, suggested already in the 1990s that expressions of feelings
through language directly change, build and intensify emotions,
i.e. “emotives do things to the world”.1050
If our brain is indeed “an architect of our experience”, constantly using the concepts we have so far learned to construct our
1047 ”Viha”, ”kynä”, Nuija 24.05.1914.
1048 Barrett 2017b, 31.
1049 Barrett 2017b, 103.
1050 Reddy 1997, 331. On the link between words and emotions in the latest introductions to the history of emotions, see Boddice 2018, 41–58; Plamper
2015, 130–133, 142–146, 259–261.
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social reality, then it follows that childhood plays a crucial role in
our emotional development for the majority of emotion concepts
(and words referring to them) are learned at an early age. What
is even more important for historians interested in change, emotion concepts can be both learned, unlearned and re-learned for
concept learning continues throughout human life.1051 According
to Barrett, the difference is that adults have responsibility for the
concepts that drive their actions: “If you grow up in a society full
of anger or hate, you can’t be blamed for having the associated
concepts, but as an adult, you can choose to educate yourself and
learn additional concepts.”1052 There are at least two concrete ways
to learn additional concepts. Moving from one culture to another
and mastering a new language can lead to new emotional experiences, as one learns new vocabulary to express new emotions.1053
Another method to generate novel emotion concepts is the socalled “conceptual combination”, which simply means combining
existing concepts to create novel concepts.1054
Although using theories invented in fields outside history may
at worst lead to oversimplifications and misunderstandings, Barrett’s theory can nevertheless be used to shed new light on the
proletarian emotions in the Grand Duchy Finland a century ago.
The emotional vocabulary that the working people had acquired
from their parents, pastors and schoolteachers was challenged by
the political language of Finnish socialism, which re-taught and
re-defined emotion concepts. In the case of hatred, the socialists
split the concept of hatred into two dichotomies: bad versus good,
old versus new, destructive versus constructive, concealed versus
public, and aimless versus goal-oriented. The socialists continued the nineteenth-century tradition of denouncing irrational
hatred by condemning the former version of hatred, but they also
re-forged the concept by attributing positive values to the latter
1051 Barrett 2017b, 103.
1052 Barrett 2017b, 155.
1053 Barrett 2017b, 103–104.
1054 Barrett 2017b, 105–106.
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version of hatred. Toivo Järvinen’s poem above constitutes one
lesson in this emotional re-education: the socialists made controlled hatred acceptable.
When Ehrnrooth wrote in 2018, on the centenary of the Finnish Civil War, that bloodthirsty jealousy fantasies about crushing farmers, priests, factory owners and bankers flourished in
the handwritten newspapers, he was not only wrong about his
own dissertation, in which the argument is not so extreme, but
he also misunderstood the nature of his sources.1055 For the working-class activists who contributed to handwritten newspapers,
this medium represented a public venue of the labour movement
in which bloodthirsty fantasies were not appropriate. This is not
to say that there were no aggressive workers in Finland dreaming about direct violence against the bourgeoisie; the point is that
they are rarely to be found among the organized socialist workers
speaking in the public sphere. The vast majority of the workers
who articulated their hatred in the handwritten newspapers seem
to have adopted the new conceptualization of socialist hatred,
and the formula describing their journey from the emotional
culture of their parents to modern socialism is similar to that of
a person moving from one continent to another: new words ->
new concepts -> new experiences. Thus, the word “class hatred”
serves as an historical example of the power of the combination of
concepts in the making of new experiences. While “hatred” had
existed in the proletarian consciousness for centuries, adding the
new word of modernity, “class”, in front was an innovative rhetorical move inside the political language of socialism.
Of course, from their own perspective, socialists were not
teaching hatred but rather showing the world as it was. They explained proletarian hatred through the Marxist lens, pointing at
capitalism and its material conditions as the original source of
hatred. In fact, I agree on this analysis if “capitalism” and “material conditions” refer primarily to print capitalism and its technological innovations that enabled not only the birth of Fennoman
nationalism in the mid-nineteenth century but also the rapid rise
1055 Ehrnrooth 2018.
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of socialism at the turn of the twentieth century. The conceptual
structures of socialist hatred resemble each other in the handwritten and printed newspapers (see Figures 5.1 and 5.2), and
rank-and-file workers directly copied messages from the labour
press. References to print, the poem “Hatred” as one of the many,
indicate that the grassroots conceptualization of hatred was at
minimum partially absorbed from the more distinguished socialist thinkers, ranging from the minor poet Toivo Järvinen to the
leading intellectual Yrjö Sirola. However, the fact that the proletarian workers were influenced by print does not mean that their
political imagination was determined by socialist opinion leaders, as will be seen below.

5.2 Proletarian Rationality
One of the most frequent slogans in the proletarian handwritten
newspapers was an intellectual loan from the parlance of the European Enlightenment: “Knowledge is power.”1056 Next, we shall
scrutinize the slogan and the nature of the Finnish proletarian
Enlightenment from three interrelated questions: who was the
ideal subject of socialist thinking, what did socialists count as
knowledge, and finally, how did socialists produce new knowledge? In other words, the analysis proceeds from the thinkers to
the units of thinking and concludes with the socialist method of
thinking.

1056 The quote has been attributed to Francis Bacon (1561–1626). Later it became a catchphrase in the context of nineteenth-century popular educational movements, e.g., William Liebknecht gave it a Marxist twist in his
pamphlet Wissen ist Macht – Macht ist Wissen (1872). See Steele 2007, esp.
171.
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Self-aware Individuals in a Class-conscious Group
To better understand the handwritten thoughts of the proletarian
thinkers, a brief historical comparison is necessary. For most of
the long nineteenth century, Finnish industrialization had been
portrayed as an era of material and intellectual growth, but the
proletarian writings of the early twentieth century fervently challenged the progressive narrative. Take, for example, this impassioned speech delivered at Finland’s largest factory in 1908:
A human being cannot be buried alive in that bourgeois desert
sand in which s/he is now wading. Historical progress is moving
according to its own immutable laws. A new era always brings
new life forms. In this flow of life, a weak factory working is spun
round and round, to arise when the long night of the spirit has
reached the dawn. Then s/he will self-consciously yell: down with
oppression down with injustice, run away from this world you
enemies of the human soul, you who tell your clumsy fairy tales,
chattering at us as if to children we no longer believe you. Long
live freedom.1057

The writer claims that the factory workers have been wandering in the darkness for far too long, but soon the unconscious
souls will wake up. In the same speech, he explains that it was
“large-scale capitalism” (suurkapitalismi) that caused the wretched condition of the industrial working people. The claim sounds
bold, for example, considering his own intellect: Jussi Mantere
wrote quantitatively most actively of all the writers to his union
1057 Hiukan tehdas elämästä, ”J.M.” (Jussi Mantere), Tehtaalainen 11.02.1908.
The original quote in Finnish: “Ihminen ei voi elävänä hautaantua siihen
porvarien erämaahietaan missä hän nykyään kaalaa. Historiallinen kehitys kulkee omien järkymättömien lakiensa mukaista kulkuaan. Uusi aika
tuo mukanaan aina uusia elämän muotoja. Tässä elämän virran pyörteissä kieppuu tehtaalainen heikkona, mutta se on nouseva siitä silloin kuin
sen pitkä hengen yö on aamuun ehtinyt. Silloin se itsetietoisena huutaa:
alas sorto alas vääryys, juoskaat ulos maailmasta te ihmissielun viholliset
te jotka kömpelöitä tarujanne meille lörpöttelette kuin lapsille me emme
enään usko teitä. Eläköön vapaus.”
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newspaper, and qualitatively, some of his contributions were perhaps even good enough to be published in the print. In summary,
he presented a large amount of original ideas using a rich vocabulary.
This working man’s writing above contradicts those few rare
texts written by his predecessors from the same factory during
the previous century. In a letter to a newspaper of 1859, a worker
praised the excellent conditions at the Finlayson factory, mentioning the savings fund and the sick fund for the workers, the factory
doctor, free medications, the Sunday school, the children’s school
and the orphanage. Anger had inspired this letter-to-the-editor: another newspaper had humorously compared a Finlayson
job advertisement to the slave trade, but this worker wanted to
dispute the abusive analogy. He saw factory work “rather as increasing one’s education than as slavery”.1058 Similarly, a woman
from the same factory wrote in 1872 that the factory girls were
advancing along on their “road to education” and living “an era of
enlightenment”.1059 She continued the long list of benefits that the
factory offered for its workers: a choral society, a reading club and
a library. In addition, the factory owner Wilhelm von Nottbeck
had established the first factory workers’ society in the Grand
Duchy of Finland which, according to its rules, aimed at offering
education to the Finlayson factory workers.1060
Having all these educational opportunities at their disposal,
the Finlayson factory workers achieved a reputation as diligent
readers as early as in the 1850s.1061 According to a layman’s estimate from 1878, one third of the Finlayson factory men and
one fourth of the factory women could write in addition to being
able to read.1062 This estimate suggests that on average the factory

1058 Suometar 08.07.1859.
1059 Tampereen Sanomat 21.10.1872.
1060 Kanerva 1972, 143–144.
1061 Kanerva 1972, 119.
1062 Kanerva 1972, 174–175.
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workers could write much better than their peers.1063 In addition,
the estate inventories from the late nineteenth century prove that
the Finlayson factory workers owned more reading material than
any other group of workers in Tampere.1064
There seems to be ample evidence supporting the progressive
version of the modernization story: the factory was not manufacturing ignorance but rather provided its employees with new
ladders towards knowledge, unavailable in the agrarian world
of material and intellectual deprivation. In fact, for the landless
poor of the nineteenth century, a move from the countryside to
a factory job in the city meant de facto social advancement.1065
From this perspective, the socialist argument of industrial capitalism enslaving the working people sounds rather odd. What
exactly was Jussi Mantere’s reasoning for the claim that he and his
fellow workers were exploited, oppressed and kept in the dark?
A quote from Goethe, another giant of the European Enlightenment, might guide to the roots of his thinking: “No one is more a
slave than the man who thinks himself free while he is not.”1066 In
the radical, proletarian interpretation of the Enlightenment, the
majority of Finnish workers could not see the chains they were
carrying for they had not yet reached a proper “self-awareness”
(itsetietoisuus).
Both the nineteenth-century Fennoman nationalists and the
twentieth-century socialists put a high value on the concept of
self-awareness, but there was a crucial difference: the former connected self-awareness with a national identity, whereas the latter
equated self-awareness with class-consciousness.1067 Socialists
like Jussi Mantere suspected a shared national interest that si1063 Leino-Kaukiainen 2011, 348. The reliability of the Finnish literacy statistics in the nineteenth century has been criticized for their inaccuracies.
Nevertheless, they give a rough overall picture. See Myllyntaus 1991, 116–
121.
1064 Kortekangas 1965, 84–85, 87–88, 98, 125–126, 189–190, 295–296.
1065 Haapala 1986, 38–40, 271.
1066 Goethe 1885, 319.
1067 See Chapter 4.1.
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multaneously benefitted all the Finns was an illusion that did not
exist in the real world. Thus, the socialists replaced nation with
class as the most important category constructing social reality.
More broadly, jumping from the individual concept to the political languages, Fennoman nationalism and socialism as the two
master ideologies of the Finnish long nineteenth century can be
thought as two different ways of connecting human beings that
cannot meet each other directly.1068 They both imagine the ideal
of a self-aware group (“the Finnish people”, “the proletariat”), and
believe that the majority of the people are sleeping and must be
woken up by the minority that has already seen the light, i.e. by
those who have acquired self-awareness. Contrary to the classical
Christian idea of the eternal and inborn soul, both of these political languages of Finnish modernity presume that individual consciousness can be altered by external conditions: this is why they
both emphasized the meaning of education in their agitation.
Unlike soul, self-awareness can be acquired through a nationalist
or socialist awakening. Whereas the immortal soul belongs to the
estate-based society, in which one’s life is determined by the estate
one is born into, self-awareness is a concept owned by the political subjects of the rising civil society.1069 This does not mean that
the Finnish Fennoman nationalists or socialists avoided the term
“soul” in their parlance, quite the contrary: both used it, especially in the context of political poetry.1070 Yet the essence of a modern soul was historical, or as it was phrased in the handwritten
newspaper at the Finlayson cotton mill: “A passionate, fighting
soul that is rushing towards freedom is not a mercy from god it
is a result of the soul’s self-knowledge; it is the experience of the

1068 Anderson 2006, 6, 26.
1069 Interestingly, Irma Sulkunen has suggested that the birth of modern human can be traced down to the revivalist movements of the eighteenth
century for they undermined the ideological basis of the estate-based society with new forms of social organization. See e.g. Sulkunen 1990, 34–35.
1070 On nationalist poetry written by the ordinary people, see Laurila 1956; On
proletarian socialist poetry, see Palmgren 1966a; Palmgren 1966b.
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bitterness of slavery and the blissful joy of freedom that has developed into self-awareness.”1071
According to the proletarian writers, knowledge was power
and “ignorance our greatest enemy”, as another of their popular slogans stated.1072 Ignorance meant lack of self-awareness,
and describing its various symptoms was a constant theme in the
handwritten newspapers, not surprisingly, considering that they
were written by the chosen few.1073 Ignorance could take the form
of alcohol abuse, mental dullness or ideological instability. The
cause of ignorance was rarely found in the human soul or consciousness itself,1074 but rather lay outside the individual. Why did
people drink? Because “the godly freedom of a personal human
soul is suffering under the iron laws of destinies”.1075 Why were
working women so dull? Because the monotony of industrial
work dulls the mind and prevents them from developing their
natural gifts: “In a word, it makes the factory woman into a machine.”1076 Why was the Finnish nation on the brink of extinction
1071 See “Sielu”, Tehtaalainen no 3/1909. This quote is taken from the print
without any attribution to the original text written by the local socialist
journalist Alex Halonen (1878–1948). See Halonen 1908, 6. The original
quote in Finnish: “Kiihkoisa, vapauteen kiiruhtava taisteleva sielu ei ole jumalan armo se on sen sielun oman tuntemuksen tulos; se on itsetietoisuuteen kehittynyt kokemus orjuuden katkeruudesta ja vapauden siunaavasta
riemusta.”
1072 See e.g. “Äidin mietteitä”, “Korven äiti”, Kuritus 13.03.1910; “Tehtaalaisten
käytöksestä”, “A. – e.” (Alfred Vuolle), Tehtaalainen 22.01.1908.
1073 This seems to be a general problem identified by the socialist activists in
the beginning of the twentieth century. See e.g. Steinberg 2002, 43.
1074 For an exception that highlights the role of personal willpower instead
of external conditions, see “Tahto ja luonteen lujuus”, anonymous, Yritys
12.04.1916.
1075 ”Miksi ihmiset juovat”, Ida Lundström, Tehtaalainen 01.09.1909. This
quote is once again copied, this time from a journal with some minor revisions. See Kanerva 15.10.1903, 307. The original quote in Finnish: “Tai
missä Ihmis sielun yksilöinen jumalallinen vapaus kärsii, voimatta rautaisten kohtaloitten lakeja siirtää, siellä juodaan.”
1076 ”Työläisnainen perheenäitinä”, ”E.L.” (Ester Laurio), Yritys 04.10.1916. The
original quote in Finnish: ”Sanalla sanoen se tekee työläisnaisesta koneen.”
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under Russification? Because Finland was not a nation consisting
of free and independent individuals for the capitalist society had
killed thousands of individuals by not nourishing their hunger
and thirst of knowledge.1077
In order to fix the distorted relation between knowledge and
ignorance for the better, proletarian writers encouraged their fellows to soul-searching from the class perspective: “Young comrade, examine carefully if you deserve the name of comrade and
the name of a really class-conscious worker?”1078 In other words,
the adjective “class-conscious” was something that had to be
earned. The list of attributes for a truly conscious worker was demanding. According to comrade Ida Vihuri, paying union fees,
attending meetings occasionally and reading only small news
items was not nearly enough. Instead, each human being should:
1) read the labour press carefully, especially leading articles and
international news and the Russian section.
2) attend every party meeting available, especially those organized by the local municipal organization for topical political issues
were discussed there.
3) peruse literature, especially socialist, social, historical and natural scientific literature.
4) explain to the ignorant comrades where the origin of oppression lies and how it can be removed.
5) encourage them to seek knowledge and assess events by themselves.1079

The text was written during the second phase of Russification,
which is the period when the references to “consciousness” peak

1077 ”Missä suomen kansan pelastus?”, ”Ympyrä”, Kuritus 17.04.1910.
1078 ”Nuorille tovereille”, Maiju Janhunen, Yritys 23.08.1916. The original quote in Finnish: ”Nuori toveri, tutki tarkoin ansaitsetko toverin, ja todella
luokkatietoisen työläisen nimeä.”
1079 ”Taantumusta vastaan!”, Ida Vihuri, Tehtaalainen 19.03.1908.
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both in the handwritten and printed newspapers.1080 According to
Vihuri, the working class now needed to be inspired by a “social,
revolutionary consciousness” (sosiaalinen, vallankumouksellinen
tietoisuus) for there was a danger that the whole Finnish labour
movement, including its organizations, newspapers and agitation
events, would be banned as it was in Russia before the election
of the third Duma in 1907.1081 Thus, national consciousness was
important in the sense that it enabled practising modern politics with freedom of speech, press and assembly in the Grand
Duchy of Finland but it remained, nevertheless, subordinate to
class consciousness in the imagination of the most enlightened
proletarian activists.
In addition to serious demands, the socialists cultivated gentle
humour and crafted ideological obituaries in order to rouse the
sleeping comrades. When the Finlayson workers seemed to avoid
both socialist lecture courses organized by their central union
and daily prayer meetings at the factory church, the pseudonym
“Who” concluded: “So we can say that our factory folk are fully aware of both earthly and spiritual matters.”1082 Although not
many workers could claim the title of a conscious worker during
their lifetime, some achieved it posthumously. August Helander
of the Finlayson cotton mill was praised in a handwritten obituary published in Tehtaalainen for the departed comrade had
“been in the funeral fund, followed the labour movement, and
he had a whole lot of educational consciousness”.1083 On the other
hand, the last judgement on Frans Vuorela was not as flattering.
The Finlayson union decided not to attend his funeral because
his wife had been “so narrow-minded” – based on the death announcement in the printed paper, this may have been a reference
1080 Tietoisuus appears most frequently (11 times) in handwritten newspapers
in 1910. For printed newspapers, see Chapter 4.1.
1081 ”Taantumusta vastaan!”, Ida Vihuri, Tehtaalainen 19.03.1908.
1082 ”Havaintoja sieltä ja täältä”, ”Kuka”, Tehtaalainen no 1/1911. The original
quote in Finnish: “Siis voimme sanoa että meidän tehtaan työväestö on
täysin tietoista niin maallisissa kuin henkellisistä asioista.”
1083 ”Kuollut toveri”, anonymous, Tehtaalainen no 1/1909.
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to her piety – and because the man himself was “so insecure and
diverse in his opinions”.1084
Despite their ideological commitment, the working-class activists contributing to the papers did not overestimate the level
of proletarian self-awareness and class-consciousness. For example, Ida Vihuri, a rare example of mature consciousness by orthodox socialist standards, admitted in 1911 that the majority of
the Finnish proletariat supported socialism only “instinctively”
(vaistomaisesti) instead of consciously.1085 In the Vaasa social
democratic youth organization, Otto Niinipuro agreed with her
verdict: “We joined the group instinctively; knowing that as we
belong to the worker class we cannot belong to anything else than
to the proletariat.”1086 Jalmari Kuusela continued and identified
the main problem of those workers who had lost their faith in
socialism and left the movement during the difficult times:
They have not familiarized themselves deeply with the reasons for
socialism. They have joined only because of momentary enthusiasm, or on purely egoistic grounds.1087

According to the writer, these instinctive socialists abandoned
socialism if they did not see concrete results in the short term.
This is just one of many texts emphasizing that the workers who

1084 Minutes of the Finlayson cotton factory union meeting 22 January 1911.
Tampere City Archives; Kansan Lehti 19.01.1911, 1.
1085 ”Työväenliike”, Ida Vihuri, Tehtaalainen no 1/1911.
1086 ”Sos-dem Nuorisoliiton Waasan Osaston jäsenille”, Otto Niinipuro, Yritys
02.02.1916. Niinipuro was executed by the White Army in Vyborg during
the Civil War of 1918. See Suomen Sosialidemokraatti 12.09.1918, 2. The
original quote in Finnish: “Vaistomaisesti olemme mukaan liittyneet, tietoisina siitä, että työläisluokkaan kuuluvina emme voi kuulua muuhun
kuin koyhälistöön.”
1087 ”Sananen nuorisolle”, ”J.K.” (Jalmari Kuusela), Yritys 18.10.1916. The original quote in Finnish: ”He eivät ole sen syvemmin tutustuneet ja syventyneet sosialismin perusteihin. He ovat tulleet mukaan vaan hetken innostuksesta tai aivan puhtaasti itsekkäistä syistä.”
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had momentarily awakened might yet fall asleep again.1088 Thus,
“instinctive socialism” could be defined as an intermediate state
between awareness and unawareness in the political language of
socialism: positive when it referred to taking the first step towards
full class-consciousness but negative in the sense of intellectual
stagnation.
A transformation from an estate-based system to a parliamentary democracy with universal suffrage meant that the degree of
socialist consciousness could be measured objectively and repeatedly. In the proletarian language of the early twentieth century, voting was not a mere civic duty but “the highest point to
which an individual could aspire in temporal life”.1089 In addition,
an election was a chance to deliver a message from the “real people” to the Finnish and Russian oppressors.1090 In the estate-based
society of the nineteenth century, information had flowed mainly
top-down, but democratic elections together with an independent labour press broke down the old floodgates retaining information. Even though the balance of information had changed in
favour of socialism, the proletarian activists knew that the working people did not automatically vote for the socialist party, and
in addition to socialist newspapers and literature, they highlighted the role of personal influence. Before the election of 1916, one
member of the socialist youth organization demanded: “We must
explain the meaning of elections to anyone whom we think may
be unaware of it, according to our abilities and in this way be cabin agitators…”1091 The agitators could congratulate themselves two
weeks later for in July 1916 the Finnish Social Democratic Party
won the election and polled the first parliamentary majority in
1088 See e.g. ”Onko nyt aika levätä ’laakereilla’?”, anonymous, Kuritus 09.04.
1911.
1089 ”Mihin meidän on pyrittävä”, anonymous, Kuritus 03.04.1910.
1090 See e.g. ”Pakinaa”, anonymous, Kuritus 13.11.1910.
1091 ”Waalit”, ”J.L.” (Jussi Luhta), Yritys 21.06.1916. The original quote in Finnish: ”Meidän tulee kaikille, jotka vähänkin luulemme olevan epätietoisia
vaalien merkityksestä, tehdä sitä selväksi, kykymme mukaan ja näin ollen
olla mökki akitaattorina…”
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history.1092 The socialists learned the negative side of not fully developed socialist consciousness one year later, when the proletarian instincts failed in the autumn election of 1917. According to
one self-critical proletarian analysis, this important election was
lost because the socialist activists had thought that the workers
were already class-conscious, which may have been true in the
cities but not in the countryside.1093 In fact, this analysis seems
to be backed up by statistics: socialists increased their support in
towns but lost their share in rural areas. Rasila suggests that the
result may have been caused by the tenants disappointed with the
parliament.1094
The ultimate goal of soul-searching, agitation and electioneering was to create self-aware individuals in a class-conscious
group. According to the orthodox socialist interpretation, this
process would happen naturally, at least in the case of the industrial working class: when big industries gathered a great number
of workers together, the collective experience generated a feeling
of unity.1095 A younger participant in the socialist youth movement gave a more down-to-earth description of becoming politically aware by recounting experiences on a summer trip to a
socialist paradise island in 1917:
When I joined my friends they already had a campfire and many
coffee pots. After coffee, we settled down by the campfire to tell
stories in which unity and a cosy atmosphere prevailed it might
have been the bright moonlight that took care of us and helped
us to draw a picture of what we should be striving for. A picture
in which we the members of the social democratic youth organization are conscious of belonging together, conscious of having

1092 SDP gained 47.3 % of the votes and 100/200 of the parliamentary seats.
Soikkanen 1975, 197.
1093 ”Sananen vaali politiikasta”, anonymous, Yritys 24.10.1917.
1094 Rasila 1970, 296–298.
1095 ”Naisille jat. v. n.”, Ida Vihuri, Tehtaalainen 15.01.1909.
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a common enemy and a common goal. To achieve this we must
walk hand in hand.1096

This kind of socialist fulfilment was reached only rarely, but
those were the glorious moments, the reason to stay in the movement even when it failed to win great victories in the period between the General Strike of 1905 and the Russian Revolution
of 1917. At first glance, the quote seems to capture the political
transformation from the individual “I” to the collective “we”.
However, it would be too simplistic to explain the rise of socialist
consciousness in terms of the autonomous self suddenly realizing
that there is something greater in life than him- or herself. In his
analysis of the Russian proletarian writers of the early twentieth
century, Marc Steinberg has suggested that “the discovery of self
may have been essential to the discovery of class”1097 – and the
Finnish case supports the conclusion. Self-identity, as a result of
atomistic introspection, does not lead to a strong social identity,
but rather they evolve simultaneously.
A more profound understanding of the relation between the
self and the group can be gained with the help of the poem “If the
young do not dare”, published in the handwritten Kuritus in 1910:
[…]
Such is the play of truth:
one begins all alone!

1096 ”Lentopöytäkirja pidetty sos.dem. nuorisoliiton waasan osaston Selkäsaari
matkalla”, ”Mukana ollut”, Yritys 22.08.1917. The original quote in Finnish:
”Saavuttuani kavereitten luo oli heillä jo nuotio ja useita kahvipannuja
päällä. Kahvit juotuamme asetuimme nuotiotulen ääreen tarinoimaan
jossa vallitsi yksimielisyys ja kodikas tunnelma se lie ollut kirkas kuutamo
joka meistä huolehti tällä kertaa ja auttoi meitä luomaan tuokio kuvan siitä
mihin meidän pitäisi pyrkiä. Missä me sos-dem nuor.osastolaiset olemme
tietoisia siitä että me kuulumme yhteen ja että meillä on yhteinen vastustaja ja yhteinen päämäärä. Jonka saavuttamiseksi meidän on kuljettava käsi
kädessä.”
1097 Steinberg 2002, 84.
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With Courage and Love
as her only shield.
It is great to rise into the struggle,
when the trumpets of knowledge are playing,
when the divinity of human reason
is lightning inside the soul.
Such is the rule of life:
one falls down in her defiance.
But tens and thousands
are following.
[…] 1098

Here “soul” belongs to the individual, whereas “the struggle”
refers to collective action. These two are practically inseparable:
the more one knows about oneself, the more eagerly one wants
to change the external world. The last stanza suggests that a conscious member of a group is essentially immortal for the demise
of one individual is not an end but a link in the long chain, spanning from the enlightened proletarian generation to generation.
Ehrnrooth analysed this poem and in his interpretation,
knowledge here refers to knowledge that is reaching for the invisible, transcendental truth: “Only for such a goal it is great to be a
martyr.”1099 This may be true, but once again, one should remember that while the obsessive quest for truth (that is even worth
dying for!) is indisputably present in Finnish socialism, it is not
unique to socialism, but rather a general sign of modernity. In
fact, the poem above was not originally written by the proletariat,
but it was borrowed from the non-socialist author Ilmari Kianto
(1874–1970), who composed this piece for Ostrobothnia’s song
1098 ”Jos nuoret ei uskalla”, anonymous, Kuritus 21.08.1910. The original quote
in Finnish:“Totuuden leikki moinen on: / Yks alkaa yksinään! / Ja Rohkeus
ja Rakkaus / vain häll’ on kilpenään. / On suurta nousta taisteloon / kun
tiedon torvet soi. / kun ihmisjärjen jumaluus / sielussa salamoi! / Elämän
sääntö moinen on: / Yks sortuu uhmassaan. / Mut kymmenet ja tuhannet
/ käy häntä seuraamaan.”
1099 Ehrnrooth 1992, 385.
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and sports festival organized by a local youth organization.1100
Only the last, i.e. the seventh part of the poem was copied in
Kuritus. The first parts, which were omitted, describe positively
“the new era of quests” when “the magic of the old people is vanishing”. Interestingly, the poet portrays Väinämöinen, the hero in
the national epic Kalevala, as the prophet of Finnish modernity.
According to Kalevala, Väinämöinen was offended and left the
country when the Finns converted to Christianity from abroad
but promised to come back one day. The poem continues the story by claiming that now was finally the time for his return: the
people, especially the young people, longed for enlightenment,
knowledge and liberation and for “the new king of faith”.
The fact that proletarian writers could exploit the final part
of the poem unaltered in their own discourse reinforces the interpretation of vernacular socialism as one branch in the great
family tree of modern political languages. Furthermore, the way
these working-class men and women of letters absorbed political
messages from the textual universe surrounding them was not
mere mechanical copy-pasting but also creative combination of
ideas. Who exactly reproduced Ilmari Kianto’s poem above is not
known, but a small extract from the same poem – “it is great to
rise into the struggle when the trumpets of knowledge are playing, when the divinity of human reason is lightning inside the
soul” – can be found in a piece about working women’s liberation,
drafted by the female pseudonym “Liena”. She reasoned that the
only thing preventing working women from joining the struggle
for freedom was lack of information, but this could be fixed by
reading literature that “makes a working woman think about her
own inferior condition” and “encourages her in the struggle for
the happiness of the whole proletariat”.1101 This is how a poem
originally intended to celebrate the land of a thousand national-educational organizations was transformed into a song of
praise to the international proletarian class struggle from a fem1100 Kaleva 06.07.1908, 2.
1101 ”Mitkä ovat köyhälistönaisen vapautumisen esteet”, ”Liena”, Kuritus
04.09.1910.
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inist perspective. Thus, the uniqueness of the socialist political
subject did not lie in its modern ideal of one becoming part of the
whole through enlightenment but in the redefinition of the collective: a self-aware individual as a member of the class-conscious
working class.
Information: Amount, Criteria and Hierarchy
Zacharias Topelius (1818–1898), one of the main ideologists of
Finnish Fennoman nationalism, speculated in the 1870s what
“our forefathers” thought if they could rise from their graves for
a day and see the fast iron horses, boats without sails, telegrams
and factories that had arrived in Finland during the last 50 years:
“They would think this is sorcery.”1102 Topelius admitted that the
great inventions of modern times would destroy some traditional trades, but working men should not be bitter: when machine
replaced man in mechanical work, man could specialize in nobler tasks “in which his thinking spirit is allowed to work”.1103 The
working people in the early twentieth century shared his interpretation of the rapidly changing Finnish society, but in the socialist
understanding, modern work did not expand but constrained the
scope of the proletarian spirit. Theoretically, there was more information than ever before in history within everyone’s reach, but
in practice, capitalism tied the hands of the proletariat. This was
the starting point of the socialist analysis of information.
In addition to technological innovations and machines, modernity brought an abundance of new ideas to Finnish territory. On the one hand, the age of growing information meant an
increased risk of intellectual shipwreck for, from the socialist
perspective, it was all too easy to become confused due to what
later has been conceptualized as “information overload”.1104 One
1102 Topelius 2018, 445.
1103 Topelius 2018, 445.
1104 The concept rose to prominence at the turn of the twenty-first century,
even in historical research. See Journal of the History of Ideas no 1/2003.
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contemporary working-class writer used the alternative term
of the age of “ideological flows” (aatevirtaus). The guidelines
for ideological navigation were straightforward: one should not
“blindly follow a flow although it looked tempting” and working
people should “open their eyes”. Then the writer briefly presented
the main flows of the time of the writing, in the following order:
materialism, idealism, socialism, atheism, theism, optimism, pessimism, theosophy, deism, emancipation, absolutism and rationalism.1105 Another proletarian writer chose the same metaphor of
flows and instructed: “The present demands that each individual
must carefully follow those aspirations and flows of the time on
which our daily living depends.”1106 These writers clearly believed
in their own skills to make sense of the chaotic world, but there
were skeptics, too, who did not dare to define the main ideological
flows of the era or to give intellectual guidelines in their writing.
In addition to this new sense of information flood, some proletarian writers felt that they could not tame the complexity of
modern life by themselves. There were contributions in the handwritten newspapers connected to this imagined incompetence
to produce coherent and meaningful ideas: meta-writings which
were proletarian writings on the difficulty of writing itself. Workers felt that their limited and random personal experiences were
not significant enough to be shared with a wider readership. A
factory worker who was chosen, apparently against his will, as a
journalist, bemoaned half-humorously: “My standpoints to the
course of matters are confined to a very limited sphere, almost
completely to the home circle and only very small and sparse material comes from there…”1107 In his own words, he could not refine
1105 ”Aikamme aatevirtauksia”, ”T…T…” (Tyyne Taulasalo), Tehtaalainen no
0/1910.
1106 ”Mitä meiltä vaaditaan”, ”Liena”, Kuritus 13.11.1910. The original quote in
Finnish: “Nykyinen aika vaatii, että jokaisen yksilön on visusti seurattava
niitä pyrkimyksiä ja ajanvirtauksia, joista jokapäiväinen toimeentulomme
on riippuvainen.”
1107 ”Reportterilta”, anonymous, Tehtaalainen December 1912. The original
quote in Finnish: ”Niin minun katsantokantani asian menossa ja kuluissa
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his experiences into “good and educational titbits”, but the editor
of the issue totally disagreed and added in parentheses: “(you can
refine with that head of yours when you just want to enough)”.1108
This is one example of how the socialist activists encouraged their
less confident comrades to process and share their experiences in
the handwritten newspapers precisely because they understood
that as individuals workers had not much intellectual capital but
collectively they could aggregate their fragmentary information.
Sharing personal experiences through handwritten papers was
an advisable tactic against ignorance, but not nearly enough. In
addition, workers were advised to gather new information from
outside their daily lives. An anonymous writer argued that “during the current era of steam and electricity” – another popular
phrase that can also found in the Erfurt Program, the catechism
of Finnish social democracy1109, – the amount of information
remained too low if it was only based on the direct experiences
gained in the short life of a single human being. In order to tap
into “the experiences of as many people as possible”, one should
read literature.1110 Another proletarian voice, thirsting for knowledge, defined “comprehensive information” (perinpohjainen tieto) as what one has seen and heard by oneself: rumours, for instance, did not count. In this understanding, direct information
was considered the most reliable way to achieve awareness, but
since the proletariat was chained to mechanical work and thus
lacked high-quality first-hand information, this writer, too, recommended exploring other people’s observations through literature.1111 The idea of extending the proletarian experience through
literature gave rise to novel metaphors. Toivo Närhi felt that literrajoittuu hyvin pieneen piiriin, miltei yksinomaan kotipiiriin ja sieltä tulee
hyvin pieni ja niukka aines…”
1108 ”Reportterilta”, anonymous, Tehtaalainen December 1912. The original
quote in Finnish: “(kyllä sitä silläkin ’nupilla’ vaan voi jalostaa kun vaan
muuten tahtoo”).
1109 Kautsky 1907, 5.
1110 ”Kirjasto joka kylään”, anonymous, Kuritus 18.09.1910.
1111 “Mitä on tehtävä?”, ”Kuka”, Kuritus 29.05.1910.
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ature was the “magical power that opened the doors to the treasure of knowledge” and “broke the chains of our reason”.1112
Since there was simply too much literature to digest even for
the most diligent worker, a practical hierarchy was needed to
guide the proletarian quest for wisdom. One should begin from
the very bottom, i.e. from the popularised writings of Marxism:
It does not matter how many works one has read or how many
newspapers one is following if one does not understand what one
has read, if those observations and thoughts cannot be applied to
lived life. We do not need to familiarize ourselves with (difficult)
great works and they do not help at all if the basics are lacking. But
we have books, such as the soc-dem programme and the outlines
of soc-dem history. In these books the subject has been presented
precisely and so concisely that it cannot be hard for anyone to deal
with them.1113

The titles of the books he mentions are vague, but most likely “the soc-dem program” refers to The Erfurt Program written
mainly by Karl Kautsky and translated into Finnish for the first
time in 1899.1114 The “outlines of soc-dem history” probably
means History of Socialism 1–2, edited by Kautsky. The first part
appeared in Finnish in 1900 and the second in 1908.1115 All these
works were among the most common books in the Finnish labour
1112 ”Pois velttous, kasvattamaan arvostelukykyämme”, ”T.N.” (Toivo Närhi),
Kuritus 29.08.1909.
1113 ”Tahto ja luonteen lujuus”, anonymous, Yritys 12.04.1916. The original
quote in Finnish: ”Ei se merkitse mitään kuinka monta teosta on lukenut
tai kuinka monta sanomalehteä seuraa, ellei tajua lukemansa merkitystä,
ellei niitä havaintoja ja ajatuksia voi sovittaa elettyyn elämään. Meidän ei
ole tarvis tutustua (vaikeatajuisiin) suuriin teoksiin eikä niistä ole mitään
hyötyä ellei ole pohja tietoja. Mutta meillä on kirjat, semmoiset kuin sosdem ohjelma ja sos-dem historian pääpiirteet. Näissä kirjoissa on asia esitetty niin sattuvasti ja ytimekkäästi, ettei voi kenellekään käydä vaikeaksi
niitä käsitellä.”
1114 Kautsky 1899.
1115 Kautsky (Ed.) 1900; Kautsky (Ed.) 1908.
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libraries in the early twentieth century.1116 However, these books
were not perhaps as easy to grasp as the proletarian writer above
proclaimed. The Finnish version of The Erfurt Program consisted
of more than three hundred pages, whereas History of Socialism
spanned over eight hundred pages although it was an abridged
version of the original. More importantly, the style of argumentation may have remained distant for the Finnish working people
since these classics of Marxism were originally formulated by the
German intellectuals and translated into Finnish in the language
of educated men.
In addition to making socialist reading recommendations, the
quote above also contains the gist of the proletarian concept of
information: “those observations and thoughts” that could not be
“applied to lived life” were worthless. Another writer extended the
idea with a rustic metaphor in order to explain why people “filled
with book learning” are not educated in the true meaning of the
word: “Their information is formal, it has not transmuted into
flesh and blood, they are mere granaries, and that is why they lack
the noble sign of a refined soul.”1117 Yet this definition that raises
information to an elevated status seems to contradict the fact that
the proletarian writers themselves were eager to offer quite random pieces of information to the listeners in their handwritten
newspapers, often under headings such as “information from different branches”, “little pieces of information” and “miscellaneous
statistics”. From this section one could find, for example, that the
biggest history book in the world dealt with the American Civil
War and weighed 267 kilos.1118 It seems that this curious form
of information could not be interpreted as knowledge usefully
1116 See Appendix 10 in Ehrnrooth 1992, 513.
1117 ”Siivosta esiintymisestä”, ”Aapiskukko”, Yritys 20.10.1915. The original
quote in Finnish: ”Sillä on ihmisiä, jotka ovat kuin inhimillisen tiedon makasiineja, täytettyjä kaiken maailman kirjanoppineisuudella, mutta sivistyneeksi ei heitä yllä mainitussa merkityksessä voi sanoa. Heidän tietonsa
on virallista, se ei ole muuttunut heissä lihaksi ja vereksi, he ovat jääneet
vaan makasiineiksi, ja siksi heistä puuttuu jalostuneen sielun aateluusmerkki.”
1118 “Pieniä tietoja”, anonymous, Tehtaalainen 06.02.1912.
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applied to real life by any stretch of the socialist or non-socialist
imagination. However, the disposition of this section on the final
pages of the handwritten papers reveals that this kind of information was never meant to serve the educational function of the
labour movement but rather was intended as relaxation in the
end of the meeting. Using today’s terms, “infotainment” had its
place in the handwritten newspapers, but it did not rank high in
the socialist knowledge hierarchy.1119
Thus, filling the granary of human knowledge with random or
obsolete information was certainly not a road leading to socialist
wisdom. In other words, information as such did not have any intrinsic value: it had to have practical value. This idea also explains
the popularity of the slogan “knowledge is power” in the political
language of Finnish socialism. The ideal was that when a socialist
worker was reading something, reading anything, s/he never read
only for the pure fun of knowing new things, but simultaneously
took part in the fight on the intellectual front of the capitalist society. In the socialist understanding, there were dark forces doing
their utmost to block the proletarian road to knowledge:
And the people who are truly social democrats demand full freedom of science because everybody needs information whether
rich or poor a man or a woman because knowledge is power and
through knowledge we can win freedom. The bourgeoisie strongly oppose the proletariat having and getting information and they
do have a reason for that because when the proletariat becomes
self-aware one cannot exploit and mislead workers.1120

1119 For a brief introduction to the history of “infotainment”, see Thussu 2007,
15–42.
1120 ”Wapaus ja oikeus kaikille Sorretuille”, anonymous, Nuija 21.07.1912. The
original quote in Finnish: “Ja henkilöt jotka ovat totella Sosialidemokraateja vaativat täytellistä vapautta tieteelle sillä kaikki tietoa tarvitsee oli se
köyhä tai rikas mies tai nainen sillä tieto on voimaa ja tiedon avulla voimme voittaa vapauden. Porvarilliset vastustavat kovasti köyhälistön tieton
saantia ja hankintaa ja onhan heillä siihen syytäkin sillä kun köyhälistö
tulee itse tietoiseksi niin ei voi enää riistää ja nenästä vetää työläisiä.”
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Behind every aspect of societal life, including its intellectual
sphere, there were objective conflicts of interests between different classes, and cui bono, “who benefits”, was the question that
a sharp socialist, like the writer above, asked first. In the case of
knowledge, the socialist analysis quickly led to the conclusion
that proletarian ignorance was bliss for those in power, thus they
used their powers to keep the working people in the dark.1121 In
the political language of Finnish socialism, there was even a word
for this cruel tactic of pulling the wool over the proletarian eyes:
the noun pimitys and the verb pimittää.1122 Socialists believed that
they were the torch-bearers of the Enlightenment ideals and referred to the General Strike of 1905 as an historical example: during the strike, the proletarian demands for universal suffrage and
freedom of speech, press and assembly had been a “horror for
the bourgeoisie because along that road followed the self-awareness of the people and hand in hand power”.1123 In light of the
educational activities that the Finnish nationalists had organized
for the lower classes since the mid-nineteenth century, the socialist critique may have sounded unfair, but it was not directed so
much towards what had been taught but more towards what had
not been revealed to the working people.
Above all, the socialists believed that the bourgeoisie had deliberately withheld information on the nature of economic relations. This is why “economics”, referring not to economic sciences
as a whole but rather to the Marxist school, ranked high in the
socialist hierarchy of knowledge. One worker praised the value
of this new branch of science in the form of a modest May Day
1121 See e.g. ”Nuorille tovereille”, “L.H.” (Laina Helin), Yritys 22.11.1916.
1122 For the handwritten newspapers, see e.g “Valkonauhan touhua”, “M.R.”,
Palveliatar 27.10.1912; ”Pikkutietoja”, anonymous, Kuritus 08.08.1909;
”Nuorille tovereille”, “L.H.” (Laina Helin), Yritys 22.11.1916. For the printed
newspapers, see e.g. Kansan Lehti, 08.05.1911, 3; Työmies, 19.09.1907, 5;
Vapaa Sana, 01.07.1914, 2; Savon Työmies, 31.12.1907, 2.
1123 ”Anarkismi ja sosialismi”, ”H. Meriluoto” (Heikki Meriluoto), Nuija 1909.
The original quote in Finnish: “Näiden vaatiminen oli porvareille jo kauhistus sillä sitä tietä kulkien seurasi kansan itsetietoisuus käsi kädessä valta...”
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poem, composed in 1914: “We did intellectual work, we studied
economics, we opened the treasures of knowledge, the truth was
revealed, from nation to nation it spread, throughout the lands
rang out the shout workers of the world, unite.”1124 Respect for
economics was accompanied by respect for numerical information in vernacular socialism. One writer believed he had found a
formula to measure the strength of social movements: “The power of a labour organization depends on two important factors,
namely the membership rate of the organizations and the amount
of information the members possess.”1125 Workers also practised
the basics of statistical reasoning with concrete numbers. The organized working people at the predominately female Finlayson
factory were reminded of the fact that, based on the 1906 statistics in Tampere, 10,159 of those entitled to vote in the parliamentary elections were women, compared to only 7,003 men. Thus,
“here in the town of working women, women have the decisive
power”. This working woman proceeded to complain that “hardly
one out of a hundred factory women belong to labour organizations” and that “the social consciousness of even those organized
women is in many respects wavering”.1126 She too understood that
both quantity and quality mattered when calculating the odds of
Finnish socialism.
Meanwhile in the capital Helsinki, housemaids were publicly
scolded for not sending information on their conditions to the
national labour statistics. One of them estimated that Helsinki
had around 4,000 or 5,000 maids but only slightly over 300 of
them, “a drop in the ocean” in her own words, had completed the
survey:
1124 “Katkelmia”, ”Ap” (A. Puustinen), Nuija 24.05.1914. The original quote in
Finnish: “Tehtiin henkistä työtä, tutkittiin taloustiedettä, avattiin tietojen
aarteet, tuli totuus julki, kansakunnasta toisehen kulki, kautta maitten kajahti huuto köyhälistö liittyös yhteen.”
1125 ”Mistä riippuu työväen järjestöjen voima?”, ”Y.P.”, Palveliatar 23.03.1911.
The original quote in Finnish: ”Työväen järjestöjen voima riippuu kahdesta tärkeästä tekijästä, nimittäin järjestöjen jäsenluvusta sekä jäsenten
omaamasta tieto tieto (sic) määrästä.”
1126 ”Sananen naisille”, anonymous, Tehtaalainen April 1908.
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That we are so careless in such an important task as giving and
getting statistical information shows the ignorance of the maids.
When precisely with that information obtained through these statistics we were supposed to show the bourgeoisie our miserable
condition that needs improvement, we did not act more enthusiastically.1127

The quote shows the meaning of numbers inside the Finnish
labour movement: statistics was used as a weapon in the societal struggle.1128 Statistical information had even reached the
North-Eastern village of Niinivedenpää by Boxing Day 1910. A
writer wanted to prove that capitalism had brought inequalities
to the village and gave some examples to back up the claim: first,
“according to a statistic”, the local farmers owned only 4.4 % of
the land, and, second, while a fathom of firewood used to cost 1
mark 50 pence forty years ago and cottage tax was about 30–40
marks, nowadays the former had risen to 14–15 marks and the
latter to 150 marks. This evidence was supposed to convince the
audience that it was the capitalist owners of large-scale production who had benefitted from “the age of free competition”, instead of agrarian workers and smallholders. The writer localized
the Marxist idea of class struggle to the rural surroundings with a
simile that the rural proletariat could easily comprehend: “For the
interests of the rich and the poor are as opposite as the interests of
wolf and sheep on the pasture.”1129
The most important goal of the proletarian number crunching was to teach the working people the concept of majority. The
1127 ”Mitä olemme tehneet olojemme parantamiseksi”, ”Kyhääjä”, Palveliatar
20.04.1911. The original quote in Finnish: ”Että noinkin tärkeässä kun
tilastollisen tiedon antamisessa ja hankkimisessa ollaan nain huolimattomia osottaa juuri palveliattarien tietämättömyyttä. Kun juuri noilla tilaston kautta hankkimilla numeroilla pidettäiin näyttää porvareille meidän
kurjia ja paranemista kaipaavia olojamme niin ei toimittu pirteämmin.”
1128 Teräs 2001, 290–203. See also Kettunen 1994, 122–124.
1129 ”Mitä on sosialismi”, ”Sieppi”, Kuritus 26.12.1910. The original quote in
Finnish: “Sillä rikkaan ja köyhän edut ovat yhtä vastakkaiset kuin suden ja
lampaan edut laitumella.”
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spirit of this idea in the socialist language can be summoned with
Percy Bysshe Shelley’s (1792–1822) words: “Ye are many, they are
few.”1130 This idea was not unknown in the Grand Duchy of Finland. Before the rise of socialism, the Fennoman nationalists had
played the majority card in politics, by questioning the concentration of societal power in the hands of the Swedish-speaking elites
when only a minority of the Finnish people spoke Swedish.1131
The socialists of the early twentieth century re-drew the dividing line, not on linguistic grounds, but economically between the
haves and the have-nots, and this division produced an unambiguous result: the working people = the majority of the people.1132
Socialism was to transform numerical domination into political
domination. As one proletarian writer put it, social democracy
demands that the constitution (hallitusmuoto), the law (lait) and
the civil service (virkakunta) must represent people’s power (olla
kansanvaltainen) and must be chosen by the majority of the people (kansan enemmistön valitsema).1133
Knowledge in general and statistical, economic, societal, historical and natural scientific information in particular were esteemed high in vernacular socialism. Occasionally the proletarian thirst for wisdom approached idolatry as in one of the many
poems composed by the factory worker Jussi Mantere:
It is my dearest ideal
To free my mind

1130 Shelley 1847, 232.
1131 The correct number of the Swedish-speaking population was a topic of political debate in the Finnish newspapers of the nineteenth century, see e.g.
Rauman Lehti 04.04.1885, 1. On the concept of the majority of people in
the Fennoman discourse, see e.g. Uusi Suometar 11.12.1872, 3; Suometar
12.02.1866, 1; Suometar 27.04.1865, 2.
1132 ”Sananen vaali politiikasta”, anonymous, Yritys 24.10.1917. See also Ehrnrooth 1992, 396.
1133 ”Anarkismi ja sosialismi”, ”H. Meriluoto” (Heikki Meriluoto), Nuija 1909.
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To grow great in my spiritual powers
To always mature in my knowledge.1134

But, lurking en route to wisdom, there was a great danger that
the Finlayson factory workers popularized by quoting George
Bernard Shaw (1856–1950): “Beware of false knowledge it is more
dangerous than ignorance.”1135 Thus, in addition to lack of information, false knowledge threatened the political consciousness of
the proletariat. As will be shown next, this latter threat was not
connected to information itself, but rather to an erroneous interpretation of information caused by a broken method of thinking.
The Proletarian Method of Thinking
The Latin etymology of the word “method” refers to “the road
one has to take”1136, and the Finnish proletariat continued the ancient metaphor of roads when thinking about their own thinking.
This makes sense in that, according to the mainstream theory,
the Finnish word for knowing (tietää) originates from knowing
the road (tie).1137 In the political language of socialism, choosing
the right road was simplified by reducing the number of possible
roads to only two. A worker from the North-East tried to signpost the proletarian way to his comrades in 1910:
You despised members of society, you are standing at the crossroads and wonder: What should be done: to take the road that
leads to the battle through dangers. It is so thorny and looks com1134 ”Ihanteeni”, ”J.E.M” (Jussi Mantere), Tehtaalainen 15.01.1909. The original
quote in Finnish: ”Ihanteeni armahin on / mulla / Vapahaksi mieleltäni /
tulla / Kasvaa suureks hengen / voimiltani / Varttua aina eespäin / tiedoissani.”
1135 ”Lauselmia”, anonymous, Tehtaalainen 15.05.1913. The original quote in
Finnish: ”Varo väärää tietoa se on vaarallisempaa kuin tietämättömyys.”
1136 Hyrkkänen 2009, 258.
1137 Häkkinen 2004, 1307.
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pletely impossible to walk. Or to take that other road. It looks
much easier to go. You can walk it with your eyes closed. Maybe it
would be nicer there. There you do not have to bother your brain
with thinking, you do not have to know anything. You just get to
walk on the leash of the others.1138

Of course, the choice between the roads was never meant to be
a genuine fifty-fifty decision: the thorny and difficult road was the
only correct choice from the socialist perspective for it was better
to face reality with all the sufferings it had to offer than to live in
a blissful dream of ignorance. The language of this proletarian
preacher draws heavily on the Bible and especially to the Sermon
on the Mount where Jesus offers his listeners two options in a
similar fashion: the broad road that leads to destruction and the
narrow road that leads to life.1139 While Jesus proceeds to warn
about false religious prophets who come in sheep’s clothing, the
working man warns about capitalist oppressors who promise an
“incredible crown for earthly sufferings” while their “hands are
round their victims”. Instead of hell, these bourgeois hands are
taking the proletariat into the “prison of capitalists”. But, there
was one rhetorical difference considering intellectual agency between the two preachers: while Jesus demands people to believe
his message and to follow him unquestioningly, the working man
highlights the value of independent human thinking: “Working
slaves, the creators of riches, go and take the thorny road, where

1138 ”Sorrummeko? Vaikka meitä sorretaan”, anonymous, Kuritus 15.05.1910.
The original quote in Finnish: ”Te yhteiskunnan halveksitut jäsenet, te
vaan seisotte tien haarassa ja arvelette: Mitä olisi tehtävä: mennäkö tuota
tietä, joka vie taisteluun kautta vaarojen. Se on niin ohdakkeinen ja piikkinen ja näyttää aivan mahdottomalta sitä kulkea. Wai mennäkö tuota toista
tietä. Sitä näyttää olevan paljon helpompi mennä. Sitä voi kulkea vaikka
silmät ummessa. Siellä olisi ehkä mukavampaa. Siellä ei tarvitse vaivata aivojaan ajattelemisella, ei itse tarvitse tietää mitään. Toisten talutusnuorassa saa siellä vaan kulkea.”
1139 Matthew 7:13–14, Biblia 1776.
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you have to walk on your own, where you will not be led by the
hand like an unknowing child.”1140
There were two possible ways to proceed on the socialist road
to better thinking: self-education (itsekasvatus) and institutional education. The first was the more realistic choice for the vast
majority of Finnish working people. The concept of self-education had emerged in the Finnish-language press in the 1880s,1141
and it also flourished in the handwritten socialist newspapers in
the early twentieth century. What did self-education mean to the
working people? In a way, a handwritten newspaper itself was an
expression of self-education: the actualization of human potential
through personal effort. In addition to contributing to newspapers, self-education could mean studying socialism on one’s own,
taking part in local reading circles, or attending public lectures, for
instance. From a more abstract perspective, it meant both rooting
out the vices and nurturing the virtues of an individual human
nature.1142 But, self-education surpassed personal soul-searching
in the sense that it ultimately aimed at a social transformation, or
as a factory woman explained in her own piece on self-education:
“The more information we have on the universe, power is not far
away. But it is not enough that some individuals are self-aware,
the great masses must be self-aware so that we can capture authority in working conditions and in social matters.”1143
1140 ”Sorrummeko? Vaikka meitä sorretaan”, anonymous, Kuritus 15.05.1910.
The original quote in Finnish: ”Työn orjat, rikkauden luojat lähtekää kulkemaan tuota ohdakkeista tietä, jossa teidän on kuljettava omintakeisesti,
jossa teitä ei kädestä taluteta kuin tiedotonta lasta.”
1141 The most important book introducing self-education was On Self-Culture,
Intellectual, Physical and Moral by John Stuart Blackie, widely advertised
in the Finnish press. See e.g. Uusi Suometar, 14.12.1886, 1; Ilmarinen,
16.11.1886, 2; Aura, 21.12.1886, 3. For a positive review, see e.g. Valvoja,
no 11/1888, 512. For the long-term conceptual history of self-education in
Finland, see Sivonen 2006.
1142 ”Enemmän huom ’Itse kasvatukseen’”, ”J.M.” (Jussi Mantere), Tehtaalainen
February 1909.
1143 ”Itsekasvatuksesta”, ”A.L.” (Aura Lehtinen), Tehtaalainen January 1914.
The original quote in Finnish: ”Mitä enemmän meillä on tietoa maailman
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Self-education demanded self-sacrifice from the working people,1144 because the leisure hours were short before the introduction
of the eight-hour working day in 1917, but for many the prize was
worth the trouble. There is a dialogue, probably fictional, on the
topic between two housemaids in the handwritten union paper
Palveliatar. One of them thinks that handwritten newspapers are
useless for their content is of little value and already well known,
thus, printed newspapers should be read at the union meetings
instead of low-quality proletarian scribbles. The other housemaid
disagrees and explains that writing develops thinking skills much
more than just reading thoughts completed by other people. According to her, housemaids had been taught to be silent and their
condition could be compared to the condition of the dumb: “…
we cannot interpret our emotions, thoughts, neither our endeavours nor hopes.” In Finnish literature, the housemaids had been
portrayed as simple-minded people, but, in reality, housemaids
were no different from other people. This argument convinces the
more skeptical housemaid, and she promises to contribute to the
next issue of the union paper.1145
The dialogue above highlights the individual prize awaiting the
one who was ready to sacrifice time to become a better thinker.
Formulating thoughts on paper forced proletarian authors to clarify their own thinking. Other proletarian poets elaborated further
on the benefits of self-education. A voice from the North-East
stressed that “the one who has true knowledge” is not dependent
on other people’s thoughts and cannot be led astray. Instead, s/he
can reflect on matters from many sides and then form a confident

kaikkeudesta, niin ei ole valtakan kaukkana. Mutta ei riitä, jos jotkut yksilöt ovat itsetietoisia, sitä täytyy suuret joukot olla voidaksemme vallata
työloloissa ynnä yhteiskunnallisissa asioissa määräysvallan.”
1144 ”Toimintaan!”, ”von Miller”, Kuritus 10.10.1909.
1145 ”Ievan ja Kaisan keskustelu”, ”E.P.”, Palveliatar 23.01.1908. The original
quote in Finnish: “…olemme jääneet puoleksi mykän asemaan sellaiseen
että emme osaa tulkita tunteitamme, ajatuksiamme, emmekä pyrkimyksiä, ja toiveitamme…”
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opinion.1146 Thus, self-education could increase individual freedom in the intellectual sphere and release a proletarian thinker
from being at the mercy of the more educated people. The prize of
self-education had also a more collective value that consisted of
learning the basics of public debate. It was openly admitted that
these discussions could not offer a great amount of information
but they taught the practices of democratic discussion.1147 Working people would learn not only to tolerate criticism but also to
appreciate other opinions and beliefs.1148 Most often, this ideal
referred to internal debates among the proletarian writers, but
some workers extended the democratic ideal beyond their immediate community. For example, the factory worker Jussi Mantere
wrote in his piece on self-education against party struggle that
“intoxicated” (huumata) people and against “hollering” (hoilata)
politics:
It would be wise for us to slightly reduce raw party gossiping. If
we dedicate to a debate to our cause, we can do that calmly. By
treating our opponent as a person. This is how we treat our own
personal dignity. And this is how we would promote our own
cause better.1149

Similar calls for calm and dignified reasoning were heard in
other handwritten papers, even in one the North-Eastern branch1146 ”Tieto on valtaa”, ”Kuka”, Kuritus 27.02.1910.
1147 “Pois velttous”, “K. Määttä”, Nuija 24.11.1907
1148 “Miten on meneteltävä”, “Kuka”, Kuritus 27.11.1910. The original quote in
Finnish: “Kehittäkäämme itseämme niin, että oppisimme antamaan toistenkin toverien mielipiteille ja vakaumuksille arvoa…”
1149 ”Enemmän huom ’Itse kasvatukseen’”, ”J.M.” (Jussi Mantere), Tehtaalainen
February 1909. The original quote in Finnish: “Meidän olisikin viisainta
hiukan hellätä tuosta raasta puolue juoruamisesta. Joskin antaudutumme väittelyyn asiamme puolesta, niin sen voimme tehdä, maltillisesti.
Kohtelemalla vastustajaamme persoonana. Siten kohtelemme omaa
persoonallista arvoa. Ja myös enemmän edistäisimme omaa asiaamme.
Tämän takia olisi meidän kiinnitettävä enemmän huomiota Itse
kasvatukseen.”
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es of the Finnish labour movement, which plays the role of the
aggressive and emotional rural proletariat in Ehrnrooth’s argument:
Each party, each school presents matters from their own perspective. If in these cases we immediately and without evaluation accept or reject the proposition, we have then acted superficially.
Instead, we must compare the opinions of different schools. We
must find out what was factual and what coloured in their propositions. Only when we have a full and confident clarity on the
matter, can we draw conclusions and give criticism.1150

Quotes like these that underline an anti-dogmatic stance towards politics challenge the idea of the rank-and-file supporters
of socialism as mere passive puppets whose minds could easily be
manipulated by the party leaders, journalists and agitators. However, neither should these Finnish proletarian writers be seen as
models of deliberate political debate pro et contra,1151 for the logic
of their discussions was more complicated than that. The tacit assumption of proletarian debating was such that, in the end, each
question had one correct answer that could be found when studying any matter carefully enough. This logic is clearly visible, for
example, in a text from the town of Savonlinna criticizing those
people who believed everything they had been taught at home,
school and church without thinking matters over by themselves:
“It is our duty to find out and find out carefully if the teachings of
redemption, sin, mercy, the teachings of our religion are coher1150 “Mitä on tehtävä?” “Kuka”, Kuritus 29.05.1910. The original quote in Finnish: ”Kukin puolue, kukin suunta esittää asiat omalta kannaltaan. Jos me
sellaisissa tapauksissa heti arvostelematta hyväksymme eli hylkäämme
esityksen olemme menetelleet silloin pintapuolisesti. Meidän pitää sen
sijaan vertailla eri suuntien mielipiteitä. Meidän on otettava selko, mikä
esityksessä oli asiallista mikä väritettyä. Vasta sitten kun on täysi ja varma
selvyys asiasta, tehkäämme johtopäätökset ja antakaamme arvostelut.”
1151 See e.g. Palonen 2010, 85: ”Deliberation pro et contra is open-ended, and
anyone has the potential to both persuade others and be persuaded by
them.”
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ent with science and common sense.”1152 Superficially, this might
sound like innocent encouragement to religious contemplation,
but the implicit message here is that institutional religious teachings cannot stand the test of critical inquiry. More broadly, in the
political language of Finnish socialism, the aim of thinking was
not to analyse eternally the pros and cons of propositions but to
establish the intellectual position from which to both interpret
and to change the world, or as the writer above put it later: “…
to win oneself a firm position”. What lay at the end of the discussion was more important than the discussion itself. Thus, it is not
surprising that in vernacular socialism, the slogan “knowledge is
power” had a closely related challenger: “Unanimity is power.”1153
Proletarian unanimity emerged especially at those moments
when the collective consciousness was felt to be under threat.
The threat did not arise so much from self-improvement, for example, in the sense of alienation from the less learned workers
after reading too many books independently: compared to the
contemporary Russian proletarian writings that Marc Steinberg
has analysed, this theme seems to be completely missing from
the handwritten newspapers, probably due to the collective nature of the medium in which the expressions of alienation from
the working people were inappropriate.1154 Instead of self-education, it was the institutional way to knowledge that was consid1152 “Wälinpitämättömyydestä sananen”, ”K. Oksanen” (Kaarlo Oksanen), Nuija 20.12.1903. The original quote in Finnish: ”Ihmiset meillä uskovat vaan
ilman muuta mitä heille on opetettu kotona, koulussa, kirkossa, milloinkaan syventymällä itse asiaan. […] Velvollisuus on ottaa selvää ja tarkkaa
selvää jos opit lunastuksesta, armosta, synnistä meidän uskonnosta sopivat yhteen tieteen ja terveen järjen kanssa.”
1153 See e.g. ”Katsaus maailman menoon”, ”Kallu”, Nuija 09.03.1902; ”Sananen
nuorisolle”, ”J.K.” (Jalmari Kuusela), Yritys 18.10.1916; ”Horjumattomuutta!”, ”S.T.”, Palveliatar April 1907; ”Juttua”, ”Äksä”, Kuritus 08.08.1909;
”Toimintaan”, ”Äksä”, Kuritus 16.10.1910.
1154 Steinberg 2002, 90: ”In the poetry and fiction of these writers – most of
which, of course, had a strong autobiographical element – a major theme
was the awakened and sensitive individual, estranged from the crass ordinary people all around them.”
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ered more dangerous for the proletarian collective subject. There
are signs of the institutional way gone astray in the handwritten
newspapers. In Tampere, an industrial city full of educational
opportunities, the working people’s evening school (Tampereen
työväenopisto) was discussed most extensively in the union paper of the cotton mill for this institution was close to the daily
proletarian life sphere. Despite its name, the evening school was
not a socialist organization but an adult education institute for
the public good.1155 According to one text published in Tehtaalainen, there were organized factory workers who had studied at
the working people’s evening school and had become so “refined”
that they could no longer take part in the union meetings where
“raw” workers gathered.1156 Similarly, Erika Helle overheard a
conversation of her factory sisters who had attended lectures in
the same institute and now complained about the rawness of the
Finnish labour party. Helle warned about the murky regions into
which this kind of thinking might lead:
Of course, the working people must get as much information as
their time and money allow and especially we must get information that clarifies class emotions. So that the wings of knowledge
would not fly us to the intermediate state in which we do not feel
like workers neither like gentry.1157

Erika Helle’s verbal abuse of social climbers who were neither
part of the real proletariat nor truly upper-class belonged to the
wider socialist discourse of the time that had historical precursors in the nineteenth century, when the upstarts of peasant or1155 Haapala 1986, 295–296.
1156 ”Yhä edelleen työväenopistosta”, ”Entinen opistolainen”, Tehtaalainen
09.09.1917.
1157 ”Satuin tässä joku viikko…”, ”E.H.” (Erika Helle), Tehtaalainen 01.05.1914.
The original quote in Finnish: “Työväen on tietysti hankittava tietoa niin
paljon kun heidän aikansa ja varansa suinkin myöntää ja ennen kaikkea
on hankittava, luokkatunteita selvittelevää tietoa. Ettei vaan tiedon siivet
saisi meitä liidättää sellaiseen välitilaan, jossa emme tunne olevamme työläisiä, mutta emme ole herrasväkeäkään.”
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igin had been ridiculed.1158 But, in this individual case, Helle’s
warnings were probably exaggerated. Aura Lehtinen was the
only person whom she mentioned by name in the critique, but
Lehtinen’s contributions to the handwritten paper show a working woman who was aware of the dangers of education, i.e. ending
up in intellectual no-man’s land between socialist and bourgeois
modes of thinking. She explicitly disputed the bourgeois version
of education by equating it with “school and exam performances”,
and added: “Besides, schools do not offer any information in light
of that world view which the working class needs.”1159
Understanding the role of world view is required to understand
how socialist thinking worked. Information, no matter if it had its
origins in non-socialist or even anti-socialist sources, was not a
danger in itself. Dangerousness depended on the interpretation
of information. Unfiltered information could put working people at risk, but a politically conscious socialist with a solid world
view could handle any kind of information. Since constructing a
comprehensive socialist world view independently was a task too
laborious for many of the labouring people, an acceptable shortcut to proletarian enlightenment was offered:
For when one learns according to someone else’s viewpoints and
guidance, such a danger is near that the glass through which the
teacher looks at the world is not always bright and colourless, and
thus it is not giving a clean image of the world but often dim and
coloured. But if it is known that the lecturer looks at the world
with bright eyes, that s/he is possessed of a truly modern spirit, then s/he releases the audience from a great deal of work and
trouble that studying alone brings, s/he sorts material ready for

1158 On the character of social climber in Finnish fiction, See Rojola 2009.
1159 ”Itsekasvatuksesta”, ”A.L.” (Aura Lehtinen), Tehtaalainen Janurary 1914.
The original quote in Finnish: ”Sitäpaitsi ei koulut tarjoakkaan sen maailmankatsomuksen valossa mitään tietoa, minkä työväenluokka tarvitsee.”
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them and immediately offers as a conclusion everything s/he
owns, what books and worlds have taught him/her.1160

This text, originally published in the printed labour newspapers and then copied in the handwritten paper of the agrarian
workers, granted the working people permission to transfer some
parts of their thought process to the professional thinkers, provided that the professional eyes were “bright” enough. Not surprisingly, the ambiguity of the argument caused controversy.
For example, in the case of the Finlayson factory, the lecturer of
the working people’s evening school was publicly rebuked by an
anonymous working man in the heated year 1917. The lecturer
had commented on the current politics and had praised the humble workers in East Finland and in Ostrobothnia for they had not
taken part in the food riots. According to the factory worker’s text
in Tehtaalainen, the evening school taught “bourgeois do-goodery” and “information that was dangerous to the working people”.1161 The contribution immediately received a sharp response
from another working-class student who asked rhetorically
whether it was composition writing or perhaps arithmetic that led
the labour movement astray. He reasoned that since the working
people did not have many scientists, teachers or journalists from
their own ranks, a class-conscious worker who wanted to proceed
along the road to knowledge should “learn wherever there was an
opportunity to do so”.1162 Although both the pros and cons of the
institute were introduced in the organ of the cotton mill workers,
1160 Originally published in Kansan Tahto, 05.05.1909, 2. Republished in ”Sivistys ja työläisnainen, Lainaus Kansan Tahdosta”, Kuritus 08.08.1909. The
original quote in Finnish: ”Mutta jos tiedetään, että luennoitsija itse katsoo maailmaa kirkkain silmin, että hänet täyttää todellisesti nykyaikainen
henki, niin vapauttaa hän kuulijansa suuresta osasta siitä työtä ja vaivaa,
mitä omin päin opiskeleminen tuottaa, hän seuloo heille valmiiksi ainehistoa ja tarjoo heti yhteenvetona kaiken sen, mitä itse omistaa, mitä kirjat
ja maailmat opettivat hänelle.”
1161 ”Vieläkin työväenopistosta”, ”Eräs mukana ollut”, Tehtaalainen 23.10.1917.
1162 ”Edellä olevaan kirjoitukseen hieman selitystä”, ”Eräs oppilas”, Tehtaalainen 23.10.1917.
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the latter comment represents the hegemonic proletarian principle at the grassroots of the Finnish labour movement: “the more
information the better”. The principle also determined the orthodox attitude towards the working people’s evening school: it was a
bourgeois but nonetheless helpful institute if used wisely.
To summarize, there were two approaches to filtering information: using a socialist world view one had constructed through
self-education or institutional education or, alternatively, using a
person known to be trustworthy from the socialist perspective.
Thus, the key difference between socialist and bourgeois thinking
was not primarily in the subject matter – the shared intellectual
authorities ranged from the moral teachings of Christ to the science of Darwin – but it was the interpretative lens through which
information streamed that made the difference. One proletarian
writer used the term “system” (järjestelmä) when summing up
the qualities of the ideological lens:
And using a couple of words the content of the system is this: To
reveal social ills, to bring flaws to the light of day and to find the
causes, to think about the ways how the conditions will be fixed,
to get as much information as possible on as many important
matters as possible, the knowing of which is necessary in human
life, and through educational work to raise the troops into selfaware class fighters.1163

In the quote above, the socialist method of thinking is forced
into one long sentence, and it could be shortened further: all negative effects in life are caused by capitalism that can be changed
through a controlled proletarian intervention. Many political op1163 ”Järjestelmän merkityksestä”, ”J.K.” (J. Kosonen), Nuija March 1914. The
original quote in Finnish: ”Ja muutamilla sanoilla sanottuna on järjestelmän sisältö tämä: Paljastaa yhteiskunnallisia puutteita, vetää päivän valoon epäkohtia ja selvittää syitä, mistä ne johtuvat, pohtia keinoja, miten
oloja korjataan hankkia tietoja mahdollisimman paljon mahdollisimman
useista tarkeistä asioista, joiden tunteminen inhimillisessä elämässä on
tarpeellinen, ja valistus työllä kasvattaa joukkoja itsetietoisiksi luokkataistelioiksi.”
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ponents of socialism might have agreed that there were indeed
some flaws in society, but the socialist logic of cause, effect and
intervention went far beyond the integrative framework of bourgeois thinking. Here the ideal mode of proletarian thought in the
Grand Duchy of Finland resembles that of Russian working-class
writers from the same era. According to Steinberg, the logic of
proletarian elevation was transgressive: “In other words, the goal
was to make the poor more dangerous to an unequal social order,
not less.”1164 This defiant logic is far from the Fennoman nationalist ideal of education in the mid-nineteenth century: Snellman,
the leading intellectual of the movement, argued that popular education taught obedience to the law, thus, the rich should support
educating the poor.1165
Whereas in the Fennoman understanding education ensured
the continuity of social hierarchies, socialists saw it as a means
to challenge the existing power relations. To put it differently:
whereas the nineteenth century nationalists believed that popular education was necessary but that there were certain limits
to uplifting the people that should not be crossed, in the socialist
mindset education would enable the proletariat not only to catch
up with the upper classes but also to surpass them in knowledge
and consequently gain societal dominion. The socialist stance
on the Fennoman uplifting project was rarely explicated in the
grassroots of the Finnish labour movement, perhaps because
this would have compelled proletarian activists to acknowledge
a debt of gratitude to their pre-socialist forerunners. However,
the intellectual legacy of Snellman was discussed in the Finlayson
cotton mill a century after his birth in 1906. According to one
critical proletarian voice, the working people should not celebrate
Snellman for he “was not our man but a common bourgeois” (ei
meidän mies vaan tavallinen porvari). In the end, Snellman had
enough support among cotton mill workers, and the union decided to take part in the parade celebrating the father of the na1164 Steinberg 2002, 85.
1165 Lahtinen 2006, 148.
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tion.1166 The episode reflects the ambivalent relation between the
two uplifters of the common people, socialists and Fennoman
nationalists, living in different centuries.
Finally, returning to the road as a metaphor for the proletarian
method of thinking, one could say that socialist rhetoric maximized the distance between the starting point and the destination. In other words, the difficulties of thinking straight in the
distorted age were highlighted, but simultaneously extremely
high expectations were loaded on the future. What exactly was
the treasure at the end of the road? Three voices describe the destination worth taking the long and thorny road:
For “knowledge is power” and for that reason this orator society
has been established, too, so that its members would become a
self-aware group which knows what it wants and wants what it
knows.1167
We live at the turn of a time when the whole labouring class must
learn for their benefit to use the weapons of socialism, in order to
be released from the prevailing prejudices, and instead adopt full
equality.1168
Step forward, armed with the weapon of war: inspired by a sense
of justice, knowledge, honesty, temperance, chastity and all good
virtues to redeem fallen humanity.1169

1166 Minutes of the Finlayson cotton factory union’s board meeting 4 May
1906. Tampere City Archives.
1167 ”Pakinaa”, ”Äksä”, Kuritus 26.12.1910. The original quote in Finnish: ”Sillä
’tieto on valtaa’ ja sitä varten on tämäkin puhujaseura perustettu, että sen
jäsenistä tulisi itsetietoista joukkoa, joka tietää mitä tahtoo ja tahtoo mitä
tietää.”
1168 ”Mitä meiltä vaaditaan”, ”Liena”, Kuritus 13.11.1910. The original quote in
Finnish: “Elämme siinä ajankäänteessä jolloin on kokotyötätekevän luokan opittava hyötyksensä käyttämään sosialismin aseita vapautuakseen
vallalla olevista ennakoluuloista, ja tilalle on otettava täydellinen tasaarvoisuus.”
1169 ”Sorrummeko? Vaikka meitä sorretaan”, anonymous, Kuritus 15.05.1910.
The original quote in Finnish: ”Astukaa esiin varustettuna sotaaseella: Oi377

The first voice promises that the destination will be found after
a collective quest: the more the group knows about the destination, the more it wants to reach it, thus the closer the final destination is. The second voice, besides repeating the socialist meme
of knowledge as power, this time in the form of a weapon, states
that full equality awaits the proletarian wanderers. Here “full”
in the future refers simultaneously to “lack” in the present. The
working people could use their new weapon of universal suffrage
from 1907 onwards, but national political representation did not
satisfy their egalitarianism. In their fundamentalist interpretation
of equality, the concept could not be limited to parliamentary
elections, but should pervade all spheres of human activity. Thus,
in their self-understanding and in the middle quote, proletarian
socialism was a continuation and extension of the Enlightenment
ideals liberty, fraternity and equality.1170 The third voice belongs to
the preacher in the beginning, the one who advocated the thorny
road. The list of virtues is unsurprising in the context of Finnish
modernity – practically no one in the Grand Duchy challenged
them – but the expression of fallen humanity deserves a more
careful explanation for it is a pivotal element in the making of the
political subject of Finnish socialism.

5.3 Humans, Machines, Animals
Analysing Russian workers’ writings from the early twentieth
century, Mark Steinberg found the proletarian “cult of man”, i.e.
the recurring “identification of the worker as a human being” that
challenged capitalist social relationships from moral grounds.1171
A similar, politically explosive demand inspired Finnish workkeudentunnon, tiedon, rehellisyyden, raittiuden siveyden ja kaikkien hyveiden kannustamana vaatimaan langennutta ihmisyyttä uudelleen.”
1170 The order is liberty (vapaus), fraternity (veljeys) and equality (tasa-arvo)
in the political language of Finnish socialism, probably due to alliteration,
unlike in the French motto Liberté, Égalité, Fraternité.
1171 Steinberg 2002, 69–73.
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Figure 5.3: Ideal model of political subjectivity in the political language
of Finnish socialism.

ing-class writers living on the western fringe of the Russian Empire. The ideal of their political subjectivity can be expressed with
a simple visualization that shows the relation of rationality and
emotionality at the grassroots of the Finnish labour movement.
In contrast to one-dimensional models that portray socialism
transforming from abstract, theoretical, reflected and modern to
concrete, emotional, unconscious and local when moving from
the top to the bottom of the labour movement, the model above
deconstructs these false binaries and hopefully gives a more realistic account on the political language of Finnish socialism. The
model can also be used to show how the key concepts of the socialist thinking addressed in this chapter relate to each other. In
the bottom left-hand corner is the starting position of the sleeping proletariat, i.e. ignorance, primitivity and indifference. At the
metaphorical level of the socialist language, this area of darkness
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was mapped with the conceptualizations of “worker as animal”
and “worker as machine” that highlighted different sides of proletarian misery: the ancient metaphor of animal referred especially
to the lack of conscious thinking and living through primitive
instincts only,1172 whereas the modern metaphor of machine emphasized the coldness of life under capitalism, where drudgery
suppressed noble emotions and human reason was entrapped in a
very narrow life sphere for the economic benefit of others, reducing the worker to a mere extension of a machine.1173
These metaphors central to the political language of Finnish
socialism were often summoned with the help of “leash”, “whip”
and “chains”, three proletarian metaphors for the tools of ideological manipulation controlled by the bourgeoisie to prevent
the working people from rising up.1174 The leash guided workers towards their early grave, the whip punished those who did
not obey their masters, whereas the idea of chains contained the
idea of inborn human potential limited by the structural forces
of capitalism: all humans were born equal but the oppressive and
unjust machinery killed the human inside the worker. According
to this understanding, the sin of the bourgeoisie was not their
lack of intelligence but their emotional bestiality: prioritizing
individual gain and egoism over collective solidarity and altruism. Thus, when socialists imagined themselves as animals, they
wanted to highlight their own animal-like innocence and victimhood, whereas the human beast was a negative animal category
reserved for describing the predatory nature of the exploiter class.
1172 For this metaphor in the handwritten newspapers, see “Kankurirotta”,
“Syöstävä”, Tehtaalainen no 4/1908. For the printed newspapers, see e.g.
Savon Työmies, 06.09.1906, 4.
1173 For this metaphor in the handwritten newspapers, see “Vastaus eräs kilpakysymykseen”, “E.H.” (Erika Helle), Tehtaalainen no 4/1914. For the
printed newspapers, see e.g. Työmies, 18.02.1917, 1.
1174 For these metaphors in the handwritten newspapers, see e.g, “Nyky aika
ja työväen riennot”, “eräs joka sen on nähnyt”, Nuija 01.09.1903; ”Tahto ja
luonteen lujuus”, anonymous, Yritys 12.04.1916; ”Kevään unelmia”, ”Työmies”, Kuritus 06.02.1910. For the printed newspapers, see e.g. Työmies,
05.12.1900, 2; Vapaa Sana, 19.07.1907, 3; Kansan Lehti, 01.05.1907, 1.
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The goal of socialist thinking was to rise from unconsciousness and barbarity to full humanity, and the orthodox road ran
from the darkness of the bottom left to the light in the top right
corner of the model. Thus, emotionality and rationality were not
understood as opposites of each other: rather, socialism meant
refining raw sensations into conscious emotions through reason
as in the case of class hatred that required intellectual abstraction from local environment to capitalist system, i.e. overcoming personal rage, understanding the position of the proletariat
in the world-wide class struggle and being able to imagine the
long-term goal of socialism. From this perspective, living without
emotions was not a virtue but a shortcoming that signalled political immaturity. On the other hand, an emotionally-loaded concept such as “instinctive socialism” could refer to taking the first
step in the right direction on the axis of emotions, but since true
consciousness was still lacking in a worker whose socialism was
based primarily on instincts, the concept would lie outside the
ideal, arrow-straight road to enlightened proletarian socialism.
While the model above has been constructed from the handwritten newspapers, in my interpretation, it could be extrapolated with some minor modifications to the socialism of the
printed newspapers. Overall, both the handwritten and printed
newspapers represent a modern understanding of political subjectivity that takes the intellectual development of the proletariat for granted. Thus, the curve of socialist thinking would look
similar in both environments, but the printed newspapers perhaps stressed the importance of consciousness even more than
the handwritten formulations, especially in those moments when
working people acted spontaneously, as in the case of the food
riots of 1917.1175 The most learned men at the head of the movement saw the dangers of unbalanced political subjectivity, i.e. the
working people being engaged in socialism too emotionally compared to their intellectual development.1176
1175 Matikainen 2018, 127–129.
1176 K. H. Wiik, the intellectual leader of the Swedish-language labour movement in Finland, is a good example of this position. See Kaihovirta 2019,
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The political opponents of socialism offered a wider arsenal of
counterarguments against the socialist ideal of being a political
subject. First, no bourgeois actor in the Grand Duchy of Finland
could accept the socialist claim that the bourgeoisie in the singular intentionally kept the working people in the dark: from their
viewpoint, employers, entrepreneurs and manufacturers were
helping workers by offering them a chance to make a living. In a
way, the bourgeoisie split the working people into two parts, i.e.
those who understood the common good and those lost on the
dark side of history. Thus, a good worker was honest, industrious
and humble, whereas a bad worker was untrustworthy, lazy and
caused constant trouble.1177 Often the bad worker was conflated
with the socialist worker in the competing political languages.1178
According to the second counterargument, not everyone in society had the intellectual capacity to rise above their life sphere.
Thus, unlike what the socialist logic implied, the system did not
unfairly and incorrectly categorize workers to drudgery, but natural differences in talent played a greater role in the societal division of labour.1179 Third, it seems that the opponents of socialism
did not see, or did not want see, any nuances in the negative proletarian emotions: hatred was hatred, no matter how stubbornly
socialists tried to differentiate destructive and short-term rage
from constructive and long-term class struggle and class hatred.
After the Civil War of 1918, the mainstream bourgeois criticism
was aimed precisely at the emotional manipulation carelessly practised by the socialist journalists, travelling agitators and
politicians: they had driven the working people wild by appeal-

285–286, 290–291.
1177 On the ideological construction of ”good” workers in practice, see Teräs
2001, 122, 172–177.
1178 See e.g. Uusi Suometar, 22.08.1912, 2; Uusi Suometar, 15.11.1908, 7; Uusi
Suometar, 29.10.1907, 6.
1179 See e.g. Uusi Suometar, 23.03.1898, 2; Uusi Suometar, 06.09.1903, 2; Uusi
Suometar, 20.12.1906, 2.
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ing to the animal inside the human.1180 But, for a scholar living
in the 2020s, the age of rapid advances in artificial intelligence,
a competing metaphor to the ferocious animal surrendering to
lust comes easily to mind: a machine that becomes conscious and
learns independently to change its goals and, eventually, tries to
conquer the world.1181
In the background of the bourgeois criticism of socialism as a
mass ideology, there was an axiom that imposed requirements for
political subjects: those who did not have enough skills to think
politically should not be involved in the political domain in the
first place. However, the proletarian socialists claimed that every
human being possessed the minimum skills of political thinking
and could, in fact, improve them, for example, by contributing to
the handwritten newspapers. In this sense, handwritten newspapers can be thought as a self-made chessboard of politics where
the beginners could practise their own moves in a safe environment. These moves, in turn, constituted and strengthened the
political subject of the proletariat in the grassroots of the labour
movement. The proletarian writers truly believed they were operating in the political domain of society and, in their own imagination, they had succeeded in penetrating “publicity”, an area with a
nearly magical aura. This also explains why the proletarian quotes
in this chapter are so frequently addressed directly to the bourgeoisie although these political opponents were not even present
in the meetings where handwritten papers were read aloud. Of
course, the printed socialist newspapers were essentially telling
the same story about the political subjectivity of the working people as the handwritten ones, but in the latter medium, the ordinary workers could connect the political dots with their own
1180 See e.g. Pietilä 1918, esp. 24: “Because of the extreme agitation, otherwise
calm working men have felt themselves like hunted wild animals or predators scenting their prey.” The original quote in Finnish: ”Äärimmilleen
kehitetyn kiihoitustyön vaikutuksesta muuten rauhalliset työmiehet ovat
tunteneet itsensä kuin ajetuiksi metsäneläimiksi tai saalista vainuaviksi
pedoiksi.” For positive reviews of Pietilä’s book, see Uusi Aura, 22.11.1918,
5; Kotimaa, 19.11.1918, 2.
1181 Bostrom 2014.
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hands. Benveniste defined “subjectivity” as “the capacity of the
speaker to posit himself as a subject” and argued that “the basis of subjectivity is in the exercise of language”.1182 What can be
clearly heard in the proletarian enunciations from the grassroots
of Finnish society is that working people were not mere passive
listeners but also active speakers of socialism.
Finally, the political subject of socialism sketched here should
once again be connected to Finnish modernity as a whole. In
this interpretation, the proletarian logic of thinking was not as
unique as the contemporary supporters and critics of socialism
suggested.1183 The model of socialist thinking resembles other
modern political languages, not least the very first popular ideology that was able to garner mass support in the Grand Duchy
of Finland, i.e. the Fennoman nationalism of the mid-nineteenth
century. The dichotomies that characterized the proletarian subject – reason versus emotion, light versus darkness, human versus
animal, human versus machine, order versus chaos, truth versus
uncertainty, and so on – can be found embedded in the competing political languages, too, although socialism was perhaps
the language of modernity which exploited these dualisms most
effectively in its agitation and educational work.
Unfortunately, the modern conceptualizations that dominated
political thinking at the turn of the twentieth century have infiltrated into later scholarly interpretations. For example, when
Ehrnrooth interprets the socialist project of constructing the ideal proletarian subject as “quasi-modern”, or even “anti-modern”,
because the project was based on the collective sense of unity
instead of “the individualized modern citizen”, or when he describes the socialist discourse as calm and enlightened on the
surface, but its inner “destructive power” could be summoned
whenever needed, it seems that normative, narrow and rather
old-fashioned conceptualizations from the golden age of mo1182 Benveniste 1971, 224, 226.
1183 On the similarities between the socialist and non-socialist ideals of self-education in the Grand Duchy of Finland, see e.g. Siltala 1999, 505–550, 705.
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dernity are included in the background of his interpretations.1184
One of Ehrnrooth’s main research questions concerns why retribution and archaic hatred were not subjected to ethical criticism
but instead were allowed to remain at the core of Finnish socialism,1185 but from the perspective of the model introduced above,
the question is wrongly posed: the whole idea of socialism was to
light, feed and control the fire in the hearts of the working people.

1184 Ehrnrooth 1992, 372, 425, 478, 496, 576.
1185 Ehrnrooth 1992, 473, 577.
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6. Temporality
Introduction
Many studies in social and cultural history have argued that
symbols acting as “simplified objectifications of ideologies” play
a crucial role in the making of political movements.1186 For the
Finnish labour movement, the rising sun was one of their most
important symbols, figuring not only in handwritten newspapers,
but also in the print and red banners that workers carried in their
demonstration marches.1187 Without doubt, there was something
in the red sun of socialism that captured the contemporary proletarian imagination. The sun is the starting point for this chapter,
for it is presumed here that this symbol carries rich temporal information from a century ago. Thus, it can be used as a symbolic
key to unlock socialist perceptions of the imagined past, present
and future. The goal is to examine the political language of Finnish socialism from the perspective of temporality, i.e. the way
human beings experience time. Whereas time itself is objective,
temporalities are subjective and constructed through language.
Some scientists even claim that “mental time travel” – our ability
to imagine the past and the future – is one of the key factors distinguishing human animals from non-human animals confined
to the one-dimensional temporality of the present.1188

1186 The quote is from Korff 1993, 124. On political symbols in the context
of socialist movements, see, e.g. Hobsbawm 1984, 66–82; Steinberg 2002,
224–246; Hake 2017, 100–119.
1187 Kaihovaara 1991, 52.
1188 See e.g. Suddendorf 2013.
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Although the breakthrough of Finnish socialism has been analysed from a variety of perspectives, the focus has rarely been on
political temporalities. There are some occasional comments on
the socialist temporality in the previous research, mainly concentrating on the Marxist interpretation of history or on the future
expectations in the form of socialist utopianism and red eschatology,1189 but the third dimension of time, the present, has largely
eluded scholarly attention. For example, the sun of socialism has
been seen in the context of the future, as a symbol for a better tomorrow and freedom.1190 The future-oriented meaning certainly
existed, but more interpretative depth can be added to the investigation of the sun by including all three dimensions of time in
the analysis. In this chapter, each dimension will at first be analysed independently and finally in parallel in order to decipher
the intriguing symbol of the rising sun and, thus, to broaden our
understanding of the socialist temporality in the Grand Duchy of
Finland.

6.1 From Historical Materialism to the God of History
Walter Benjamin (1892–1940) challenged the mainstream Marxist interpretation of history as a constant progress in his controversial essay Über den Begriff der Geschichte (On the Concept of
History), written during the last year of his life. Where the orthodox Marxists saw the iron laws of history at work, Benjamin saw
The Angel of History in trouble:
His face is turned towards the past. Where we see the appearance
of a chain of events, he sees one single catastrophe, which uncea1189 On the Marxist interpretation of history, see, e.g. Soikkanen 1961, 30, 91–
92, 231–232; on historical determinism, see Ehrnrooth 1992, 102–103; on
socialist utopianism, see Ehrnrooth 1992, 169–177; on socialist eschatology, see Soikkanen 1961, 29; Huttunen 2010, 57–65; on the socialist future
visions in the working-class fiction, see Palmgren 1966b, 440–443.
1190 Kaihovaara 1986, 34–35; Kaihovaara 1991, 52.
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singly piles rubble on top of rubble and hurls it before his feet. He
would like to pause for a moment so fair, to awaken the dead and
to piece together what has been smashed. But a storm is blowing
from Paradise, it has caught itself up in his wings and is so strong
that the Angel can no longer close them. The storm drives him
irresistibly into the future, to which his back is turned, while the
rubble-heap before him grows sky-high. That which we call progress, is this storm.1191

Exactly what Benjamin meant with his mystical angel remains
a topic of ongoing debate,1192 but it seems safe to argue that he
rejected the simplistic version of historical materialism and the
naïve teleogical model of progress promising that a better day
would inevitably dawn for the proletariat. As will be seen later,
this understanding differs starkly from the hegemonic temporality characterizing the Finnish labour movement in the early twentieth century, and it serves as a good reminder of the fact that
dominant political temporalities change in different historical
conjunctures. Metaphorically, unpredictable events such as the
rise of Nazism in Benjamin’s case or the General Strike of 1905 in
the Finnish case can function as mental earthquakes that shape
the political environment so dramatically that dominant temporalities lose much of their ability to explain contemporary reality.
When the macroscope is at first turned towards the historical dimension of the socialist sun, a foreseeable pattern emerges
from the visualization showing the words that appear more frequently than expected by pure chance in close proximity to history in the printed socialist newspapers. It is no surprise that “materialist” lies at the core of the socialist temporality in Figure 6.1.1193
According to Hannu Soikkanen, a materialist understanding of
history strengthened in the Finnish labour movement after the
Forssa meeting of 1903, when the Labour Party changed its name
1191 Benjamin 2005.
1192 See e.g. De Laurentiis 1994; Chrostowska 2012; Demiryol 2018.
1193 Window: 5 words to the left and 5 words to the right of the search term.
Minimum frequency of collocation: 150 instances.
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Figure 6.1: Collocates of history (“historia”) in four socialist newspapers,
1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti, Vapaa Sana
and Savon Työmies, 1895–1917.

to the Social Democratic Party and officially adopted a Marxist
programme. In addition, the young intellectuals who joined the
movement in 1904–1905 began to define the theoretical foundations of socialism, including the concept of historical materialism, more carefully by reference to international authorities. In
his final conclusions, Soikkanen elevates the new understanding
of time that explained historical processes on the economic basis
to one of the cornerstones of Finnish socialism.1194
The first references to historical materialism in the labour press
can be found already in the late 1890s. For example, the poet
Heinrich Heine (1797–1856) was portrayed as a predecessor of
historical materialism, although “he put too much trust in indi-

1194 Soikkanen 1961, 91–92, 390.
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vidual motives”.1195 The leading organ Työmies invoked Marx and
Engels to elaborate the concept further and explained that historical materialism, “the core of socialist system and programme”,
had changed not only economic thinking but all historical sciences.1196 The main ideas in both early articles introducing historical
materialism had been taken from unspecified German newspapers. This serves as a good reminder for historians of ideas that
political thinking spreads more rapidly in newspapers than might
be expected if focusing solely on dictionaries or full book-length
translations of ideological key texts. Besides Marx and Engels,
small pieces from less well-known thinkers such as Jakob Stern
(1843–1911), a German rabbi converted to historical materialism, were used to promote the concept to the working people.1197
Later, heavier works by Kautsky, especially Siveysoppi ja materialistinen historiankäsitys (Ethics and the Materialist Conception of
History) that became one of the most common books in Finnish
labour libraries, shed more light on the Marxist understanding of
history.1198
However, the most influential contribution to historical materialism in the proletarian imagination was written by the Finnish
journalist Alex Halonen, whose book Historiallinen Materialismi:
Ulkomaalaisten lähteiden mukaan (Historical Materialism: According to Foreign Sources) was widely advertised in the labour
press.1199 The book cost only one Finnish mark, and the ads promised that it was “easily understandable even for those who had
not had a chance to learn the basics”.1200 Bourgeois rivals saw this
book as one of the main sources of socialist agitation.1201 “Foreign
1195 Työmies, 20.12.1899, 2.
1196 Työmies, 27.03.1900, 3.
1197 Koitar: Työväen kalenteri II, 1905, 41. On Stern’s historical materialism, see
Matysik 2008, 188.
1198 Ehrnrooth 1992, 117, 404, 513.
1199 See e.g. Kansan Lehti, 12.02.1908, 1; Työmies, 20.02.1908, 8; Savon Työmies, 22.02.1908, 4; Vapaa Sana, 28.02.1908, 4.
1200 Savon Työmies, 07.05.1908, 3.
1201 Helsingin Sanomat, 08.11.1910, 7.
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sources” in the title referred especially to William James Ghent’s
Mass and Class: A Survey of Social Divisions and to English translations of Marx’s Capital and Antonio Labriola’s Essays on the Materialist Conception of History.1202 Halonen portrayed historical
materialism as the opposite of historical idealism, which claimed
ideas, thoughts and opinions were the determinant factors of history and human life.1203 Instead, historical materialism inverted
this distorted causality and showed that intellectual phenomena
were not the cause but the result of history unfolding: “Karl Marx,
in turn, says it is not the social consciousness of men that determines their being, but, on the contrary, their social being that
determines their consciousness.”1204 Halonen compared historical
idealism to a human being standing at the foot of a mountain
unable to see “the wonderful purple of the dawn” because of the
unfavourable position, whereas a historical materialist sees the
purple dawn with its “thousand shades of colour” from the vantage point at the top of the mountain.1205
All in all, it seems that Finnish labour newspapers and, even
more broadly, socialism in the printed word, cherished the Marxist version of history that prioritized the material factor above
others when explaining the social world. The following quote
from the leading organ contains a very concise definition of historical materialism:
The materialist understanding of history clarifies that societal institutions, juridical clauses, ideas and opinions of people are based

1202 Halonen 1908, 3–4.
1203 Halonen 1908, 12, 33.
1204 Halonen 1908, 30. The original quote in Finnish: “Karl Marx vuorostaan
lausuu, että se ei ole ihmisen tietoisuus joka määrää hänen yhteiskunnallisen asemansa, vaan päinvastoin hänen yhteiskunnallinen asemansa määrää hänen tietoisuutensa.”
1205 Halonen 1908, 13.
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on what is produced, how it is produced and how the products are
distributed.1206

The idea was extrapolated to all domains of human life: societal phenomena ranging from alcohol legislation and heretic
literature to Finnish and American history were explained from
the perspective of orthodox temporality, often using the phrase
“in light of historical materialism”.1207 The metaphor of light was
a perfectly logical choice for the socialists for history was understood not as a mere collection of strong individuals and great
events but rather as a force affecting everything. In this understanding, history was not what was seen in the past but a way of
seeing, “vantage point” in the words of Halonen.
While historical materialism dominated the concept of history
in the printed labour newspapers, explicit references to materialism are not included in the conceptual architecture of history
in the handwritten newspapers as can be seen in Figure 6.2.1208
Kautsky himself admitted in his Ethics and the Materialist Conception of History, translated into Finnish in 1909, that the term
“materialism” had been criticized because it was confused with
natural scientific materialism. Nevertheless, he insisted on using
materialism and rejected the terminological challengers of “dialectic monism”, “criticism” and “realism” for materialism most
aptly expressed the “philosophy of the struggle against the powers
that be” (taistelun filosofia vallitsevia valtoja vastaan).1209 It seems
that the Finnish working people did not follow Kautsky’s instruc1206 Työmies, 27.08.1903, 3. The original quote in Finnish: “Materialistinen historiankäsitys selvittää, että yhteiskunnalliset laitokset, jurittiset perusteet,
ihmisten käsitys ja ihmisten mielipide perustuu siihen, mitä tuotetaan ja
miten tuotetaan ja miten tuotteet jaetaan.” A very similar sentence can be
found in Halonen 1908, 29.
1207 See e.g. Kansan Tahto, 20.01.1914, 1; Kansan Lehti, 17.07.1914, 1; Työmies,
08.07.1908, 7; Työläisnainen: Sosialidemokraattisen naisliiton äänenkannattaja, no 18/1913, 1.
1208 Window: 5 words to the left and 5 words to the right of the search term.
Minimum frequency of collocation: 3 instances.
1209 Kautsky 1909, 73.
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Figure 6.2: Collocates of history (“historia”) in five handwritten newspapers, 1899–1917.

Source: Nuija, Palveliatar, Kuritus, Tehtaalainen and Yritys.

tion and avoided “materialism” in their own parlance: the term
was mentioned only twice in the entire corpus of handwritten
newspapers.1210 However, the scarcity of explicit references to materialism in the handwritten newspapers does not mean that the
concept of history had a completely unique profile at the grassroots of the labour movement.
Comparing the conceptual structure of history in the two
visualizations above shows their overlapping features that are
presented in bold face in Figure 6.2. For example, socialist history was the history of “humanity” moving in a certain direction
through the actions of “the people” in the present. This explains
1210 ”Vuoden vaihtuessa”, “J.E.M.” (Jussi Mantere), Tehtaalainen no 1/1909;
“Aikamme aatevirtauksia”, “T… T…” (Tyyne Taulasalo), Tehtaalainen no
0/1910.
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why “progress” can be found close to history both in the handwritten and printed word: it was a fundamental concept of socialist temporality for it tied together past, present and future.
However, the most interesting feature of the conceptual evolution
of history can be understood only with the help of contextualizing close reading. Why are history and god so strongly associated
in the handwritten newspapers? A closer look reveals that there
was a strange creature of “the god of history” (historian jumala)
moving in mysterious ways at the grassroots of Finnish socialism.
What exactly was the god of history? It turns out that this being
was created by one man, Jussi Mantere, a factory worker from
Tampere who used the phrase in five different pieces of writing.
The god of history whispered many things in the proletarian ears.
First, the god of history “keeps the wheel of progress turning”,
and “shall make man the master of nature”.1211 The god of history also shall call up “the secret force of justice and freedom that
lives in the heart of the people” when the time is ripe.1212 The god
of history ensures that the weak do not fall into the bloodthirsty
arms of the oppressors.1213 The god of history “gives each nation
and its different individuals missions” which they must fulfill.1214
1211 ”Elämän unelma”, “J: E: M-” (Jussi Mantere), Tehtaalainen no 2/1909. The
original quote in Finnish: “Mutta historian jumala tahtoo niin kehityksen
pyörä on täydessä käynnissä. Uusi aika on lähellä ihminen vapautuu luonnon Herraksi.”
1212 “Finlayson ja k:n tehtaan työväen kokouksessa…”, “Väkä” (Jussi Mantere), Tehtaalainen 11.2.1908. The original quote in Finnish: ”Oikeuden ja
vapauden voima ei ole kuollut se elää kansan sydämessä se on salattua
voimaa ja Historian jumala manaa sen esille silloin kun aika on tullut että
ihminen valtaa itselleen ihmisoikeudet.”
1213 ”Älä väisty kansani pienoinen”, “J. E. M.” (Jussi Mantere), Tehtaalainen
November 1909. The original quote in Finnish: ”Historian jumala on kuitenkin kyennyt pitämään huolta, ettei heikkokaan ole aina sortunut tuon
sortajansa verenhimoisessa syleilyssä.”
1214 ”Vuoden vaihtuessa”, “J.E.M.” (Jussi Mantere), Tehtaalainen no 1/1909.
The original quote in Finnish: ”Elämää hallitsee syyn ja seurauksen järkkymätöin laki. Tämän mukaan on siis Ihmisen toteltava tuota voimaa sekä
suoritettava se tehtävä minkä tuo Historian jumala kullekin kansalle ja sen
eri yksilöille antaa.”
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The god of history calls up spirits onto the stage of history who
then play their role and step back to make room for their successors, “and this is how the progress moves forwards towards
a new time”.1215 In fact, this god of history could be contrasted
with Benjamin’s angel of history for these two beings seem to represent two opposing political temporalities. Whereas the angel
could only helplessly look at the past, the god of history had a
crystal-clear vision of the future:
Historical progress moves according to its own immutable laws.
New time shall always bring forth new lifeforms. In this stream of
life, the weak factory worker is whirling, to rise up when the long
night of the spirit has turned to dawn.1216

In the end, Mantere’s god of history was not as mysterious a
creature as Benjamin’s angel of history. In one of his pieces, this
factory worker elaborates on the nature of his god by equating
it explicitly with historical materialism which, according to him,
“explains that everything that happens, must happen, and nothing happens without a reason”.1217
On the surface, this definition of the god of history as historical materialism was not far from the Christian notion of “divine
1215 “Se on sittenkin liikkeessä”, “J. E. M.” (Jussi Mantere), Tehtaalainen November 1910. The original quote in Finnish: ”Tämä historian jumala on
se voima joka johtaa ajan virran juoksua ja loihtii näyttämölle ne voimat
jotka eri aikoina näyttävät osansa ja sitten poistuvat antaakseen tilansa
seuraajilleen ja näin menee kehitys eteenpäin vieden ihmiskuntaa kohden
uutta aikaa.”
1216 ”Hiukan tehdas elämästä”, “J. M.” (Jussi Mantere), Tehtaalainen 11.02.1908.
The original quote in Finnish: ”Historiallinen kehitys kulkee omien järkymättömien lakiensa mukaista kulkuaan. Uusi aika tuo mukanaan aina uusia elämän muotoja. Tässä elämän virran pyörteissä kieppuu tehtaalainen
heikkona, mutta se on nouseva siitä silloin kuin sen pitkä hengen yö on
aamuun ehtinyt.”
1217 ”Vuoden vaihtuessa”, “J.E.M.” (Jussi Mantere), Tehtaalainen no 1/1909.
The original quote in Finnish: “Historiallinen materialismi selittää, että
kaikki mikä tapahtuu, sen täytyy tapahtua, eikä mitään tapahdu ilman syytä.”
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providence”, according to which it was God with a capital letter
who guided the flow of temporal events. However, Christian and
socialist gods disagreed on the level of agency given to the actual people on Earth. In Luther’s Small Catechism, one of the best
known books of the Finnish long nineteenth century, “God curbs
and destroys every evil counsel and purpose of the devil, of the
world, and of our flesh which would hinder us from hallowing
his name and prevent the coming of his kingdom”.1218 Thus, in the
politically conservative reading of Luther, working people should
not take action into their own hands and disrupt the divine order
but rather “be obedient to them that are your masters according to the flesh, with fear and trembling, in singleness of your
heart, as unto Christ”.1219 This interpretation clearly did not satisfy
proletarian writers, and Jussi Mantere’s female comrade openly
disputed the Lutheran version of history taught at elementary
school: according to her, teachers had falsely claimed that there
was some kind of providence (salliainen) guiding the destinies
of nations, but in reality, it was the people who made history.1220
Thus, in the proletarian understanding, the god of history
meant historical materialism which, in turn, meant the progress
of humanity in the long term, especially through the actions
of the people instead of extra-human entities. The source from
which the working-class writers had absorbed their vision of history is not easily identifiable. In the case of the god of history, one
plausible source is in the printed newspapers of the town: one of
the most gifted socialist writers and the editor-in-chief of local
paper, Yrjö Mäkelin, used the phrase in his speeches and writings
that were published in Tampere’s Kansan Lehti in 1905. Mäkelin
argued that the god of history would come to judge the Finnish

1218 The English quote according to Luther 2000, 55.
1219 Luther 1991, 42–43. The quote in Finnish: “Palvelijat, olkaa kuuliaiset
maallisille isännillenne, pelossa ja vavistuksessa; sydämenne yksinkertaisuudessa, niin kuin Kristukselle, ei silmänpalvelijoina, ihmisille mieliksi,
vaan Kristuksen palvelijoina, sydämestänne tehden.”
1220 “Ihanneliitto työstä”, “A.” (Aura Lehtinen), Tehtaalainen 23.04.1910.
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upper classes later for their failure to promote universal suffrage
at the assembly of the estates during the spring of 1905.1221
An alternative, or perhaps supplementary, source could be the
masterful agitator Eetu Salin, who gave speeches all around the
country, including Tampere, in the early twentieth century.1222
“God of history” was part of his core political vocabulary. For example, on Mayday 1917, when the working people had won the
eight-hour working day, Salin described “the god of history” in
terms parallel to the “genius of history” and “historical materialism” in front of a crowd of more than ten thousand people. At the
end of his speech, he deified the people: “What peoples want, that
also God wants. The people are the almighty majesty, all other
values, all other powers are worthless compared to the people.
Man has made gods as well as emperors and kings.”1223 The story
of the god of history illustrates how theoretical concepts originating from discussions abroad (e.g. Kautsky) and translated into
Finnish by the labour activists with language skills (e.g. Mäkelin
and Salin), could experience local mutations when disseminated
among the ordinary people who did not write for living (e.g. Jussi
Mantere).
Imagining history as God was one way of personalizing the
abstract force guiding the proletariat forwards. In the conceptual
toolkit of Finnish socialism, there were also other linguistic devices to resurrect the dead past into a living being in the present. Figure 6.2 shows another overlapping pattern between printed and
handwritten newspapers, i.e. history “tells” and history “proves”,
like a wise old friend giving instructions to the working people.
The proletarian writers indeed seemed to believe in the classical
idea of history as a great teacher, i.e. “historia magistra vitae est”.
1221 Kansan Lehti, 20.04.1905, 1. See also Länsisuomen Työmies, 08.06.1905, 1;
Länsisuomen Työmies, 10.06.1905, 2.
1222 See e.g. Kansan Lehti, 14.02.1905, 2.
1223 Sosialidemokraatti, 03.05.1917, 2. The original quote in Finnish: “Mitä
kansat tahtoovat, sitä tahtoo myös jumala. Kansa on kaikkivaltias majesteetti, kaikki muut arvot, kaikki muut vallat ovat sen rinnalla mitättömiä.
Ihminen on tehnyt jumalat samoin kuin keisarit sekä kuninkaat.”
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However, some workers openly admitted that their knowledge of
history remained rather limited in the prevailing circumstances.
Take for example a housemaid in Helsinki cautiously analysing
the political situation in the Grand Duchy of Finland in 1910
when Russia limited her autonomy:
If we knew completely the course of Finnish and Russian socioeconomic history, based on that we could possibly make somewhat credible definitions of the oppression which our country
seems to have in front of us. Unfortunately, I do not know these
things well enough, especially the conditions in Russia, to be able
to make a more accurate guess about the possibility of reaction in
our country.1224

This housemaid seems to have understood the guiding principle of present-day forecasting: making good predictions of future events entails collecting a large amount of relevant information,1225 “socio-economic history” and “the conditions in Russia”
in this case. As she did not have access to this information, she
concluded that it would be impossible for her to predict even the
“next week of Finnish history”. A similar idea of the usefulness
of historical knowledge recurs in other handwritten newspapers.
For example, in the village of Niinivedenpää, a worker wrote that
“in the economic struggle, those who know something about human history can perform much better and more effectively as the
representatives of the financial interests of the poor”.1226 The text
1224 ”Arveluja valtiollisista oloistamme”, ”H”, Palveliatar 26.05.1910. The original quote in Finnish: “Jos tuntisimme täytelleen Suomen ja Venäjän
yhteiskunnallis taloutellisen historian kulun sen perusteella mahdollisesti
voisimme tehdä jonkun verran luotettavia määritelmiä sitä sorrosta mikä
näyttää olevan maallamme etessä. En ikävä kyllä noita asioita varsinkaan
venäjän oloja tarpeeksi tunne voitakseni tarkemmin arvailla taantumuksen mahtollisuutta maassamme.”
1225 For a simple introduction to the topic of forecasting world events, see Tetlock & Gardner 2015.
1226 “Sivistys ja työläisnainen”, anonymous, Kuritus 08.08.1909. The original
quote in Finnish: “Mutta sitä se ei tee, vaan aivan päinvastoin, taloudelli398

was copied from an article published in a labour newspaper three
months earlier,1227 and it can be added to the pile of evidence
suggesting that the political language of socialism, including its
rank-and-file temporality, was being constructed in the dialogue
between the printed and handwritten newspapers.
Although working-class writers did not claim to know
everything about history, there were some fundamental historical truths that they shared. Above all, they believed that history
meant war, a pattern visible in Figure 6.2, and this war had several fronts. First, there had always been wars between nations.
Compared to the nationalist stance that took pride in the survival of the Finnish nation in the great meat grinder of history,1228
the proletarian socialists condemned bloodshed in the past. The
transformation from pride to moral condemnation is most apparent in the case of Savonlinna’s handwritten newspaper Nuija,
in which the first writings on history at the turn of the twentieth
century are characterized by the nationalist temporality celebrating “the harvest rising from the bloody sowing of war”. The war
referred here was the Finnish War of 1808–1809, in which Sweden lost Finnish territory to the Russian Empire. According to the
writer who praised Johan Ludvig Runeberg’s epic poem on the
topic, this war had given Finns a chance to show their best virtues
and inspired future generations for “patriotic fervour and noble
acts” (isänmaalliseen innostukseen ja jaloihin tekoihin).1229 However, mere fifteen years later, the tone had turned to the opposite:
And this history teaches us one certain truth: that our forefathers
have been deviously betrayed. They have been incited to defend
sessa taistelussa, köyhälistön taloudellisten etujen edustajina voivat paljon
paremmin esiintyä ja vaikuttavimmin toimia ne, jotka jotakin tietävät ihmiskunnan historiasta.”
1227 Kansan Tahto, 05.05.1909, 2.
1228 On the nationalist descriptions of war in fiction, see e.g. Syväoja 1998,
120–128.
1229 ”Vänrikki Stoolin tarinat”, “Kuka”, Nuija 29.10.1899. On the nationalist
writings in Nuija, see also ”Suomen kansalle”, “o”, Nuija 23.11.1902.
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the interests of the privileged few and even to plunder other nations and murder brothers and sisters.1230

In the Fennoman-nationalist version of history, the Finns had
proved their worth as one of the nations through their bravery
and sacrifices on the battlefields, but the socialists transformed
this rationalized martyrdom into senseless suffering: workers who
did not even know each other had killed each other in the name
of class interests. According to the new socialist understanding
of history, self-preservation had been the mother of wars at the
dawn of history for men did fight in their primitive, natural state,
but in the twentieth century wars between nations no longer
made sense.1231 Soikkanen has argued that pacifism was pushed
aside after the General Strike of 1905, when Marxist socialism
became the main ideology of the Finnish labour movement and
unorthodox elements were removed from the ideological core of
socialism,1232 but there seems to have been a fairly strong undercurrent of proletarian pacifism persisting in the grassroots, which
manifests in several post-1905 texts published in the handwritten
newspapers.1233
Although pacifism, like every other idea and ideology from
the socialist perspective, was ultimately a social phenomenon
in the material world, there were certain great individuals who
had made especially important contributions to the history of the
peace movement. For example, the intellectual debt to the Rus1230 ”Kevään kansa”, “J.K.” (J. Kosonen), Nuija no 2/1914. The original quote
in Finnish: ”Ja tämä historia opettaa meille sen vissin totuuden, nimittäin
tämän: että meidän esi-isämme ovat katalasti petettyjä olleet. Heitä on yllytetty harvain valtaluokkain etujen suojelukseen ja vieläpä rosvoamaan
toisia kansoja sekä ryöstämään ja murhaamaan veljiä ja siskoja.”
1231 “Rauhanaate”, “H. H.”, Tehtaalainen 1.1.1911.
1232 Soikkanen 1961, 234.
1233 See e.g. “Mitä maksaa Sotalaitos kansalle”, “Moukari”, Kuritus 13.03.1910;
“Rauhanaate”, “H. H.”, Tehtaalainen 01.01.1911; ”Rauhanaate (jatkoa edelliseen numeroon)”, “H. H.”, Tehtaalainen January 1911; ”Randal W Gremer”, “Aalto M.”, Tehtaalainen 14.01.1912; ”Kevään kansa”, “J.K.” (J. Kosonen), Nuija no 2/1914.
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sian writer Leo Tolstoy (1828–1910) was openly acknowledged.
When Tolstoy died in 1910, there was even a small obituary in
one of the handwritten newspapers which ended with the words:
“Rest in peace great writer, self-sacrificing honest old warrior.”1234
Although the proletarian writers knew that Tolstoy was by no
means a supporter of social democracy, they valued his consistent criticism of those in power. Tolstoy as an intellectual horsefly provoking the reactionary elites was easy to reconcile with
socialism. “Protest, protest, and once again protest” was one of
his ideological messages circulated in the handwritten newspapers.1235 On the other hand, Tolstoy’s other ideals such as “non-resistance to evil by violence” contradicted the Marxist doctrine of
class struggle.1236 However, the Finnish socialists could solve the
apparent contradiction by their compromised version of pacifism, which condemned wars between nations but accepted class
struggle as a necessary evil to bring everlasting peace on Earth, or
as the Finnish translation of Internationale (1905) promised in its
much-sung chorus: “This is the final fight, join our front, so that
tomorrow all the nations shall be brothers.”1237
When the idea of history as class war gained ground in the
handwritten newspapers, it did not spread unaltered from Marx’s
1234 “Leo Tolstoi”, “Liinu”, Kuritus 11.12.1910. The original quote in Finnish:
“Levätköön rauhassa suuri kirjailia, uhrantuva rehellinen taistelia vanhus!”
1235 ”Lausuntoja”, anonymous, Nuija no 2/1914. The original quote in Finnish:
“Protesteeratkaa, protesteeratkaa, ja yhä uudestaan protesteeratkaa.”
1236 See Tolstoy 1894, esp. 109: “If the socialists and communists consider the individualistic, capitalistic structure of society to be an evil, and
the anarchists consider the government itself to be an evil, there are also
monarchists, conservatives, capitalists, who consider the socialistic, communistic, and anarchistic order to be evil; and all these parties have no
other means than force for the purpose of uniting men. No matter which
of these parties may triumph, it will be compelled, for the materialization
of its tenets, as well as for the maintenance of its power, not only to make
use of all the existing means of violence, but also to invent new ones.”
1237 Työmiehen Illanvietto, no 21/1905, 168. The original quote in Finnish:
”Tää on viimeinen taisto, Rintamaamme yhtykää, niin huomispäivänä
kansat on veljet keskenään.”
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pen to the Finnish proletarian imagination. Alfred Vuolle of the
Finlayson factory was careful not to present class struggle, one of
the key concepts of The Manifesto, as an undisputed truth:
Thus, the nature of classes gives birth to class solidarity and instincts of class hatred, and socialists claim that the attempts of each
class to maintain or improve their condition and the conflicts arising from these attempts make up the politics and history of each
nation.1238

The writer’s choice of words, “socialists claim”, indicate that
Finnish workers were capable of adding reservations and adjusting their intellectual commitment to the new concepts of Marxism. In other words, they were not mere mindless gramophones
repeating the international tunes of the socialist giants, but rather
spoke politics with their own voice. Occasionally, translating new
concepts into the proletarian language sounded quite peculiar, as
in this Eastern-Finnish formulation of historical class struggle (if
readers understand Finnish, they should read the original phrasing in the footnote below):
[…] history tells about the events of the middle ages very bloody
clashes between the government and the people the clashes of the
middle ages and revolutions were all bourgeois against the nobility power a special class struggle not at least as in our days was not
known at all for there were not a lot of industrial working people
until the machines came to the service of industry hastening production and reducing physical work force…1239
1238 ”Luokkataistelusta”, ”A-e.” (Alfred Vuolle), Tehtaalainen, February 1914.
The original quote in Finnish: ”Luokkien olemus siten synnyttää luokkasolitaarisuuden ja luokka vihan vaistot ja sosialistit väittävät, että jokaisen
luokan yritykset säilyttää tai parantaa asemansa sekä siitä johtuvat yhteen
törmäykset heidän välillään muodostavat kansojen politiikan ja tekevät
heidän historiansa.”
1239 ”onko Ammatti yhtistys liike tarpellinen”, anonymous, Nuija 14.04.1912.
The original quote in Finnish: ”…historia kertoo keskiajan tapahtumista
hyvinkin verisiä yhtentörmäyksiä hallituksen ja kansan välillä keskiajan
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His continuous line of thinking proceeds for four pages without any punctuation marks but the main message is understandable: the modern international class struggle started on 28 September, 1864, in London at the First International, and now the
Finnish workers must organize, not only politically into a workers’ party but also professionally into trade unions, in order to
force employers to improve the condition of the working class.
This example shows how working people who could barely write
were nevertheless able to construct complicated bridges across
time and space, in this case between the London of the 1860s and
Savonlinna in the 1910s.
The proletarian writers organized the flow of history with the
traditional unit of a year. Reflections on what had happened during the last orbit around the sun were regularly crafted in the
handwritten newspapers at the turn of each year. Jussi Mantere
explained the motivation behind these reflections poetically and
simultaneously exposed his linear understanding of time: “Although each moment, each minute, hour and day move mechanically and unswervingly forwards, a human soul swirling in the
vortex of time stops to settle an account with the past and to plan
his journey how best to move forward.”1240 These yearly summaries show that workers clearly cherished a relative understanding
kahakat ja vallankummoukset oli kaikki porvarillisia aateli valta vastaan
erityistä luokk taistelua ei ainakaan sellaista kun meitän päivinä tunnettu
ollenkaan systa kun tehollisus työväjestö oli vähänen kunnes konet astui
tehollisuuten palveluksen jouduttaen tuotantoa ja vähentäen ruumiillista työvoimaa alkoi ensin muotosta erityisen tehollisus armeijan ja väähitellen lisäten työttömyys armeija jotka saavat suorastan odotta työhön
pääsyä silloin tulivat työntekijät huohmaman että valtio järjestelmä tuke
yksinomaan parempiosasia alettiin suunnitella uutemman aikaista luokka
taistelua ja ninpä perustettiin vuona 1864 sysk 28 internationale Lontossa
josta alkoi vasta uutemman aikainen Kansainvälinen luokka taistelu…”
1240 ”Vuoden vaihtuessa”, “J.E.M.” (Jussi Mantere), Tehtaalainen no 1/1909.
The original quote in Finnish: "Vaikkakin jokainen hetki jokainen minutti
tunti ja päivä rientävät mekaanisesti horjumatta eteen päin, pysähtyy kuitenkin tuossa ajan virran pyörteissä kieppuva Ihmissielu tekemään tiliä
menneisyydestä, sekä suunnittelemaan miten parhaiden pääsisi eteenpäin."
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of time: the length of a year depended on what was used as the
measure of history, i.e. from whose perspective the flow of time
was perceived. Mantere compared a year to a “tiny particle in the
history of humanity” but a “whole long journey in the earthly
pilgrimage of individuals”, while another activist conceptualized
the first fifteen years of his own workers’ association as a short
period in the history of nations but a giant step in the history of
the labour movement.1241
The beginning of the new century in particular created a need
to periodize history and, consequently, generated a flood of articles analysing modern times, in both the printed and in handwritten newspapers.1242 An anonymous voice described the nineteenth century as “the richest century of all times in every field”,
and even higher expectations were loaded on its successor.1243
Jaakko Forsman (1867–1946), a Young Finnish teacher in Savonlinna and secretary of the local workers’ association,1244 gave a
speech in a social evening in 1901, and his speech was later published in full in the handwritten newspaper Nuija. In addition to
the technological progress of the nineteenth century, which Forsman addressed with the phrase “the century of steam, electricity
and great inventions”, he also highlighted the political awakening
of the masses from their long sleep, not only as members of the
nation but also as the collective labour movement. According to
Forsman, during the previous century, the mental perspective of
the ordinary people had widened from private matters towards
more noble causes such as the future of humankind. Perhaps the
main reason why workers wanted to write down the long speech
word for word was that it gave workers not only a moral justification for their cause but also a future full of hope: “The progress
of history has not yet reached its end, we still have plenty of op1241 ”XV Wuotta kulunut”, “K. Oksanen” (Kaarlo Oksanen), Nuija 08.03.1902.
1242 In the print, see e.g. Kansan Lehti, 29.12.1900, 1; Työmies, 21.12.1900, 2;
Länsisuomen Työmies, 15.01.1901, 1.
1243 ”Wuosisatojen vaiheella”, anonymous, Nuija 27.01.1901.
1244 Vehviläinen 1978, 335.
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portunities ahead of us.”1245 In the long term, the progress of history was too fast even for Forsman, who was an early supporter
of the labour cause. He later distanced himself from the labour
movement and wrote a pioneering analysis of the breakthrough
of socialism in which he highlighted the role of the General Strike
in the shifting temporalities in the Grand Duchy of Finland: “We
were almost all utopians back then.”1246 However, his formulation
of progress from 1901 contains the key idea of history cherished
in the political language of Finnish socialism: history did not belong to the past for it had a meaning in the present, it was not
something dead and left behind but something workers carried
inside them, an active force pushing workers forwards in their
daily struggle towards the future.1247

6.2 The Worst Possible Present
In a way, the socialist concept of the present represents the red
political language in miniature, i.e. the present conjures up the
key features of the socialist macrostructure such as highlighting
misery, understanding the misery in the social world from the
system’s perspective and believing in the changeability of all manmade systems.1248 Why does this individual concept resemble the
overall structure so strongly, then? As Palmgren has noted on
the working-class fiction from the same era, socialists generally
lacked interest and expertise in historical topics and focused on
1245 “Ihanteiden merkityksestä työväelle”, “Toht. Forsman”, Nuija 20.10.1901.
The original quote in Finnish: ”Historian kehitys ei ole vielä loppuun kulunut, meillä on vielä paljon mahdollisuuksia edessämme.”
1246 Forsman 1912, 42. The original quote in Finnish: “Olimmehan silloin utopisteja melkein kaikki.”
1247 Similar conceptualizations of history can be found among later social
movements such as the American civil rights movement. See e.g. James
Baldwin’s speech ”Black English: A Dishonest Argument” in Baldwin
2010: “I want to suggest that history is not the past. It is the present. We
carry our history with us. We are our history.”
1248 See Chapter 3.
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the present instead.1249 Thus, the main reason is simple: unlike
the concept of history that was discussed relatively little by the
Finnish socialists,1250 the present figured prominently in their
parlance and its intense repetition in various domains of political
thinking brought the individual concept and the conceptual system closer together.
The same logic of repetition has unified the conceptual structures of the present in the handwritten and printed word in Figures 6.31251 and 6.41252, as can be seen in the visualization with
overlapping words in bold face. First, the socialist present is connected to the present condition, which is miserable in the print
and generally poor in the handwritten formulations. Especially
in the labour press, the socialist present seems to attract phenomena that are considered to be negative, if not universally,
at least as perceived by most people. In addition to the abstract
concept of misery, the readers of the socialist newspapers were
frequently introduced with the more concrete evils of “shortage”,
“unemployment” and “war”. A close reading also reveals that current “politics”, referring to both imperial repression and domestic bourgeois oppression, belong to the same negative semantic
field.1253 The critique of “politics” is understandable since the socialists, despite polling the most votes in every election, were not
1249 Palmgren 1966b, 395.
1250 The noun ”historia” (history) appears 1.4 times and the adjective “historiallinen” (historical) 1.5 times more frequently in the non-socialist newspapers than in the socialist newspapers. The adverb “nykyisin” (nowadays)
appears 1.4 times and the adjective “nykyinen” (present-day, current) 1.1
times more frequently in the socialist newspapers than in the non-socialist
newspapers. See Appendix B.
1251 Window: 5 words to the left and 5 words to the right of the search term.
Minimum frequency of collocation: 5 instances.
1252 Window: 5 words to the left and 5 words to the right of the search term.
Minimum frequency of collocation: 150 instances.
1253 On imperial repression in the socialist newspapers, see, e.g., Sosialisti,
05.12.1908, 2; Kansan Lehti, 13.12.1909, 1; Työmies, 23.10.1912, 1. On domestic bourgeois oppression, see, e.g., Kansan Lehti, 04.07.1907, 1; Sosialisti, 06.04.1911, 2; Työmies, 23.04.1913, 2.
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Figure 6.3: Collocates of the present (“nykyi*”) in five handwritten newspapers, 1899–1917.

Source: Nuija, Palveliatar, Kuritus, Tehtaalainen and Yritys.

Figures 6.4: Collocates of the present (“nykyi*”, “nykys*”) in four socialist newspapers, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti, Vapaa Sana and
Savon Työmies, 1895–1917.
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represented in the government until 1917.1254 Of course, in the socialist understanding, their interpretation of the present was not
negative in an exaggerated sense, but rather a realistic portrayal
of the problems inherent in capitalism.
A similar negative formulation of the present figures frequently in the handwritten newspapers of the ordinary working people.
One of the main sources of this negativity is easy to pinpoint: The
Communist Manifesto by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, translated into Finnish for the first time by N. R. af Ursin in 1905.1255
The Russian censorship approved the translation when the section concerning the Polish rebellions in 1846–1848 was expurgated.1256 The Manifesto is present-intensive in terms of vocabulary,
and one can find its short fragments transcribed in the handwritten newspapers.1257 In the agrarian village of Niinivedenpää, only
a short section of The Manifesto was introduced, and some important words were omitted. For example, whereas in the original German text and in the first Finnish translation the sentence
began “We the communists have been blamed for…”,1258 the rural
proletariat preferred a shorter expression: “We have been blamed
for…”.1259 The likely reason for the shortening was not esthetic
but rather tactical: the word “communist” was not well-known
in Finland in the early twentieth century. In fact, it is never mentioned in the entire corpus of handwritten newspapers, and even
in the printed labour newspapers it was used only rarely.1260

1254 Soikkanen 1975, 120–197.
1255 Koitar: Työväen kalenteri II, 1905, 6.
1256 Kujala 1995, 55–56.
1257 See e.g. ”Luokkataistelusta”, ”A.e.” (Alfred Vuolle), Tehtaalainen, February
1914; “Luokkataistelusta (jatkoa viime numeroon)”, “A – e” (Alfred Vuolle), Tehtaalainen 27.03.1914.
1258 Marx & Engels 2010, 22; Koitar: Työväen kalenteri II, 1905, 17.
1259 ”Vapaus ja omaisuus”, ”Karl Marx”, Kuritus 29.01.1911.
1260 The term “kommunisti” was used only 111 times in the four socialist
newspapers from 1895 to 1917. The term “sosialisti” was used 38,767 times
and “anarkisti” 2,005 times during the same period.
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This leads us to the second feature worth highlighting in the
visualized conceptual structure of the present: the misery of the
socialist present was not accidental, but systematic. The words
“societal system”, “system” and “society” were exploited in order
to reveal that the everyday had a structure, and those great “economic”, “bourgeois” and “capitalist” forces shaping the present
were neither mystical nor divine, but explicable through a rational analysis. Two quotes, the first published in the leading organ
and the second written by a rank-and-file member, illustrate this
socialist pattern of conceptualizing the present:
Everyday experience shows us that it is not possible to achieve
sufficient improvements for the condition of the majority of the
people on the grounds of the present bourgeois system…1261
We live in the midst of the social contrast between wealth and
poverty. Poverty, distress, deprivation have increased because of
the current form of economic life.1262

Both formulations not only condemned the present with negative words, but also tried to explain the causal mechanism behind it, by arguing that the present system or the current form of
economic life was the root of all evil. Interestingly, the origins of
the latter quote scribbled down and read aloud by the Finlayson
factory union in Tampere, can once again be traced back all the
way to the German discussions on socialism. The text was copied in the handwritten Tehtaalainen in 1914 with minor changes
from the printed article “The Working Woman and Education” by
Hilja Pärssinen, one of the leading figures of the Finnish working
women’s movement. This article had originally been published in
1261 Työmies, 23.12.1902, 2. The original quote in Finnish: ”Jokapäiväinen kokemus osoittaa meille, ettei riittäviä parannuksia kansan enemmistön tilassa saavuteta nykyisen porvarillisen järjestelmän perustalla…”
1262 “Työläisnainen ja sivistys”, anonymous, Tehtaalainen, 15.02.1914. The original quote in Finnish: ”Elämme keskellä yhteiskunnallisia rikkauden ja
köyhyyden vastakohtaisuuksia. Kurjuus, hätä, puute on talous elämän nykyisen muodon vuoksi lisääntyny.”
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their organ in 1907 and was a summary of a speech given by the
German socialist Wally Zepler.1263 Thus, it seems certain that the
interpretation of the present among the working people in the
Grand Duchy was influenced by intellectual help from abroad although the ordinary Finns did not even necessarily always know
the foreign origins of their conceptualizations.
The present was in essence systematically bad, but there was
hope, or as the grand old man of Finnish labour history, Hannu
Soikkanen, has argued, “the present and future conditions were
contrasted as starkly as possible”.1264 According to Soikkanen, this
contrast was one of the main features of socialism that made it
psychologically so attractive to the working people. The third pattern in Figures 6.3 and 6.4, visible to an experienced eye, refers
to this connection between the present and the future, i.e. to the
words that imply changes and movement. “The present situation”
indicates a way of thinking that is not limited by eternal conditions predetermined by God at the beginning of time. In addition, the phrase “the prevailing conditions” is used regularly in
the political language of Finnish socialism, in order to undermine
the foundations of the present status quo:
Modern socialism is thus a product of the prevailing economic
and social conditions in the present. These conditions, in turn,
are the result of that industrial development that took place in the
civilized countries during the last century.1265
People are greatly dissatisfied with the now prevailing social and
political conditions. And for no reason? Not at all. For there are a
lot of faults that need to be removed and that embitter the life of
the poor to a great extent. But these faults can be removed only

1263 Työläisnainen: Sosialidemokraattisen naisliiton äänenkannattaja, no 41–
42/1907, 326.
1264 Soikkanen 1961, 29.
1265 Kansan Lehti, 22.06.1911, 1.
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through a fundamental social reform For this bourgeois society is
so rotten, that it cannot be made decent otherwise.1266

Thus, the same key features of the socialist present, i.e. it was
(1) negative, (2) systematic and (3) changeable, can be found in
both the handwritten and printed newspapers, but there were
differences, too, especially in the authorities invited to explain
the proletarian reality. In addition to the modern-day German
socialists, the Finnish worker exercised a more extreme version
of mental time travel by repeatedly calling on Jesus Christ to condemn the present bourgeois-capitalist system. Of course, the labour press had studied the relation of Christianity and socialism
intensively, especially during its phase of ethical socialism at the
turn of the century, but while in the press the question withdrew
from the core of political language around the time of the General
Strike of 1905,1267 Christ was constantly present in the grassroots
discussions, being the most frequently mentioned public person
in the handwritten newspapers.1268
The will to integrate socialism with Christianity led to long
reflections such as the six-page essay “The Relation of Christ to
Social Democracy” by the pseudonym “Hessu” in Savonlinna
in 1908. The writer began his text by admitting that “last time”
his speech on the very same topic had caused some controversy, but now he wanted to clarify “the results of his studies”, both
for his opponents and supporters. His investigations focused on
two commandments by Jesus: “love thy neighbour as thyself ” and
1266 ”Mitä on tehtävä?”, ”Kuka”, Kuritus 29.05.1910. The original quote in Finnish: ”Nyt vallitseviin yhteiskunnallisiin ja valtiollisiin oleviin oloihin
ollaan suuressa määrässä tyytymättömiä. Ja suottako? Ei suinkaan. Sillä
paljon on epäkohtia olemassa jotka olisi saatava poistetuksi ja jotka köyhälistön elämää suuressa määrässä katkeroittavat. Mutta nämä epäkohdat
voidaan poistaa ainoastaan perinpohjaisen yhteiskunnallisen uudistuksen kautta Sillä tämä porvarillinen yhteiskunta on niin mätää, että siitä ei
muuten voida kunnollista saada.”
1267 See Chapter 4.2.
1268 ”Jeesus”, “Jesus” or “Kristus” was mentioned 41 times in the five handwritten newspapers analysed.
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“love the Lord thy God with all thy heart”. According to the writer, the latter was a purely religious statement and it was a question
of conscience, thus, socialism did not have anything to say about
it. The former statement, however, demanded action, for the Bible is actually a call to arms: “…Christ’s doctrine meant that we
belong to the children of God based on our reason and with that
divine reason we would prepare the kingdom here on earth.”1269
He backed up his argument by referring to the words of Jesus:
He (Christ) said in his parable of the millennial kingdom that there bayonets must be beat into ploughshares and swords into hoes
and spades and so on, that is, for agricultural purposes, is this not
noble and does that not refer to objects that you need on earth
because you do not need them in heaven.1270

His reading of the Bible seems eclectic here, in the sense that
the Christ of the New Testament never directly talked about the
“millennial kingdom” nor about transforming “bayonets” into
“ploughshares” which appears in the Old Testament.1271 However,
more interesting than his inaccurate quoting is the way the writer
1269 “Kristuksen suhde sosialidemokratiaan”, ”Hessu”, Nuija 27.12.1908. The
original quote in Finnish: ”Vanhan ajan kristityt eivät ollenkaan kuvitelleet Jumalan valtakuntaa taivaassa, vaan maan päällä eikä kristuksen oppi
todellisuudessa sisällä mitään senlaista että se valtakunta, josta hän puhui,
tarkoittaisi tuoltapuolen hautaa, vaan tänne sen piti lähestyä…ja sitä Krituksen oppi tarkoitti että me järkemme perusteella jo kuulumme Jumalan
lapsiksi ja sillä jumalallisella voimalla valmistaisimme sen valtakunnan
myöskin itse tänne maan päälle.”
1270 “Kristuksen suhde sosialidemokratiaan”, ”Hessu”, Nuija 27.12.1908. The
original quote in Finnish: ”Hän sanoi vertauksessaan tuhat vuotisesta
valtakunnasta että siellä pitää pistimet olla taottu auran käriksi ja miekat
kuokiksi ja lapioiksi j.n.e., siis maanviljestystarkoituksiin, eikö ole jaloa ja
eikö se tarkoita maanpäällä tarvittavia esineitä, sillä eihän taivaassa niitä
tarvita.”
1271 The millennial kingdom appears most often in the Book of Revelations in
the New Testament, whereas the metaphor of turning weapons into tools
comes from the Book of Isaiah in the Old Testament: ”He shall judge between the nations, and shall decide disputes for many peoples; and they
shall beat their swords into ploughshares, and their spears into pruning
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brings Jesus alive in the present. In short, Jesus would not like
what He saw in the Grand Duchy of Finland. According to the
writer, Jesus would be internationalist like socialists and oppose
wars. The writer claimed that “the difference between the present
system and the socialized system is that socialists want to realize
Christ’s doctrine in practice” and it was precisely Christ’s command to love one’s neighbour that “digs a final grave to the present”.1272 Interestingly, biblical language is mixed with Marxism
here for the image of grave-digger has its origins in The Manifesto.1273 This Christian-Marxist analysis covered all three dimensions of time for, in the writer’s interpretation, Jesus had been
murdered because of the radical political challenge He posed. After the death of Christ, millions of others had faced martyrdom
for the creation of a “social kingdom”, for “freedom and truth and
equality”.1274 In other words, the writer saw Jesus as a roaring lion,
fallen on the battlefield of His days, and not as a silent lamb dying
on the cross for the eternal status quo.
The housemaids in the capital Helsinki shared similar thoughts
on Christ in their handwritten newspaper: “The present society
and Christ’s doctrine are more at odds than labour’s cause and
Christianity. Christ taught fraternity, freedom, equality and love,
hooks; nation shall not lift up sword against nation, neither shall they learn
war anymore.”
1272 “Kristuksen suhde sosialidemokratiaan”, ”Hessu”, Nuija 27.12.1908. The
original quote in Finnish: ”Katsokaapas nykyään rakkauden käskyn toteuttamista että tunnetaanko sitä ollenkaan siellä missä siitä paljon puhutaan. Ja kuin sitä siinä valossa ruvetaan toteuttamaan kuin Kristuksen oppi
siihen edellyttää, on se nykyisen järjestelmän pylväälle kauhistus. Se ajatus
onkin nykyisen järjestelmän ja sosiaaliseeratun järjestelmän välillä, että
sosialistit tahtovat Kristuksen oppia käytännössä toteutettavaksi, johon
nykyisyys ei voi apuansa eikä sallimustansa antaa, koska se kaivaakin
nykyisyydelle loppuhaudan.”
1273 Koitar: Työväen kalenteri, no 2/1905, 16.
1274 “Kristuksen suhde sosialidemokratiaan”, ”Hessu”, Nuija 27.12.1908. The
original quote in Finnish: “Paljon on työtä sosialisen valtakunnan saavuttamisessa, paljon tarvitaan työtä, paljon vaatii vapaus samanlaisia uhreja
kuin Kristus natsarealainen joita onkin jo miljooneja mennyt samaa tietä
edestä vapauden ja totuuden sekä tasaarvoisuuden…”
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all of which are missing from our present society.”1275 According
to another housemaid, the present Christian society would not
serve as an example, not even for the “heathen people”.1276 These
women also invited Martin Luther (1483–1546), the ideological
authority of Finnish Christianity, to the discussion on the nature
of the present. The capitalist society with its unfair and inequal
distribution of goods encouraged stealing, which was “according to Luther’s thinking one of the most important expressions
of original sin as an actual sin”.1277 The division between original
and actual sin mentioned in the quote meant a great deal in Lutheranism: all human beings inherited original sin from Adam at
birth, and in contrast to Catholicism, there was no possibility of
atonement through good works but only through faith alone.1278
Thus, in the Lutheran understanding, original sin was the source
of all individual and actual sins such as thievery mentioned by the
housemaid, who concluded that neither the state nor the Church
even tried to fight against the criminal temptations rampant
in modern life. It seems that in the political language of Finnish socialism, original sin was replaced by the present capitalist
system that functioned as the new root of all evil. Furthermore,
the socialist road to escape from the miserable present differed
from the Christian one: not through personal faith but through
collective action, or as one housemaid phrased it: “…and we the
housemaids these daughters of the riffraff have through unions a
1275 ”Vapaus taistelusta”, anonymous, Palveliatar 25.04.1907. The original quote in Finnish: ”Enempi on nykyinen yhteiskunta ja Kristuksen oppi ristiriidassa, kuin työväen aate ja kristinusko. Kristustahan opetti veljeyttä,
vapautta, yhdenvertaisuutta ja rakkautta, jotka kaikki puuttuu meidän nykyisestä yhteiskunnastamme.”
1276 See e.g. ”Alaluokan naisille”, ”Tyttö”, Kuritus 13.11.1910.
1277 ”Mitä on synti?” anonymous, Palveliatar 06.04.1911. The original quote in
Finnish: ”Synnin käsitteessä erotetaan tekosynti ja perisynti. Tekosynti on
yksittäinen paha teko. Yksittäiset pahat teot nousevat perisynnistä, joka
merkitsee ihmiskunnan Jumalan hyvän tahdon vastaista perusasennetta.
Esimerkiksi sota ei synny tyhjästä, vaan kasvaa ihmiskunnan syntiinlangenneesta, jumalanvastaisesta olemuksesta.”
1278 Luther 1961, 19–20, 21. See also Pyysiäinen 2005, 68.
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chance to reduce the working day and to increase our wages even
to get a few days off.”1279
In these writings on Christianity, ordinary working people
tried to build a bridge between certain good Christians in the
past and the modern labour movement. Although the Finnish
clergy and the Pope were often mocked for their greed, no criticism of Christ or Luther can be found in the handwritten newspapers.1280 Direct attacks on religion were rare but they did occur.
For example, the housemaids in the capital relied on a foreign
female thinker when criticizing the Church, the Bible and all major religions as a patriarchal phenomenon: the American author
and suffragist Helen Hamilton Gardener (1853–1925). American
freethinking was relatively well known in Finland, even among
the working classes, but usually the focus was on Robert Ingersoll (1833–1899).1281 Gardener’s text collection Men, Women, and
Gods (1885) had been translated inside the Finnish-American
labour movement abroad, and at least one copy of the book was
available in Helsinki in 1911. The maids copied Gardener’s texts
in which she did not try to reinvent religion but rather destroyed
it with vivid words:

1279 ”Wallankumous”, anonymous, Palveliatar 01.04.1907. The original quote
in Finnish: ”…ja meillä palvelijoilla juuri näillä roska vaen tyttärilläkin
olisi yhteenliittymisen kautta mahtolisuus rajoitaa työ päivää ja lisätä palkojamme jopa saata joku vapaa päiväkin.”
1280 For criticism against pastors, see e.g. “Kirkko ja sosialismi”, Ida Vihuri, Tehtaalainen no 6/1908; “Uskonto yksityis asiaksi”, “Ökä”, Kuritus
09.04.1911; “Erään lapsuustoverini kohtalo”, “A. H.” (Alli Halme), Yritys
04.06.1917; “Vapaauskoisen psalttari, Lainaus Ilmari Kiannolta”, Palveliatar 30.01.1913; “Kirje Savonlinnasta”, “Wisaniska”, Nuija 23.11.1902. For
mockery of the Pope, see e.g. ”Vapaus taistelusta”, anonymous, Palveliatar
25.04.1907; “Vanha Rooma”, anonymous, Kuritus 29.01.1911; ”Niin ne…”,
anonymous (likely Jussi Mantere), Tehtaalainen 11.02.1908.
1281 “Ingersoll” appears 566 times and “Ingersolli” 233 times in the four socialist newspapers from 1895 to 1917 (Työmies, Kansan Lehti, Vapaa Sana
and Savon Työmies), most often in the context of book advertisements.
Ingersoll’s Valitut Teokset (Selected Works), published in 1906, was one of
the most common books in labour libraries, see Ehrnrooth 1992, 513.
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Fear scatters the blossoms of genius to the winds, and superstition buries truth beneath the incrustation of inherited mediocrity.
Fear puts the fetters of religious stagnation on every child of the
brain. It covers the form of purity and truth with the contagion of
contumely and distrust. It warps and dwarfs every character that
it touches. It is the father, mother, and nurse of hypocrisy. It is the
one great disgrace of our day, the one incalculable curse of our
time; and its nurse and hot-bed is the Church.1282

What made this text comprehensible to the housemaids, still
brought up in a conservative Christian tradition, was perhaps not
its aggressive, anti-religious rhetoric but rather the strong gender perspective offered by the author. According to Gardener, “all
modern men who think” had abandoned religion but women still
“swallowed their religions like pills from the doctor”.1283 The simile also applies to the Finnish circumstances in the early twentieth
century, in the sense that women were more accustomed to religious traditions than men. For example, they went to the church
in order to take communion more often than men.1284 Working
women in general and housemaids in particular were in a worse
position than men to challenge the religious authorities of their
time, but their modern readings of Christianity and quotations
from contemporary freethinkers indicate that working women
did not settle for preserving the world as it was pre-defined for
1282 ”Pelko. Lainattu Helen Gardener teoksesta Miehet, Naiset ja jumalat”,
anonymous, Palveliatar 23.03.1911. The original quote in Finnish: ”Pelko hajoittaa neron kukkaset tuulten tuiverrettavaksi. ja taikausko hautaa
totuuden perityn keskinkertaisuuden kuoren alle. Pelko kytkee jokaisen
ihmissielun uskonnollisen pysähtymisen jalkarautoihin. Se peittää puhtauden ja totuuden vartalon häpeän rutolla ja epäluulolla. Se kiertää ja
punoo verkkonsa jokaisen luonteen ympärille jota se koskettaa. Se on
ulkokultaisuuden isä äiti ja imettäjä. Se on aikamme suurin häpeäpikku
aikamme mittaamaton kirous: ja sen kasvattaja ja toimilava on kirkko.”
1283 ”Pelko. Lainattu Helen Gardener teoksesta Miehet, Naiset ja jumalat”,
anonymous, Palveliatar 23.03.1911. The original quote in Finnish: “Nainen nieli uskontonsa ihan niin kuin pillerinsä siitä syystä että tohtori käski
hänen niellä…”
1284 Kortekangas 1965, 286.
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them by tradition but used intellectual classics and fresh bodies
of knowledge to imagine alternatives to the present.
Conservative political temporalities tend to view the prevailing
societal order as unalterable and, paradoxically, worth defending
for ultimately social hierarchies stem from extra-human sources
such as God, nature or history. When the world actually changes, the change is conceptualized as perverse, artificial and unnatural.1285 Socialism and liberalism, on the other hand, believe in
progress and have a more optimistic stance toward human nature
and agency.1286 In the political language of Finnish socialism, the
relation to the present seems complex: tomorrow looks better
in general, but optimism is accompanied by sharp criticism of
the changes that had led to the present moment. In other words,
something had gone terribly wrong on the long road to now. This
understanding can be found in the peculiar adjective socialists
used to describe the present society: nurinkurinen, a word that
cannot be directly translated, but comes close to “topsy-turvy”,
“upside-down” or “inverted” in English. The main idea that the
adjective conveys in the socialist language can perhaps be better
explained with the help of a visual cue, i.e. a drawing published
in the widespread Työväen kalenteri (Working People's Calendar)
in 1914.1287 The title is tellingly “The Present Society, i.e. The Capitalist Carousel”: the workers down in the shadows are moving
the carousel, while the upper classes are enjoying the pleasures
of the ride. In this conceptualization of the present, the capitalist
society was the inverted version of the Marxist dream “from each
according to his ability, to each according to his needs”.1288
The drawing had its origins in the American imagination for it
was made by Walter Harrison Cady (1877–1970), but the idea of
the inverted world order resonated with the Finnish proletarian
poets. A factory woman imagined a way out of the capitalist car1285 Müller 2006, 363; Freeden 1996, 332–336.
1286 Alexander 2013, 601–602; Freeden 1996, 89–90, 145–147, 426, 429.
1287 Työväen Kalenteri VII, 1914, 56–57.
1288 Marx 1970, Part I.
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Figure 6.5: ”The present society, i.e. the Capitalist carousel”.

Source: Työväen kalenteri, no 7/1914, 56–57.

ousel: “When people come to know that no almighty creator has
created these topsy-turvy conditions for eternity and unalterable,
they stop believing everything that the pastors say. They stop giving the fruits of their labour for the parasites.”1289 Not only workers’ surplus value but also their childhood was stolen. According
to a story by a housemaid, topsy-turvy societal order (nurinkurinen yhteiskunta järjestys) forced the children of the poor to sell
their labour at an early age and thus to mature in emotionally
primitive surroundings.1290 The most vivid description of capitalism as the inverted order of things was formulated in Vaasa by the
female pseudonym “Tuulikki”. In her fictive story, boys at school
1289 “Kirkko ja sosialismi”, Ida Vihuri, Tehtaalainen no 8/1908. The original
quote in Finnish: ”Kun ihmiset tulevat tietämään, ett’ei mikään kaikkivaltias luoja ole näitä nurinkurisia oloja luonut ijäisiksi ja muuttumattomiksi,
niin lakkaavat he uskomasta kaikkea sitä, mitä papit sanovat. He lakkaavat
antamasta työnsä tuloksia loiseläjien hyväksi.”
1290 ”Mukaelma”, anonymous, Palveliatar 09.02.1911.
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have been calling the protagonist “a blockhead socialist” (pölkkypää sosialisti) for he does not know what a society (yhteiskunta)
is. The boy is trying to learn the concept from a grey-haired old
man who is reluctant to answer the question. After a while, he
says that the boy will learn it later. When the boy still keeps asking, the father uses a metaphor: a society is a keg (rankkitynnyri)
in which the dirty dregs, i.e. the working classes, are at the bottom, whereas at the top of the keg the upper class is making sure
that the dirty dregs stay modest and calm in their darkness. The
father delivers a prophecy at the end of the story:
But once there will be a day when the eyes of the working-class
open and they start to demand their rights. And I believe that
this society which is a like a keg of mash will be tipped over and
afterwards a new society is formed. And there will be a dawn and
the sun will rise which sheds bright light on the worker slaves who
have toiled away in the darkness for centuries.1291

A transformation of this silent father into a fiery preacher in
the short story is analogous to the wider socialist topos of the
proletariat becoming aware of its own strength.1292 When exactly
will the sun rise? The old man says he will not be there, but he
hopes his son will see it. More important than the precise timing
of the sunrise was the proletarian belief in the better world to
come: in the socialist imagination, there was always something
bubbling underneath in the great keg of society.
Before the early dawn of Finnish socialism in the mid-1890s,
the American psychologist William James (1842–1910) had given
1291 ”Mikä on yhteiskunta”, ”Tuulikki”, Yritys 22.08.1917. The original quote in
Finnish: ”Mutta kerran koittaa se päivä että työtä tekevän luokan silmät
aukenee ja he alkavat vaatia oikeuksiaan. Ja minä luulen että tuonlainen
rankki tynnyrin kaltainen yhteiskunta kaadetaan ylos alasin ja sen jälestä muodostetaan uusi yhteiskunta. Ja silloin koittaa se aamu ja aurinko
nousee joka kirkasta valoaan näiden vuosisatojen pimeydessä raataneen
työläis orjajoukon päälle.”
1292 For example, Kössi Kaatra, the best known poet of the old labour movement, used this idea in his poem ”Simson”. See Palmgren 1966a, 324.
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his famous definition of the present: “In short, the practically cognized present is no knife-edge, but a saddle-back, with a certain
breadth of its own on which we sit perched, and from which we
look in two directions into time.”1293 Following the metaphor, the
Finnish socialists certainly looked back and forth in time when
riding in the present, but it was the link between the present and
future that dominated their temporal thinking more strongly. The
socialists imagined not only the worst possible present but also
the best possible future, and this third dimension of time will be
studied next.

6.3 The Dualistic Future
The socialist shoemaker and master orator Eetu Salin concluded one of his most memorable speeches with the words: “The
working people are the rock on which the church of the future
must be built.”1294 Salin had a good knowledge of the Bible: his
childhood had been deeply religious, even in nineteenth century
terms, but this particular quote was not borrowed from the scriptures but instead from the German-Jewish lawyer Ferdinand
Lassalle (1825–1864).1295 Salin and Lassalle re-interpreted the
classic Parable of the Wise and the Foolish Builders in which the
former builds his house on a rock and survives the rains, floods
and winds, whereas the latter builds his house on the sand and
vanishes in the storm.1296
It is difficult to estimate how much influence Salin’s political
rhetoric had on the grassroots of the Finnish labour movement.
1293 James 1931, 609.
1294 Salin 1899, 12. The original quote in Finnish: “Työväenluokka on se kallio,
jolle tulevaisuuden kirkko pitää rakennettaman.”
1295 Soikkanen traces the origins of the quote above “partly to the Bible”, but in
reality it was directly from Lassalle’s speech. One of Salin’s nicknames was
“the Lassalle of Pori”. See Soikkanen 1967, 22–23; Lassalle 1927, 84. On
Salin’s religious childhood, see Kalemaa 1975, 26.
1296 Matthew 7:24–27, Biblia 1776.
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On the one hand, his name is never mentioned in the handwritten newspapers, but on the other hand, Salin contributed actively
to various labour papers and, for example, the above-mentioned
speech “Why Do Working People Want Power?” was disseminated as an individual booklet.1297 In any case, the idea of an
ultimate test coming some day in the future is certainly easy to
recognize in the proletarian writings. For example, Jalmari Kuusela approached the local youth in Vaasa in his speech of 1916:
“And there will be storms, and then we shall see who shall be the
first to be swept away by it, who is the most rooted in the soil of
socialism.”1298 His main point was not to frighten his comrades
with a terrifying dystopia but to remind them that youth had to
be “healthy and well-bred for the struggles of the future” – the
church of the future needed solid foundations.
Regardless of the coming storm, the long-range forecast was
optimistic, and the conceptual structure of the future was imbued
with hope in both the handwritten and printed newspapers, as
can be seen in Figures 6.61299 and 6.71300. The positive expectations
towards the future were conceptualized with adjectives such as
“bright” and “happy”, or with the verb “believe”. In print, the good
version of the future seems to be equated with the political category of “social democracy”, whereas in the handwritten formulations, the future looks more like an interplay between light and
shadows. In contrast to the socialist concept of the present that
tended to wallow in the darkness, the future was a mixture of positive (“bright”, “happy”) and negative attributes (“dark, “grave”),
and there were both desirable and unwanted scenarios concern1297 Soikkanen 1967, 21; Soikkanen 1961, 62.
1298 ”Sananen nuorisolle”, “J. K.” (Jalmari Kuusela), Yritys 18.10.1916. The original quote in Finnish: ”Ja myrskyjä niitä tulee vielä, ja silloin katsotaan
kenen se ensin tempaa mukaansa, kuka on kovemmin juurtunut sosialismin maaperään.”
1299 Window: 5 words to the left and 5 words to the right of the search term.
Minimum frequency of collocation: 5 instances.
1300 Window: 5 words to the left and 5 words to the right of the search term.
Minimum frequency of collocation: 50 instances.
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Figure 6.6: Collocates of future (“tulevaisuus”) in five handwritten newspapers, 1899–1917.

Source: Nuija, Palveliatar, Kuritus, Tehtaalainen and Yritys.

Figure 6.7: Collocates of future (“tulevaisuus”, “tulemaisuus”) in four socialist newspapers, 1895–1917.

Source: Lemmatized raw text files of Työmies, Kansan Lehti, Vapaa Sana and
Savon Työmies, 1895–1917.
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ing the future of the working people. First, there was one political nightmare that the working-class writers shared with their
bourgeois compatriots: the destruction of the Finnish people and
nation. In the proletarian imagination, limiting Finnish autonomy would have led to restrictions on the labour movement, a
hypothesis that was at least partly confirmed from 1908 onwards,
when the Russian authorities tightened their hold on the Grand
Duchy.1301 Consequently, this nightmare figured prominently in
the handwritten newspapers during the years 1909–1912, the
second period of Russification measures.1302 However, the working-class version of the nationalist dystopia differed from the
bourgeois version by questioning the imagined unity of the Finns:
Russki absolutism is trying to use all possible means to get our
internal autonomy for itself. […] But let us show to the Russkis
and the domestic bourgeoisie that we shall not tire as soon as they
perhaps might think.1303

Here, typically for the socialist language, the motives of the
Russian tyrants and the Finnish traitors were united in order to
imagine a political dystopia. In addition to the question of fatherland, there were also proletarian nightmares handcrafted for “the
youth”, “maidens” and “children”. A dystopia based on economics
showed how capitalism sucked the living labour, especially the
working-class youth. Marx used the metaphor of vampire in his
Capital,1304 and the socialist meme of bloodsucking had success1301 See Chapter 4.3.
1302 See e.g. ”Koston päivä on tullut”, “Liinu”, Kuritus 28.11.1909; ”Vuoden
vaihtuessa”, “Liinu”, Kuritus no 1/1910; ”Mielivalta miekkoineen”, “E.”
(Edla Jäntti), Kuritus 04.09.1910; ”Taisteluun”, “Rietu”, Kuritus 16.10.1910;
”Pakinaa”, anonymous, Kuritus 13.11.1910; ”Vaalit lähenevät”, anonymous,
Tehtaalainen 15.12.1909; ”Katsaus valtiolliseen elämäämme”, anonymous,
Palveliatar 06.04.1911; ”Yleisvaltakunnallinen aate ja työväin järjestöt”,
anonymous, Nuija 14.04.1912.
1303 ”Vaalit lähenevät”, anonymous, Tehtaalainen 15.12.1909.
1304 “Capital is dead labour, that, vampire-like, only lives by sucking living labour, and lives the more, the more labour it sucks.” See Marx 2015, 163.
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fully spread to the Finnish handwritten word by the early twentieth century.1305 This theme is covered, although without any
blood in this specific case, in a short fictive account written by
an anonymous agrarian woman. It is the first Sunday of June, the
sun is shining, but a pale young boy sits dolefully at home: “You
took the blooming roses away from my cheeks! You have planted
inside of me a spirit of a slave controlled by the whip. Damn you,
the grave of my happiness and my future.”1306 By “you” the protagonist refers to the capitalist world in general and to his factory
in particular. In the middle of his dark visions, he hears singing
on the street: there is a workers’ march with a red banner at the
front. He joins them and sings along: “Now the noble time of
freedom has come to us!”1307 The reason why this agrarian woman and many other rural poets chose the factory as the setting for
their stories about capitalism trying to kill the future of the youth
might be that the imagined contrast between natural freedom
and prisonlike work appeared most visibly in this context.1308
Meanwhile in the industrial city of Tampere, the workers of the
largest Finnish factory translated a poem by their Swedish comrades over the sea: “In this endless slavery the soul fades away /
without any hope my life goes to the end / the terribly dark future
grimaces at me, / I miss real joy / though I am in the spring of my
life.”1309 In addition, one of these factory workers wrote her own
1305 See e.g. ”Kaksi kohtaloa”, anonymous, Yritys 12.04.1916; “Vaalit”, “J. L.”
(Jussi Luhta), Yritys 21.06.1916.
1306 ”Eespäin!”, “Kaisu”, Kuritus 08.08.1909. The original quote in Finnish:
“Sinä poskiltani veit nuoruuden kukoistavat ruusut! Sinä minuun olet istuttanut ruoskalla ohjattavan orjan henkeä! Kirottu ole sinä, onneni, tulevaisuuteni hauta!”
1307 ”Eespäin!”, “Kaisu”, Kuritus 08.08.1909. The original quote in Finnish:
”Nyt vapauden aika on jo tullut meille jalo!”
1308 According to Palmgren, Finnish working-class fiction from this era focused on industrial settings when describing proletarian labouring. Palmgren 1966b, 376.
1309 ”Kutojan laulu (suom. Tehtaalaiselle Ruots. Kutom. työl. lehd)”, anonymous, Tehtaalainen no 0/1910. The original quote in Finnish: ”Loppumattomassa orjailussa sielu kuihtuu ilman toivoa eloni menee loppuun kamalan
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poem under the pseudonym “Orjatar” (Slave girl) in which she
connected her industrial slavery to “an alien fabric in the hands”
which, in the context of the whole poem, is a reference to the simple version of the alienation theory by Marx, i.e. capitalist needs
suppressing human needs.1310 These two poems do not offer an instant remedy for the hopeless. In this sense, their tone resembles
traditional laments which mourn over the past losses.1311 Nevertheless, it seems that the temporal perspective is different in these
“proletarian laments”: it is as if the factory poets travelled to the
future gone wrong and mourned over their present condition –
the young years they were wasting in slavery – from that distant
vantage point. Thus, these proletarian lamentations showed the
unwanted non-socialist trajectory of history that could only be
prevented by working actively towards the socialist future in the
present.
Factory was a faceless machinery ruining the future for both
working-class boys and girls, but there was a competing dystopia reserved for women only which operated on a more personal level. This was the story of a poor girl abused by the upper-class predators, a theme circulated in socialist plays, novels
and newspapers.1312 In one of the handwritten versions of the
story, the only daughter of a widow has to work as a housemaid
for a restaurant keeper in order to support her old mother. The
restaurant is swarming with gentlemen who try to seduce the
seventeen-year-old girl. A handsome engineer promises the girl
a glorious future together, but after he has seduced the girl, he
does not want to take care of the consequences although the girl’s
mother calls him to account. The girl falls silent and gloomy and
finally drowns herself.1313 While this story followed the mainstream of Finnish socialism by portraying the class conflict in
synkänä tulevaisuuteni irvistää, todellista iloa saan minä kaivata vaikka
elämän keväimessä olen.”
1310 ”Kankurin virsi”, “Orjatar”, Tehtaalainen 13.02.1910.
1311 Saunders 2007, xiii–xiv.
1312 Palmgren 1966b, 387–389.
1313 ”Elämä”, ”Siipirikko”, Yritys 21.03.1917.
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sexual terms,1314 the same writer under the pseudonym “Siipirikko” (Broken-winged) criticizes in the very same issue people who
choose ideology over love: “For such a cold person who is not
moved by anything and dedicates himself only to the ideological
work, the lack of love has suppressed the true self.” At the end of
her text, she foretold that love would triumph in the future, and
then the people would see “what they are” and “what they ought
to be”. Thus, her advice to the listeners was to love “the whole
suffering mankind”.1315
Her future scenario, filled with universal love, may have appeared a heresy from the orthodox Marxist perspective that
highlighted the importance of fierce class struggle, and this was
certainly not the only problematic vision the working people
cherished. According to a male worker, a large part of the factory
women perceived their future as housekeepers at home, thus they
did not want to join to the union.1316 In addition to the private
cage of the household that inhibited long-term imagination with
its daily grind, there was a spiritual prison that misled proletarian
thinking. Socialists complained, both in the printed and handwritten word, that there was a great number of Christian workers
who believed in Divine Providence that would compensate their
temporal sufferings in the life after death.1317 A woman from the
Finlayson factory verbally punished those workers who had not
been with her in the Mayday march of 1909 and who, instead,
dreamed about happiness beyond the grave: “But perhaps there
will be a time when all those adventurers and dreamers about the
1314 Palmgren 1966b, 387.
1315 ”Rakkaus”, ”Siipirikko”, Yritys 21.03.1917. ”Sellainen kylmä ihminen jota
ei liikuta mikään ja uhrautuu vain aattelliselle työlle häneltä on rakkauden
puute tyrehyttänyt omaan minänsä… […] Silloin kun olemme kehittyneet
niin pitkälle että rakkaus on meille korkein laki silloin vasta voi seljetä
millaisia meidän pitäisi olla. Siis toverit rakastakaa mutta rakastakaa koko
kärsivää ihmis kuntaa silloin ei sydämissänne ole sijaa pahan suopeudelle
eikä panettelulle.”
1316 ”Naisten järjestymisestä”, ”J.H.”, (Janne Hauta-aho), Yritys 10.05.1916.
1317 For printed labour newspapers, see e.g. Työmies, 22.10.1902, 1; for handwritten newspapers, see e.g. ”Polttava kysymys”, ”-OK-”, Nuija 26.04.1903.
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future realize their mistake and hurry one after another to join
the ranks of those who fight for their true existence.”1318
That time had clearly not arrived in her factory four years later, when a secretary of the weavers’ union came to the general
meeting of the card room working women. He presented the
standard socialist argument for the difference between the organized workers and unorganized Christians: the latter do not care
about fixing their conditions in this life but wait for their reward
in heaven. The man faced a barrage of critical comments from the
audience claiming that the Bible did not order workers to suffer
at the factory, although the interpreters of the Bible might say
so. In addition, women asked not to attack Church and religion
in every meeting.1319 The example is once again reminiscent of
the fact that the proletarian writers who contributed to their union newspaper represented a minority of activist workers in their
community. Their written experiences differed from the mainstream interpretation of social reality, for instance, in the domain
of future visions.
The gap between the organized and unorganized had partly
religious foundations, but there was also the age factor widening
the gap. The Finlayson factory worker Jussi Mantere, aged twenty-nine at the time of writing, describes his older colleagues at the
weaver section called “Pleuna”:
I wonder what would happen to us if we went to conquer the
“Pleuna” with our red banners? They would drive us out by sin1318 ”Wappu mietteitä”, ”Helle” (Erika Helle), Tehtaalainen no 4/1909. The original quote in Finnish: ”Tätä he eivät vielä ymmärrä, vaan he heittäytyy
taantumuksen Aaprahamin levään helmaan. Joko veisaamaan Perustuslaillisuuden pyhyydestä. tai ihailemaan suomalaisen nuijan sini valkeata
vartta, tai ovat vallan mitään ajattelematta, uneksuen vain tulevaisuuden
onnestansa haudan tuolle puolen. Mutta ehkä vielä kerran koittaa, aika,
jolloin kaikki nuo onnen onkijat ja tulevaisuuden haavelijat, huomaavat
erehtyksensä ja rientäävät yksi toisensa perään, todellisen olemassa olonsa
puolesta taistelevien riviin.”
1319 Minutes of the carding section women workers’ meeting 11 December
1913. The People’s Archives.
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ging hymns, would they not? Think about the people who are there, they do not care about our efforts, on the contrary, they get
scared. It is no use thinking about seeing those old maids at our
meetings singing the freedom songs of the working people and
uttering wise thoughts. That is clear and we should not care about
old maids. The pastors will care take of them. We have younger
people whose heads are not filled with spider’s web. We must concentrate on them, sooner or later they will come under our banner.1320

In the socialist understanding, youth, future and socialism
were frequently merged and contrasted against being senile, reactionary and anti-socialist. Whether socialism was the most contagious youth movement in the Grand Duchy of Finland would
require a study of its own, but there were certainly many statements in the handwritten newspapers indicating that in the proletarian self-understanding the youth decided the fate of Finnish
socialism.1321 In other words, the future belonged to the young,
as Figure 6.7 shows. Obviously, the youth could expect a longer
future ahead of them than their parents, and this was one reason
why the future was often approached from their perspective. The
socialist concept of the future provided both opportunities and
1320 ”Kaikki työhön”, ”J.M.” (Jussi Mantere), Tehtaalainen 19.03.1908. The original quote in Finnish: ”Kuinkahan meidän kävisi jos lähtisimme tuota
’Pleunaa’ valloittamaan punalippunemme? Eiköhän meidät ajettaisi takaisin pelkällä virren veisuulle? Ajatelkaa sitä joukkoa kuin sielä on, he eivät
meidän pyrinnöistämme välitä, päinvastoin kauhistuvat. On siis turha
vaiva ajatellakan, että saisimme nähdä nuo vanhatpiiat kokouksissamme,
työväen vapaus lauluja kaiuttamassa ja viisaita ajatuksia lausumassa. Se on
siis selvä asia ja viis me vanhoistapiioista. Papit heistä kyllä huolen pitää.
Onhan meillä nuorempaakin väkeä, joiden päässä ei vielä ole hämähäkin
seittiä. Heihin meidän on huomio kiinnitettävä, ennemmin tai myöhemmin tulevat he lippumme alle.”
1321 See e.g. ”Kerran vuodessa”, “Pilpatus”, Yritys 10.05.1916; ”Mitä meiltä
vaaditaan”, “Liena”, Kuritus 13.11.1910; ”Aikamme nuoriso ja sosialidemokraattinen liike”, “K. L. ö.” (Kustaa Leiniö), Tehtaalainen 30.07.1908;
”Sunntai aamu”, “Ada S.” (Ada Sandgren), Palveliatar 07.03.1917; ”Huomioon odettavaa Sos. dem. nuorisoliiton osastojen toiminnasta”, “Oka”, Nuija
17.01.1909.
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obligations for youth. “Youth carries the seeds of tomorrow in its
bosom”, as one worker scribbled, and added that young people
should cherish their purity, which referred to “knowing yourself ”
and “understanding the meaning of life”.1322 These tasks were too
challenging for many working-class youngsters who wasted their
“flower of youth” by hooliganism, passivity and hedonism, which
manifested in concrete acts of cardplaying, dancing, going to
the cinemas, sitting in the bars and loitering around the streets
among other things.1323
Socialist workers believed in the old saying “bend the tree while
it is young”. According to a factory woman what was implanted
in a child’s mind lasted the longest.1324 This idea concretized in
the form of Ihanneliitto, the socialist early childhood education
organization which tried to teach children “the principles of social democracy” and “what we are aiming at”.1325 Socialists condemned the workers who allowed their children to take part in
the competing Scout movement for it was “a dangerous group”.1326
The Russian government abolished both voluntary educational
movements in 1911.1327 Nevertheless, the proletarian socialists

1322 ”Mihin meidän on pyrittävä”, anonymous, Kuritus 03.04.1910. The original quote in Finnish: “Tämän asian tekee vieläkin tärkeämmäksi se seikka,
että nuorisohan kantaa tulevaisuuden siemenet povellaan. […] Ja sanomme vielä kerran siveellisyydeen on meidän pyrkiminen, mutta muistakaamme että siveys ei ole siinä että muistaa jonkun määrän tietoja, vaan
siinä, että kykenee käsittämään elämän korkempia kysymyksiä ja luomaan
niistä itselleen varman ajatuskannan. Sillä tuleehan ihmisen tietää oma itsensä ja omistaa jonkun lainen käsitys elämänsä tarkoituksesta.”
1323 See e.g. “Eräs kävelymatka”, “V. P.” (V. Pyörtänö), Tehtaalainen 13.02.1910;
”Terveyden hoidosta sananen”, Kaisu Hilden, Tehtaalainen mid-April
1911; ”Tehtaalais-sivistyksestä sananen”, “Kas -”, Tehtaalainen 13.02.1910;
”Paikkakunnalta”, “Moukari”, Kuritus 17.04.1910.
1324 ”Ihanneliitto työstä!”, “A.” (Aura Lehtinen), Tehtaalainen 23.04.1910.
1325 ”Ihanneliitto työstä!”, “A.” (Aura Lehtinen), Tehtaalainen 23.04.1910.
1326 Minutes of the Finlayson cotton factory union’s board meeting 12 December 1913. The People's Archives.
1327 Anttila 2009, 185.
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could continue the ideological indoctrination with their own
children:
Do not allow your child’s common sense to be chained like you
were chained once. And when you do this, when you plant the
seed of pure freedom into your child’s heart you will see how she
will continue your work more inspired, more elevated and more
developed, that work which you began with your limited knowledge with the mark of slavery on your forehead.1328

In other words, workers wanted their children to have more
options than they had had in their own lives. The feeling of not
being able to choose one’s destiny characterizes other proletarian writings, too. According to an anonymous writer in northern
Savo, it was the conditions that forced many children to choose
a path that was not suitable for their nature. Perhaps the writer
was reflecting on his or her own life when asking rhetorically the
audience how many “children of the wilds” (salon lapsi) had to
experience spiritual hunger, i.e. “to live misunderstood among
citizens”.1329
For a few lucky workers, socialism gave a whole new future, not
only in terms of attaching a noble meaning to an individual’s monotonous life, but also by providing a concrete dream job. Janne
1328 ”Taistelun Tuoksinassa”, “Kirjaivan jupiter”, Kuritus 24.10.1909. The original quote in Finnish: ”Älä paina orjuuten veristä kuvaa hänen pieneen
sydämmeensä vaan pelasta se puhtaana tulevaisuuden vapauten työlle!
Älä salli, että lapsesi tervettä järkeä kahlitaan, kuten sinulle itsellesi on
aikoinasi tehty. Ja kun sinä tämän teet, kun sinä lapsesi sytämmeen olet
puhtaan vapauden siemenen kylvänyt niin silloin sinä näet, miden hän
innokkaampana, ylevämpänä ja kehittyneempänä jatkaa työtä, jota sinä
tietoilla vajanaisilla orjanleima otsalla Alkanut olet.”
1329 ”Lapsesta nuorukaiseksi”, anonymous, Kuritus 18.09.1910. The original
quote in Finnish: ”Lapsena jos jollakin henkilöllä on taipumusta johonkin
tehtävään vaan olosuhteitten pakosta hänen täytyy valita toinen tie joka
hänelle ei sovellu…kuinka monen salon lapsen käykkään näin? Moni jalo
sielu vääntyy sinne rämeikön keskelle nälkäisenä, eikä ole ketään joka
viittoisi hänelle tietä valoon päin. Näin hänen sitten täytyy elää ikänsä nalkaa nakien ja väärin ymmärrettynä kansalaistensa keskellä.”
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Hautala (1881–1917), the first editor of the handwritten newspaper Yritys, later became the editor of the Vaasa printed socialist
newspaper Vapaa Sana. He paid tribute to the handwritten paper
from which he had risen in a special issue celebrating its first decennial. By this time, Hautala was a sick man and had serious
problems with his lungs and kidneys, thus, he began realistically
by remarking that, “based on all the symptoms”, his personal life
was drawing to a close. Then he recited the Talmud: “When the
old tear down, they construct, when the young construct, they
tear down.”1330 Without further elaboration the relevance of the
proverb may have remained a mystery to the audience. Hautala
explained that the contrast between youth and old age was necessary for it was “driving progress forwards”. The enthusiasm of
youth was the driving force which should be directed by the experience of old age. Hautala ended his speech:
Even a small worker feels great satisfaction and profound joy in
taking part in this work [for a better tomorrow for the working
class] which will be continued by those who come after, with greater success but not with greater enthusiasm than what we had, we
who made the first phase of the journey.1331

Janne Hautala died two years later,1332 but he and other socialists counted on a future after death, that something always remained. They believed there would always be “those who come
after” (jälkeentulevat), a phrase not unique to Hautala’s speech but
appearing frequently in the political language of Finnish social1330 ”Muutamia mietteitä 10: vuoden takaa”, anonymous, Yritys 21.10.1915.
The original quote in Finnish: “Kun vanhat repivät, niin he rakentavat,
kun nuoret rakentavat, niin he repivät.”
1331 ”Muutamia mietteitä 10: vuoden takaa”, anonymous, Yritys 21.10.1915.
The original quote in Finnish: “Suurta tyydytystä ja syvää iloa tuntee vähäinenkin työntekijä, että on saanut olla mukana tässä työssä, jota jälkeentulijat suuremmalla menestyksellä, joskaan ei suuremmalla innostuksella,
kun me alkutaivalta tehneet, suorittakoot.”
1332 When Hautala died in May 1917, there was an obituary in Yritys. See
”Muistosanoja”, “J.H.” (Janne Hauta-aho), Yritys 23.05.1917.
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ism.1333 However, what exactly was to come was rarely explicated.
The desirable version of the future was sketched with positive but
fuzzy adjectives such as “better and happier”1334, with the genitive
“ours”1335 and the biblical noun “kingdom on Earth”1336, or sentences like “there will be a time when the power of the oppressors
will collapse and justice will triumph”.1337 A typical example of the
vague language concerning the future promised something good
without specifics:
Let us look to the future with confidence and let us believe that
once there will be a day when we shall overcome. And then the
socialist reform will be put into practice. That day will come, certainly it will come one day.1338

When the proletarian writers painted their blurry pictures,
faith in the future overrode practical concerns, such as the implications of the “socialist reform” in the quote above. Similarly,
the factory workers did not tell how the factories would be run
in the future society, nor did the crofters explain how the land
would be distributed in the socialist world to come. And would
there be any housemaids in the socialist kingdom? On those rare
occasions when the proletarian poets ventured to dream in more
1333 For “those who come after” in the context of Finnish crofter evictions, see
Kansan Lehti, 03.06.1906, 1; for “those who come after” in a translated
speech from Bebel, see Kansan Lehti, 22.02.1910, 2.
1334 “Ajatuksia naisten asemasta nykyisessä yhteiskunnassa”, anonymous, Palveliatar no 3/1907.
1335 ”Kaikki työhön”, ”J.M.” (Jussi Mantere), Tehtaalainen 19.03.1908.
1336 “Kristuksen suhde sosialidemokratiaan”, ”Hessu”, Nuija 27.12.1908.
1337 ”Ajan vaihteessa”, “Ale”, Yritys 12.01.1916. The original quote in Finnish: ”Ja
kerran on aika koittava jolloin sortajain valta on sortuva ja oikeus astuva
tilalle.”
1338 ”Toimintaan”, ”Äksä”, Kuritus 16.10.1910. The original quote in Finnish:
”Katsokaamme luottavuudella tulevaisuuteen ja uskokaamme, että kerran
on se päivä tuleva, jolloin me tulemme voittamaan. Ja jolloin sosialistinen
uudistus voitaan kaikkialla käytäntöön sovelluttaa. Se päivä on kerra, varmasti kerran tuleva.”
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concrete terms, the dreams verged on the petty bourgeois: they
desired not only better food, more spacious housing and new underwear but also more books, flowers and concerts.1339
All in all, these writings concerning the proletarian future seem
dualistic in two different senses. First, the visions of extreme misery as a continuation of the present trajectory were shown and
described in detail in order to encourage the working people to
change their future. The dystopias were customized for the different subclasses of the proletariat: factory workers, vital youngsters,
fragile girls and innocent children, all ruined by capitalism. However, there was an optional road leading to the glorious Utopia, a
chance to alter the trajectory towards a better tomorrow. This is
how the political language of Finnish socialism delivered working
people agency by constantly placing them at a crossroads of two
contrasting scenarios. This also explains why the verb “to depend
on” (riippua) appears frequently in the close proximity to the future: everything depended on the correct proletarian action.
Second, in addition to the dystopian and utopian scenarios,
another dualism characterized the socialist concept of the future, i.e. the difference between a gradualist and a revolutionary
understanding of progress, i.e. how time moved forwards. As
Hannu Soikkanen has argued, the political language of socialism
contained an intense eschatological vision of a coming revolution somewhere in the distant future. This vision was cultivated especially in the context of agitation. On the other hand, the
Forssa Program presented practical demands that promised concrete reforms in the short term. Gradual reformism contradicted revolutionary vision in the sense that minor improvements
reduced the expectations regarding a total revolution for the
success of reformism would lead to a situation in which the proletariat had more than their chains to lose (in a possible socialist revolution).1340 The danger of gradual reformism and its pet1339 ”Mitä hyötyä on korkeammasta työpalkasta”, Ida Vihuri, undated Tehtaalainen (not included in the corpus of handwritten newspapers).
1340 Soikkanen 1961, 118–119, 181; Soikkanen 1975, 170; Ehrnrooth 1992,
493.
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ty-bourgeois vision that lost sight of the ultimate goal provoked
especially those few Finnish intellectuals who were aware of the
theoretical debates between Bernstein’s revisionism, Luxemburg’s
revolutionary socialism and Kautsky’s intermediary stance. In the
Grand Duchy of Finland, this intellectual dilemma actualized as
a political problem after the General Strike of 1905, when the labour movement acquired real power and had to decide how to
best exploit it to reach the socialist goal in the future. Here, Kautsky’s orthodox Marxism that denounced revisionism and was
confirmed at the Amsterdam Congress of the socialist parties
in 1904, acted as a reliable guide for the Finnish labour movement before the collapse of the Russian Empire in 1917: socialists
should not attempt a violent revolution until a revolutionary situation developed but use the parliament instead, and the purity of
the class struggle would be preserved by avoiding direct co-operation with the bourgeoisie.1341 Kautsky did not set revolution and
reform directly against each other but supported both: reforms
could strengthen the proletariat and prepare it for the final blow,
i.e. the “conquest of state power” and “social revolution” in his
own words.1342
Many examples of proletarian speech acts seem to indicate that
although their political language differed from Kautsky’s more
theoretical conceptualizations, the same tension between reform
and revolution interested the working people living in the Western borderland of the Russian Empire. In the handwritten newspapers of the early twentieth century, the imagined flow of time resembles
the Kautskyite orthodox temporality in the sense that the proletarian
poets did not demand a political revolution here and now but believed
in the forthcoming revolution nonetheless. They never wrote against
any concrete reform proposed by the Finnish mother party or
against the socialist idea of revolution happening at some point in
the future. The popularity of Kautsky’s stance among the Finnish
proletariat – the ideological compatibility of reform and revolu1341 Soikkanen 1961, 105, 263–270; Soikkanen 1975, 104–110; Kujala 1995,
337; Sassoon 2010, 17–18.
1342 Salvadori 1990, 73–83.
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tion – is somewhat surprising considering that the original idea
had been developed for mature capitalist conditions (like those in
Germany) and not for a country in which most workers earned
their living in agriculture (like in Finland). The best explanation
for the apparent contradiction may lie in the difference between
the objective and subjective factors of the Finnish case: while the
class structure of Finnish society was certainly “underdeveloped”
compared to more industrialized countries in Europe, the political class identity of the Finnish working people was nevertheless
widespread because of the high level of literacy, even among the
rural proletariat. From the outside, it may have appeared that the
Finnish working people were still living in the nineteenth century, but with the help of socialist newspapers, books and orators
they could imagine being at the forefront of capitalist developments, especially in times of crisis.
Kautsky famously opposed the Bolshevik Revolution for the
conditions were not yet ripe enough in his view.1343 The Finnish
working people also had to wrestle with the question of revolution when the Russian Empire collapsed. Based on his reading
of handwritten socialism, Ehrnrooth has suggested that during
the hectic period of 1917–1918 socialist opinion leaders activated
the destructive emotional dynamics embedded in the grassroots
of the labour movement which then led working people along
the path of bloody revolution.1344 The hypothesis explains rather
poorly the actual contents of the handwritten newspapers from
1917 used in this study. Although the empirical basis is admittedly fragmentary and thin, it seems that the workers contributing
to their papers did not advocate seizing power in revolutionary
conditions. For example, in the microcosmos of the Finlayson
factory, the membership rate of the trade union rose from about
one hundred to about one thousand during the year, and 98 per
cent of them belonged to the Social Democratic Party.1345 The rap1343 Salvadori 1990, 257.
1344 Ehrnrooth 1992, 375, 496–497, 576; Ehrnrooth 1993.
1345 The annual report of Tampere Workers’ Association in 1917, 30.
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id rise of socialism attracted new members to the movement but,
perhaps even more interestingly, those who had once abandoned
the union rejoined. They had not believed in the slow movement
of history, but the doubters were back after the collapse of the
Russian Empire, and their political demands far exceeded the
demands of the proletarian activists who had remained loyal to
the union and contributed to the handwritten paper during the
difficult days. One of the labour activists publicly criticized those
workers who had supported direct action in the food question
in the autumn of 1917. He pointed out that individuals should
not endanger the future of the whole organization for their momentary illusions that might look favourable only to the inexperienced eye.1346 In other words, he was trying to teach his misguided
comrades to read the signs of the times correctly. This increasing
friction between the old and new members of the labour movement can also be found in other parts of the Grand Duchy.1347
The dangers of misunderstanding the speed of history, i.e. the
time it took to travel from the present to the future, were discussed not only in the handwritten newspaper of the largest factory but also at the very top of socialist politics in late 1917: there
were those who wanted the revolution as soon as possible and
those who still believed in the long parliamentary road.1348 The
veterans who had been in the movement from the 1890s onwards
and witnessed the progress of Finnish socialism with their own
eyes hesitated. For example, Eetu Salin had opposed a violent
seizure of power, but on the eve of the Civil War, he joined the
revolution, stating famously: “When I have marched more than
25 years with the working people, how could I leave it now, when
it is doing stupid things.”1349 After the lost war, Salin had time to
1346 ”Muutamia mietteitä osaston viime kokouksesta”, “Ristissä käsin istuja”,
Tehtaalainen 09.09.1917.
1347 See e.g. Soikkanen 1975, 262.
1348 Soikkanen 1975, 262–270.
1349 According to Kalemaa 1975, 212–213. The original quote in Finnish: ”Kun
olen neljännesvuosisadan kulkenut työväenliikkeen mukana kuinka voisin jättää sen nyt, kun se tekee tyhmyyksiä.”
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think about the three dimensions of time, “the god of history”
and “the church of the future” he had once preached to the Finnish working people. According to the first-hand sources, he had
ideological doubts when in his death throes in prison.1350 Had the
rising sun of socialism blinded him? Or, had the sun of socialism
made his sight sharper? Salin died in captivity in April 1919, most
likely without knowing if he had built on rock or sand.

6.4 Deciphering the Sun of Socialism
The proletarian perceptions of the past, present and future have
now been covered, and the insights inferred from the individual
conceptual analyses can be used to decipher the main symbol of
the Finnish labour movement, i.e. the rising sun. A quote from a
handwritten newspaper leads us towards the core of the socialist
sun:
Cold are the chains that shackle us, frozen are the arms that
squeeze us. But behold! Already the sun is rising, at first, its rays
wake up some people, warm a few souls, but soon it captivates us
all everybody, undefeated it will conquer the world. It is the sun of
the poor and that truth is socialism.1351

At first glance, the sun seems to refer to socialism, to freedom
and to a better tomorrow in general, and indeed these meanings that connect the sun to the future have been noted in ear-

1350 Kalemaa 1975, 16, 226.
1351 Ystävät, toverit!”, “V.P.” (Väinö Pyörtänö), Tehtaalainen 13.02.1910. The
original quote in Finnish: ”Kylmät ovat ne kahleet, jotka meitä kahlehtivat,
jäinen se syli, joka meitä puristaa. Mutta katsokaa! Jo nousee aurinko ja
lämmittää sen säteet ensin muutamia harvoja herättää, muutamia sieluja
lämmittää, mutta kohta valloittaa se kaikki mukaansa, voittamattomana
vyöryen yli maailman. Se on köyhälistön aurinko ja se totuus on sosialismi.”
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Figure 6.8: Temporality in the political language of Finnish socialism.

lier research on socialist symbols.1352 However, the meaning of
the socialist sun in the early Finnish labour movement was not
confined to the temporal dimension of the future. The socialist
sun affected the present, too, by making it appear in a new, bad
light. In other words, when a worker saw the red sun in the future, simultaneously the cold shackles of capitalism came out in
the broad daylight of the present. In addition, this quote contains
the socialist understanding of history as an invincible force that
causes the sun to rise, eventually to its zenith. Finally, it should be
noted that, as the writer phrased, this was the “sun of the poor”,
meaning that it was shining exclusively on the working people. In
fact, the sun of socialism could be contrasted with the biblical sun
which was the same for everyone, or in Jesus’ words: “He (Father
in heaven) causes his sun to rise on the evil and good, and sends
rain on the righteous and on the unrighteous.”1353 Unlike the biblical sun that directed people’s attention towards the hereafter, the
red sun of socialism highlighted earthly problems: it was stim1352 On the Finnish sun of socialism, see Kaihovaara 1986: 34–35; Kaihovaara
1991, 52; on the Swedish sun of socialism, see Ståhl 1999, 203; on the British sun of socialism, see Vaninskaya 2005, 19–20; Hobsbawm 1984, 88.
1353 Matt. 5:45. On the many meanings of the sun in the Bible, see Patterson
2011.
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ulating light that demanded action instead of the tranquil light
radiating from eternity.
The function of the sun in the proletarian imagination and the
main results of this chapter can be further illustrated with a visualization representing the socialist temporality (Figure 6.8). History is here an active force driving progress forwards, the present
is dark and miserable, while the future loomed in many ambiguous shades of red. Although there were different paths leading
to the future, it was a socialist future in each of these scenarios.
Dystopias were frequently imagined to describe the worst possible road to socialism: this scenario served not only as a means of
internal agitation but could also be shown to the Finnish bourgeoisie as a warning of what lay ahead if the socialist ideas were
delayed and obstructed in the political sphere. If the natural progress of history was prevented by bourgeois hands and proletarian misery continued to increase, there would be a culmination
point with terrible consequences both for the proletariat and the
bourgeoisie, possibly even bloodshed between the two. In any
case, the bourgeois resistance was futile for the sun of socialism
would rise after this decisive battle in the future.
Kautskyite temporality enabled both gradual reformism and
a revolutionary leap under the right historical conditions, but it
was difficult to define the specific criteria for those conditions.
Kautsky himself supported neither the Bolshevik nor the Finnish revolution.1354 It seems that according to the dominant temporality of the Finnish labour movement, the future would not
be reached through a sudden collapse of capitalism but instead
through the gradual advance of socialism. Before 1917, the idea
of a revolutionary leap from the present straight to the future
gained only weak popularity compared to the temporal logic of
approaching socialism step by step. While the revolutionary temporality stressed the importance of recognizing the right moment
and then seizing it, the gradualist temporality rather relied on the
slow progress of history. At the tactical level of labour politics, the
former approach could condone violence as a temporary solu1354 Soikkanen 1975, 273, 315.
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tion, whereas the latter approach was more committed to parliamentarism.
If the popularity of political temporalities is tied to the prevailing historical situations, then the decade from the first parliamentary elections of 1907 until the Russian Revolution of 1917
could be interpreted as unfavourable for one giant revolutionary leap from today to tomorrow because there was no realistic
chance of grasping the future here and now when the imperial
machinery was still operational. However, the unpredictable collapse of the imperial regime gave birth to conditions in which
the idea of a radical change no longer seemed impossible. The
new situation also transformed the composition of the Finnish
labour movement: when the party membership doubled and
union membership quadrupled within a single year, the relative
number and significance of the long-term members decreased.1355
It is possible that a revolutionary reading of Kautskyite temporality was easier to reconcile with the mindset of the newcomers
than the interpretation of socialism as gradual progress. Perhaps
one underexplored explanation for the attempted revolution of
1918 could be traced to shifting temporalities inside the political
language of Finnish socialism: during the chaotic events of the
long year 1917 that did not seem to follow the linear trajectory
imposed by historical materialism, the hegemonic interpretation
of the sun of socialism switched from accelerating the gradual
sunrise by everyday proletarian action to summoning the sun of
the final days at once.
To continue this speculative interpretation, the revolutionary
period 1917–1918 revealed that the labour movement had been
based on the useful illusion that every Finnish socialist saw the
same sun of socialism. In other words, to become a political subject, the labour movement had to believe in one all-embracing
goal in the future. The unifying vision was effortless to maintain
1355 The party membership was 72,691 at the end of 1916 and grew to 120,000–
130,000 during the course of 1917. Soikkanen 1975, 260–261. The union
membership grew from 42,000 at the end of 1916 to 161,000 at the end of
1917. Kettunen 1986, 86.
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when a concrete overthrow of the system remained outside the
realm of the possible. The changing conditions, however, pressured the labour movement into a heated internal debate on the
most sensible way to reach the goal, and here both revolutionaries
and gradualists criticized each other for sacrificing the long-term
goal for the short-term benefits.1356 What was sensible in the long
and short term obviously depended on the outcomes imagined
into the future. From the gradualist perspective, the revolutionary leap was suicidal: it endangered the ideological foundations
of the socialist labour movement at the expense of the short-term
desires. From the revolutionary perspective, reformists opposing
direct action did not understand that they were playing the endgame of Finnish politics: while moral purity may have felt like a
safe move in the short term, it would certainly lead to the physical
destruction of the labour movement at the hands of the militarist bourgeoisie. Thus, the two temporalities valued the risks and
rewards concerning the future differently and each accused the
other of reading the situation of 1917 incorrectly: the revolutionaries gambled on the benefits achieved, whereas the believers in
gradualism neglected the prospects available in the present.
It has been proposed that the splitting of the Finnish SDP in
1917 might have prevented the Civil War of 1918 as an officially
divided socialist labour movement would not have summoned
enough self-confidence or support from the working people to
attempt a full-scale revolution.1357 In any case, the lost revolution
de facto split socialism into two strands: moderate socialism, as
practised by the re-established Social Democratic Party, and radical socialism in the form of the illegal Finnish Communist Party,
established in Moscow by the exiled leaders of the Revolution.1358
Antti Kujala has warned scholars not to project the division of
social democracy and communism into the pre-Civil War labour
movement as the ideological parting of the ways took place only
1356 Soikkanen 1975, 241–251; Matikainen 2018, 153–155, 189–210.
1357 Wiik 1919, 75–77.
1358 Saarela 2015, 42.
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during and after the lost revolt.1359 However, it is not suggested
here that social democracy and communism existed as distinctive and comprehensive ideologies in the old labour movement
but that there were at least two different temporalities ordering
the flow of time in the proletarian imaginations and that their
popularity depended on the prevailing historical conjuncture.
In hindsight, the mirage of one red sun was an endless resource
of proletarian motivation that tempted workers from their houses
to the People’s Hall on their only day off, kept them singing in the
Mayday rain and caused them to write poetry in the dark hours
of the night. A factory woman explains her proletarian principle
of faith:
Let us look at those people who dedicate their lives to the cause,
– for the scientific invention, that is, the social reform, – what has
stimulated them forwards, what has nourished them? What has
been their consolation in their hardships and erroneous judgements? Faith in their great cause, its truth and justice.1360

The sun gave workers strength but also signified a profound
intellectual transformation in the proletarian mindset: seeing
the sun required extending the imagination beyond the concrete
mundane to the abstract goal in the future. More metaphorically, seeing the sun meant an escape from the confines of one’s
daily bread to the mansion of modernity, in which the socialist
room appealed to the working people the most. Thus, the ability
to project long-term objectives far into the future can be added to the intellectual preconditions of Finnish socialism. The
sun of socialism became such an alluring symbol partly because
all workers could project their own dreams onto it. On the one
1359 Kujala 1995, 25, 311–312.
1360 “Usko”, Ida Lundström, Tehtaalainen mid-April 1911. The original quote
in Finnish: “Katsokaamme noita ihmisiä, jotka uhraavat koko elämänsä
aatteen hyväksi, – tieteellisen keksinnön eli yhteiskunnallisen reformin
hyväksi, – mikä on kiihoittanut heitä eteenpäin, mikä on ylläpitänyt heitä?
Mikä on ollut heidän lohdutuksensa vastoinkäymisissä ja väärin arvosteluissa? Usko heidän suureen asiaansa, sen totuuteen ja oikeuteen.”
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hand, open-endedness contributed to the phenomenal success of
the socialist sun, but, on the other hand, its fuzziness precipitated
the breakdown of the one single united labour movement. In this
sense, the destiny of the sun in the political language of Finnish
socialism resembles that of the concept of God in Christianity:
when people began to explicate what they saw in front of them,
the communities built around these grand symbols fell apart.
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7. Evolution of Finnish Socialism
In the introduction, the following doubt was raised: Finnish socialism as political language is still only partially understood in
the existing scholarship for several reasons, including the onesided scope of qualitative methods, the lack of rank-and-file sources used, and the normative objectives behind theory formation,
such as a need to find a true version of socialism from history
or, conversely to give past socialisms anachronistic verdicts with
the wisdom of hindsight. Furthermore, it was suggested that similar distortions of political languages can be found in ideology
studies and in conceptual and intellectual history more broadly,
despite their generally advanced theoretical level: prioritization
of qualitative over quantitative, avoidance of sources written by
the people who did not write for a living, and the assumption
that the refined ideas of elite thinkers are more valuable than the
fuzzy thoughts dreamed by the uninitiated novices in political
thinking. The goal of this study was to overcome these distortions
with the help of a research design that respects both the breadth
and depth inherent in any political language.
In short, this study has described the evolution of socialism diachronically from the late nineteenth century until the Civil War
of 1918, vertically between the socialist opinion leaders and the
local adherents and relationally, paying special attention to how
ideological competitors have influenced the political language
of socialism. According to the main argument of this study, the
political language of Finnish socialism came in many shades of
red and none of them was pure: (1) the computational analysis
of the labour press showed its surprisingly wide conceptual variation over time, which is difficult to grasp with more traditional
methods, (2) careful close readings of handwritten newspapers
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produced by the ordinary working people indicated that the contrast between enlightened socialism at the top and emotional socialism at the bottom of the labour movement is misplaced and
primarily a product of scholarly imagination, and (3) the comparison to its ideological rivals brought to light that although the
redness of socialism may appear harsh in isolation, in the context
of the Finnish modernity as a whole, socialist red blends in with
the other ideological colours of the era. In other words, Finnish
socialism, including its rank-and-file adaptation, formed one
branch in the great tree of modern political languages. The excessive conceptual patterns of socialism such as repetitive causality,
obsessive reasoning and unquestioning faith in progress perhaps
make socialism the most “modern” variant of Finnish modernity.
Chapter 2 demonstrated that the concept of socialism followed
the general trajectory of modern political languages in the Grand
Duchy of Finland: its advent in the Finnish-language press during the 1860s was delayed compared to Swedish-language press
or to political thinking in Europe more widely, but the dissemination of the concept in the 1870s–1890s was rapid and its breakthrough around the General Strike of 1905 massive. From a quantitative perspective, the concept peaked in the press during the
first parliamentary elections of 1907. More surprisingly, socialism
had been by far the most discussed ism before the birth of the
socialist labour movement for the rising political languages from
Fennoman nationalism to Young Finnish liberalism used the international “ism of all isms” as a mirror to construct their own
identity in the late nineteenth century era of ideological acceleration, competition and diversification.
When socialism transformed from a foreign ism into a domestic party and concrete mass movement at the turn of the twentieth century, Finnish socialists first nullified the long rhetorical
tradition surrounding the concept through many negations and
then approached the strongest variant of European socialism,
i.e. German socialism led by Karl Kautsky. By the year 1907,
the concept had become the ideological backbone of the world’s
greatest socialist party with parliamentary representation which
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after the General Strike focused on disputing the non-Marxist
formulations of socialism. Based on the rank-and-file utterances
in handwritten newspapers, both the urban and rural proletariat
possessed more conscious intellectual agency over the concept of
socialism than might be expected in light of existing research.1361
The working people focused on constructing a definition suitable
for their local environment, and ideological disputes that were
considered important at the top of the labour movement, such as
the hegemonic Kautskyite Marxism versus utopian socialism or
patriotic reformism, had little or no relevance at all at the grassroots. What united both handwritten and printed conceptualizations of socialism was that they were aware of the weight of
the tradition extending from the nineteenth century to the early
twentieth century: bourgeois newspapers, the nationalist primary
school system and the Lutheran Church had abused the concept
for long, and the misguided formulations, e.g. socialism as one
the many dangerous isms from abroad, socialism as blasphemy,
or socialism as lack of patriotism, were explicitly contested both
at the top and at the bottom of the Finnish labour movement.
Chapter 3 shifted the focus from the individual concept of
socialism to the conceptual system and analysed statistically
distinctive features of socialism by comparing the labour press
to its ideological rivals. A macro-narrative with three elements
central to political storytelling emerged from the analysis: characters, setting and causality. According to the socialist narrative,
the hero, i.e. the proletariat, tried to achieve freedom, but the villain, i.e. the bourgeoisie, prevented the hero from reaching the
goal. These collective singulars destroyed differences between
individuals inside the collective, represented many minds as one
and imposed class-based intentions derived from Marxist theory on the hero and the villain. The working-class hero was positioned against its counter-concept, the bourgeoisie, onto which
negative human qualities were projected so that the proletarian
virtues shone brighter, while the people as the parallel concept of
1361 See esp. Ehrnrooth 1992, 494–497; Kirby 1987, 142–143, 162; Soikkanen
1961, 391.
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the proletariat was seized from the nationalist canon. This rhetorical move extended the semantic field of the proletariat but
simultaneously reduced the meaning of the people to refer to the
working people only.
The computational analysis showed that the setting in which
these key characters moved was characterized by misery in rich
conceptual forms. In the political language of socialism, the miseries were not sent from Heaven or based on the natural order of
life but had societal, man-made and systematic origins. In addition to “misery”, the extensive use of “system” in some of its many
lexical expressions was found as one of the most reliable signs
of Finnish socialism. This indicates that as a political language
socialism was not merely based on emotional slandering of opponents but also on intellectual abstraction from concrete people
and situations to systems level thinking. If the characters and the
setting were related to the questions of what happened to whom,
where and when, the socialist causality tied all the individual elements together and solved the big why question: the proletariat
(“who”) suffered (“what”) in the prevailing society (“where and
when”) because of the capitalist system (“why”). The root cause
was highlighted for the proletarian readers by the simplified
cause-and-effect chains, and from a quantitative perspective, the
labour press contained more explicit causal reasoning than its political rivals. The optimism of the socialist story was based on the
idea that things change, and that they can be changed. Because
the source of misery had been successfully identified, a proletarian intervention to “reform”, “improve” and “remove” the broken
system was constantly advocated in the labour press.
Thinking of Finnish socialism as a political narrative instead
of as a conceptual map that is the dominant metaphor for political languages in ideology studies has two advantages: (1) unlike
a descriptive map that does not tell us where to go, a narrative
is openly prescriptive and combines several concepts together to
impose specific meanings on the chaos of life, and (2) a clear definition of a political language and its adherents can be inferred
from the narrative approach. In this understanding, socialism
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means dividing the population into two collective singulars based
on economics (the proletariat and the bourgeoisie), maximizing
the misery in the narrative setting, and explaining the relation
between the main characters and the setting with one-dimensional, recurring causality: the capitalist system dictated the flow
of events in this imagined world. Accordingly, a socialist can be
defined as a human being in the past who believed in this specific narrative. As Freeden has suggested, to distinguish ideologies
from each other based on their conceptual profiles is often a difficult task due to overlapping concepts,1362 but perhaps a move
from the conceptual morphology to the syntax of political languages, i.e. studying how concepts are placed in consecutive order to form a narrative instead of focusing on how concepts relate
to each other synchronically, would be a more efficient approach
to locate emergent properties in political languages. In the case of
Finnish socialism, this approach helped to advance from different
political ideas and concepts that socialist possessed closer to the
socialist model of thinking politically.
Chapter 4 moved from the socialist narrative as an abstract
and constant macrostructure to the evolution of socialism in different historical situations over time. Based on the main organ
of the labour movement, Työmies, established in 1895, Finnish
socialism began primarily as a suffrage movement that demanded political reform on the intellectual grounds of unfulfilled Enlightenment ideals. Many conceptual loans from European liberalism, e.g. “suffrage”, “equality” and “citizen(ship)”, characterized
the first years. This does not mean that leading intellectuals in
the early labour press could not be regarded as socialists as has
been suggested in some of the previous research.1363 Many standard tools of socialist thinking that extended from the modest beginnings until the Civil War originated from this era, e.g. being
a “slave” as the condition of the working people, “misery” as the
1362 See Freeden 1996, 87: “This is perhaps the most important facet of ideological morphology: the absence of absolute boundaries which separate
the features of ideological systems.”
1363 Rahikainen 1986, 125, 158, 171.
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societal starting point of the labour movement, and “freedom” as
the number one political goal in the future, not to mention more
theoretical concepts such as “capital” sucking labour dry.
At the turn of the twentieth century, socialism expanded into
a broad ideology and this forced the labour press to specify their
position in the grand system of Finnish political languages and
to reconcile socialism with key concepts of nationalism and
Christianity. This phase of Finnish socialism, from around 1899
to 1904, consisted (1) partly of ethical socialism that criticized
capitalism on moral grounds with traditional concepts stolen
from the conservative opponents and (2) partly from international Marxist socialism that arose especially from the Forssa party
meeting of 1903 and thereafter. The crisis of fatherland in 1899,
i.e. imperial attempts to strengthen its administrative grip on the
Grand Duchy of Finland, could in theory have formed a united
national front but in practice led to an ideological confrontation
between the Finnish labour movement and non-socialist political players on the nature of patriotism. In this situation, socialist rhetoricians formulated their own concept of fatherland that
equated socialism with true patriotism. The socialists also took
a formal break from their political opponents by establishing an
independent party in 1899. The harshest criticism against the socialist party and socialism as an ideology was voiced by the conservative thinkers exploiting Christian vocabulary. The labour
press reacted by tapping into the conservative thought patterns
in the proletarian imagination: socialism was portrayed as more
Christian than the Christian church itself for socialism took the
teaching of Christ literally, and as the preserver of order against
the perverse trajectories of modern capitalism. Simultaneously, more radical arguments such as translated texts from atheist
and Marxist thinkers were introduced to the proletarian readers,
which demonstrates the conceptual flexibility of the socialist ideology, one of the permanent features that made it so successful as
a political language.
The General Strike of 1905 made the conceptual boundaries
of socialism more rigid and changed its internal weightings: the
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popular idea of capitalism as moral decay shifted towards a materialist understanding of history, ethical reflections were replaced
with analyses of the capitalist system, and conciliatory approaches to pre-existing conceptual structures and political languages
gave way to a more confrontational relation to tradition. The new
situation of relaxed censorship and intense electioneering after
the General Strike of 1905 changed both the quality and quantity of socialism as political language. The theoretical knowledge
of international socialism increased, and this manifested on the
conceptual level, for example, as the rise of “class struggle”. Simultaneously the tone of Finnish socialism transformed from the
prudence that had characterized the early labour movement into
a public challenge posed to the imagined masters of the present,
most often conceptualized as the conservative Finnish Party on
the party-political level of ideological struggle.
At the beginning of the new parliament based on universal suffrage, Eduskunta, the concepts of “bourgeois” and “Russki” arose
in the labour press and the domestic obstructionist and the external suppressor of Finnish democracy became merged in the socialist imagination. The long conceptual heritage from these years
included the idea of true democracy flourishing once the parliament was eventually be released from its imperial bondage. This
long-cherished dream intensified the proletarian disappointment
with parliamentary politics in 1917, when the Russian Empire
collapsed. Besides increased attention to external enemies, the
concepts of traitors and scabs prospered for they were used by
the labour journalists to close the proletarian ranks in the era of
constant electioneering, intensified class struggle and numerous
labour disputes. In short, from the qualitative perspective, socialism transformed from the noble ideological contemplation of the
turn of the century into a practical movement operating in a political environment where aggression was rewarded. Even more important was the quantitative change caused by the General Strike:
the number of socialist concepts circulating in the Grand Duchy
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multiplied for the number of labour newspapers grew from four
at the beginning of 1904 to sixteen at the end of 1906.1364
The period of theoretical specialization, aggressive agitation
and quantitative expansion came to an end due to the First World
War, which brought military censorship to the Grand Duchy. The
political language of socialism by and large subsided, but one
politically loaded theme can be dated to the war years: “profiteering”, i.e. the idea that somebody was making money out of
the increasing proletarian misery. Although in earlier research
aggressive socialist discourse on profiteering is often introduced
in the context of the year 1917,1365 its roots lie further back in
history. In fact, even the first labour journalists had claimed that
capitalism was based on profiteering for the employers stole the
surplus value from their workers, but the war years transformed
the abstract concept of profiteering into a concrete explanation
that made sense of the worsening conditions in the daily proletarian life sphere.
Making an original contribution to the knowledge on the
Finnish labour press in 1917 is challenging for newspaper discourses from this eventful year have been extensively covered in
earlier research.1366 The computational analysis brought two fresh
insights into the discussion: (1) it showed in minute detail the
wild fluctuations of the conceptual waves during this long year
and (2) placed the agitated conceptual waves from the revolutionary era into the longer-term context of Finnish political thinking. From the very short-range perspective, the summer of 1917
seems to be a watershed for the socialism in the labour press because this was the moment when the high hopes of the spring
changed into the anticlimax of the autumn. Simultaneously, the
political rivals of socialism transformed from an opponent with
many heads into the one-dimensional beast, the bourgeoisie, that
blindly followed its egoistic impulses regardless of the worsening
1364 Nygård 1987, 31.
1365 See e.g. Upton 1980, 64–65.
1366 See e.g. Matikainen 2018; Ihalainen 2017; Upton 1980.
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societal situation. The greatest conceptual difference between the
revolutionary tides of 1905 and 1917 lay in the image of the enemy: the terms denoting party-political opponents had flourished
in the labour press in the aftermath of the first general strike, but
one decade later they had lost their momentum and diminished
into the giant monolith, i.e. the bourgeoisie in the singular. In
the final stage of this evolution, during November and December 1917, the economically-motivated bourgeoisie in the socialist
imagination became the militaristic butcher, a culmination point
visible both in the labour editorials and in the messages sent by
the ordinary readers.
In the longer term, however, nothing fundamentally new was
invented in the political language of Finnish socialism during
the revolutionary era: rather, the years 1917–1918 highlighted
its extreme features, such as overt aggression towards political
opponents that had been present in socialism at least since the
General Strike (1905), disappointment with the reformed (1906)
but repeatedly dissolved (1908, 1909, 1910, 1917) parliament, and
the idea of profiteering as the primary cause of the proletarian
shortage of necessities publicized during the First World War
(1914–1917). Thus, the arguments that explain the outbreak of
the Finnish Civil War in 1918 with the dramatic changes in the
discursive factor of 1917 seem insufficient in the sense that they
shed no light on the historical formation of extreme conceptual
waves.1367 An aggressive discourse is not a sufficient condition for
the collapse of society, even if combined with a temporary power
vacuum, as the historical example of the General Strike in 1905
proves, but in 1917 there was simultaneously hate speech, power
vacuum and hunger. When discursive, power-political and material forces unite, their combined effect can become critical for
a society. In other words, the political language of socialism did
not initiate the revolution but increased the probability of a rare
historical event, or, to invert the argument: the conditions of 1917
were decidedly conducive to the emergence of extreme conceptual waves.
1367 See e.g. Salminen 2007, 217.
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Chapter 5 changed the focal point of the study from the printed newspapers to the handwritten newspapers in order to construct a model describing the ideal of political subjectivity at the
grassroots of Finnish socialism. According to research on handwritten newspapers by Ehrnrooth, rank-and-file socialism was
based on hatred that had its roots in archaic stubbornness rather than socialist agitation. In this reading, the political emotions
at the grassroots of Finnish labour movement belong to the “the
complex process of concealment by which old-fashioned class hatred was enclosed beyond the reach of official enlightenment and
political connections”.1368 A closer analysis of handwritten formulations of hatred showed that it was (1) not irrational but rationalized, (2) not archaic but politically modern and (3) not authentic
but mediated. First, the proletarian writers did not conceal their
hatred in the collective consciousness but actively and publicly
invented reasons to justify their negative emotions. Second, the
target of their hatred exceeded the limits of local communities
and attached hatred to a universal goal, i.e. instead of personal
threats, this was politically modern hatred keen to attack and reform the “system” causing proletarian miseries. Third, the analysis showed that many rank-and-file conceptualizations of hatred
that might appear superficially “authentic” were actually copied
from the printed word, i.e. socialist newspapers, journals and fiction, either directly or with minor revisions.
Workers contributing to the handwritten papers borrowed
heavily from the printed texts to make sense of their emotions
and proletarian life more broadly, but this does not mean that
their political imagination was determined by the socialist opinion leaders as has been explicitly argued or implicitly hinted in
earlier research.1369 One of the most frequent phrases in the hand1368 Ehrnrooth 1992, 571.
1369 Explicitly, see e.g. Hämäläinen 1978, Chapter Six; Salminen 2007, 32. In
my view, implicitly, see e.g. Haapala 1995, 222, 263; Upton 1980, 64–65.
On the history of “agitation thesis”, i.e. the socialist labour press manipulating proletarian minds and causing the Civil War with its aggressive
agitation, see Matikainen 2018, 173–177.
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written newspapers was “knowledge is power”, which aptly illustrates the proletarian ideal of (1) political subject, (2) reliable information, and (3) thinking in general. The ideal of the thinking
proletarian socialist was not an orthodox marionette mindlessly
repeating party-political messages, but a citizen empowered by
knowledge. The uniqueness of the socialist subjectivity at the
grassroots of the labour movement did not lie in its modern ideal
of one becoming part of the whole through enlightenment, – this
ideal had characterized Fennoman nationalism in the nineteenth
century – but in the redefinition of the collective: a self-aware
individual in a class-conscious group. The proletarian thinkers
acknowledged that as individuals they did not have much knowledge, but through handwritten newspapers they could share their
limited grains of information. Their ideal of information was directly linked to power: information that could not be applied to
the proletarian life was worthless, and on that basis the bourgeois
formulation of education was constantly challenged. The ideal
proletarian method of thinking was explained with the metaphor
of choosing the right road: it was difficult to think straight in the
modern era of many competing “ideological currents”, but in the
proletarian imagination, any kind of information could be processed if one had a firm socialist world view constructed through
self-development or institutional education, or alternatively, by
using a person known to be trustworthy from the socialist perspective as an intellectual filter.
The main results of the proletarian political subjectivity were
summarized into the model that challenged the false contrast between irrational emotions and rational thinking at the grassroots
of Finnish socialism. According to the proletarian self-understanding emerging from the handwritten newspapers, socialism
meant refining raw sensations into conscious emotions through
conceptual reasoning, as shown in the case of the proletarian hatred analysed in depth. One of Ehrnrooth’s main research questions was why archaic hatred was not subjected to ethical criticism but instead was allowed to remain at the core of Finnish so-
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cialism,1370 but from the perspective of the model built in Chapter
5, the question was wrongly posed: the whole idea of socialism
was to light, feed and control the fire in the hearts of the working
people.
Chapter 6 zoomed in on the most important symbol of the
Finnish labour movement and used the rising sun as a key to unlock the socialist temporality, i.e. perception of past, present and
future. Previous research on the European labour movements has
seen the sun of socialism in the context of the future, symbolising
a better tomorrow and freedom,1371 but the symbol affected all
three dimensions of time. When the workers saw the red sun in
the future, the cold shackles of capitalism came out into the broad
daylight of the present. In this proletarian vision, history was an
invincible force that caused the sun of socialism to rise. History
did not have value in itself but interested Finnish socialists only
as far as it showed the way into the future. The present had a more
central position in the socialist imagination: if nationalism is an
ideology that has mastered the invention of tradition,1372 socialism is more strongly founded on the invention of the present. The
present was experienced as negative, systematic and changeable
both in the handwritten and printed newspapers. Thus, its features reflect the grand conceptual structure of Finnish socialism.
The socialists claimed that capitalism had rigged the relation between acts and consequences: in the prevailing society, the wicked
lived in overabundance, whereas the righteous suffered in misery.
Workers contributing to the handwritten papers brought not only
Marx and Engels but more frequently Jesus Christ to condemn
the present order. The socialists imagined both the worst possible
present and the best possible future. However, unlike the present
that was biased to darkness, the future contained both desirable
and unwanted scenarios: the vague images of a better tomorrow
were contrasted with customized dystopias that showed what
1370 Ehrnrooth 1992, 473, 577.
1371 Kaihovaara 1986: 34–35; Kaihovaara 1991, 52; Ståhl 1999, 203.
1372 Hobsbawm 2000, 6–7, 13–14.
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would happen to factory workers, frail housemaids, vital youngsters and innocent children if the capitalist trajectory was left
unaltered by the proletarian intervention. According to the conclusion of the chapter, the labour movement in pre-civil war Finland was based on the illusion that every worker saw precisely the
same sun of socialism in front of them. However, the collapse of
the imperial regime in 1917 revealed that there were at least two
opposing interpretations of the sun: gradualists who relied on the
slow progress of history and revolutionaries who wanted to take
the leap from the present to the future in the unique conditions.
Both temporalities were based on the ability to imagine alternative worlds. Thus, the proletarian metamorphosis from thinking
about their daily bread to projecting collective long-term goals
into the future can be seen as one of the intellectual preconditions
of Finnish socialism.
Finally, moving from the chapter-specific summaries to the
broader significance of the study, its contributions and limitations
can be discussed under three forms of evolution, each fundamental to the political language of Finnish socialism: (1) evolution
over time, (2) evolution between the top and the bottom and (3)
ideological coevolution. Finnish socialism was a complex system
consisting of both constant and variable parts: the macro-narrative stayed relatively stable, whereas the conceptual characteristics changed considerably with the passage of time. Socialism was
not a thing but a process with different phases. It could mean, for
example, the extension of equality to all life spheres, moral disapproval of the modern capitalist world, refinement of parochial nationalism to universal solidarity, realization of true Christianity,
societal reform based on modern science, or any mixture of these
ideological shades. To argue that the political language of Finnish socialism was a hybrid is true,1373 but the question of “what
is socialism” always needs to be combined with the complementary question of “when is socialism”. This study did not build an
entirely new periodization of Finnish socialism but specified the
conceptual fluctuations during different periods. The diachronic
1373 Kemppainen 2020, 370.
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variation of socialism in the labour press was greater than expected, i.e. the use of concepts inside this specific political language was distributed very unevenly between the years 1895 and
1917. In addition, the internal variation of socialism was smaller
than anticipated, i.e. the peaks and valleys of conceptual waves
in different labour newspapers were surprisingly synchronous.
It could be that the diachronic evolution of political languages
over time is poorly understood, either under- or overestimated
because the traditional methods of humanities and social sciences fail to effectively capture the diachronic changes inside massive
conceptual systems. A credible periodization of any phenomenon requires a large number of observations but with human
close reading alone their number remains inevitably low. Here,
in the task of understanding temporal variations on a large scale,
it seems that the “macroscope” can be of great help for students
of ideology and conceptual history, provided there are enough
machine-readable observations, i.e. datapoints, available for the
computational analysis of political languages.
However, the macroscope might be even worse than the human when it comes to explaining why political languages change
because it is impossible to include all the possible factors contributing to an historical phenomenon in the computational analysis. This study has not solved why socialism mutates over time
but certainly the best explanation cannot be reduced to linguistic
factors only. One substantial criticism raised against the pioneering attempts of the 1980s that tried to quantify the contents of
the Finnish press, including labour newspapers, was that the researchers were not able to refine numbers into profound interpretations because they did not know enough about the realities of
journalism, e.g. the routines and distribution of editorial work, or
the relation between owners and staff.1374 Based on Shades of Red,
1374 See Bruun 1983; Vuorio 2009, 32. In the words of Raimo Salokangas, one
of the leading scholars in the project: “In hindsight, one of the weak spots
in the press project was that we, the central guides, did not have a good
grip on the journalistic work.” Salokangas 2012, 32. The original quote in
Finnish: “Jälkiviisaasti arvioiden yksi lehdistöprojektin heikoista kohdista
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the critical view can be further extended to the world of social
forces greater than individual newspapers. Conceptual waves in
newspapers are not merely the results of language games nor can
a paper-specific logic explain the dramatic changes in the content: rather, a newspaper is a medium through which societal energy flows. Thus, the dramatic variation of the political language
of socialism, as it happened in the labour press of the Grand
Duchy of Finland, depended on factors such as the changing international position, e.g. imperial censorship employed against
the press, contradictions in domestic politics, e.g. the level of antagonism between competing parties, and material conditions,
e.g. the amount of basic foodstuffs available. If the first wave of
the linguistic turn in labour history showed that the social worlds
of the working people were linguistically constructed instead of
economically determined,1375 then this study has demonstrated
that political languages are not autonomous but evolve in accordance with their complex societal environment.
The diachronic analysis of Finnish socialism over time showed
above all that the shades of red changed greatly, continuously and
synchronously in the labour press. Applying the same metaphor
to the evolution of socialism between the top and the bottom of
the labour movement, it could be stated that the shades are much
more blurred at the grassroots of socialism, but they nevertheless
do belong to the same ideological red family. Dividing handwritten socialism into more nuanced categories taken directly from
the leading circles of the labour movement seems artificial: while
the basic narrative of socialism can be identified from the utterances of the rank-and-file, the ideological disputes that excited
the elite thinkers in the socialist party could not be found among
the grassroots activists. In addition, the temporal development of
socialism cannot be defined as clearly in the handwritten papers
as in the printed word: a topic like the relation of Christianity to
socialism emerges recurrently in the former environment, whereoli se, ettei meillä keskeisillä suuntaajilla ollut kunnon tuntumaa journalistiseen työhön.”
1375 See e.g. Sewell 1980; Scott 1987; Stedman Jones 1983.
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as in the latter domain the most probable temporal co-ordinates
for different ideological topics are easier to calculate from large
data, the years 1899–1903 in the case of religion. In other words,
Jesus may appear in any given year in the labour press, but it is
much less likely to meet him in the revolutionary year of 1917
than at the turn of the twentieth century.
These differences do not mean that the vernacular socialism of
the handwritten newspapers was a distorted imitation of something original but rather that it followed different patterns. The
gap between the elite thinkers and the common people has been
largely misunderstood in the context of political languages. A rich
web of references to print emerged from the handwritten newspapers which covered not only the Finnish labour press and a
few socialists abroad but also new interpretations of the Bible and
quotes from the American freethinkers, French revolutionaries
and Greek philosophers. In other words, the logic of intellectual
poverty attributed to the populaces can be challenged by pointing towards the creative agency of the proletarian writers: their
selective reading of the scriptures (sometimes even misreading),
the application of a diverse range of ideas from abroad to explain
the Finnish conditions, and small but meaningful acts such as
omitting unfamiliar words from the texts copied from print, e.g.
“communist”, or converting difficult theoretical concepts into the
local dialect of socialism, e.g. “historical materialism” to “god of
history” or “surplus value” to “fruits of labour”. These findings
hopefully encourage the scholarship of socialism and other popular ideologies to broaden the focus from the uncomplicated
top-down adaptation and to go in the opposite direction, i.e. to
the intricate bottom-up creation of political languages. Here the
scholars of “everyday nationalism” seem to be leading the way towards interpretations that take the agency of the common people
seriously in the making of ideologies.1376
Furthermore, this study has increased our understanding of
the political function of the handwritten newspaper. Soikkanen
and others criticized Ehrnrooth for not contextualizing his hand1376 See e.g. van Ginderachter 2019.
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written sources carefully enough and suggested that these papers
were written by the active members of the local branches who
represented only a small fraction of the Finnish labour movement
as a whole.1377 This criticism still has some validity, and it can be
used as a starting point towards an explanation that is not entirely dependent on the classical binary between top and bottom.
In contrast to Ehrnrooth’s interpretation, Kirsti Salmi-Niklander
showed in her thesis that Finnish handwritten newspapers were
not authentic expressions of people’s voices, but rather the proletarian texts were full of connections both to oral traditions and
the modern printed word.1378 It should be acknowledged that the
workers contributing to the handwritten newspapers do not represent the average of Finnish socialism but rather the local vanguards of ideological language. However, the collective nature of
this medium – reading aloud and listening together in a shared
place – meant that the social reach of handwritten socialism exceeded the local spearheads of ideology. In other words, there
were people at the meetings who did not dare to speak the political language of socialism in public, but who were not afraid to
learn from their equals.
From this perspective, the proletarian writers were the translators of Finnish modernity, who recreated the political language
of socialism in their local environment. Accordingly, the handwritten newspaper was a training ground not only for practical
writing skills but also for abstract political thinking. A worker
became a political subject when he or she for the first time made
a political move. In addition to taking part in a demonstration
or using the language of socialism in an oral debate against one’s
master or mistress, becoming a political subject could mean formulating private thoughts into a coherent text published in a
handwritten newspaper. The ability to read and write political
messages meant a shift from the world of intellectual scarcity
to the world of ideological abundance, where choices had to be
1377 Soikkanen 1993; Kirby 1996.
1378 Salmi-Niklander 2004.
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made between competing languages. The active proletarian writers came into their political own by retelling the story of socialism partly in their own words and partly in words taken from
print. These retellings in turn inspired working people less literate
in politics to engage in socialism and the public sphere. Perhaps
one advisable approach to undermine the overdramatized barrier between the elite and the masses in conceptual history and
intellectual history would be to focus precisely on these actors
who work as mediators of ideas in the grand evolution of political
languages. As an example, recent research on socialist agitators
can be read as a step in the right direction.1379 This is not to claim
that there are no genuine differences between “the top” and “the
bottom” to be found in the histories of political languages; the
point is that these two are not distinct spheres but constantly exchange ideas using various media, primarily the press in the case
of Finnish socialism.
Finnish socialism evolved not only diachronically and vertically but also in relation to its ideological competitors. The coevolution of political languages is a phenomenon of Finnish modernity
in the sense that it required inter-ideological competition stimulated by the rise of print capitalism from the mid-nineteenth
century onwards. Coevolution could mean in practice avoiding
concepts used by the opponents, differentiating from rivals with
original concepts, or appropriating concepts from competitors.
The political language of socialism avoided the traditional causality of conservative Christianity that did not demand comprehensive explanations for earthly suffering. The socialist causality
can be read as the opposite of the hegemonic Christian causality,
still popular among the working people at the turn of the twentieth century, for it sought to extend the realm of the known to the
maximum at the expense of the divine mystery. Many researchers
have highlighted the similarities between socialist and Christian
rhetoric,1380 but socialism as reformed Christianity does not cap1379 Suodenjoki 2010; Rajavuori 2017.
1380 See e.g. Soikkanen 1961, 85, 181; Ehrnrooth 1992, 485, 494, 500.
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ture the multidimensionality of the political language in question.
The overlapping features between competing ideological systems
remain abstract if they are not pinpointed to more specific domains of political languages, e.g. their causality, subject or temporality. It seems clear that Finnish socialists exploited Lutheran
Christianity in their political thinking but references to the Bible
do not necessarily indicate a continuation of the Christian tradition or a rejection of modernity for the scriptures can be read
in many ways. According to one classical conceptualization of
modernity, it means “the capacity to change the structure of systems”1381, and this definition characterizes the socialist approach
to Christian tradition for it was used as an intellectual resource to
challenge the status quo. The definition also explains the unparalleled amount of misery in the political language of socialism: in
the proletarian imagination, the modern world had the capacity
to diminish misery, but it was used to increase inequality instead.
In addition to its modern causality, socialism was based on
the spatial and temporal expansion of political imagination. The
former feature refers to the ability to envision foes and friends
outside the local community. The constant mentions of bourgeois
opponents in both the printed and handwritten newspapers show
directly that socialist arguments were addressed to their political opponents even though the rivals were not physically present.
This is why the political language of socialism should be read in
the context of ideological coevolution. When a proletarian writer
utters that “a worker is a human”, this is never an innocent observation but contains a political demand dedicated to those people
and forces that prevent full humanity from flourishing. Here it
should be emphasized that the Finnish socialists were not the first
political actors to broaden the proletarian horizons: the Fennoman nationalists had tried to teach the common people the basics
of thinking politically in the nineteenth century, e.g. the ability to
imagine fellow citizens and oppressors beyond the natural physical limits of the proletarian life sphere. It has been suggested that
the breakthrough of the Finnish labour movement was based on
1381 Elvin 1986, 211.
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its ability to exceed local subordination,1382 and this study has
described how the working people used the conceptual tools of
modernity in order to formulate their protest on a trans-local
scale. From the conceptual perspective, it seems that the nationalist introduction to politics backfired in the long term for the
conceptual system of Fennoman nationalism could be mobilised
in the service of socialism with slight modifications, e.g. changing
national awareness to class consciousness, linguistic oppression
to economic oppression and the majority of the Finnish-speaking
people to the majority of the working people.
Perhaps the shortest sensible definition of political modernity could be constructed from the experience of time: modernity
means a belief that tomorrow will be different from today.1383 The
progressive version of this idea has been championed by European liberalisms,1384 but it also lay at the core of Finnish socialism.
According to Reinhart Koselleck’s famous thesis on temporality,
the emergence of modernity – especially the unexpected rupture
of the French Revolution of 1789 – diminished the value of experience in forecasting the future.1385 The Koselleckian reading
of Finnish socialism would highlight the widening gap between
the experience of the past and expectations towards the future at
the turn of the twentieth century, when unprecedented ruptures
changed the political landscape in the Grand Duchy of Finland.
From this perspective, the General Strike of 1905 was the most
important individual moment: for the first time in Finnish history, workers momentarily seized a great part of the political power,
and this one week of imagined proletarian rule meant that the es1382 Kettunen 1986, 50; Kettunen 1989, 236.
1383 The Communist Manifesto contains a well-known formulation of this idea:
“All fixed, fast-frozen relations, with their train of ancient and venerable
prejudices and opinions, are swept away, all new-formed ones become antiquated before they can ossify. All that is solid melts into air, all that is
holy is profaned, and man is at last compelled to face with sober senses
his real conditions of life, and his relations with his kind.” Marx & Engels
2010, 16.
1384 Freeden 1996, 144–154; 210–225.
1385 Koselleck 2004, 263–267.
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tablished ways of political thinking applied no longer. The event
opened up a competition for the best ideological explanation of
what had happened, and based on the first election results, socialism offered the most credible explanation for the new situation in
the eyes of the working people. The socialist temporality closed
the opened gap between past and future with its linear vision and
redefined the relation between the expected and the observed:
the higher the expectations of the future were loaded, the more
critical the observations on the nature of the contemporary reality became. Pertti Haapala has arrived at similar conclusions in his
explanation for the rise of modern social movements in Finland:
they were not caused by the rising inequality per se but by the
changes in people’s objectives.1386
If it is the case that many key features of Finnish socialism,
such as its causality or spatial and temporal expansion, were not
unique in the modern era of ideological competition, then the
difficult question follows: what made the political language of
socialism so popular, even the “winner” of modernity, in other
words, why was the largest socialist movement in the world born
in Finland which “hardly had the most unjust society on the face
of the earth”?1387 Only partial and speculative answers can be formulated on the basis of the primary sources used in this study.
From the conceptual perspective it seems noteworthy that socialism not only took conceptual patterns from its rivals but often
also intensified the features appropriated in order to stand out
from the rest. Thus, instead of one-dimensional hate mongering,
adaptability explains the rise of socialism more credibly. While
ideological eclecticism was characteristic for the rising labour
movements in Europe at the turn of the twentieth century,1388 in
Finland the ideological compatibility of socialism with existing
political thought patterns was particularly effortless: socialism
could combine the conservative disapproval of the present in the
1386 Haapala 1995, 219.
1387 This was a challenge posed for the future historians of socialism in the
early-1990s. See Hämäläinen 1994, 1339.
1388 Eley 2001, 45.
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Lutheran Christian spirit, the fundamentalist interpretation of
liberal values learned originally from popular education and the
Fennoman nationalist ideal of waking up the sleeping souls – all
under one and the same ideological umbrella.
However, the popularity of Finnish socialism, or any other ideology, did not depend solely on its internal features but on the
relation between the ideology and its environment. In the case
of Finnish socialism, its ideological contents fitted with the local
conditions in the sense that the level of proletarian education was
high compared to the economic and social position of the working people.1389 Thus, literacy was the important background factor that enabled the phenomenal growth of the labour press in the
early twentieth century. The political language simply could not
have spread so quickly if there had not been potential readers of
socialism in all corners of the Grand Duchy. Furthermore, the local conditions blocked some ideological combinations that were
popular abroad and decreased the popularity of socialism such
as nationalism as a vehicle for land distribution: the Old Finnish
conservative nationalism drew its support from the landowning
farmers which drove tenant farmers and landless workers towards
socialism.1390 On the other hand, the ideological synthesis of socialism and liberalism as a counter force against conservatism did
not succeed in the Finnish political environment, either. The lack
of a liberal tradition in the political culture has been proposed as
one of the causes behind the violent Civil War: compared to other
Nordic countries, the Finns had no effective conceptual tools for
reaching compromises. Both sides of the war claimed that they
represented the “authentic people”.1391 While the long conceptual
heritage from the nineteenth century certainly played a role in
1918, the harmful effects of the dysfunctional democracy in the
early twentieth century were even more crucial for the Finnish
trajectory. The Russian factor prevented social reforms in Fin1389 Soikkanen 1975, 16.
1390 Suodenjoki 2017b.
1391 Stenius 2012, 224.
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land, which pushed the socialist movement further away from
its political rivals and brought liberals and conservatives closer
to each other.
The Finnish trajectory of socialism led to the failed revolution,
but this is just one historical outcome of many possible scenarios.
It is a great challenge for historians not to impose a fixed direction into the past; from hindsight everything looks clear. In reality, the evolution of humanity does not have any ultimate goals
that would determine past or future processes. This study cannot
present a mechanism that would explain the evolution of political
languages as splendidly as Darwin’s theory of natural selection
explained the evolution of biological species. Furthermore, to
claim that one has mastered such a complex system as a political
language would signal humanities hubris: rather, Shades of Red
has provided a better understanding of the central conceptual
features at play in the evolution of Finnish socialism. Since the
focus has been consciously aimed at the dominant patterns, internal variation of socialism based on gender and geography, for
example, was not covered in depth. Computational approaches
to political languages have so far been largely text-based, including in this study, but hopefully the link between political words
and images will be studied more carefully in further research. The
Finnish newspaper corpus contains information on the size and
location of the printed images which could – depending on the
quality of metadata – enable a comprehensive analysis of proletarian imagery in the socialist newspapers. In addition, although
the relation of grassroots socialism and the print was sketched
tentatively, a systematic analysis of their interaction is still missing after this study. From the computational perspective, identifying ideological influences comprehensively would require even
more comprehensive digitization for many important sources for
the proletarian imagination are still available only in the physical
format.1392 Methodologically, it is already now possible to quanti1392 To name just one example, Työläisnuoriso (The Proletarian Youth), the
leading voice of the social democratic youth movement, has yet not been
digitized by the National Library of Finland.
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fy the circulation of ideas in the machine-readable sources with
the help of powerful algorithms.1393
In the near future, a scholarly dream will become a concrete
reality when it finally becomes possible to study the evolution
of widespread political languages in transnational environments
using time scales longer than ever before. If we wish to actualize this dream and understand the global language of socialism
and its rivals from their simple beginnings to the “endless forms
most beautiful and most wonderful”1394, macroscopic approaches
that shift the scholarly focus from the isolated to the general and
from the extraordinary to the repeated need to be innovated. On
the basis of this study, it seems certain that in order to tame the
complexity of any political language, the ideal methodological division is not one hundred per cent qualitative nor one hundred
per cent quantitative but somewhere in between.

1393 Smith, Cordell & Mullen 2015; Salmi et al. 2020.
1394 Darwin 1859, 490.
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Appendix A: Words that appear more frequently than statistically expected in the handwritten newspapers compared to the leading socialist
newspaper (Työmies), 1899–1917. Keyness value was calculated using
the log-likelihood (4-term) test.

Word

Translation

Keyness
Value

Ratio of
Rel. Freq.

minä

I

6,801

13.3

hyvä

good

3,972

11.1

me

we

3,532

6.5

hän

he/she

3,107

3.7

sanoa

to say

3,015

7.1

sinä

you (singular)

2,613

17.3

voida

to can/to be able

2,286

5.5

lehti

newspaper

1,936

6.4

ihminen

human being

1,643

9.5

elämä

life

1,610

10.2

saada

to get, to receive

1,586

2.7

tulla

to come

1,541

3.1

savonlinna

Savonlinna (place name)

1,525

42.5

he

they

1,483

3.5

aika

time

1,353

4.0

puhujaseura

orator society

1,212

273.2

kuulla

to hear, to listen

1,169

12.4

ajatella

to think

1,119

11.1

nähdä

to see

1,115

5.2

oikea

right

1,062

10.2

janne

Janne (male name)

1,057

93.3

mennä

to go

1,024

5.0

tahtoa

to want

1,002

5.7

sydän

heart

964

17.2

kansa

nation, the people

954

5.5

käydä

to go, to come, to visit

941

5.3

501

kova

hard

933

29.3

tehdä

to make

922

2.9

toveri

comrade

918

11.7

nuija

Nuija (paper’s name)

860

101.1

ruveta

to begin, to start

836

13.8

suuri

great, big

823

3.2

voima

force, power

812

9.8

tarvita

to need

810

8.9

vapaus

freedom

801

19.0

päivä

day

776

4.1

mieli

mind

756

4.9

tietää

to know

753

4.8

luonto

nature

745

19.2

pitää

to like, to hold, to keep

734

2.9

osasto

local union, union branch

729

4.3

työväenyhdistys

workers’ association

728

12.2

kerta

time, occasion

712

4.9

huomata

to notice

701

5.7

aulanda

aulanda (bird genus)

696

68055.3

maailma

world

696

8.4

alkaa

to begin, to start

663

3.8

tehtaalainen

Tehtaalainen (paper’s name)

647

79.9

kaunis

beautiful

635

13.7

esimerkki

example

628

15.0

paha

bad, evil

602

13.2

ajatus

thought, idea

602

12.8

kulkea

to go, to travel, to walk

597

8.7

sana

word

596

6.6

sielu

spirit, soul

587

19.6

vuosi

year

586

3.3

toivoa

to hope

585

10.1

corvus

corvus (bird genus)

580

56712.8

jäsen

member

565

3.2

502

taivas

heaven

549

29.2

velvollisuus

responsibility, duty

547

17.4

sosiaali
demokraattinen

social democratic

543

29.0

selvä

clear, obvious

536

15.9

hauta-aho

Hauta-aho (surname)

535

5545.3

mahtava

mighty, great, grand

534

1440.3

onni

happiness

515

10.7

silmä

eye

506

6.7

kuulua

to belong to

505

3.6

te

you (plural)

498

4.0

koittaa

to try

484

16.7

kirjoittaa

to write

484

7.8

rakkaus

love

480

16.1

päästä

to get, to reach

478

4.2

sellainen

that kind of

476

3.5

tapa

way, custom

473

5.0

välttämätön

necessary

471

580.7

täytyä

must

468

4.3

tulevaisuus

future

458

19.1

nestori

Nestori (male name)

454

76.0

puhua

to speak

452

4.6

herätä

to wake up

448

13.7

uski

Uski (male name)

444

148.4

näyttää

to show, to look like

444

4.4

palvelija

maid, domestic servant

443

14.4

jumala

god

437

9.7

henkinen

spiritual, intellectual

437

16.8

porvari

bourgeois

434

12.3

koti

home

428

6.0

tosi

real, true

426

9.0

istua

to sit

425

8.3

kysyä

to ask

425

6.3

503

muistaa

to remember

424

6.5

vanha

old

422

4.7

kevät

spring

419

16.3

köyhälistö

the proletariat, the poor

411

7.7

oksanen

Oksanen (surname)

409

29.8

työväenliike

labour movement

409

23.3

naiminen

getting married

400

5198.7

uskoa

to believe

398

8.1

järjestynyt

organized

394

2380.5

Source: Nuija, Palveliatar, Kuritus, Tehtaalainen and Yritys, available
from https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5167246; lemmatized raw text
files of Työmies, available from https://digi.kansalliskirjasto.fi/opendata.
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Appendix B: Top 200 words that appear more frequently than statistically expected in the socialist newspapers compared to the non-socialist newspapers. Keyness value was calculated using the log-likelihood
(4-term) test. The complete list of socialist keywords can be downloaded here: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5167476.

Rank

Absolute
Frequency

1.

Keyness
Value

Ratio of Rel.
Frequency

Word

138,696

299,449

26.8

työläinen

2.

117,404

150,512

6.9

työväki

3.

351,475

122,187

2.2

työ

4.

137,307

115,134

4.1

työmies

5.

40,137

87,141

27.6

dem

6.

44,988

78,851

13

sos

7.

1,289,083

75,624

1.3

ei

8.

351,526

71,563

1.8

oma

9.

1,349

69,270

2.7

osasto

10.

54,875

67,837

6.5

järjestö

11.

126,943

64,081

2.7

liitto

12.

36,024

62,067

12.4

työmäki

13.

24,785

60,945

60.6

sirkusk

14.

30,263

60,739

19.9

köyhälistö

15.

1,936,446

60,263

1.2

se

16.

49,645

58,029

6

työnantaja

17.

433,199

54,100

1.6

he

18.

27,242

52,263

17

työv

19.

313,518

50,761

1.7

mies

20.

458,214

49,151

1.5

kun

21.

31,046

47,629

9.5

järjestyä

22.

57,694

47,327

4

lakko

23.

513,837

47,247

1.5

niin

24.

55,359

45,804

4

torppari

505

25.

31,167

43,197

7.8

työväenyhdistys

26.

172,909

40,652

1.9

pnä

27.

5,907,397

40,605

1.1

olla

28.

40,152

38,871

4.7

työntekijä

29.

17,176

34,399

19.7

ammatillinen

30.

826,820

33,769

1.3

saada

31.

14,617

33,406

36.1

sirkuskatu

32.

18,267

33,198

14.4

ammattijärjestö

33.

19,422

32,439

11.5

tupakkatehdas

34.

201,748

32,181

1.7

jäsen

35.

60,319

30,962

2.8

linja

36.

37,561

30,840

4

polttaa

37.

19,328

30,426

10

kuukausikokous

38.

13,967

29,574

24.6

kapitalisti

39.

1,421,358

29,446

1.2

että

40.

19,423

28,610

8.8

ammattiosasto

41.

686,028

28,271

1.3

ne

42.

243,841

28,205

1.5

kokous

43.

61,052

27,669

2.5

moida

44.

18,959

27,421

8.5

paperossi

45.

16,016

25,853

10.6

työväentalo

46.

197,464

24,639

1.6

lehti

47.

36,076

24,396

3.3

osuuskauppa

48.

11,314

24,010

24.9

hienostaa

49.

12,435

23,666

16.5

sosialidemokratia

50.

40,503

22,905

2.9

isäntä

51.

22,126

22,710

5

työtön

52.

19,073

22,395

6

työväestö

53.

15,409

22,277

8.5

porvari

54.

100,109

22,205

1.8

asunto

55.

14,475

22,145

9.5

kansan

56.

52,565

22,046

2.4

mielä

506

57.

81,844

21,999

2

palkka

58.

76,661

21,509

2

penni

59.

82,888

21,437

2

moi

60.

8,888

20,882

42.9

kapitalistinen

61.

58,475

20,819

2.2

ovi

62.

58,517

20,732

2.2

hyä

63.

21,236

20,606

4.7

yhd

64.

71,019

20,330

2

poliisi

65.

362,751

20,277

1.3

asia

66.

463,013

20,215

1.3

mutta

67.

61,002

20,032

2.2

lun

68.

15,673

20,018

6.8

sosialismi

69.

33,972

18,988

2.9

torppa

70.

26,459

18,745

3.5

saap

71.

40,817

18,220

2.5

ty

72.

127,099

18,198

1.6

tuo

73.

93,997

18,196

1.8

tehdas

74.

47,935

18,042

2.3

ilmottaa

75.

14,085

17,680

6.6

suomettarelainen

76.

135,330

17,460

1.6

mennä

77.

16,209

17,379

5.3

muurari

78.

7,140

17,245

52.3

rikkuri

79.

20,870

17,179

4

rahastonhoitaja

80.

44,032

17,149

2.3

sitte

81.

12,618

17,083

7.5

piiritoimikunta

82.

14,773

16,777

5.7

työttömyys

83.

19,198

16,279

4.1

sauna

84.

35,696

16,205

2.6

pietarsaari

85.

78,620

16,183

1.8

tyttö

86.

23,140

15,564

3.3

manentaka

87.

11,448

15,547

7.6

viipurilainen

88.

43,321

15,494

2.2

maikka
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89.

7,468

15,340

21.7

puoluetoimikunta

90.

76,656

15,262

1.8

pois

91.

6,894

15,240

30.2

kapitalismi

92.

7,927

15,225

17

hautausapurengas

93.

8,553

15,196

13.5

pomo

94.

236,341

15,117

1.4

jos

95.

34,982

14,443

2.4

eä

96.

26,447

14,421

2.9

toveri

97.

17,886

14,260

3.9

ym

98.

24,001

14,136

3

pros

99.

10,580

13,899

7.1

porvarillinen

100.

20,905

13,821

3.3

jalkine

101.

6,652

13,764

22.3

kunnallinenjärjestö

102.

458,776

13,723

1.2

maa

103.

6,413

13,683

25.5

pormarillinen

104.

6,730

13,613

20.4

jäsenkirja

105.

10,870

13,599

6.6

karttaa

106.

111,405

13,457

1.5

puolue

107.

7,739

13,410

12.6

tlk

108.

14,061

13,352
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tupakka

109.

10,906

13,078

6.2

edustajakokous

110.

57,775

12,836

1.8

halpa

111.

14,287

12,775

4.3

työaika

112.

63,392

12,698

1.8

halva

113.

22,088

12,501

2.9

laatikko

114.

9,148

12,435

7.6

siltasaarikatu

115.

4,941

12,417

74.3

liittotoimikunta

116.

143,179

12,280

1.4

sellainen

117.

26,065

12,171

2.6

viertotie

118.

5,142

12,147

44.5

krt

119.

8,144

12,144

9

rästi

120.

4,532

12,109

173.8

rahastonh
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121.

23,085

12,106

2.8

kahvila

122.

7,324

12,070

11.1

huvitoimikunta

123.

209,537

12,061

1.3

hinta

124.

38,767

12,012
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sosialisti
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13,814

11,988

4.2

lakkolainen
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12,309

11,948

4.7

työpäivä

127.

71,396
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1.7

kyllä
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3.9

nälkä
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298,563
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1.3

nyt
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149,626
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1.4

nainen

131.

12,500
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jäsenmaksu
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418,504

11,653

1.2

tehdä

133.

110,185

11,639

1.5

silloin

134.

10,493

11,604

5.5

alkuperäisä

135.

73,538

11,531

1.7

eduskunta

136.

163,073

11,480

1.4

puoli

137.

17,749

11,403

3.2

tk

138.

11,331

11,374

4.9

kurjuus

139.

86,749

11,273

1.6

mä

140.

5,593

11,258

20.1

työmestö

141.

7,555

11,105

8.7

naisosasto

142.

64,027

11,096

1.7

joten

143.

4,656

10,983

44.1

puoluelehti

144.

38,910

10,938

2

muosi

145.

5,896

10,872

15

puheenj

146.

203,088

10,805

1.3

päättää

147.

118,731

10,748

1.5

sillä

148.

391,233

10,702

1.2

mikä

149.

446,917

10,622

1.2

jo

150.

12,574

10,547

4.1

työpaikka

151.

7,404

10,526

8.2

työsopimus

152.

6,888

10,442

9.3

työläisnainen
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153.

29,226

10,429

2.2

ammatti

154.

92,896

10,271

1.5

yhdistys

155.

72,402

10,237

1.6

edustaja

156.

369,221

10,190

1.2

y

157.

5,752

10,186

13.4

porvaristo

158.

26,197

10,070

2.3

gin

159.

25,293

10,024

2.4

yhteiskunta

9,965

58

kunnallinen
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160.
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9,928

2.6
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1.9
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ihminen
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212,158

9,732

1.3

sanoa

169.

4,033

9,620

47.7

puoluetoveri

170.

4,989

9,600

17.1

luokkataistelu

171.

3,980

9,562

50.3

puuimuke

172.

3,487

9,560

332.3

armeia

173.

9,311

9,466

5

ammattiyhdistys

174.

177,347

9,427

1.3

ettei

175.

13,606

9,401

3.4

sosialistinen

176.

4,934

9,368

16.4

järjestyminen

177.

4,699

9,342

19.2

työmäestö

178.

9,030

9,319

5.1

puoluekokous

179.

9,474

9,228
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työmaa

180.

149,366

9,181

1.4
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181.

16,889

9,168

2.9

soittokunta

182.

88,679

9,159

1.5

täytyä

183.

5,963

9,030

9.3

itä-viertotie
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184.

5,224

8,881

12

työmäkiyhdistys

185.

15,623

8,846

2.9

mustata

186.

5,162

8,817

12.2

liittohallinto

187.

28,159

8,808

2.1

mara

188.

27,147

8,796

2.1

manen

189.

19,986

8,671

2.5

mestari

190.

304,881

8,493

1.2

me

191.

4,978

8,483

12.1

työroäen

192.

3,625

8,401

39.3

lauantainumero

193.

37,945

8,294

1.8

toimikunta

194.

20,541

8,240

2.4

emä

195.

12,473

8,102

3.2

maatia

196.

18,225

8,101

2.5

puuseppä

197.

18,257

8,095

2.5

nahka

198.

17,498

8,045

2.6

leipä

199.

9,445

7,994

4.1

sisäänpääsy

200.

61,662

7,970

1.6

etu

Source : The dataset of socialist newspapers consists of the following
lemmatized raw text files: Työmies 1895–1917, Kansan Lehti
1898–1917, Vapaa Sana 1906–1917 and Savon Työmies 1906–1910.
The dataset of non-socialist newspapers consists of the following
lemmatized raw text files: Uusi Suometar 1895–1917, Päivälehti /
Helsingin Sanomat 1895–1917, Aamulehti 1895–1917, Tampereen
Sanomat 1904–1917, Pohjan Poika 1906–1909, Pohjanmaa 1909–1912,
Pohjalainen 1911–1915, Savotar 1906–1910 and Otava 1904–1909.
Available from https://digi.kansalliskirjasto.fi/opendata.
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Tiivistelmä
Punaisen sävyt: Sosialismin poliittisen kielen evoluutio
1800-luvulta vuoden 1918 sisällissotaan
Väitöskirja tutkii suomalaista sosialismia poliittisena kielenä
1800-luvulta vuoden 1918 sisällissotaan saakka. Sosialistisia liikkeitä syntyi kaikkialle Eurooppaan tänä aikajaksona, mutta Suomen suuriruhtinaskunnan sosialistinen puolue kohosi maailman
suurimmaksi. Tutkimuksen tavoitteena on tutkia tämän voimakkaan poliittisen kielen sisäistä rikkautta. Tutkimuskysymykset
keskittyvät sosialismin ideologiseen evoluutioon kolmella eri tasolla: (1) kuinka sosialismi muuttuu pitkällä aikavälillä, (2) mikä
yhdistää ja erottaa työväenliikkeen johdon ja kentän sosialismia
ja (3) miten sosialismi kytkeytyy muihin moderneihin poliittisiin
kieliin Suomessa? Kysymyksiin vastataan lähi- ja etälukemalla
sekä painettuja että käsinkirjoitettuja työväenlehtiä eri puolelta
Suomea. Valinnoilla halusin laajentaa aatehistorian lähteitä laadullisesti huippuajattelijoista ruohonjuuritason toimijoihin ja
määrällisesti niin suuriin aineistoihin, että niitä on mahdotonta
ottaa haltuun historiantutkimuksen perinteisillä menetelmillä.
Työssä esitellään yksinkertaisia laskennallisia menetelmiä korpuslingvistiikasta (suhteelliset sanafrekvenssit aikaa myöten, kollokaatiot ja avainsanat), jotka rikastuttavat laadullista analyysia.
Painettujen lehtien analyysi paljasti, että sosialismin perustarina pysyi samanlaisena, vaikka käsitteellinen profiili muuttui huomattavasti ajan mittaan. Sosialismin pysyvä tarina jakoi ihmiset
kahteen kollektiivisingulaariin talouden pohjalta (”köyhälistö”
ja ”porvaristo”), maksimoi kurjuuden tapahtumaympäristössä ja
selitti päähenkilöiden ja ympäristön välisen suhteen yksiulotteisen kausaliteetin avulla: ”järjestelmä” aiheutti kaikki negatiiviset
tapahtumat. Sosialismin kieli ei kuitenkaan ollut omalakinen ko517

konaisuus vaan muuttui myös vuorovaikutuksessa yhteiskunnan
kanssa. Työväenlehdistön alkuvaiheessa 1890-luvun puolivälissä liberalismin kaanonista lainatut käsitteet ohjasivat poliittista
ajattelua (”tasa-arvoisuus”, ”äänioikeus”, ”kansalainen”), kun taas
1900-luvun vaihteessa huomio suuntautui konservatiivisen kielen haltuunottoon (”uskonto”, ”isänmaa”), sillä voimakkaimmat
hyökkäykset sosialismia vastaan hyödynsivät kristillisiä ja nationalistisia käsitteitä. Vuoden 1905 suurlakko teki sosialismin
poliittisesta kielestä käsitteellisesti itsenäisemmän suhteessa sen
kilpailijoihin. Vallankumousaika 1917–1918 ei tuonut uusia käsitteitä sosialismin kieleen vaan lähinnä voimisti sen äärimmäisiä piirteitä. Aggressio vastustajia kohtaan oli ollut lehdistössä
näkyvää viimeistään suurlakosta alkaen, pettymys uudistettuun
mutta toimimattomaan parlamentaariseen demokratiaan yleistyi
jo eduskunnan ensi vuosina ja ajatus siitä, että nimenomaan keinottelu oli pääsyy köyhälistön kurjuuteen, vakiintui ensimmäisen
maailmansodan aikana.
Sosialismin diakroninen muutos oli helpompi hahmottaa painetussa sanassa kuin käsinkirjoitetuissa lehdissä. Työväenliikkeen huipun sisäiset kiistat eivät herättäneet suuria aatteellisia
intohimoja politiikan ruohonjuuritasolla. Työläiset loivat omilla
kirjoituksillaan sosialismin kielen, joka sopi paikallisiin olosuhteisiin. Kyse ei ollut kuitenkaan siitä, että työväenliikkeen kenttä
ja johto olisivat muodostaneet kaksi erilaista ja toisistaan irrallista ideologista maailmaa, kuten on joskus esitetty aiemmassa tutkimuksessa. Jako tunteellisen kentän ja valistuneen johdon välillä
näyttää epäuskottavalta käsinkirjoitettujen lehtien perusteella,
sillä vaikka niissä ilmenevä poliittinen viha voi vaikuttaa pinnalta katsoen ”autenttiselta”, tarkempi analyysi paljasti, että työläiset
käsitteellistivät vihaansa kopioimalla viestejä suoraan painetusta
sanasta.
Vertailussa ideologisiin kilpailijoihinsa sosialismi, mukaan
lukien sen kenttätason variantit, sijoittuu Suomen modernien
poliittisten kielten puuhun. Sosialismin tarjoamat kausaaliset selitykset voidaan lukea konservatiivisen kristillisyyden vastakohtana, sillä ne pyrkivät laajentamaan ihmisjärjellä ymmärrettävää
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maailmaa jumalaisen mysteerin kustannuksella. Sosialismin
kieltä voidaan ajatella myös 1800-luvun nationalistisen projektin
jatkeena siinä mielessä, että fennomaanit olivat opettaneet rahvasta kuvittelemaan suomalaisia kansalaisia ja vieraita sortajia
paikallisyhteisöjen ulkopuolella. Pitkällä aikavälillä politiikan alkeiden opetus kostautui, sillä sosialistit pystyivät hyödyntämään
fennomaanista käsitejärjestelmää pienin muutoksin: esimerkiksi
muuttamalla kansallisen tietoisuuden luokkatietoisuudeksi, kielellisen sorron taloudelliseksi sorroksi ja suomenkielisen kansan
enemmistön työtätekevän kansan enemmistöksi. Aikakäsitykseltään sosialismi muistutti liberalismia horjumattomassa uskossaan edistykseen, mutta sosialistinen temporaliteetti erosi kilpailijastaan määrittelemällä odotetun ja havaitun maailman välisen
suhteen uusiksi: mitä suuremmat odotukset tulevaisuuteen kohdistettiin, sitä kriittisemmiksi havainnot ”nykyisestä järjestelmästä” muodostuivat. Sosialismin kielen voimakas kausaliteetti, spatiaalisen mielikuvituksen laajentaminen ja temporaliteetin kiihdyttäminen tekevätkin siitä kenties kaikkein ”moderneimman”
poliittisen kielen Suomen suuriruhtinaskunnassa ennen sisällissotaa. Tutkimus on osoittanut, että modernien poliittisten kielten
laajuuden ja syvyyden ymmärtäminen vaatii lähilukemisen rinnalle myös makroskooppisia menetelmiä, jotka ohjaavat tutkijan
katseen ainutlaatuisesta yleiseen ja poikkeuksellisesta toistuvaan.
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